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PKEFACE

THE Vaisesika philosophy has not hitherto been much studied,

though it seems to deserve a thorough investigation. As regards

its scope, it differs considerably in many respects from the

metaphysical systems of the Samkhya and the Vedanta, and

its epistemological basis, natural philosophy, and consequently

its mechanical view are more consistently elaborated than

might be expected in a school of ancient Indian philosophy.

The present little work does not attempt, as will be apparent,

to give a systematic and exhaustive exposition of all the theories

of the school ; but I have tried, in the course of my explana-

tions of the translation, to expound some fundamental and

characteristic thoughts, where they might be helpful in the

understanding of passages. The work is, however, designed

primarily not for scholars, but for beginners, in view of

whom the bulk of the Introduction and the Notes has been

written.

I am fully aware of many imperfections. In particular,

I ought to say that the statements concerning the origin and

development of the Nyaya reasoning (pp. 82-4, 2) are

according to my subsequent investigations not correct. It is

hoped that the reader will not attach importance to the

passage, which fortunately is not essential -to the main purpose

of the Introduction.

Dr. F. W. Thomas has kindly corrected my English, and his

rigorous criticism has detected throughout the work many of

my oversights. He has also helped me in all matters connected

with the reading of the proofs, the subject, the arrangement,

and the form. But no changes have been made without my
assent, and I retain a full responsibility for all the features of

the work. For a kindnes_s which is too great to particularize or
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to repay, and without which the work could not have come into

existence, I owe my most sincere thanks.

A special debt of gratitude is also due to .Professor Garbe and

Professor Takakusu, to whose instruction I owe a part of the

material used in the Introduction, and to Professor de la Yallee

Poussin, Professor Macdonell, Miss Hughes, and Mr. E. J.

Thomas, who have been kind to me in many ways.

HAKUJU UI.
CAMBRIDGE.

May, 1917.
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ERRATA AND ADDENDA

Page 2, note 1, read Bodhicarydvatdra-Kkd.

p. 2, n. 1, read Vijnapti-mdtratdydm.

p. 4, n. 2, read cetand.

p. 11, 1. 21. Insert "11. Kwando-shoshujikkugiron, I vol., by Ks-tan

p. 18, 1. 8 from bottom, read is.

p. 36, 11. 6-8. Mahd-sattd is found in the Mahd-vyutpatti (cciii, 27).
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INTRODUCTION

I. THE TREATISE

AMONG the huge collection of the Buddhist tripitaka in

the Chinese translation we have only two distinct works

of other systems than Buddhism. The one is the

Sdmkhya-kdrikd with a commentary, and the other is

a Yaisesika treatise without a commentary. The former

has been translated into French by Professor Takakusu,

and the latter is represented by the present work.

The title of the treatise is in Chinese Shan-tsun l-shi-

r/i-i-lun 2 and in Sanskrt Vaisesika-(uikdya-}dasapa-

((drfha-sdstra,
3

i.e. a treatise 011 the ten categories of

the Vaisesika. It was composed by a follower of the

Vaisesika, and translated into Chinese by Yuan Chwang
(Hhiien-Cwaii) in 648 A.D.

A tradition says that Kwhei-ci,
4 a famous disciple of

Yuan Chwang, commented on the treatise
;
but this is

perhaps a mistake. Yuan .Chwang translated a great

many Sanskrt works into Chinese ;
but his main effort

appears to have been devoted to the translation of the

works of the Sarvasti-vada, especially the Abhidharma-

kosa-sdstra,
5 and of the \rijfiana-vada, especially the

1 Tsun or (siing. The pronunciations of the Chinese characters are

(:ikon principally from Nanjio's Catalogue and Giles' Dictionary.
- In Japanese ShO-sha-ji-k-kn-tji-ron, sometimes called Jikkuginm.

Copies exist in the Bodleian Library (Jap. 65, Y, 10, pp. l'2b-!5b) and in

the Library of the India Office (case 647>, pp. l-13/>).
'

N'anjio, Catalogue of the Chinese Trijtititku, \u. I2!).". Xikiiya is

probably superfluous.
4 In Japanese Ki-ki, usually called Ji-on. or Jion-daishi-kiki

Hi32-82 A.D.). He is a great commentator and the first patriarch of thu

Fa-hsiang-tsung (the HossO-sliu or -jiu), a sect of the followers of the

Vijfuina-vada in China and Japan.
5 No. 1269.
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Vijncipti
- matratd -siddhi- sdstra. 1 His disciples \v< j re

divided principally between the two schools.

II. KWHEI-CI

Kwhei-ci is the orthodox propagator of the Vijnana-
vada and the authority on the second work. This is a

commentary on Vasu-bandhu's Vijnapti-indtratd-trirhxtif-

kdrikd,
12 which is a highly authoritative exposition of

the Yijnana-vada and had ten commentaries by as imi in-

different Indian authors. Yuan Clnvang first translated tin-

ten commentaries, but he afterwards amalgamated themo
with the commentary by Dharma-pala, the teaclier of

liis teacher, Sila-bhadra. This second work, the Vijnaptt-

maJratd-siddhi-sdstra, is ascribed chiefly to Dharma-pala,
arid is the fundamental work of the Fa-hsiang-tsumr

.O D

Kwhei-ci commented on the work.3
Dharma-pala's work

adopts an idealistic standpoint in epistemology and meta-

physics, and refutes the realistic systems, the Samkhya.
the Yaisesika. other minor schools, and the Hina-yana
Buddhism. The \7aisesika in this work represents tin-

doctrines of the six categories, and seems to have bt.-t.--ii

quoted by Dharrna-pala himself, because his refutations

agree with those in another work by him. 4 Kwhei-ci.

commenting on the passage concerning the Vaisesika,

quotes and paraphrases the treatise, although the latter

exhibits ten categories, under the three headings, tin;o o
enumeration of the ten categories and the subdivisions,o

1 No. 1197. As for the term vijnapti-mdtratd, see the Bodhicarya i-atar<t

(Professor de la Vallee Poussin, Bo>uhlhixm<<, London, 1898, p. 'J71.

". . . cittamatre 'pi vijnapti-niatrayam api . . ."). I owe the Sanskrr

term to Professor de la Vallee Poussin. See Lokatatlvd-nirnaya

(" vijnaptimatram sunyaru ceti sakyasya niscayali ") of Hari-bhadra

(Giorn. d. Soc. Asiat. ital., 1905, pp. 279, 283-4)."
2 No. 1215.
: -

Uaiiiihoii-zokii-zukyd, 77, bk. 1 ff. A copy is kept in the Briti-li

Museum. Kwhei-ci's quotations and paraphrasing are found on

pp. 29a-40a.
4 That is, No. 1198, a commentary on Deva's Sata-&detra-vaifnlyu

^No. 1189). Some passages are translated in this Introduction.
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the definitions of them, and the relations among them,

that is, the first and a portion of the second chapter of

the treatise. This was, perhaps, taken for a commentary
on the treatise. Kwhei - ci's quotations are useful for

understanding the treatise, so that they are freely used

in the following notes, where necessary.

-/

III. THE FOUNDER OF THE SYSTEM

Kwhei-ci mentions some traditional accounts concerning

the Vaisesika and its founder in the above commentary
and in his commentary on Saiikara-svamin's Hetu-vidyd-

nydya-pravesa-sdstra.
1 The traditions in the two com-

mentaries are essentially the same, and may be supposed
to have their origin in India, because he has probably put
down what he had heard from Yuan Chwano-.o

Before Yuan Chwang, Kumara-jlva translated Devas

Sata-scistra'2 into Chinese, together with the commentary

by the Bodhi-sattva Vasu. The &ata-sdstra contains, in

many passages, refutations of the Saiiikhya and the

Vaisesika, etc. The work was also commented upon by
a Chinese Buddhist, Ci-tsaii (549-623 A.D.).

3 Ci-tsan's

commentary relates the following traditions with regard

to the Vaisesika and its founder :

"(The founder's name) Uluka means an 'owl' . . .

The time when he lived was 800 years before the Buddha.

By day he composed a work and by night he wandered

about for alms. . . . The sutra composed by him is called

the Vaisesika(-sutra) and consists of 100,000 slokas.

The main tenets are the doctrines of the six categories, of

1 No. 1216. Kwhei-ci's commentary is in the Dainihon-zoku-zokyo, Sti,

bk. 4, pp. 346 ff.

- No. 1 188. Kumara-jlva arrived in China (Chan-an) in 401 A.D. and
died c. 413, at the age of 74 years. He was the chief translator of the

works of the Sunya-vada. See Nanjio, Cat., App. ii, 69.
3 In Japanese Ki-chi-zo, or Kajo-daishi-kichizO. His commentary is

in the Dainihon-zoku-zokyo, 73, bk. 5, and 87, bk. 2.
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the asat-kdrya-vdda, and that self (dtman) is something
different from cognition (buddlti)."

l

In another passage he states :

"According to the Life of Hari-varman, 'there lived

a follower of Uluka (at the time of Hari - varnuin,

c. 260 A.D.). He said that the sutra composed by our

teacher, Uluka, is named the Vaisexika(-sutra), and is

subtle or scholastic. Its general tenet is the doctrines

of the six categories, and the speciality is that cognition is

something different from self. If anyone could defeat me
in disputation, I should kill myself for apology.' This is

a little similar to the statement of the present text.

Uluka's opinion of self evidently shows that he lived

when the Samkhya had been systematized, and that In-

founded another system, because he had discovered, as

is affirmed, the imperfection of the Saiiikhya.
2

Vaiscffil.-c,

the name of the sutra, means superior, or excellent, nnd

distinguished (or different). The origin of the name is

in the fact that the system is distinguished from, and

superior to, the Samkhya."
3

1
Ibid., bk. 5, p. 282a. The source of his traditions is not clearly

known. Ci-tsan in his boyhood, when he had not yet become a Buddhist ,

saw Paramartha accompanied by his father. Paramartha arrived in

China in 548 A.D. and died in 569 A.D. (499-569). See Nanjio, Cat.,

App. ii, 104-5. Ci-tsari seems not to have been instructed by Paramartha

even afterwards. Paramartha was an eminent scholar of the Vijnana-
vadaandof the Abhidharma-kosa-sdslra, while Ci-tsan was a distinguished

propagator of the Sunya-vuda in China, and restored the San-lun-tsung

(the San-ron-shu, or -jiii).

" This means the Samkhya doctrine of self (purusa), that is nothing but

cognition (cil, cetana, or jnd).
3
Dainihon-zoku-zokyo, 87, bk. 2, p. 103a. The latter part of his

account is also found in 73, bk. 5, p. 384h. The Life of Han-vanmui
was composed by Yuan Ch'ang (Gen-cho) about 450 A. D.

,
and is preserved

in the Chu-sdn-tsan-ci-tsi (No. 1476), vol. xii, pp. 636-64o, which was

compiled by Saii-yin (So-yu) about 520 A.D.

According to the original text, Hari-varman lived in the 900th year
after the Buddha's Nirvana (A.N. ). The follower of Uluka surpa>-> >!

others in disputation. Having heard that the king of Magadha
favoured Buddhists, he went to Patali-putra and asked the king to be
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It can hardly be ascertained what authority these

traditions have, except the extract from the Life of

Hari-varman. Nevertheless, the whole material was not

invented by the commentator, because his account agrees
in some respects with Kwhei-ci. Kwhei-ci states :

" About the end of the time of the creation (srsti), when
the age of creatures was immeasurable, a teacher (tirthaka)

came to the world. He was named Uluka. Uluka means

an ' owl '. In the daytime he meditated in a dense forest,

secluding himself from worldly affairs, and at night, when

people went to rest, he wandered about for food. This

mode of living was very similar to that of an owl, so that

he got the name Uluka. He was also called Kana-bhuj
or Kana-bhaksa. Kana means ' a grain (or a piece) of

(rice-)corn ', and bhuj or bhaksa means 'to eat'. The

origin of the name was that he was usually wandering
about at night, but as young wromen were frightened by
the sight of him he afterwards went in secret into mills,

picked up pieces of corn from rice-bran, and ate them.

He was, consequently, nicknamed the '

corn-piece-eater '.

He was further called (the teacher of) the Vaisesiku.

Vaise'sika means '

superior' or ' excellent
'

(literally, 'con-

quering'). He composed a work explaining the six

categories. The work was named the Vaisesika(-sdstra),

since it excelled other works in all respects, or because

it was composed by a man of superior intelligence.

As he was the master and the composer of the

\

T

<i^eika(-sastra), he was called the teacher of the

allowed to enter into disputation with Buddhists. Hari-varnmn was
elt%cted to dispute with him, etc.

According to another tradition, Hari-varman had been a follower of

t lie Samkhya before lie became a Buddhist. He introduced some doctrines

of the Saiiikhya into his own work, the Satya-siddln-Auslra.
1

Dninilioii-zokii-zdkyi), 77, bk. 1, pp. 35)-40nr,, and 8G, bk. 4, p. .'>7H'.

C'f. yy<iya-koxa (Bombay S.S., No. xlix, 2nd ed.), p. 743.
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Kwhei-ci also calls the founder Kanada
;
but to the

(.hinese traditions it is not known that Kanada or Kana-

bhuj means " atom-eater ", and the meaning of the term

Vaisesika is "superior" or "excellent''.

"
Atom-eater," as the nickname of the founder, might' O

not be probable, because an atomic theory is not special

to the system, and the Vaisesika is not the first pioneer of

the theory.
1 "

Superior
"

or " excellent
"

is a secondary

meaning of the term, and the term is not used in thisO
sense hi V.S.- The explanation of the name Vaisesika

that it was derived from the fifth category particularity

( visesa), or the characteristic of the system that an object

is precisely analysed and classified, is more probable.

And the above explanation of Uluka is different from

that of Indian commentators. Raja - sekhara, in his

Nydya-kandali-tlka, explains that Kanada was favoured

by Isvara on account of the merit of his ardent ascetic

practice. Isvara appeared to him 'as Uluka-rupa-dhdri

(bearing the form of an owl). On that occasion he was

instructed by Isvara in the doctrines of the six categories.*

But Isvara is not mentioned in V.S.. although latero

commentators strain the meaning of some passages.
4

Prasasta-pada acknowledged Isvara for the first time in

the history of the Vaisesika. Consequently the tradition

must have been originated in a time later than Prasasta-

pada, who lived in the fifth or sixth century A.D. The

Chinese traditional explanation of Uluka seems to have

been derived from an etymological meaning of the term,

but it represents an older tradition. Even AsVa-ghosa

1 But in later times the atomic theory is considered as a special

doctrine of the Vaisesika (Brahma-sutra, ii, 2, 11 ft'.), and the sy.Mcm
is called the Pailuka. See Dharmottara, Nydya-bindu-fikd, j>.

Stt

(Bibl. Ind.).
2

10, 2, 7.

:: Handt, Die. alomiatische. Grundlaye der Vai&esika-Philosophic (Rostock,

1900), pp. 1-2; Nydya-kosa, pp. 2-3 (dvitlya upodyhdtah).
4 See notes on ch. i, 3, 22-3 (merit and demerit).
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alludes to the meaning.
1 The date of Uluka is only an

invention.2
Ci-tsari's summary of the principal tenets of

the system is perfectly correct and well characterized.

Kwhei-ci further says:

"After having attained the five softs of siddki*

(perfection), the Rsi (sage) Uluka desired to enter into

Nirvana
;
but he regretted that he was not able to have

a disciple and to hand down the doctrines of the six

categories ... At last (after innumerable years) he

found one named Panca-sikhi (or -in). Panca-sikhi was

born in a family of Brahmanas in Varanasl
;
his father's

name was Manavaka. Manavaka means a 'boy' or

a '

youth '. After a long, long time (9,000 years) Uluka
took Panca-sikhi into his hermitage and instructed him in

the six categories, i.e. substance, attribute, action, existence

(satta or bJulva), universality-particularity (.sdmanya-
and inherence." 5

IV. PANCA-SIKHI

According to another statement of Kwhei-ci :

" Panca-sikhi accepted the doctrines of the categories,

substance, attribute, and action, but he did not follow the

doctrine of existence. Kanada explained that existence

is that which inheres in substances, etc., and has reality

apart from substances, attributes, and actions ; it is one

and eternal. Panca-sikhi rejoined that the existing of

substances, attributes, and actions' is nothing but exist-

cnc.o : there cannot be such existence as to be somethingB
different from the three categories and to make them

C5

: See below.
"
Kwhei-ci places Kapila in the beginning of the time of srsti in his

commentary on Nos. 121G and 1107.
3

Dici/'i-i-nL-xn*. (firyn.-xrn/ra, para-fitfa-jiiiliiti, purva-nit?dsd)iU8mrli-

jitana, and rddlii-vidhi-jfulna.
4 This will be explained later on.
5 This is an extract from his statement in 77, bk. 1, p. 29a f., and 86,

bk. 4, p. 388/;. The exaggeration of numbering is a general peeuliarity
of Chine-.!- and Indian traditions.
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existent. Kanada left the explanation for a while and

proceeded to explain the category universality-particular] ty

. . .
,

l and the category inherence, which is one and

eternal. Panca - sikhi accepted these two categories,

except existence. Kanada then framed the following

syllogistic proof :

' Existence is neither a substance, nor an

attribute, nor an action . . ." Upon 'this proof Panca -

sikhi accepted the theory of existence. After that Kanada

died, and the Vaisesika was promulgated by Panca-sikhl." 3

The tradition asserts that Panca-sikhl was the disciple

of Kanada. The tirst statement of the above two is very
similar to the tradition of Asuri, a follower of the

Samkhya.
4

According to the Maha-bharata and other

Samkhya writings Asuri had a disciple named Panca-

sikha.5 There must have been many persons whose name

was Panca-sikhl, or Panca-sikha, and Panca-sikhl might beo
a different person from Panca-sikha, a follower of the

Samkhya. Consequently Panca-sikhi,- a follower of the

Vaisesika, should not be denied 011 the simple ground that

the name is almost the same. But the tradition was, it is

obvious, confused with that of Asuri. Unless we should

get other evidence concerning Panca-sikhi, we cannot

accept it as it is. Besides, such a syllogistic proof was

;iot used at such an early time. Kwhei-ci further says in

the same commentary that the Vaisesika was divided into

eighteen schools after Panca-sikhl, just like the eighteen

schools of the Samkhya. The reference to the Samkhya
proves that the tradition was confused with, or taken

from, that of the Samkhya. Even the eighteen schools

1

Fully quoted in notes on ch. i, 10.

~
Quoted in the following introduction.

:; Loc. cit,, p. 3S8b.
4 See the introductory comment on the Saiiikhya-karikti ,

v. ], in the

Chinese translation. Professor Garbe, Samkhya- Philosophie, pp. 29-34.
5
Malul-bharata, xii, 218, 14-15; S.k., v. 70. According to the

commentary on S.k. , v. 70 in the Chinese translation, the successors of

Kapila are thus : Kapila Asuri Panca-sikha (jlargya Uluka.



IV. PA NCA-SIK HI

I

of the Saihkhya are not ascertained. It is, however,
known that there were, in the course of time, many
different opinions in both .systems.

V. THE AUTHOR

According to Kwhei-ci's statement, a later follower of

the Vaisesika, or an eminent teacher among the teachers

of the eighteen schools, was Chan-ta-lo. Chan-ta-lo is

rendered in Chinese by Hwui-yueh, literally "Wisdom-
moon". He wrote the Ski-cil-i-lun (Dasa-padartha-

This is the present author. Chan-ta-lo is the trans-

literation of Candra in Sanskrt. Candra, as the originalO
of " Wisdom-moon ", seems to show an omission. Later

commentators give the full name,
"
Chan-tfi-(lo-)mo-ti

(Candra -
mati)," but Mati - candra 2

is preferable to

Candra-mati.

He has an epithet, Shari-co, before his name. Shan-co

literally means "an excellent teacher" or "a conqueror",
:m<l may be the translation of Yaisesika in the sense of

a follower or a teacher of the Vaisesika. "An excellent

teacher" (or "a conqueror") as an epithet can be applied
to any other eminent teacher, and does not especially

denote a follower of a definite system. In this case the

term " excellent
"

or "
superior ", as the translation of

Y.-iisesika, may also not be preferable.

The life of the author is not known from Kwhei-ci's

.statement, and the time when lie lived is uncertain.

15ut Dharma-pala's refutation of the A'aisesika is direct i-d

jigainst the doctrines of the six categories as stated

jibove. If this fact implies that the author is later than

' Loo. cit.. ]>|>. _>%, :57(J/'.

- Cf. Hajendnilala Mitra, Xotict* of S/.-f. MSS. (Calciitt:i. 1SSC.K

vol. viii, p|). SI I 1 : Bliandarkar, -I < '<i/<t/<it/in oj /In CoUectiong qfMSS.
( I'.oinhay, JSSN), \>.

Ill ; Huni-pni.sad Sastri, Xntic<-,s
<;/' ,S/.V. .1/.S.S. , vol. \.

>. 149.

"
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Dharrnapala. lii.s date is between Dharma-pala and Yuan
< Mi \vang.

According to Yuan Chwang's Si-yil-ci
1 Sila-bhadra

was. when lie was studying with Dharma-pala, 30 years

old, and he was 106 years old when Yuan Chwang met

him. 2 Yuan Chwang started from China in 629 A.D.,

and arrived at Raja-grha, and saw him in 633 A.D.a So

Dharma-pala was still living in 557 A.D.* Consequently
the terminus a quo of Mati-candra is 550 A.D., and the

terminus ad quern is 640 A.D. This date is also confirmed

by that of Prasasta-pada. Praasta-pada is undoubtedly
ji predecessor

5 of Mati-candra, and lived in the first half

of the sixth century or the latter half of the fifth century,

us proved later on. Mati-candra cannot be earlier than

the first half of the sixth century.

VI. THE TREATISE AND ITS COMMENTARIES

The most obvious characteristic of the treatise is

that it acknowledges ten categories, adding the four

potentiality (sakti), non-potentiality (asakti), commonness

(sdmdnya-visesa), and non-existence (ctbJtava or d.nt) to

the six in V.S. and Pr. Bh. The explanations and tln>,

source of the four categories will be found in the followingo o

translation and notes. And the treatise has no mention of

Isvara, as in the case of V.S.
;
there is also no description

of the way to emancipation (moksa); even if the second

sort of merit (dttarma, one of the twenty-four attributes)

corresponds to it, it is only a definition of it. As a

1 No. 1503, vol. viii, p. 40. - Xo. 1493, vol. iv.
(l

. 105/;.

3 No. 1637, vol. xii. j.. S4a.
4
According to Kwhei-ci's commentary on No. 1197 Dharma-pala died

in the 32nd year of his age, though the tradition is a little different

from the Tibetan tradition mentioned in Tara-natha's <li.--hi<-kti ilt*

Buddhisnnis (pp. 161-2), which is later.and less reliable. And Dharma-

pala is said to have been one year younger than Sila-bbadra : hence lie

lived in 539-70 A.D.
5 This is known from the fact that the treatise bases its explanations

upon the Prasasta-pada-bhdsya (Pr. Bh.) in many passages, as shown in

the following notes.



VI. THE TREATISE AND ITS COMMENTARIES

consequence, the author does not allude to yoga, yogin,

or anything supernatural. The description in general is

throughout concise and has no superfluity or digression.

No commentaries on the treatise were composed by
Chinese Buddhists; but later Japanese writers composed
the following :

1. Skoshujikkugiron-ki, 2 vols., by Ho-jiu, 1758 A.D.

2. Kwachu-shoshujikkugiron, 1 vol., by Ko-katsu, 1760.

3. Kwachu-shoshujikkugiron, 1 vol., enlarged by

Son-kyo.
4. Shoshdjikkugiron-shaku, 2 vols., by Ki-ben. 1779.

5. Shoshujikkugiron-shiki, 2 vols., by Gon-zo, c. 1783.

6. SJtoshujikkugiron-kecchaku, 5 vols., by Kai-do, 1796.

7. Shoshujikkugiron-sorin, 1 vol., by Kai-do, c. 1796.

8. Shoshujikkugiron-shaku-bokwanroku, 1 vol., by

Ko-gon, undated, refuting No. 4.

9. Jikkugiron-monki, 1 vol., by Ho-uii, 1844, depending

upon No. 6.

10. Jikkugiron-kogi. 1 vol., by Ko-ho, 1898, paraphrasing
No. 6.

1

VII. THE SUTRAS OF THE Six SYSTEMS

The dates of the founders and the sutras of the six

systems have been discussed by eminent scholars : but for

the present study the dates of the founders and those

of the sutras must be treated as separate problems,
because most of the founders are mystical personages
and their traditional dates are very vague, while the

1 These commentaries are rare even in Japan, except Nos. 3, 9, 10.

The present writer has been able to consult the last two. No. 6 is said

to be the best; but there are many cases of misreading and misunder-

standing. All the commentaries depend upon Kwhei-ci's paraphrasing
and other sub-commentaries on Kwhei-ci's commentary, etc. After

Kwhei-ci the Fil-hsiang-tsung was not much studied ; some texts wen;

lost, and corrupted. The third patriarch of the sect,. C'-ceu (Chi-shu, the.

seventh-eighth century), misunderstood some passages of the treatise

owing to the corruptions of the text. These corruptions and misunder-

standing caused the mistaken explanations in the above commentaries.
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dates of the sutras cannot possibly be so remote. Jacobi

maintains that the Nyaya-darsana and the JBrahma-

Ktltra were composed between 200 and 500 A.D. The
Vaise*ika-darmna and the Mimamsa-sutra are about as

old as, or rather somewhat older than, N.D. and B.S.

The Yoga-sutra is later than 450 A.D. and the Sav'ulclnja-

tt-ntra is a modern composition.
1

As a matter of fact, the compilation of the sdtras fixes

the doctrines of the systems ;
but before the compilation

there must have been, to some extent, a systematization

of the doctrines. Therefore, even if the above opinion,

which is admirably founded, is quite acceptable, it

naturally does not mean that there were no rudiments

or no earlier stages of the development of the doctrines.

In this sense the traditional founders and the real

compilers of the sutras cannot be the same persons. For

a historical study the question may be divided into two

parts. The question of the founders resolves itself into

the question of the origins of the systems, and the dates

of the sutras relate to the development of the doctrines.

Especially if the study is of another work than the sutra

of a system, researches into the historical development
are necessary. In the course of the following introduction

the present writer will try to study the origin, the

systematization, and some aspects of the historical

development of the Vaisesika. Before entering into the

questions some digressions may be permitted.

VIII. THE VAISESIKA SUTRA AND ITS COMMENTARIES

The historical development of the Yaisesika and the

Xyaya has been discussed by Bodas in his introduction to

Atlialye's edition of the Tarka-samgraha.
2 It contains

reliable information, and has been quoted by eminent

1

.TAGS., vol. xxxi, 1911, p. 29. During that period (200-500) lived

the old commentators : Viitsyfiyana, Upa-varsa, the Vrtti-kara (Bodha-

yaiui?). and probably Sabara-svamin.
-
Bombay S. S., No. Iv.
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scholars (Max Miiller, Jacobi, and Suali). The Vaisesika

can be treated from the historical point of view, like other

systems ; but there is, as Bodas pointed out, a gap in the

history between the time of Prasasta-pada (or Uddyota-

kara) and that of Srldhara (991 A.D.). The treatise was

produced during that interval, and has not yet been

influenced by theories of the Nyaya. But, having
followed Pr. Bh., it differs from V.S. in certain opinions

and takes the lead of the modern Vaisesika works. The

modern Vaisesika has, to speak rough ly, two sources.

The one is Pr. Bh. and the other is N.S. and its Bkafiya

by Vatsyfiyana. The latter explained some of the Nyaya
theories by the Vaisesika and mixed them up, while

the former contended for the special theories and in some

measure changed the original theories. Some of these

s-pecial theories were accepted not only by the treatise,

but also by the later commentators on V.S.

V.8. had and has at least the following commentaries :

Ravand-bhaxya* Vrtti,- Upaskdra? Bharadvaja-vrtti-

bhaxya* Vivrti,
5 and Jlhdsya*t/ t/

Srlcarana in his Prakatdrtlia says that some of the

Vaisesika doctrines discussed by Sankaracarya in his

1 Pr. Bh. (Vizianagraru S.S., vol. iv), Introd., ]>.
12 : Kirnttdmli

(Henares S.S. , No. la), Introd., p. 12; Candrei-keinta-bndsya (Calcutta,

1SS7), Introd., p. 1 ; llatwi-prabhd, by Govindananda, 2, 2, 11.

- Pr. Bh. , p. 12; Kit:, p. 12 ; Xydya-kosa, p. 4.

" By Saiikara-mi.sra and by Juya-nfiraynna, published in Bit>t. Ini/. by
tJie hitter.

4 By (Tangadhara-kaviratna-kaviraja (Calcutta, 1809).
'

My Candra-kanta (Calcutta, 1887).

The authors of the last three commentaries lived in the last century.
Besides these commentaries there are Raghu-deva's Vydkhydna*, Candm-
nanda's Bhdfya, Bkdfya-ratna, and Tiled (Aufrecht's Cat. Cat., iii, p. TJS,

and ITrsikesa Sastrl's Cat. , iii, No. 369). Candrananda's Bhasya is said

by Kielhorn to be complete, \vliile the other three are incomplete.
It is not known whether they are good commentaries or not. As to

the first and the second in Aufrecht's Cat. Cat., i, p. 615, it canimt

be ascertained whether the}' are really commentaries on the mltrn.

Cf. Oppert's Lists, ii, p. 62, No. 1041. Pr. Bh. is not a commentary
on V. <$'.

, and it is called the Paddrtha-dharma-saiiKjruha.
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Brahma-ailtra-bJMsya represent an older school and a^: >

with Pr. Bh., but they are not in harmony with the

RavanOr-bnapya. Consequently Ravana is seen to liave

been later than Prasasta-pada.
1

Nothing more can as \<-\

l)e found concerning Ravana.

The Vrtti is quoted by the UpaskCira about eight times.2

It may, according to some writers, be that which is some-

times called the Bhdradvdja-vrtti and ascribed toUddyotn-
kara, simply because Uddyota-kara is Bharadvaja.

3 Ami

some writers maintain that the Vrtti or the Bltaradrajn-

vrtti is tlie text of the Bhdradvdja-vrtti-bhdsya. But

when the Vrtti in the Upaskdra is compared with the latter.

none of the corresponding passages agree. V.S. 6, 1, )
'

and 6, 1, 12 are not found in tlie Bharadvdja-vrtti-bha$ya.
The Upaskaras reference on V.S. 1

, 1,3 to the Vrtti-kara

is entirely at variance with the Bliaradvdja-vrtti-bhasya.

According to the UpasJcdra the Vrtti-kdra explains the

HUtra 1
, I, 3, c.tena nitye*u nityatvam uktam, thus :

uityesv-anityatvain uktam; but the corresponding si~i1r<i

in the Bhdradvdja-vrtti-bkdsya runs etena nityesu ni/>/c

uktdh.^ The conclusion from these comparisons is ilia!

neither the Bhdradvdja-vrtti-bhdsya nor the Bhdradw'tj<i-

vrtti,
6

if the former is a Bhdsya on the latter, nor the

H'Htras in them can be the same as the Vrtti or the

sutras in it. We cannot know anything further as t<>

the Vrtti.

1 Bodas' Intrcxi.. p. .33.

-On 1.1. -2: 1.2. 4: I . _>. (i : 3,1.17: 4.1.7: 6,l,i>: 0. 1. ]-J :

7.1,3.
3
Ny&ya-Ko6a, pp. 3-4.

4 Instead of this sfttra, which runs -;

Atmantaragunanam atmantan-

"karanatvat
''

in T.6'., there is inserted " Mantrena-adrstakaritam
"

in

the Hfidradnija-rrtti-bhdjya, 6, 1, 7. See the Vivrti on 6, 1, 5, which

says that this latter sutra is in M.S.. and should be supplied to tlie

former utra.

5 See notes on chap, ii, 2, 2.

8 Pr. Bh., Introd., p. 12,
"
Varanasyam ekasya sariinyasino nikate

tolapattresu maithilaksarair likhitaiii jlrnatvatsainantac chinnaiii hhara-

dvajavrttipustakam vartate."
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The order and the number of the siltras in the

Bharadvaja-vrtti-bhasya are widely different from those

in the other commentaries, and sometimes are not correct.

About eighteen sutras are added, while about seventy-six

are omitted. 1 The sutra 2, 1, 14 has the term paramo /m .

which is not used in V.S. in the other commentaries, and

1, 2, 13 was evidently derived from Pr. Bit.'
1

Besides,

the explanations are much influenced by the Samkhya
and are not reliable.

The Upaskdra is an acknowledged commentary : but

the explanations generally depend upon Pr. Bli. and are

sometimes too far-fetched.8 The author lived about

1650 A.D.

The Vivrtl principally bases its explanations upon, and

paraphrases, the Upaskdi*a, although the author in some

passages expresses disapproval of it.
4

The Blidzya of Candra-kanta may claim to be regarded
as a better commentary than others, though sometimes too

short. But in some passages the Bhdsya depends upon
the Bhdradvdja-vrtti-bhdgyd and is not correct.5

The Rdvana-blidsya, as opposed to Pr. Bit., may seem t<>

be very close to the original meaning of V.S.', but this

is not exactly the case, because Udayana's Kiratmvall
,

a commentary on Pr. BJi., depending upon the Rdvn<i-

bhdM/a,
6 differs in some opinions from the author of

V.S. Also the Vrtti seems to have been affected by

N.S., especially in commenting on 1, 2, 6 and 3, 1, 17.

Consequently we ,see that V.S. cannot have had a good

commentator like Vatsyayana on N.S., and was explained
1 Even the corresponding ultra* sometimes do not aj;ree with tin-

Hillras in the other commentaries.
2
pp. 14 and 3'24. Ayutasiddhanam adhJiryadhtirabhutanam yuli

sjimbandha iha-(ihedarn iti, in the nhdrad.) pratyayahetuh .sasamav.-iyiili.
3 See notes on chap, i, 3, *2'2-3 (merit and demerit) ; ii, 1, 1.

4 On 1, 1, 4 ; 1, 1, 25 ; 2, 1, 1 ; 2, 2, .
r
>

; 9, 1. 8.

*
Especially pp. 78, Jiharad. pp. 29-30; and see especially tin-

explanation of samavdya.

Kir., Introd., pp. 11-12.
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by commentators with different opinions. On the other

hand, such different explanations show that the Vaisesika

doctrines developed after the sutra had been compiled.

IX. VAISESIKA AND NYAYA

After the compilation of V.S. the author of N.S.

introduced its doctrines into his own metaphysics. Th<>

not doubtful examples are N.S. 3, ]
,
36 * (=V.S. 4, I, 8)

and 2, 1, 54 (essentially the same as V.S. 7, 2, 20). The

Bhasya of Vatsyayana used many passages from V.S. even

as examples of reasoning.
2

The date of N.S. seems to be between Nagarjuna (the

second-third century) and Vasu-bandhu (the fourth

century).
3

Vatsyayana had a predecessor in commenting on N.S.*

and calls the author a rs-i,
5 which proves that some time

elapsed between the author and Vatsyayana. Vatsyayana
was attacked by Dig-naga. Dig-naga's works were, i'or

the first time, translated into Chinese in 557-69 by
Paramartha.6 Di^-na^a must have lived at the latest ino o
the fifth or sixth century, probably in the middle (or the

1 This sfttra has already been pointed out by Windisch in his Ubcr tin*

Nyaya-bhdpya (Leipzig, 1888). The stltra is not found in Visva-natha's

Vrtti ;
but Uddyota-kara's Nydya-rdrttika and Vacaspati-misra'sJ^yaya-

sQcf-nibandha, upon the latter of which the Vrtti depends, reckon it us

a snfra of N.S. Besides, compare N.S. 3, 1, 28 with V.S. 4, 2, 3;

N.S. 3, 1, 35 with V.S. 4, 1, 6-13 ; N.S. 3, 1, 63 with V.S. 8, 2. 4 "> ;

N.S. 3, 1, 71 with V.S. 8, 2, 5 ; N.S. 3, 2, 63 with V.S. 7, 1, 23 ; and

N.S. 1, 1, 10 with V.S. 3, 2. 4.

2
According to Jacobi V.S. 4, 1, 6 is quoted.by the Bhdsyci on N.S,

3, 1
,
33 and 3, 1, 69. and V.S. 3, 1, 16 by the BMxya on 2, 2, 36. Besides,

as the example of the second explanation of sesavat of N.S. 1, 1, 5. V. N.

1, 1, 8 (or 2, 2, 22) ; 2, 2, 23
; 2, 2, 31

; 2, 1,27 are freely used, and evrn

in other passages of the Bhdsya there are contained Vai.sesika theories.

The Bhdsya on 1, 1, 9 asserts that the six categories of the Vaisesika are

pramcya. This assertion is followed by later writers.
3 V. Smith, Early History of India, 3rd ed., pp. 328-44.
4 On 1, 2, 9.

" Eke naiyayikali
"

in the Blutsya on 1, 1, 32 probably
alludes to someone of a time earlier than that of the author of the sutra.

3 On 2, 1, 15.

" Xos. 1172, 1255.
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latter half) of the fifth century.
1 Hence Vatsyayana is

inferred to have lived in the latter half of the fourth

century, or in the first half of the fifth century.

Dig-naga was attacked by Uddyota-kara,
2 and his logic

was followed by Prasasta-pada.
3

Prasasta-pada is earlier

than, or a contemporary of, Uddyota-kara, because

Uddyota-kara alludes to Pr. Bit* Uddyota-kara is said

to have been answered by Dharma-kirti, who was referred

to by Kumarila-bhatta and Salika-natha,
5 a disciple

of Prabha-kara. These teachers were answered by
Dharinottara

;
Dharmottara was criticized by Sridhara (;

(991 A.D.).

Dharma-kirti is not mentioned by Yuan Chwang
(travelled through India 629-45), but he is spoken of

by I-tsing (671 95).
7

Consequently Dharma-kirti's palmy

days were in 645-71, and he was, according to the

Tibetan tradition, a contemporary of Kumarila-bhatta, who
was earlier than Saiikaracarya (c. the eighth century).

8

1 V. Smith, loc. cit., p. 324 (the fifth century). The Tibetan tradition

asserts that Dig-naga was a disciple of Vasu-bandhu (Taranatha's

Oeschichte, p. 131).
2
Especially Nydyn-rdrttika, pp. 14 f., 17 f., 41, 43f., 52 f., 36 f., 184 f.,

J 1 I It., 116 f., 122 f., 127 f., 347 f., 389 f., 435, etc.

:i Cf. Pr. Bh., pp. 233-52, with Hetu - ridyd - nydya -drdra -sdstra

(No. 1223 = No. 1224), pp. la-3o, 5a-7&.
4
Especially Vdrltika, p. 288 Pr. Bh. p. 288 ; V. pp. 319-20 Pr.

Jili. pp. 11, 311 ; V. p. 320 Pr. Bh. pp. 14, 324 ; V. p. 468 Pr. Bh.

p. 48 ; V. p. 417 Pr. Bh. pp. 106-7.

Prakarana-pancikd (Pandit, old series, vol. i), p. 44, quotes Dharma-
kirti's theory of Pratyuksa (cf. Nydya-bindu, p. 103).

u
Nydya-kandall (Vizianagram S.S., vol. vi), p. 76. The above state-

ment depends upon Max Miiller's Six Systems, p. 477 ; Vidyabhusa-na's

History of the Medieval School of Indian Logic (Calcutta, 1909) ; The.

fi/il/tunce of Buddhism on the Development of Nydya Philosophy

(JBTS., 1898) ; Bodas' Introd. to the Tarka-saihgraha ; Jacobi's Atomic

Theory, Indische Ijogik (Gottinger Nachrichten, phil.-hist. Kl. , 1901,

pp. 460-84), and The Dates of the Philosophical Sutras (JAOS., vol. xxxi,

pp. 1-29).
7 No. 1492, vol. iv, p. 88a. Professor Takakusu, I-tsing, p. Iviii.

8 Deussen. The System of the Veddnta, pp. 35-6 ; Professor Garbe,

Sdmkhya-Philosophie, p. 42(Anm.).
C
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Uddyota-kara lived earlier than Dharrna-kirti, perhaps in

the sixth-seventh century.
1

Prasasta-pada, being earlier than Uddyota-kara and

later than Dig-naga, lived in the first half of the sixth

century, or rather in the latter half of the fifth century.

His date is also proved by the dates of Dharma-pala

(539-70), and of Paramartha (499-569), because the two

Buddhists cannot be earlier than Prasasta-pada. The

Vaisesika doctrines quoted and refuted by both Buddhists

came from Pr. Bli., as proved, later on.

After N.S. and its Bhdsya Prasasta-pada precisely

systematized the Vaisesika doctrines
;
his Bliasya seems to

be the first of the pure Vaisesika works after V.S., and

it is not influenced by the Nyaya so much as is the case

with later Vaisesika works.

Uddyota-kara, as a successor of Vatsyayana, used the

Vaisesika doctrines many times in his Nyaya-varttika,
and ascribed the highest authority (parainarsi) to

Kanada. 2 Jacobi remarks that "the fusion of these two

schools began early, and seems to have been complete at

the time when the Nyaya-vdrttika was written ".
2 The

fusion came for the first time from the Nyaya, and the

completeness of the fusion is only on the side of the Nyaya,
because Pr. Bit., as well as the treatise, are not much

influenced by the Nyaya.

X. VAISESIKA TENETS AND THE EARLY SECTS

The Vaisesika is not a materialism in the strict sense of

the term, because the system acknowledges other factors

besides the four material atoms, and does not reduce the

former to the latter
; they are all regarded as having the

same validity. But there is no doubt that a materialistic

1 Cf. Vidya-bhusana, Uddyota-kara, a contemporary of Dharma-kirfi

(JRAS., 1914, p. 604).
2
Jacobi, Atomic Theory (Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics,

vol. ii, p. 2016).
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tendency dominates the whole system,
1 and its religious

and ethical teaching is to a large extent egoistic and

optimistic. This is, perhaps, a consequence of the

characteristic of the system so far as it is materialistic.

Such a materialistic and atomistic tendency is not met

with in the ancient Upanisads ;

2
consequently the origin

of the Vaisesika would not be traceable in the ancient

Upanisads or in any other early literature.

After the time of the ancient Upanisads a great many
schools, or rather various opinions, were originated by
different teachers. Among them Buddhism and Jainism

are the most prominent and influential systems. The

canons of both systems agree in describing other minor

teachers.

The Buddhists are wont to designate them the six

teachers (tirthaka), Purana Kassapa, Makkhali Gosala,

Ajita Kesa-kamball, Pakudha Kaccayana, Nigantha Nata-

putta, and Saiijaya Velatthi-putta,
3 while the Jainas

classify them into the four schools, Kriya-vada, Akriya-

vada, Ajnana-vada, and Vainayika-vada.
4 Heterodox

and minor as they are, they have yet an important

meaning in the history of Indian philosophy. They

represent a general and popular thought of the time

outside the orthodox speculations, which were usually

confined to the secluded Brahmanas. The general tendency
of the six teachers is materialistic in metaphysics, and

sceptical or a kind of criticism of knowledge in episte-

mology. We may find the origin of the Vaisesika in the

thought of these times.

Now, Ajita Kesa-kambali contends that " a human

1 Cf. Hanclt, loc. cit., p. 28.
-
Jacobi, Atomic Theory, p. 199u.

:i

Sdmanna-phala-sutta in D.N. In the Brahma-jala-sutta the famous

sixty-two sorts of different opinions are mentioned.
4
SEE., vol. xlv, pp. xxvi-vii. Cf. F. O. Schrader, Uber den Stand der

indischen Philosophic znr Zt.it Mnlut-i'lraa uitd Bnddhas (Strassburg,

1910).
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being is built up of the four elements (cdtur-inalid-

bhutika). When he dies, the earthy in him returns and

relapses to the earth, the fluid to the water, the heat to

the tire, the windy to the air, and his faculties (indriydni,
the five senses, and the mind as a sixth) pass into space

(dkdsa) ".
l

The opinion is a real and radical materialism
;
there is

110 soul nor any other mental factors, but only the five

sorts of materials.2
Body is the combination of the five

elements, and the soul is nothing but body. Ajita Kesa-

kamball is probably a Carvaka.

But Pakudha Kaccayana holds that " the following

seven things (Jcdya) are neither made nor commanded to

be made, neither created nor caused to be created, they
are barren (so that nothing is produced out of them) . . .

the four elements earth, water, fire, and air and ease

and pain and the soul (jwa) as a seventh ".
3

This opinion cannot be designated a materialism, because

the soul has an equal position with the other five elements,

but it is materialistic. The above two opinions represent

the metaphysical aspect of the current opinions of the

time
;
but there is as yet no trace of an atomic theory,

because the elements are called mahd-bhuta or kdya, and

the earthy, etc., in a body return to the corresponding
elements. That the body is built up of the elements is

1 SBB., vol. ii, p. 73; Sutra-krldnga, ii, 1, 15. This is one of the

Uccheda-vadas in the Srahina-jdla-sutta (46). ATcdsa (
= Akdia) is rendered

by ether in the following translation of the treatise :

" Tatra prthiv^adini
bhutani catvari tattvani tebhya evadehakaraparinatebhyah kinvadibhyo
madasaktivat caitanyam upajayate tesu vinastesu satsu svayaiii vinasyati
. . . tat caitanyavi.4istadeha evatma dehatirikta atmani pramanabhavat

pratyaksaikapramanavaditaya anumanader anauglkarena pramanya-
bhavat "

(Sarva-darsana-sariigraha, Cdrvaka-darsana, p. 2).
2 Akasa is enumerated as an element. See SBE., vol. xlv, p. xxxiv(l).
3
SBB., vol. ii, p. 74 ; Sutra-krtanga, ii, 1, 21 f., and i, 1, 1, vv. 15-16.

This is the same as the Sassata-vdda in the Brahma-jdla-sutta (27). Air

(vdyu) and ease (sukha) are rendered, by
" wind " and "

pleasure
"
in the

following translation of the treatise. See Professor Garbe, Sdmkhya-

Philosophic, pp. 5-6 (Anm. ).
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not a production, but a combination or aggregation,

because the elements cannot be made nor be created, and

they are barren. How or by what sort of force they are

combined is not explained.

As a consequence of such a materialistic view, the

religious and ethical teaching must be such as "to him

who acts, or causes another to act, mutilates or causes

another to mutilate, punishes or causes another to punish,

causes grief or torment, trembles or causes others to

tremble, kills a living creature, takes what is not given,

breaks into houses, commits dacoity or robbery or highway

robbery, or tells lies, to him thus acting there is no guilt,

... no increase of guilt would ensue ... In generosit}
T

,

in self-mastery, in control of the senses, in speaking truth,

there is neither merit (punna), nor increase of merit";
1

and as " there is neither slayer nor causer of slaying,

hearer or speaker, knower or explainer. When one with

a sharp sword cleaves a head in twain, no one thereby

deprives anyone of life, a sword has only penetrated into

the interval between seven elementary substances ".
2

The view is held by Purana Kassapa, Ajita Kesa-

kambali, and Pakudha Kaccayana. For the materialists

merit or any other virtue has no meaning at all
;
a human

being is only a mechanical combination of the five or the

eight elements and nothing else. "There is no such thing

as alms or sacrifice or offering. There is neither fruit nor

result of good or evil deeds. There is no such thing as

this world or next. There is neither father nor mother

nor being springing into life without them." 3 But it

cannot be denied by anyone that there are some enjoying

happy circumstances in tliis life, while others are living-

miserable lives. What is the cause of this ? The

materialist, Ajita Kesa-kambali, cannot give a satisfactory

1

SBB., pp. 09-70. This is (.-ailed (lie Akriya(-vdda, Akriya-vada).
-

Ibid., {). 74.
:;

Ibid., p. 73. This is also called the Uccheda- rddn.
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answer. Pakudha Kaccayana maintains that pleasure

(or ease, sukha) and pain (dukkha) are also eternal and

are not affected by any other thing. By means of the

combination of
"

pleasure and pain with a body and

the soul the different circumstances can be produced.

The enumeration of the soul, pleasure, and pain shows that

the doctrine of Pakudha Kaccayana is more advanced

and speculative than that of Ajita Kesa-kamball. In

this connexion Pakudha Kaccayana is more similar to

the Vaisesika than Ajita Kesa-kambali.

The opinion concerning pleasure and pain seems to

lead to the dogma of transmigration, as in the case of

Makkhali Gosala 1
(the leader of the Ajlvakas), who

holds, however, a kind of fatalism. At any rate the

dogma of transmigration required the admission of a

certain force, which can answer the question how the

elements are combined and how the different circumstances

are produced. In the Vaisesika the force is called adrsta

(unseen force, destiny).

Makkhali Gosala's opinion that " there is no such thing
as power or energy, or human strength or human vigour

'

seems to have a relation to the opinion of Sanjaya

Velatthi-putta, who maintains " If you ask me whether

there is another world (atthi paraloko) well, if I thought
there were, I would say so. But I don't say so. And
I don't think it is thus or this. And I don't think it is

otherwise. And I don't deny it. If you ask me whether

there is not another world (riatthi paraloko) . . . whether

there is and is not another world (atthi ca n atthi ca

paraloko) . . . whether there neither is nor is not another

world (nev atthi na n'atthi paraloko) ..."
The opinion is sometimes called an agnosticism ;

3 but it

1 SBB. , vol. ii, p. 71. His opinion is called the Adhicca-samuppannikil
in the Brahma-jdla-sutta (41). Sutra-krtdiiga, SEE., vol. xlv, pp. 345, 239.

~
Ibid., p. 75. Cf. the opinion of Ajita Kesa-kambali, p. 73. Sanjaya

Velatthi-putta's opinion is called the Amard-Vikkhepa (Brahma-j., 37).
3 SEE., vol. xlv, pp. xxvii-viii.
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is a scepticism on the one hand and a primitive stage

of criticism of knowledge on the other hand, like the

sophists in the Greek philosophy. The opinion is of

a great importance, and influenced Jainism and Buddhism. 1

Maha-vira and even Buddha were compelled to provide
their teachings and assertions against the scepticism of

Sanjaya Velatthi-putta, which is essentially a negation

of the four modes of expression (atthi, n'atthi, atthi ca

n'atthi ca, n'ev'atthi na n'atthi). Negation generally

implies a kind of criticism
;
therefore the consequent

development of the above opinion leads to an idealism

epistemological and metaphysical, as in the case of the

Buddhist view of Nirvana and of the Madhyamika
philosophy of Nagarjuna.

2
Important as the opinion is,

it could not be developed so far in the materialistic and

realistic schools
;
but it survives in the Vaisesika in the

method of studying.

The above opinions, the Sassata-vada, the Uccheda-vada

(or the Akriya-vada), and the Ainard-VikkJiepa, represent

the metaphysics, the ethics, and the theory of knowledge

(in a wider sense of the term) of those times.

The Sassata-vada is too naive and not philosophic ; but,

if it is refined and consequently developed, the resultant

must be atomistic. Body and things have the same

quality of elements, but they are not the same in

appearances. To reconcile the distinct contradiction an

1

Oldenberg, Buddha (6. Aufl.), p. 80 f., Die Lehre der Up. und die

Anfange desBuddhisrmis(Gottingen, 1915), p. 290 f. ; SBE., pp. xxviii-ix.

Cf. Samy. N. iv, No. 44, A i-ydkatdni samy.
-
Nagarj una's epistemology was developed from the theory of Anatman

and the Prajnd-pdramitd-autras. But the influence of the opinion of

Sanjaya Velatthi-putta can be seen throughout the Madhyamika-sd&tra.
It is very interesting to notice that the MAdhyumika system influenced

Saiikara's Mdyd-mda. See Professor de la Vallee Poussin, Veddnta

and Buddhism, JRAS., 1910, pp. 129-40; Sukhtankar, Teachings of
Veddnta according to Rdmdnitja, WZKM., vol. xxii, p. 136 f. ; Jacobi,
On Mdydi-dda, JAOS., 1913, vol. xxxiii, pp. 51-4; Walleser, Der dltere

Veddnta (Heidelberg, 1910).
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atomic theory may suit better than any other, and it

also appears to be a natural consequence. The Buddhist

view of the four elements (cattdri mahd-bhutdni) in

the Rupupadhana-kkJiandha, which divides them into

two sorts, interior (ajjhattika) and exterior (bdhira),
1

seems to have been an earlier stage of the development
to an atomic theory. In those times the Jainas and the

Ajivakas maintained an atomic theory, which is most

primitive.

Jacob! remarks :

" Matter (in Jainism) is an eternal

substance, undetermined with regard to quantity and

quality, i.e. it may increase or diminish in volume

without addition or loss of particles, and it may assume

any forms and develop any kind of qualities. Material

substances may coalesce into one substance, and one

substance may divide into many. Now, the Jains

maintain that everything in this world, except souls and

mere space, is produced from matter (pudgala), and that

all matter consists of atoms (paraindmC). Each atom

occupies one point (pradesa) of space.
2

Matter, however,

may be either in the gross state (sthula, bddara), or in

the subtle (suksma). When it is in the subtle state,

innumerable atoms of it occupy the space of one gross

atom. The atoms are eternal as regards their substances ;

each atom has one kind of taste, smell, and colour, and

two kinds of touch. These qualities, however, are not

permanent and fixed for the several atoms, but they may
be changed and developed in them. Two or more atoms

which differ in their degree of smoothness and roughness

may combine to form aggregates (skandha). The figures

formed by the arrangement of the atoms into groups are

manifold, and are precisely described in the Bhagavati :

s

1

Mahd-hatthi-padopama-sutla (Majjh. N., No. 28), p. 184 f.

2 Cf. N.S. 2, 2, 18.

3 The fifth Anga (of the Jaina canon), or sometimes called the Viydhn
(or Vivdha)-pannatti.
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everything is believed to be formed of groups of one kind

only.
1 The atom may develop a motion of its own, and

this motion may become so swift that by means of it an

atom may traverse in one moment the whole universe

from one end to the other." -

The atomic theory of Jainism is undoubtedly more

speculative than the opinion of Pakudha Kaccayana ; but

it may be seen to have a close relation to the latter, or

rather both represent the current thought of the time

in materialistic and atomistic theories. If these theories

are logically developed, they are easily converted into the

Vaisesika theory. At any rate Pakudha Kaccayana and

the Jainas are probably forerunners of the Vaisesika.

The opinion of Pakudha Kaccayana is called the

Akriyd-vdda, while the Vaisesika is called the Kriyd-
vdda. Consequently the two are contradictory on this

point. Pakudha Kaccayana maintains, as stated above,

that pleasure (sukha) and pain (dulikha) are eternal and

substances (to use the Vaisesika's term), just as are the

soul and other elements. Therefore, the opinion is named

the Akriyd-vdda ;
but the Vaisesika classified them among

'the attributes of self (the soul) and changed the Akri;/u-

rn'/a into the Kriyd-vdda. If the dogma of transmigration

is acknowledged, pleasure and pain cannot have a position

among substances.

Such modifications are also found with regard to the

Jaina theory. The atomic theory of the Vaisesika is, as

stated in the following notes, more advanced than that of

the Jainas
;
but the essential points are not changed and

the attributes of atoms remain still unfixed. In the

Vaisesika there are different kinds of atoms corresponding
to the four elements, while in Jainism there are not

different kinds of atoms. Other modifications in the

atomic theory need not be mentioned here. If w-

1 Cf. V.8. 4, 2, 1-3 ; 8, 2, 4 ; N.S. 3, 1, 28.

2 Atomic. Theory, pp. 199-200.
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consider at what period an atomic theory was intro-

duced into Buddhism, it will be suggestive in this subject.

Now in the Pali Buddhism there is no trace of an

atomic theory, as asserted by Franke. 1 But in the

so-called northern Buddhist literature we can find an

early trace of the theory.

Dharmottara's Abhidharma-hrdaya-sastra- is of this

opinion. His date is said to have been during the

Tsin dynasty (22 1 - 206 B.C.) and the Han dynasty

(201 B.C. -9 A.D.)
3 of China. Accordingly he lived about

the third second century B.C. He states :

" Atoms (anu or paramcLnu) in the four sense-organs

are of ten kinds
; atoms in the body as a sense-organ

(i.e. the 'skin) are of nine kinds, and in the others they are

of eight kinds. This number of atoms are restricted to

the world possessing smell." 4

According to the commentaries, the ten kinds of atoms

in the eyes are earth, water, fire, wind, colour, smell, taste,

touch, the sight-organ (cafaur-indriya), and the body-

(= touch-)organ. In the cases of the other three sense-

organs the sight-organ as an atom is replaced by the other

three sense-organs as the atoms respectively. The nine

kinds in the body are the same as the first nine (the sight-

organ and the other three sense-organs are excepted).

1 See Jacob!, Atomic Theory, p. 199.

\ No. 1288, translated in 391 A.D. The text consists of 250 slokas ;

it has been translated with a commentary. Whether the commentary
is by the author or not is not clearly known ; but it is perhaps by the

hand of another, because Dharmottara's text is said to have consisted of

only 250 slokas. No. 1294 is another commentary by Upa-santa, and
Xo. 1287 is also a commentary by Dharma-trata ; but Dharma-trata

enlarged the original text and commented with an advanced theory.
Dharma-trata's atomic theoiy is quoted and criticized in the Abhi-

dharma-mahd-vibhasa-sdstra (No. 1263), vol. cxxvii, p. 5b f. , together
with the theory of Buddha-deva, and in the Vibhdsd-sdstra (No. 1279),

vol. i, p. a ; vol. vi, p. 66 (the text in the Library of the India Office).
3
Postscript in No. 1287 (Chu-sCm-tsdn-ci-tsi, vol. x, p. 596). Or some

hundred years A. x. (preface in No. 1287).
4 Vol. i, ch. ii, p. 56a = No. 1294, p. 826 = No. 1287, p. 29a-6.
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" In the others
"
means things which are not sense-organs ;

the eight kinds are the four elements and the four qualities,

colours, etc., as the atoms. " The world possessing smell"

is the Kama-loka of the three worlds, because there is no

smell and taste in the Rupa-loka, whence atoms in the

Rupa-loka are less than those in the Kama-loka. The

atoms other than smelland taste are the same in both

worlds. 1

In another passage Dharmottara also states that things
in the objective world consist of atoms, while the mental

{citta and caitasika) does not consist of atoms. Con-

sequently atoms are material. The meaning of the above

quotation may be that there are the eight kinds of atoms

in the objective world, and every sense-organ lias its own
atom

;
a sense-organ itself is considered as a special atom,

because a sense-organ has a special function. The four

sense-organs other than the skin partake of the atom of

the skin, inasmuch as they occupy a part of the body.

Atoms are of thirteen sorts. The view that the atoms

of the four elements are different from those of the

four qualities is derived from the fact that earth, etc.,

sometimes have certain qualities owing to mixture with

the latter, and sometimes are without them. The com-

mentaries say that atoms are always mixed with one

another. 2

1 No. 1288, p. 56a ; No. 1294, p. 82fc ; cf. No. 1287, p. 29a-fc.

2 An atomic theory is not met with in Katyayunl -putra's Alhidhnrmn-

jiidna-prasth&na-tdstra (No. 1273 = No. 1275), a fundamental and the

authoritative work of the Sarviisti-vada and the text of the Abhi<lhn>-i)>-

mahd-inbhasd-Miitra (No. 1263 = No. 1264). The author is said to have

lived during the years 200-300 A.X. (No. 1273). But in the latter work
the atomic theory was adapted to explain the text. Afterwards the

Sarvusti-vada (= the Vaibhasa school) maintains the atomic theory, and

the Santrantika school also follows an atomic theory. Vasu-bandhu's

Alrfiidharma-kotia-sdstra (No. 1269 = No. 1267) holds the theory. In the

Madhyamika school the theory is rejected, while the Yogacara school

uses it to explain the process and the state of emanation of the phenomenal
world, although the school is idealistic. See Asanga's Yogdcdrya-bh itm i -

sdstra (No. 1170), vol. i, p. 48; Mahdydndbhidharma -
saihglti tdstra
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The above theory is not yet refined, and does not make
distinction between substances and attributes, so that

colour, etc., and even the sense-organs, are enumerated as

atoms. In some respects Dharmottara's theory is opposed
to the Jaina theory. But in the Vaisesika colour, etc.,

are distinguished from earth, etc., and classified among
attributes, while the sense -

organs are explained as

consisting each of a particular one among the four

atoms. The Vaisesika accepted the atoms of the four

elements, and classified the four objects among attributes.

Accordingly the above theory appears to represent an

earlier stage of the development of the atomic theory,

and at the same time to show that an atomistic tendency

pervaded the general thought of these times.

According to the Uttarddhyayana
l Jainism maintains

that there are three categories substance (dravya), quality

(guna), and developments (parydya). Substances are

the substrata of qualities ; qualities are inherent in one

substance, and developments have the characteristics that

they inhere either in substances or in qualities. Substances

are six merit (dhanna), demerit (adkarmd), space, time,

matter,' and souls;
2

they make up the world. The

characteristic of merit is motion, that of demerit immo-

bility ;
that of space,

3 which contains all other substances,

is that it makes room for everything ;
that of time is

duration;
4 that of soul is realization of knowledge, faith,

(No. 1199), vol. i, p. 2a, its commentary, Mahdydndbhidharma-Sfirhyukta-

tarfic/tti-sastra, by Buddha-sirhha (compiled by Sthira-mati), (No. 1178),

vol. iii, pp. 31a, 396, and Prakaraiulryavdcd-sdstra, (No. 1177), p. 21a.

But Dig-naga refutes the theory in his Alambana-pratyaya-parlkxd-sdslra

(No. 1173 = No. 1172), and others. Cf. Dharma-pala's commentary
(No. 1174) on No. 1173. Dharma-pala also refutes the theory in his

Vijnapti-mdtratd-siddhi-&dstra.
1 The first sutra of the four Mula-sutras, translated in SEE., vol. xlv.

- Dharma, adharma, and space are each one substanc'e only, while

time, matter, and souls are an infinite number of substances.
3
Nabhas, see notes on ch. ii, 1, 6. Srotram punah sravana-virara-

sarttjnako nablio-desah ( Pr. BTi.
, p. 59).

4 Vartand.
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happiness, and misery: and the characteristic of Soul is

knowledge, faith, conduct, austerities, energy, and realiza-

tion (of its developments); and that of matter is sound,

darkness, lustre (of jewels, etc.), light, shade,
1
sunshine,

colour, taste, smell, and touch. The characteristic

of developments is singleness fakatva), separateness

(prthaktva), number, form, conjunction, and disjunction.
2

Usually in Jainism the categories are divided into two-
substance (dratfya) and its developments (or modifications,

parydya). The developments include attributes (guna in

the Vaisesika), and leave no room for the latter as an

independent category. The most important distinction

between the Vaisesika on the one hand and Jainism,

together with the other schools of the time, 011 the other

is that the former strictly distinguishes substance itself

from its quality and quantity, while the latter confuses

them 3 with each other. In these circumstances the

Vaisesika cannot be earlier than these schools. The

Vaisesika, developing the principle systematically, elicited

its notions of substances and attributes out of the above

doctrines of Jainism and the like. And probably actions

(karma), too, were derived from the same doctrines.

Almost an outline of the three categories of the VaisesikaO
is to be found here.

It may be supposed from these considerations that the

Vaisesika has its origin in the general thought of those

times, that is, the Vais'esika borrowed the materials from

the thoughts of those days and systematized them at

a somewhat later time. This supposition can be proved
not only by two other evidences, but also by the

descriptions of Kautilya and of the sixth schism in

Jainism.

1 Cf. V.S. 5, 2, 19-20, dravya guna - karma -nispalti- vaidharmyad-
nlilni i-as (or, bha'bhavas) (amah &t\d' tejaso dravyCinla.re.iniraranuii ca.

"
SEE., p. 152 f. See Erne Jaina-Dogmatik (Tattvdrthddhigama-

silfra), ZDMG., 1906, p. 512 f.

3
Ibid., pp. xxxiii-v

; Suiikura on the Brahma-sulra, 2, 2, 17.
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The Vaisesika, together with the Nyaya, is a repre-

sentative opponent of the Mlmariisa in regard to the dogma
of eternity of sound,

1 and denies the absolute authority of

the Veda. 2 The Vaisesika contends that human beings
have nothing innate in their minds, but every idea or

concept results from experiences. Consequently the

A
7

aisesika is an empirism ;
but such ideas produced by

experiences are conveyed to others and handed down
to next generations, and become, as it were, innate,

3 so

that the system can reconcile the conflict between

empirism and the theory of innate ideas. From this

standpoint the Veda is regarded as having an origin

and being buddJn-purva* But the system observes, on

the one hand, the duty of the four periods of religious

life,
5

etc., and esteems the Yoga practice;
6 on the

other hand the sutra says,
" likewise the making away

with those who are contrary,"
"
making away with

another has reference to an inferior,"
"
in the case of

an equal, suicide, or the destruction of the other,'
7 and

"in like manner in the case of the bursting open of one

burnt ".
8 Such allowances could not be consisted with the

strict rules of yogins or other observances.9 The former

observances possibly came from the Veda, the Mimamsa,
or other sources in the course of controversy against

them
;
and the latter allowances may be considered and

could be understood as remainders of the above-mentioned

1 V.S. 2, 2, 21-37; N.S. 2, 2, 13-40. See Muir, Original Sanskrt

Texts, 1861. pt. iii, pp. 73-113.
2 V.S. 6, 1, 1 ff. The Nyaya defends the authority of the Veda

against the Ciirvaka (N.S. 2, 1, 56-67. Cf. the Carvaka-section in the

Sarva-darsana-samgraha).
3 See notes on ch. i, 3, 12 (cognition).
4

6, 1, 1.
5

6, 2, 2-3. .
6

6, 2, 8 ; 5, 2, 16, etc.
~

Tatlid viruddhdndrii tyugah (6, 1, 13), hlne pare tydgah (14), and same

dtmatydgah paratydgo vd (15). See commentaries on the sfttras and on

6, 1, 12. In a word the Vaisesika, in some cases, permits to kill others

and to take M'hat is not given.
8 Tatlul dagdhasya visphotane (5, 1, 12).
9 Cf. 6, 2. 1 ; 6, 2, 8 ; 10, 2, 8.
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Akriyd-vdda or Uccheda-vdda. If the Vaisesika had had

its origin in orthodox Brahmanism, such curious featureso

could not have appeared and could not be explained.

It is therefore more probable that the origin of the

Vaisesika was in heterodox speculations, and in the course

of time the system was on one side l

adjusted to orthodoxy,

just as the later Vaisesika adapted itself to Saivism and

imported Isvara into the system.'
2

Later Mimamsakas are, in their philosophical theories,

very similar to the Vaisesika, as in the case of Kumarila-

bhatta and Prabha-kara, and M.S. contains terms identical

with the technical terms of the Vaisesika. The similarities

in the philosophical theories and in one aspect of the

religious practices may suggest a conclusion the reverse of

the above. But this is not the case. Though the Mirnamsa

originated earlier, as Thibaut and Jacobi 3 assert, theo

earlier origin cannot in this case prove priority. Before

the beginning of the Christian era there is, in the field of

Brahmanical orthodox speculations, no trace of an atomic

theory.
4 And the essential problem of the Mimaiiisa is

ritual, while philosophical speculations are rare and quite

subordinate. Under such circumstances a systematical

theory of philosophy cannot be originated ;
on the contrary,

it is more reasonable to suppose that the philosophical

theories have been taken into the system from the outside

and are used to make the sacrificial injunctions (dharma)
ou other essential factors of the system transcendent in

1 Cf. V.S. 6, 2, 1-9. The Vaiisesika is called the Ardha-vaindAika by
Sankara in his Bhasya on '2, 2, 18.

2 See notes on eh. i, 3, 22 (merit). Cf. Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism and
tiaivism (Biihler's Orundries, iii, (i), p. 117.

3
Thibaut, Introduction to the Artha-&aw<jraha (Benares, 1882), p. ii ;

SBE., vol. xxxiv, pp. x-xiii ; Jacobi, Zur Friihgcschichte der indischen

Philosophic, (Sitzunyxberichte d. k. p. Ak. d. W., 1911), pp. 738-9.
4 See Brahma-mtra, 2, 2, 17. Sankara on the sutra and on 1, 4, 28 :

Deussen, The System of the Vedtinla, p. 22(15). Some Miiniuiisukas did

not acknowledge an atomic theory (Sloka-irflrttika on 1, 1, 5, sec. u,

si. 183).
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relation to them. For instance, the Mlmamsa acknowledges
the nine sorts of the means of knowledge (pramdna) ;

l

but the means of knowledge have no such philosophical

import in the system as in other systems ; they only
serve to prove that the sacrificial injunctions are 1'ar

superior to them,- and accordingly they are adopted in as

large a number as possible. The philosophical speculations

also serve the same purpose, never serve for the foundation

of the system. Consequently the philosophical theories

are so loose that eminent followers could explain them in

their own ways, and this led to different opinions. Those,

theories in the system which are common to the Vaisesika

are due to the receptiveness of the system when continually

attacked by the latter.3 Thus this system cannot be

considered as the source of the Vaisesika.

As for the Amard-Vikkhepa, the Vaisesika did not

accept it as it was. As a realistic system, the Vaisesika

is contrary to the idealistic tendency : nevertheless it

was influenced by the Amara - Vikkhepa. A Jaina

tradition says,
" indem alle diese 36

'

Unterabteilungen

(9 substances, 17 attributes, 5 actions, 3 universalities,

particularity and inherence) der sechs Grundprincipien
sich unter vier Gesic.htpunkte stellen, namlich 1. den

der Position (Beisp. pudhavi = prthivl) : 2. den der

Negation der Position (Beisp. apudhavi) ;
3. den der

Prohibition (Beisp. nopudhavl) ;
4. den der Negation

der Prohibition (Beisp. no apudhavi), so ergeben sich

}

1 In Sabara-svamin's Bhdsya on M.S. the six sorts are enumerated

(pp. 6, 10). The Gauda-pada-bhasya on S. K. v. 4 asserts that sambhava,

jjradbhd, and aitihya are acknowledged by Jaimini. Cf. S. T.-Kaumudl
on v. 5 ; N.S. 2, 2, 1-12 ; Pr. Bh., pp. 213-30.

2 See the sutras 1, 1, 4-5.
3 That the system is comprehensive will be seen in Kumarila-bhatta's

Sloka-vdrltika. Not only the Vaisesika theories, but also the essential

parts of Dig-naga's logic are accepted and taken in by Kumarila us

well as by Prabha-kara. Almost all the varieties of logical theory from

Dig-naga down to Kumarila are contained in the Sloka-vdrttika on M.S.

1, 1, 5, autpattika-sutra, sections 3 and 5.
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die 144 (Punkte)."
* This is perhaps a prior stage of

enumeration (uddesa), definition (laksana), and explana-

tion (parlksa)
2

;
but the relation to the Amard-Vikkhepa

cannot be denied,
3 because the above four points of view

are almost the same as the four modes of expression

(atthi, n'atthi, atthi ca riatthi ca, and n'ev'atthi na

riatthi). Further, this strict method of investigation

seems to have helped the development of the Vaisesika

principle, distinguishing substance itself from attributes

and actions, and of the theories concerning the relation

between concepts and their objects, and of logic
* in the

system.

XI. DATE OF SYSTEMATIZATION : THE CATEGORIES

Generally a philosophical system may be described from

the three points of view, epistemology, metaphysics, and

ethics. In ancient times metaphysics is usually pre-

dominant, and epistemology appears at a later time and

in advanced philosophical speculations. Consequently,

though epistemology is really the foundation of meta-

physics, the former is much neglected as compared with

the latter in the ancient history of philosophy. The

epistemological factor of the general thought of the time

of Maha-vira and Buddha is not much developed in

the Vaisesika
;
but the essential parts of the three points

of view are well combined in the system. The facts are

therefore in favour of the conclusion that the origin of

the Vaisesika was in the time of Maha-vira and Buddha

(the sixth-fifth century B.C.).
5

1

Leumanri, Indische Studien, Bd. xviii, p. 121 f.

-
Nydya-kandall, pp. 26-7 ; Nydya-bhdsya, p. 9 ; Nydya-rdrttika, p. 29.

-1 See Brahma-jdla-sutta, pp. 37-40.
4 See notes on ch. i, 3, 12 (cognition).
5 Another evidence that the origin of the Vaisesika is as old as

Jaiuism is found in the fact that the terras hetu and pramdna have

the same meaning in both systems. See Vidyu.bhu.sana, History of the

Medieval School of Indian Logic, pp. 4-5; V.S. 9, 2, 4 (heiur apadedo,

lingaih pramdnai'n karanam ity-anarthdntaraiii).
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But the systematization of the Vaisesika cannot be

earlier than about 300 B.C. Kautilya (Canakya) in

his Artka-sdstra states that philosophy is only the

Samkhya, the Yoga, and the Lokayata (Carvaka)

(Samkhyam Yogo Lokayataih ca ity-anviksiki). Olden-

berg remarks,
"
dagegen ist dies kauiu zweifelhaft, dass

die Nichtnennung der beiden eng untereinander verbin-

denen Systeme, deneii zu begegnen man hier noch

erwarten konnte, des Nyaya und Vaisesika, in der

Tat auf deren damaliger Nichtexistenz beruht. Den

Auspruch anvlksikl (die auf Priifung beruhende (Wis-

senschaft)) zu sein erhob seiner Zeit der Nyaya
ebenso entscheiden wie berechtigt."

*

Consequently the

systematization of the Vaisesika is later than 300 B.C.,

probably in the first century B.C., because the

information concerning the sixth schism (18 A.D.) of

Jainism reveals that the Vaisesika had already been

systematized before the beginning of the Christian era.

This does not, however, directly refer to the date of the

compilation of V.S. V.S. seems to have been composed
earlier than the other siitras: but it presupposes not only
the Hlmamsa and the Samkhya, but also the Vedanta

and others. 2 On the other hand, the Vaisesika doctrines

in V.S. represent the earlier, perhaps the genuine, doctrines

of the system at least the doctrines prevailing before the

time of the sixth schism in Jainism, and the orthodox of

the system.

A distinct characteristic of the Vaisesika is a sharp
and strict analysis of an object. The six categories are

only the six modes of observation and of the explanation
of an object. The distinction between substance and its

1 Di6 indische Philosophic (Kultur der Gegenwart, allg. Gesch. d. Phil.},

pp. 32-4 ; Jacobi, Zur Fruhgeschichte der indischen Philosophic, pp. 736,

738, 743.
*
Especially see 2, 1. 20 (relying on the commentaries); 3. 1, 1-2;

5, 2, 19-20 ; 7, 2, 3-8 ; 7, 2, 13 ; 9, 2, 3.
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attributes and actions x
is one of the fundamental

principles. It leads to the theory of the Asat-kdrya-

vdda and self (dtman) distinguished from cognition'

(buddhi). But the relation between the fourth and the

fifth category, universality (samanya) and particularity

(visesa), is not in accordance with the above - noted

characteristic, because an object is, on the one hand,

classified under universality, and, on the other hand,

under particularity, so that it cannot be fixed in a

definite category. This is a natural consequence of the

conceptual relations, as in the case of the classification

of concepts in formal logic ;
but from the principle of

the system it is not so. strict as the other categories.

Various opinions on this point arose even before the

Christian era. Roha-gutta, the chief teacher in the sixth

schism of Jainism (Trairasilm-matam, 544 A.v. = 18 A.D.)
2

imported the Vaisesika doctrines into Jainism. Its first

three categories and the last (sixth) are just the same as

enumerated in V.S.
;
but the fourth, universality, and the

fifth, particularity, are different from those of the sutra.

The original runs :

" samannam tiviharii : 1. maha - samannam, 2. satta -

samannam, 3. samanna-visesa-sanmnnam.

tatra mahasanianyam satsv api padarthesu padarthatva-
buddhi-kari r sattasamanyam bhu-padartha-sad-

buddhi-vidhayi samanya-visesa-samanyam 3 drav-

yatvadi 3 (I), anye tu vyacaksate : (mahasamanyam)

bhu-padartha-sat-kari ; sattasamanyam dravyatvadi ;

samanya-visesah prthivitvadih (II).

viseso egaviho ;
evam . . . anne bhananti : samannam

duvihaiii : param aparam ca (III); viseso duviho :

anta-viseso ananta-viseso ya."

The Sanskrt equivalent of universality has been rendered

1 Cf. SEE., vol. xlv, p. xxxiii f. and notes on ch. i, 1, 1, and ch. ii, 2, 11.

2 Indische Studien, xviii, pp. 121 f., and SEE., p. xxxvii f. (Avast/aha,

the second of the four J/ iila-sutras, vv. 77-83).



into Chinese by various terms: "generality," "universality,
'

"
existence-," "great universality," and "great existence ".

The first two are translations of sdmdnya, the third

is that of satta or bkdva, while the fourth is evidently

that of mahd-sdmdnya. The fifth might be a translation

of mahd-sattd, but the term is not met with in any
work. It is perhaps a translation of sattd modified by
the analogy of the fourth. These Chinese equivalents may
.show that there were also different opinions concerning
the fourth category, even in later times, and that the term

malia-sciinanya, was still used. That the term sdmdnya-
visesa ("universality-particularity ") occurs in the Chinese

translations has already been pointed out in the preceding

passage ;
it was not classed under the fourth category, but

the fifth category itself was called sdmdnya-visesa.
2

The three subdivisions of sdmdnya in the above

quotation from the Jaina record are not known to V.S.,

Pr. Bh., the present treatise, or to any other works,

and the three different opinions (I, II, III, in the above

quotation) concerning the subdivisions came from different

points of view.

In the first opinion (I), i.e. the opinion of Roha-

gutta' the mahd-sdmdnya corresponds to abhidlieyatva

(". capability of being designated ") and jneyatva

(" knowableness "), as common properties (sddltarmya)
of the six categories in Pr. Bh., and to

" knowable
"

in

our treatise.3 This view was probably suggested by V.S.

1, 1, 8.
4 As it is applied only to the categories, the

1 The first is used in the translations of the Sata-sdstra and the Satya-
ziddhi-sastra (both by Kumara-jiva), and of the Updya-kamalya-hrdaya-
sdstra (by Kekaya), the second and the fourth in the translation of our

treatise (by Yuan Chwang), and the second to the fifth in Kwhei-ci's

commentaries on Nos. 1197 and 1216.
2 See notes on ch. i, 10 (commonness).
5 Pr. Sh.j p. 16, and notes on ch. ii, 11.

4
1, 1, 8 runs, sad anityatvam dravyavat karyam karanam samanya-

visesavad iti dravya-guna-karmanam avisesah. The other three cate-

gories relate to the same object, in which the first three categories
reside.
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maJid-sdmdnya does not relate to the contents of the

categories ;
but the sdmdnya, lower than the mahd-

sdmdnya, includes the contents of the categories and

relates to the visesa, so that the lower samanya is

called sdmdnya-visesa. The sattd-sdmdnya corresponds

exactly to sattd or bhdva in V.S. 1 The division of mahd-

sdmdnya and sdmdnya-visesa springs from the same point

of view (paddrthatva,
"
category-ness," and dravyatva,

"
substance-ness," etc., as the objective entities corresponding

to the subjective concepts of category and substance,

etc.), while the sattd-sdmdnya comes from the notion

with regard to the bhil-paddrtha
1 that that is existent.

Both sattd-sdmdnya and sdmdnya-visesa have the same

scope, and sdmdnya-visesa naturally implies existence.

Even mahd-sdmdnya must imply existence. Pr. Bh.

ascribes existence (astitva) to. the six categories as a

common quality (sddharmya). Accordingly, paddrthatva
in paddrthatva-buddhi-kdri implies existence (sad, in

bhii-paddrtha-sad-buddhi-kdri). Sattd-sdmdnya, there-

fore, turns out to be superfluous, and the three subdivisions

are reduced to two. If bhu-paddrtha should mean the

six categories, the mahd-sdmdnya and the sattd-sdmdnya

would, after all, become one. The third opinion (III,

param aparam ca) probably accepted such a consequence.

This third opinion was adopted by Pr. Bh., which maintains

that the para-sdmdnya (" the highest universality ") is

witld, while the apara-sdmdnya (" the lower universality")

includes sdmdnya-visesa-sdmdnya in the first opinion,

and ananta-viseso (anantya-vis"esa), the second sort of

viseso (visesa). Consequently, the viSesa ("particularity")

contains anta-viseso (antya-visesa,
" the final species or the

ultimate particulars ") alone. The second opinion (II) is

too artificial.

The fifth category, visesa, is not usually subdivided.

1

Bhu-padtirtha includes the first three categories. See Pr. /?//.,

pp. 17, 19.
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Even Pr. Bh. does not know the two sorts of visesa,

but a similar subdivision is met with in Kwhei-ci's

commentary.
1

These different opinions show that the intention Avas

to classify things either under universality or under

particularity, and to fix them in the definite classes.

At the same time they prove that the systematization

of the Vaisesika theories contained in V.S. took place in

a time distant from 18 A.D. Besides, that the Jainas

themselves maintain that the Vaisesika system was

established by Roha-gutta is a good reason for holding
that the systematization was not very near to the sixth

schism, because, had the systematization been very recent,

they could not have claimed to be the founders.2 On the

other hand, it may be supposed that the systematization

did not take place at a time very remote from the schism :

otherwise the Jainas could not have connected Roha-gutta
with its origination, because the founder would have been

conceived as a legendary personage. The probabilities are

in favour of even the middle of the first century B.C. as

the date of the systematization.

XII. THE SUTRA
;

EVIDENCE FOR DATING : 1. THE

VIBHASA, ETC.

We have now established the date of the supposed

origin and systematization of the Vaisesika, and learned

a little in outline of the doctrinal development. We shall

next proceed to obtain some materials concerning the date

of V.S. and the development of the doctrines from Chinese

translations.

1. To begin with, we shall first refer to the Abhidharma-o

maha-viblidsa-sdstra? which was composed by Vasu-mitra

1 See notes on ch. i, 10 (commonness).
2 SEE., vol. xlv, pp. xxxvii-viii.

' 3 See supra. Vol. cxiii, p. 53//.
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and others under the patronage of Kaniska (the first

century A.D.).
1 The work consists of 200 volumes, and

is not easy to read. Only one passage has been found.
" The Vaisesika maintains that there are five sorts of

actions, namely, throwing upwards, throwing downwards,

contracting, expanding, and going as a fifth."

The Vibhdsa-sastra," whicli seems to be a short extract

from the above work,3 also refers to the Vaisesika.
" A certain teacher maintains that there are five sense-

organs, the organ of smell, of taste, of seeing, of touch,

and of hearing. This opinion is the same as held by
the Vaisesika." 4 Next mentioned is the Samkhya, which

holds that there are the five intellectual organs (buddhi-

indriya), the five organs of action (karma-indriya), and

a mind (manas).
The references are too slight to supply detailed ideas

of the Vaisesika; but there is ground for concluding
that the Vaisesika had been acknowledged by the

Buddhists in these days as a system having the special

doctrines.

According to Jacobi the oldest reference to the Vaisesika

is found in the Caraka-saihJtita. 5 Caraka seems to have

lived in the time of Kaniska.6
Subsequently the Vaisesika

is known to have been referred to by various writers.

1 The date of Kaniska has lately been discussed by English eminent

scholars in JRAS., 1912, pp. 665, 981 ; 1913, pp. 55, 627, 911 f.

Cf. Oldenberg, On the Era of Kaniska, JPTS., 1912, pp. 1-18.
2 No. 1279, translated in 383 A.D.
s See Tao-an's (Uo-an, died in 385 A.D.) preface to the work (Chu-sdn-

tsdii-ci-tsi, pp. 58-9) ; cf. Dr. Watanabe, The Oldest Record of the

J'dmdyaiia in a Chinese Buddhist Writing, JRAS., 1907, p. 99 f.

Allusions to the Mahd-bhdrala and the Rdmdyana also occur in this

work, pp. 46, 86 ; see Professor Takakusu, On the Abhidharma Literature

of the San-dsti-vdda, JPTS., 1904-5, pp. 68-146.
4 Vol. iv, p. 23a. The original text explains that the organ of smell

is the nose and so on.
s Zur Friihf/eschichte der indischen Philosophic, p. 732 (2). (Caraka-

saiiihitd, i, 1, 43 f., 63 f.)

Jolly, Medicin (Biihlers Grundriss, iii, 10), p. 11.
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2. Asva-ghosa in his SutrdlanJcdra 1 states: "Once there

lived a Brahmana, Kausika by name, who had thoroughly
mastered the Sdmkhya-sdstra, the Vaisesika-sdstra, and

the sdstra of Jfiati-putra- . . . Kausika said to his friend,
'

. . . Why do you look down upon the teachings of our

Buddha so much ? The Vaisesika-sdstra is so defective

that it is by no means to be compared with the teachings
of Buddha. The sdstra cannot properly explain what

an object is, and misunderstands causality . . .' The

friend asked him,
' For what reason can you assert that

the Vaisesika-sdstra does not properly explain causality .'

The sdstra explains that broken potsherds are the cause

of a pot. How can it be said that the sdstra cannot

properly explain causality ?
'

Kausika answered,
'

If the

Vaisesika-sdstra really assert it, the assertion is nonsense.

Threads having become warp and woof are, as everyone

knows, the cause of a cloth. Just so in the case of a pot
and a jar. When a pot has existed, there can be pot-

sherds
;
but it is never the case that there are potsherds

without a pot having existed. Before a pot has been

broken into potsherds, the pot is of use. Broken pot-

sherds are, therefore, by no means the cause of a pot.

A potter makes, it is certain, a pot from clay, but never

from potsherds . . . Before Buddha, who has da&abala

1 No. 1182, translated by Kumara-jlva in 405 A. D. The work lias been

translated into French by Edouard Huber (Asmghosa, Sutrdlankdra,

Paris, 1908).
2 Sdstra in such cases does not denote a special work, but .simply

means "doctrine ". In another passage Kumara-jlva used the Sdifikhya-

sfiJra and the Vaisesika-sutra. Sutra also means "doctrine".

Jnati-putra is Zho-thi-swei-mo (or Jo-fi-souei-.mo) in Chinese.

Zho-thi (Jo-fi) is evidently the transliteration of Na-ti (= Jnati), while

fitcei-mo (souei-mo) is doubtful. In Buddhist works the Sarhkhya, the

Vaisesika, the Nirgranthas, and the Jnati-putras are connected with one

another in respect to their opinions ; accordingly I have ventured to

replace Zho-thi-sivei-mo by Jnati-putra. In such cases the Jnati-putras
are called Ajivakas, while the Nirgranthas are called naked medicants

(l)ig-ambara). SBE. , vol. xlv, pp. xxix-xxx.
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(" ten sorts of power "),
1 came to the world, all creatures

were so uncultivated and blind to truth that they
looked upon the Vaisesika-sastra as the best. But

after our Buddha, the sun, appeared and shone, wisdom

(of creatures) became clear, so that the Vaisesika-sdstra

was known not to contain any reasonable explana-

tion and to be good for nothing, like an owl that is

flying and energetic at night and conceals itself and is

not energetic in the daytime . . .'

"

"Broken potsherds are the cause of a pot" is not met

with in V.S., but " threads are the cause of a cloth
"

is

a hackneyed metaphor in the Vaisesika. 3 Potsherds as

broken pieces cannot, as it stands, be the cause of other

pots ;
but this example probably means that potsherds

are in essence the same as clay, and the difference between

them comes from the difference of the state, that is, clay

is called so before it has become -a pot, and potsherds
exist after a pot has been broken.4

Perhaps an imperfect

illustration of the Asat-kdrya-vdda. The example of an

owl possibly came from the meaning of Uluka and does

not appear to be ari accidental coincidence. Ci-tsari and

Kwhei-ci may have followed Asva-ghosa in the explana-
tion. Asva-ghosa placed the origin of the Vaisesijta in

a time before Buddha
; but, as stated above, there

was before Buddha as yet no theory similar to the

Vaisesika. We therefore understand that Kanada was.

even at the time of Asva-ghosa, known to have been anO '

ancient Rsi, and that the followers of the Vaisesika had

traced their doctrine back to this ancient Rsi, who was.

nevertheless, not the real founder, if he indeed lived in

a time prior to Buddha.

1

Afahd-vyutpatti, vii.

a Vol. i, pp. 72a, 73/>.

3
Upaskdra, on 2, 1, 22 ; 5, 2, 24 ; 10, 2, 3 ; 10, 2, 5.

4 This may he compared with Nydya-bhdsya, on 4, 1, 16, and Nytiya-

ri'irt/ika, p. 458. [In the later Vai6e$ika works the two ka.]tri/a,
"
sherds," often occur as the material cause of "

pot". F. W. T.]
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3. Before proceeding further we have to study the

dates of Nagarjuna, Deva (Arya-deva), Hari-varman, and

others.

San-cao (So-jo), a famous disciple of Kumara-jlva,
1

states that Deva lived 800-900 A.N.2 According to

Yuan Chwang's Si-yil-ci Deva seems to have seen

Nagarjuna when Nagarjuna was passing his da,ys on

the SrI-parvata near the River Kistna. Nagarjuna lived

about 750-850 A.N.

San-jwei (So-yei), another disciple of Kumara-jlva, says

that Asva-ghosa came to the world after the time of the

Can-fa (sho-bo), and Nagarjuna came at the end of the

time of the Hsiang-fa (zo-bo).
3 He quotes an Indian

tradition which says,
"

if Asva-ghosa and Nagarjuna had

not come into the world at times following respectively

that of the Can-fa and that of the Hsiano;-fa, theO *

teachings of our Buddha would have seriously declined

and would have ceased to exist." 3 Now the time of the

Can-fa is the duration of 500 years A.N., and that of the

Hsiang-fa is another 500 years after the Can-fa according
to Nagarjuna and Hwui-jwei

4
(E-yei), another disciple of

Kumara-jlva. Consequently Asva-ghosa may be placed

in 65/) A.N. and Nagarjuna in 800 A.N.

Hari-varman is said to have lived in the 900th year A.N.,

1

Kunrara-jiva is the first translator of works of the three great
Buddhists.

2 In his preface to the translation of the Safa-ydstra(Chu-sdn-tsdn-ci-tsi,

p. 62) ; "800-900 A.X." is literally
" 800 and some years ".

3 In his preface to the translation of the Prajiid-pdramita-sdstra

(No. 1169) of Nagarjuna, translated by Kumara-jiva (Chu-sdn-tsdn-ci-t^i,

p. GOa-fc).
4

Chu-sdn-tsdn-ci-tsi, p. 30b ; Mdlid-prajiid-pdramitd-sdstra, vol. ii,

p. 16a ; vol. Ixvii, p. JHJfc. Some Buddhists explain that the Can-fa is

the duration of 1000 years A.N. ; but this opinion does not matter in

the present case, because the authorities of the above discussion are the

disciples of Kumara-jiva and Nagarjuna himself. Caii-fa literally means
"the true law (sad-dharma)

"
; the true law of Buddha remains for

500 years A.N. as it was, while during the time of the Hsiang-fa the true

law declines.
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i.e. 800-900, according to Yuan-Ch'ang,
1 and in 890 A.x.

according to Sari-jwei.
2 Hari-varman was a disciple of

Kumara-labdha of the Sarvasti-vada.3

The date of the Nirvana held by Kumara-jiva and his

disciples is 637 B.C.* Hence we conclude the following

dates : Asva-ghosa lived about 13 A.D., Nagarjuna about

113-213 A.D., Deva about 163-263 A.D., and Hari-varman

about 260 or 270 A.D.

There are more than fifty different traditions of the

date of the Nirvana in Chinese Buddhist works. The

date 637 B.C. is one of them. The present writer does

not mean that 637 B.C. is the only possible date of the

Nirvana
;
but he holds that the dates stated above must

be calculated from the date of the Nirvana held by

Kumara-jiva and his disciples.

Yuan Chwang remarks,
" in his (Kumara-labdha's)

time Asva-ghosa in the east, Deva in the south, Nagarjuna
in the west, and Kumara-labdha in the north were called

the Four Shining Suns." 5
Asva-ghosa was, according to

the traditions, a disciple of Parsva 6 and a copyist or a

writer in the fourth Buddhist Council under Kaniska. 7

According to another tradition the successive order ofo

Buddhist Patriarch is "Parsva Punya-yasas Asva-

ghosa Kapi-mala Nagarjuna Deva ".
8

Nagarjuna

1 In his Life of Hari-varman, see before.
- In his preface to the Satya-siddhi-Stlstra (No. 1274, translated by

Kumara-jiva) of Hari-varman.
3 A verse by Kumara-labdha is quoted by Vasu-bandhu in his

Abhidkarma-koia-idstra. According to Yuan Chwang Knm&ra-labdha
\\ as a follower of the Sautrantika (Si-yii-ci, vol. xii, p. C3a). The
Sautrantika is an advanced branch of the Sarvasti-vada.

4
Bukkyo-DainempyO (The Chronology of Buddhism, Tokyo, 1909),

Introd., p. 12.

'

Si-yii-ci, vol. xii, p. 63a. Walters, ii, p. 28G.
"

I/U'K of the. Bodlii-sntlm Asa-yho.m (No. 1460), p. lllft.

7
Life of Vasu-bandhu (No. 1463), p. 1166; Professor Takakusu,

A Study of Paranulrtha's Life of Vasn-bandhu, JRAS. 1905, p. 39.

8 No. 1340 (Record on the Niddna of transmitting the Dharma-pitnka],

p. 399.
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mentions Parsva in his Maha-prajna-paratnita-xtixl r,
1

and the substance of what lie states agrees, to some

extent, with No. 1340. He also states in the same

work,
"
Kaccayana (

= Katyayam-putra) composed the

(AbhidJiarma-yjndiia-2)rasthd')ia-8utra in eight granthas

(Asta-grantha)
2

. . . afterwards followers of his composed
the Vibhcisa (or Vaibliasa), because Buddhists in later

times (later than the author) could not (or will not)

thoroughly understand the eight granthas."
3 This

1 Vol. xcix, p. 99a.
2 This is No. 1273 = No. 1275. Sutra is sometimes confused with

sdslra by Kumara-jlva.
3 Vol. ii, p. 18a ; cf. vol. iv, p. 346 ; vol. xxxviii, p. 102a.

The date of Asva-ghosa is one of the most difficult questions among
Chinese and Japanese Buddhists, because the Mahd-ydna-sraddhotpdda-
xdstra (No. 1250 = No. 1249), one of the fundamental and the most

systematic works of the Maha-yana Buddhism, is ascribed to him, and

the question of his date is, accordingly, connected with the origin of the

Maha-yana, while his Life does not suggest that he was a Mahsyaniat and

the author of the work. Besides, the fact that the doctrines contained

in the work are contrary in some points to the doctrines of the Fa-hsiang-

tsung (both have similar doctrines) adds to the difficulty of the question.

Though it is clear from No. 1340 that he knew the Prajnd-pdramitd-

doctrine, the question is still undecided. Some writers believe that

there were two persons named Asva-ghosa, relying upon a tradition held

among the Sarvastivadins (mentioned by Saii-yiu in his Chu-sdn-t*<~tii-

ci-tsi, p. l'2a-b). But this is only a mention of the name without any
account of him, and is only by hearsay. Nevertheless, the present
writer contents himself, at the present time, with the above date, relying

upon the oldest and native tradition, and regards the question of A.'s

date as different from that of the author of the" work, which is not always
ascribed to him by old traditions, and from that of the origin of the

Maha-yana.

Nagarjuna's date has also many different traditions. Generally the

date is believed to be 700 A.N. Its source is in the Mahd-mdyd-sutru
(No. 382, translated in 479-502 A.D. ). where the Buddha prophesies
that Nagarjuna will be born 700 A.N. But the date of the Nirvana

held by the author of the Sutra is not known, and the Sutra is not

reliable ; it consists of a collection, so to speak, of materials from the

Mahd-parinibbdna-sutta and other sfttras, or from unknown sources.

Nagarjuna's date is, at the earliest, undoubtedly later than 500 3'ears A. x. ,

because in his Prajnd-pdramitd-sdstra, vol. ii, p. 16a ; vol. xxx, p. 526 ;

vol. xxxv, p. 84a ; vol. Ixiii, p. 14a ; vol. Ixvii, p. 366, he states that

Buddhist schools were originated after 500 years A.N.
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passage clearly shows that Nagarjuna knew about the

compilation of the Abhidharma-mahd-vibhdsd-sdstra in

the fourth Council. Consequent]}', Asva-ghosa, as a

disciple of Parsva, seems to be a little earlier than

Nagarjuna, just as Hari-varrnan, a disciple of Kumara-

labdha, is a little later than Nagarjuna. Kuinara-jiva's

tradition is one of the oldest.

Hari-varman's Satya-siddhi-sdstra has no commentary ;

but Nagarj una's Mddhyamika-sdstra
1 and Deva's Sata-

sdstra have commentaries by Indian authors. The com-

mentary on the former is by Pingala,
2 and that on the

latter is by the Bodhi-sattva Vasu. Some scholars believe

that Pingala (or Pingala-netra or Nila-netra) is another

name of Deva.3 But Kumara-jiva and his disciples never

suggest that the commentator was Deva. Nor do they
assert that the Bodhi-sattva Vasu is the same person as

the famous Bodhi-sattva Vasu-bandhu
;
but Ci-tsari, the

commentator on the translation of the work, asserts that

Vasu is Vasu-bandhu,4 and Peri 5
is of the same opinion.

Be that as it may, the Mddhyamika-sdstra and the 8ata-

sdstra were translated in 409 and 404 A.D. Kumara-jiva

(c. 340-413 A.D.), according to \\\sLife. had been instructedO v '

in these works about 353 A^D. by Surya-soma in Sha-chii

1 No. 1179. The work has been translated by Walleser from Chinese

into German (Heidelberg, 1912),
'
2

p. 23a, Sau-jwei says in his preface to the work that there were

many commentaries on it in India ; the commentary was by a Brahma -

carin, or a Brahmana, Piugala, the Blue-eyed in Chinese, who devoted

himself to the doctrine ; but his commentary was not perfect, so that the

translator, Kumara-jiva, tilled up and omitted some passages.
3
Nanjio's, App. i, 4. Walleser identifies Pingala-aksa with Yimaluksu

(Introd. , pp. x-xiii). Nagarjuna is said to have quoted a verse of Deva in

his Akutobhaya, a commentary on the Madhyaaruka-idetro, (Walleser, l)i<

mittlere Lehre, Heidelberg, 1911, p. 17o). In the Chinese translation

(p. 57) the verse also occurs as a verse of the CatvJt-iata-partkfQ

(cf. Tara-natha's Geschichte, p. 83) ; but in Bhava-viveka's rrajnd-dipa-
xastra (No. 1185), another commentary, the verse is omitted (p. 1386).

4 In his sub-commentary Dainihon-zokuzokyo, 73, bk. 5, p. 372a.
5 V. Smith, loc. cit., p. 329 (N. Peri, A propos de la date de Vasu-

bandhu, Bull, de 1'Ecole fr. d'Extreme-Orient, t. xi, 1911, pp. 339-90).
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( Yarkand,1 a province in Chinese Turkestan). Accordingly

Pirigala and Vasu lived during 150-300 A.D. The special

doctrines or opinions in the commentaries may be considered

as having prevailed during that period.

4. Nagarjuna mentions the Samkhya (Kapila), the Yoga,
and the Vaisesika (Uluka) in his Dasa-bkumi-vibhdsd-

sdstra 2
;
but the most important passages are found in his

great work, the Mahd-prajnd-pdramitd-sdstra. Here,

having stated the theory which says that time (kdla) is

the cause of everything in the world, and having quoted
two verses,

3 he says:
' ; Another maintains that all things

in the world, e.g. heaven and earth, agreeable and disagree-

able things, are not considered as products of time. But

time is unchangeable and lias the real existence relating

to a cause (V.S. 2, 2, 7-9; 5, 2, 26: 7, 1, 25). The

substance time, being subtle, cannot be seen, nor known

(by the sense-organs). It is, however, inferred from the

effects like (the opening of) flowers and (the ripening of)

fruits. That is to say, by the marks the past year and

the present year, posteriority and priority, slowness and

quickness time is known as existent, however invisible

(2, 2, 6). This reasoning is that from effect to cause." 4

As for space (dik), he does not accept it as a substance,

but he acknowledges it from the standpoint of common

sense (vydvahdrika), because, in his idealistic philosophy,

its reality is not ascertained.

1 Professor Shiratori, A Study on "
Ta-yuan-kuo" in Han Dynasty

(The Toyo-gakuho, Reports of the investigations of the Oriental Society,

vol. vi, No. 1, pp. 5, 49).
2 No. 1180, vol. iii, p. 11; Eka-tsloka-sdstra (No. 1212), p. 56.

3 The first half of the verses agrees with the verse in the commentary
on S.K. in the Chinese translation (No. 1296), p. 896, and in the

Gauda-pdda-bhdsya, v. 61.

4 Vol. ii, p. 146. Almost the same statement is found in Pingala's

commentary, p. 446 f., and Vasu's commentary, p. 47. Cf. tiata-sdstra-

vaipulya, by Deva (No. 1189), pp. 496-50ct. V.S. 2, 2, 6, runs, aparasminn

aparam yugapat cirarit. Icsipram iti kdlalingdni, 5, 2, 26, kdranena kdlah,

and 7, 1) 25, kdrane kdlah. As to this sort of reasoning see notes on

ch. i, 2, 1-4, 5-7, ch. i, 3, 12.
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" Someone will ask me,
'

Why do you maintain that

there is no such real thing as space ? Although the four

divisions (
= Catvdry drya-satydni) in your system do

not contain it, our six categories contain it
; space is not

enumerated among the five skandlias, the twelve dyatanas,
and the eighteen dhdtus 1 of your system; but it is

enumerated under our category substance' (V.S. 2, 2, 11).

The substance space has the characteristics of eternity

and of real existence, that is, space is eternal and really

existent (2, 2, 11-2). The sutra says, 'Where the sun

rises is the east, where it sets is the west, where the sun

moves is the south, and whither it does not go is the north.o
The conjunction of the sun (with space) takes place in the

three divisions of its course, prior (or past), present and

posterior (or future). The divisions of the course pre-

suppose space. Where the conjunction (of the sun in its

course) first takes place is the east. In like manner the

south and the west are explained (2, 2, 13-5). Whither

the sun does not go there is no division of the course.'

'

(That is) far, (this is) near, that (is there), and this (is

here),' are the marks of space. Without space there are

no (such notions as) that and this.
' That

'

and '

this
'

are

the marks of space ; they are not space itself (2, 2, 10)."
2

Concerning self (dtman) Nagarjuna naturally denies its

existence :

" There is no self asserted, because the mark

of its existence cannot be found out. Of everything
existence is inferred when marks are known ; e.g. the

J o

existence of fire is known from seeing smoke and feeling

hot . . . Someone will object
' that there is breathing

out and in (prdna and apdna) in a body is a mark of

the existence of self. Seeing and winking (or the opening

1 See Dharma-saihgraha, 22, 24-5, or Maha-vynfpatti, 100, 106-7
- Vol. x, p. 676. The passage in Vasu's commentary, p. 47a, is more

similar to V.S. V.S. 2, 2, 10, runs, ita idam iti yatas tad-dixymit Hii'jmii :

2, 2, 14, dditya-saihyoydd bhritapfirvdd bhavisyatobhiildcca prdcl ; 2, 2, 15,

tathd daksind pratlcl udicl ca.
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<ind closing of the eyes), life, (the motions of) rnind, pain,

pleasure, desire, aversion, and effort, etc., are the marks

of self ( V.S. 3, 2, 4). To whom do they belong, if there is

no self ? . . . As self is too subtle to be perceived by the

five sense-organs, its existence is inferred from the marks

(8,1,2)' . . /
J1

In other passages, refuting the eternity of self, he says

that,
"

if self be eternal, there is no sin in killing others,

because self cannot be killed even when the body is killed

. . . (cf. N.S. 3, 1, 5)."
2

He also states the different opinions which assert that

there are two kinds of self, eternal and non-eternal, or

subtle and eternal (i.e. inactive) and active, and that self

is neither eternal nor non-eternal.3 Then follow the

distinctions of various opinions with regard to self and

the world, which are similar to the distinctions in the

J3rahma-jala.-sutta* First, the Samkhya is fully stated,

after which we read :

"
Next, another says, the world

is, at the beginning, produced from atoms.5 Atoms are

i-ternal, indestructible, and unconsumable, because they
are subtle (V.S. 4, 1, 1

; 7, 1, 10). Such atoms are

caused to aggregate with one another by the force of

merit and demerit (dharma and adharma, i.e. adrsta in

T.X. 6, 2, 13) and form bodies (cf. 5, 2, 17-8). Heaven

1 Vol. xxiii, p. 136. The same proof of self is found in Pingala's

commentary, p. 336 ; Vasu's commentary, p. 396 ; Bhava-viveka's

Prajnd-dlpa-sastra, p. 1106; Mahdydna-tdla-ratna-sdstra (No. 1237),

p. 65a ; Laksandnusdra-sdstra (No. 1280, see below), pp. 796-80a.

Cf. Dharma-pala's Vaipulya-sata-Sastra-vyakhyd (No. 1198), p. 79a.

Huddhi is enumerated as an attribute of self in the first and the last

two works. See notes on ch. i, 2, 8. V.S. 3, 2, 4, runs, prdna-

<i]idna-nimesa-unmesa-jlva'na-manogati-indriydntaravikdrdh sukha-duhkhu-

icfhd-dvesa-prayatnds ca-dtmano lingdni.
2 Vol. xii, p. 80ct.

3 Vol. Ixx, p. 48a.
4 The divisions occasionally occur in his and Deva's works. The

sixty-two sorts of drsti are always used in Buddhist works. Cf. Dasa-

l>humi-vibhdsd-dstra, vol. viii, p. 356 ; Pingala's commentary, pp. 386, 55a.
5 Cf. vol. xcxi, p. 626 ; Pingala's commentary, p. 23a ; Walleser, p. 1.
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and hell, etc., having been produced, not by father and

mother (i.e. the world is not produced by other causes,

but it is an aggregation of atoms), are dissevered after

the force of merit and demerit has been exhausted." l

Nagarjuna, in many passages of his works,
2 refutes the

Asat-kdrya-vdda, but his refutation of the theory is not

restricted to the Vaisesika, because there were some

Buddhists who advocated this theory. Even in V.S. the

theory is not so fully discussed as is the Sat-kdrya-vdda
in S.K. (v. 9).

As regards ether (dkdsa), Nagarjuna's Mddhyamika-
sdstra 3 denies its reality. But in the text ether is one of

the six elements 4
(dhdtu), which are not known to the

Vaisesika. Pingala explains that ether is the universal

vacuum, where the four elements are contained. This

concept of ether is the same as in V.S.5 In another passage

Nagarjuna states :

"
Some, both heretics and Buddhists,

acknowledge eternal things. Some of the eternal things
are common to both, but others are not common. The

former are ether and Nirvana, etc., while the latter are

self, time, space, atoms, and prakrti."
6 It will be seen

that this passage refers to the Vaisesika and the S&mkhya.

Nagarjuna did not refute the Vaisesika theory of

attributes so thoroughly, as in the case of substances.

Only one passage has been found in the Mahd-prajnd-

pdramitd-sdstra, where he refutes the reality of number

1 Cf. vol. xii, p. 79a ; vol. xxxvi, p. 896 ; vol. Ixxxix, p. 53a-6. These

passages sometimes refer to the atomic theory of the Sarvasti-vada, and
not always to the Vaisesika.

2
e.g. Madhyamika-Sastra, pp. 276, 45o f. ; DvddaAa dvdra - sdstra

{No. 1186), p. 680 and others.
3
pp. 28a-6.

4
Prthivl, ap, tejas, vdyu, dkd&a, and vijndna. The six elements are an

important factor in the Shin-gon-shu (the Mantra sect).
4 See notes on ch. i, 2, 5-7, and Jacobi's mention of the atomic theory

of the Jainas quoted above.
6
Mahd-prajjld-pdramitd-sdatra, vol. xv, p. 98a = Pingala's commentary,

p. 27a, and Vasu's commentary, p. 466.

E
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and individuality (sathkhya and prthaktva).
1 If the

passage is compared with the parallel passage in Deva's

work and Vasu's commentary, the refutation is seen to

have been directed against the Vaisesika.'2

The above quotations might possibly seem to favour the

supposition that V.S. had been composed before the time

of Nagarjuna, that is to say, was composed about

50-150 A.D., though some of his references (e.g. to space)

are not correctly stated. But, in fact, this incorrectness or

the deviation from the original is, in this case, of sucho
a kind as to show that the author had once had the

original sutra in his hands or known about it. That

the quotations are not sufficient in number is perhaps no

objection, because they contain the proofs of self, space,

time, atoms, etc., which are peculiar to V.S. We shall

next consult the works of Deva and Hari-varmari with

a view to supporting the supposition.

5. Deva, relying upon the last quoted statement of

Nagarjuna, refutes the reality of ether, time, space, and

atoms, and quotes the assertions of the other system.
" The other says,

' there really exists a substance ether,

which is eternal, all-pervading, and does not consist of

parts (V.S. 2, 1, 2831), because everyone believes its

existence in every place and in every time' (sutra)."
3"

And, "the other says, 'ether must exist; it is all-

pervading and eternal, because actions (karma) are

1 Vol. i, p. 14a.
2
Sata-sdstra, c. 3,4. In the Updya-katisalya-hrdaya-sdstra (No. l'J.">7.

translated in 472 A. D. ), it is stated that the Vaisesika is the system of the

six categories, substance, etc. (pp. 8fe-9a), and the six categories are

regarded as a kind of principle or method of reasoning. The work refers

to Buddhism, Fire-worshippers, Grammarians or Mimamsakas, the

school of medicine, Vaisesikas, Sariikhyas, Yogas, Nirgranthas, teachers

who maintain that everything is one in essence, and teachers who
maintain that everything is different from one another. The work is

ascribed to Nagarjuna, but this is very doubtful.
3
Sata-sdstra, ch. 9, p. 496. Sutra means the text of the work by Deva

himself. At the time of Kumara-jiva sutra and siistra are not strictly

distinguished from each other.
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possible by presupposing- it
'

(i.e. without ether the

actions throwing upwards, throwing downwards, going
and coming can never happen) (sutra)

1
(cf. V.S. 2, 1,

20)." The references are only two, but they contain the

essential points.

As for the other substances Deva states :

" The other

says,
' there exists the substance time, because it has

the marks of being eternal (sutra), (V.S. 2, 2, 6-8).'

'Through dependence on a past time (the future or

present) time exists (sutra).'
' Time exists really, because

there are distinctions of characteristics or effects amono-
c?

(past, present, and future) times (sutra).'
' Past and

future time have their own special characteristic or

effect distinct from each other (sutra).'
"

The last three

propositions can be understood by referring to V.S. 2,

2, 9,
2 "the term time is applicable to a cause, inasmuch

as it exists not in eternal and exists in not eternal things."
" The other says,

'

space is really existent, because it

has the marks of being eternal (sutra ; 2, 2, 10-12).'

The other says,
'

no, (the difference of) the effects of

space presupposes a whole universe (sutra).'
"

The last

part lias the same meaning as "
its (space's) diversity

is (caused to be conceived) by the difference of its

effects." 3

'' The other says, 'there exist atoms, which are, though
not all-pervading and eternal as well, yet non-pervading
and eternal, because they have the effects (aggregates) as

the marks of their existence (sutra', 4, 1, 1 4).'
4 We

1

p. 46ft. The explanation is found in Vasu's commentary.
2
Cough's translation. The original runs, nityesvabhdvdd anilyeytt

bhdudt Icdrajie kdldkhyd-iti. Cf. 5, 2, 26 ; 7, 1, 26 ; and N.8. 2, 1, 39-48.
3
Kdrya-mAeyeiia ndndtvaiii (V.S. 2, 2, 13).

" No ? '

in the latter pnrl
is against Devil's refutation from the Vai4esika. Vasu's commentary on

the above three passages (ether, time, space) agrees to great extent

with V.S.
4 Vasu explains that everything in the world is subtle in the state

of cause, or near to cause, but gross according as it is far from tin 1

first cause. The aggregate of two atoms is the first effect, and one
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(
= Deva) object thafc 'two atoms do not conjoin with each

other on all the sides,
1 because the effects (aggregates) are

not spherical (parimandala) (siitra ; 7, 1, 20) '. We object

that 'atoms must be non-eternal, because they are divided

throughout by ether (sutra; 7, 1, 9-10
; 7, 1, 20

; N.8. 4,

2, 18)'. Further ('atoms must be non-eternal
') because

they are distinguished by colour, etc. (sutra ; 7, 1,

18-9)."
2

The last quotations suggest to us that ether, time,

and space are all-pervading and eternal as well, differing

from atoms, which agree with the three substances in

the quality of eternity, but do not agree with them

in being all-pervading. Atoms are imperceptible, but

they are spherical and have no normal extension
;

this

is a characteristic of the atomic theory of the Vaisesika.

And atoms are inferred from their effects, but they are not

proved by the method of analysis (anavastha) ; this is

also a characteristic of V.S. The aggregate of two atoms

corresponds to the "
binary atomic compound (dvyanuka)"

in later Vaisesika theories, but there is no suggestion of the

theory of the "
ternary atomic compound (tryanuka) ".

3

All the above quotations from the Sata-sdstra, depending
on the statement of Nagarjuna, appear to be a complement

atom is the cause. From the aggregates atoms are inferred to exist ;

atoms are spherical and eternal, because they have no cause. The

explanation agrees with V.S. ; and the proof of the existence of atoms

is not a kind of analytical method (anavasthd). See notes on ch. i.

1, 1-4.
1 Vasu explains that if two aftoms conjoin with each other on all the

sides, the effects must be spherical, but the effects of two atoms are

not spherical as seen. If atoms can conjoin with each other, there

cannot be two atoms conjunct. If two atoms are accumulated, the*

effects have height. Consequent!}', atoms must have extension. If so,

they are not eternal. A similar refutation is found in Sankara's Bhdsya
on B.S. 2, 2, 11 f. According to Vasu the effect of two atoms is

perceptible, while one atom is imperceptible. See notes on ch. ii, 2, 1.

2
pp. 47a-6. Cf. Sata - sdstra - vaipulya, ch. i, p. 49a ; ch. iii,

pp. 496-50a.
3 See notes on ch. i, 2, 1-4 (earth to wind).
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to Nagarjuna.
1 The supposed date of V.S. may be

supported by these quotations.

In the refutation of self Deva quotes the assertions

of the other system and criticizes them. We extract his

own statement of these also without commentary.
" Self really exists, because it has the inferential marks

(N.8. 1, 1, 10
; 2, 1, 23

;
V.S. 3, 1, 19

; 3, 2, 4)."
" Self

exists surely, because pain and pleasure are felt (ibid.)."
2

" Self exists, because colour, etc., are perceived (cf. N.S. 3,

1, 2)." "Self exists, because the other sense-organs are

excited by the operation of one sense-organ (N.S. 3, 1, 12)."
" And because the same thing is perceived by both sight

and touch (N.S. 3, 1, 1)." "There exists a self, because

the memory of existence in a previous life is continuous,

so that grief and joy arise even in a new-born baby

(N.S. 3, 1, 19)."
"
Self must exist, because what is seen

by the left eye is recognized by the right (N.S. 3, 1, 7)."
3

According to the commentary of Vasu the other systems
refuted in the work are the Sariikhya, the Vaisesika, and

the Jaina.4 Deva never mentions the name Nyaya or

1 The quotations are taken from ch. ix of the Sata-sdstra. This

chapter is called Refutation of Eternal Things, which are ether, space,

time, atoms, and Nirvana (of other systems than the Buddhist). Self

is discussed especially in ch. 2, Refutation of Self, which contains the

refutation of the Sariikhya and the Vaisesika.
2 Next come: "No, because self has no touch, like ether," and

"Like the owner of a house, self suffers from pain". The first is the

answer to Deva's refutation, which says that, if self feels pain when
the body is killed, self also must be killed. The second means that, as,

when a house is on fire, the owner suffers from loss, in like manner self

suffers when the body is killed, but self itself cannot be killed like the

owner. These opinions may be compared with N.S. 3, 1, 4.

3 Ch. ii, pp. 406-416. A very similar statement is found in Pingala's

commentary, pp. 566-57a. Cf. Sata-sdstra-vaipulya, p. 49a-6. N.S. 3,

1,12, runs: "
indriyantara-vikarat

"
; 3, 1, 1,

"
darsana-spar^anabhyam

ekartha-grahanat
"

; 3, 1, 19,
"
purvabhyasta-smrty-anubandhaj jatasya

harsa-bhaya-soka-sampratipatteh
"

; and 3, 1, 7,
"
savyadrstasya-itarena

pratyabhijnanat."
4 Vasu says, "the followers of Kapila recite S.S., the followers of

Uluka recite V.S., and the followers of Rsabha recite the Nirgrantka-
sutra

"
(p. 376).
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Naiyayika in any works of his
;
but the above quotations

cannot be found in the V.S. : they exactly agree with the

N.S. It is curious enough to notice that Deva himself

used the Nyaya theories instead of the Vaisesika in

regard to so important a doctrine as the existence of

self, while Vasu. commenting on the same work, used the

Vaisesika theories, which were also handled by Nagarjuna.

It is therefore clear that Deva considered the Xyaya
theories as being also Vaisesika. In other passages also

Deva confused the Nyaya theories with the Vaisesika,

e.g. the theory that the eyes have a kind of light which

goes out to objects, when we perceive them, and makes

them perceptible,
1 and the theory of the relation between

A whole and its parts.
2

Consequently, the Nyaya system
was not regarded as distinct from the Vaisesika, if indeedO
the former had been systematized or N.S. had been

composed.
3

1 N.S. 3, 1, 32-4. Sata-sdsira, p. 44a ; Sata-sastra-vaipulya, p. 506.
2 N.S. 2, 1, 31-4 ; 4, 2, 4-17 ; Sata-sastra, p. 42a.
3 Nos. 1254, 1259, and 1260 (all were translated in 508-35 A.D.) are

ascribed to Deva, but it is doubtful whether they are really Deva's works.

No. 1259 refutes the four systems, which maintain that self and cognition
are one and the same thing (the Samkhya), that they are something
different from -each other (the Vaisesika), that they are either the same
or different (the Nirgrantha), and that they are neither the same nor

different (the Jnatiputra). This classification of the four systems is

followed by Sara-mati's Mahd-ydna-pravesa-sdstra (No. 1243, p. 65a), by
Dharma-pala's Vaipidya-sata-sdstra-vydkhyd (a commentary on No. ] 18H.

p. 116a, a little different), and Vijnapti-mdtrata-siddhi-sdstra, p. 3b.

The first and the second of the four systems are also set forth in the

Sata-sdstra, chs. 3, 4. No. 1254 has the first two of the four systems in

a part of the commentary by an unknown writer. Deva's text consists

of one hundred syllables (the work is called the Satdksara-sdstra), and
contains a description of the first two of the four systems. No. 1260

states the twenty different opinions concerning Nirvana. The seventh

is the opinion of the Vaisesika. It runs,
" The Vaisesika maintains that

atoms and so on (here the text is corrupted) are eternal and produce all

things in the world, intelligent and unintelligent, by combination.

The first process of combination is the combination of two atoms and so

on. Without atoms and so on there is no combination of them. If there

is no combination, they exist dispersed. The dispersed existence of

atoms and so on is Nirvana. Consequently the Vaisesika says that (the

knowledge of) atoms and their qualities leads to Nirvana.''
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Deva also refutes the Asat-kdrya-vada,
1

attributes,

universality, and particularity,
2 but the refutation is not

of great importance. Universality and particularity in

Deva's work will be referred to later on.

6. Hari-varman, in his Satya-siddhi-sdstra, says : "An

opponent urges, 'Some teachers maintain that everything

exists, while others contend that everything does not exist.

What are really existing and what are not existing ?
'

The author answers, 'Those things which really exist

are contained in the twelve ayatanas named by the

Buddha. The substances, such as earth, etc.; the attri-

butes, such as number, etc.
;
the actions, such as throwing

upwards and throwing downwards, etc.
; universality,

particularity, and inherence these objects and prakrti

are, like the horn of a hare, the hair of a tortoise, the

feet of a snake, the smell of salt, and the colour of

wind, called non-existent. In a certain sutra the Buddha

said,
" There is no trace left (by birds) in sky, no

Sramana among Tlrthakas, and people like to discuss

in vain whether the Tathagata exists or not (after

death)." (These are examples of things non-existent.)

But, according as people adhere to different systems, they

differently acknowledge things as existent or real. The

six categories, such as substance, etc., are real in Uluka('s

system) ;
the twenty - five principles are real in the

Samkhya; and the sixteen topics (artha) are real in the

1
Sata-sdslra, p. 456 f. ; &ata-$dstra-vaipulya, p. 51b.

-
pp. 41&-43a; p. 51a.

a Ch. xxiii, p. 17a. Nydya is originally na-ya-hsiu-mo in Chinese.

Na-ya is the transliteration of Nd-ya (= Nydya). Hsiu-mo is the same
as Swei-mo in Zhn-thi-swei-mo. Prajna-ruci in his translation of the

Madhydntdnugama-Sdatra (No. 1246, translated in 543 A.I).) uses the

transliteration Zho-ya-su-mo. Zho-ya is the transliteration of fila-ya

(
= Nydya). Su-mo is the same as Hsiu-mo and Stvei-mo. Both Ndya
and Ndya are the same as Nydya (Jacobi, Ausgewahlte Erzdhlungen in

Mdhdrdstr't, p. 119; Andersen, Pali Reader, p. 105); but Ndya is also

identified with Jiidta in Jnataputra (Jnatiputra, Weber, Ind. Stud., xvi,
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We have here, for the first time, a mention of the

six categories.
1

Though Nagarjuna and Deva knew
the six categories, they did not name them side by side.

Importance attaches to the reference to the sixteen

topics of the Nyaya. The sixteen topics are not

explained in the work, nor does the name Nyaya occur

again throughout the work. But it is evident that the

Nyaya had been systematized before Hari - varman.

Hari-varman also confused the Nyaya theories with the

Vaisesika, and did not regard the Nyaya as a system

independent of the Vaisesika.

Hari - varman further says,
" Some teachers (the

Sarhkhya) maintain that colour, etc., are nothing but

elements (makd -
bhuta), while other teachers (the

Vaisesika) contend that elements are something different

from colour, etc." 2 The statement corresponds to the

characteristic of the Vaisesika that substances are

distinguished from attributes and actions.3 "According
to the Vaisesika the four elements are sometimes

p. 308). The substitution of Nyaya for Na-ya-hsiu-mo depends upon the

fact that the sixteen topics seem to be those of the Nyaya, and the

Madhydntdmigama-sdstra mentions the name in the passage where logical

theories are discussed, and ascribes the name to followers of a system of

logic. Ci-tsan in his commentary on the Sata-sdstra says that the

Mahesvara(-deva) school has the sixteen topics of logical theory. His

enumeration of the sixteen topics exactly agrees with JV
T
.5. But he

identifies Naya-hsiumo with the Nirgranthas. He also enumerates the

sixteen principles of the Nirgranthas, which do not at all agree with

N.8. (Dainihon-zoku-zokyo,.13, bk. 5, p. 3856). The Madhyantdnugama-
sdstra also asserts that the Mahesvara-school is connected with logic.

N.S. acknowledges Isvara (4, 1, 19-21) and followers of the Nyaya have

a relation to Saivism, so that the Nyaya and Saivism were sometimes

confused with each other. See Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism and Saivism,

p. 117; Nydya-vdrttika, p. 466 (cf. Mdntlukya-kdrikd, 1, 9; Brahma-

sutra, 2, 1, 33).
1 The mention of the six categories occurs once more on p. 68a.
- Ch. xxxviii, p. 21ft. The Asal-kdrya-vdda is discussed in ch. cli,

pp. 786-79a.
3 This characteristic is refuted by the author in ch. cxliv, pp. 76-77a.

The author's standpoint is not a realistic, but a kind of idealistic one.
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imperceptible,"
l and " when things are destroyed, they

pass into atoms ".
2 From these passages it is plain

that the term element means atom, and that the author

did not distinguish the one from the other
; this arises

from the fact that the author did not, in his system,

acknowledge an atomic theory. In his quotations the

atoms are of four sorts.

" The followers of Uluka maintain that the touch of

earth is neither cold nor hot, and the soft (touch) of wind

is explained as in the case of earth
;
but the touch of

water is cold and that of fire is hot (V.S. 2, 2, 4-5). . . .

Earth alone has the quality of being ch'anged by baking,
5

and this is not the case with water, etc. (7, 1, 6)."
4

V.S. does not mention that the touch of earth is neither

cold nor hot ; but it is stated in Pr. Bh? The. opinion

that cold and hot are included in touch is not known to

V.S.6 The reference to the theory of pdkaja is noticeable.

As for earth, it is said :

"
Question,

' The followers of

Uluka contend that smell is an attribute belonging to

earth alone (V.S. 2, 2, 2). Is the opinion acceptable

or not ?' Answer,
' There is, in reality, no substance like

earth
;

this has been explained above. The opinion is,

therefore, not correct. Besides, the Vaisesika maintains

that white copper, lead, tin, gold, silver, and copper, etc.,

are included in fire and possess smell in themselves.

Consequently, smell is not confined to earth alone . . .'

" "

This is an interesting reference. V.S. says that the

fluidity, through conjunction with fire, of tin, lead, iron,

1 Ch. xxxix, p. 22a.
2

p. 676.
3
Literally "Ripening-change ".

"
Ripening" has, at the same time,

the same meaning as "
baking ", like pdka in Sanskrt. "

Ripening-

change
"

is pdka-ja.
4

p. 32o.
5

p. 27.
6 See notes on ch. i, 2, 1-4 (earth to wind).
7

p. 316.
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silver, and gold, is common to them with water. 1

Fluidity

is a natural attribute of water and the cause of flowing ;"-'

consequently fluidity in tin, etc., is accidental. In T.N.

tin, etc., are not classified as fire. Pr. Bh. divided fluidity,

for the first time, into two sorts, intrinsic (sartisiddln/.-ti )

and occasional (naimittika). The former is the fluidity

of water and the latter is that of earth and water. 3 But

gold, etc., are not included under fire.
4

According to later

followers of the Vaisesika gold is so classified. 5 The origin

of their opinion belongs to a time earlier than Hari-varman.
" This has been explained above

"
refers to ch. xxxviii,

where it is argued that elements (mahd-bhuta) are not

real, but are only names, that is, there are no elements

independent of colour, etc. ; elements are nothing but

colour, etc.7
;
and it also relates to the following :

"
Question,

' Some teachers hold that one sense-organ

has one nature (i.e. prakrti, material cause), (e.g. the

olfactory organ consists of earth, because) the cognition

of smell is produced by reason of the predominance of

the attribute (smell in the organ) and of possession of

smell. (Similarly water, fire, and wind are the material

causes of the organs of taste, sight, and touch respective!}',

because) the cognitions of taste, colour, and touch are

produced (in the organs, in which) water, fire, and wind

are predominant.
8 Is the opinion correct or not ?

'

1 The original runs,
"
trapu-slsa-loha-rajata-suvarnanara agni-samyo-

gad dravatvain adbhih samanyarh (2, 1, 7)."
2

2, 1, 2 and 5, 2, 4.

5
p. 264. 4 See pp. 28, 39.

5
Nyaya-kosa, pp. 946-7 ; Siddhdnta-muktavall (Benares, 1882), p. 2;> :

Upaskdra on 2, 1, 7.

6
p. 216 f.

7 The view of the author is the same as that of the Sariikhya. The
author is said to have been a follower of the Samkhya before he became
a Buddhist, as stated above.

8 The passage in the Chinese translation cannot be understood literally.

But it must be understood by reference to V.S. 8, 2, 5-6, "bhuyastvad
gandhavattvac caprthivigandhajnaneprakrtih ; tatha-apas tejo vayus ca

rasa-rupa-sparsa-avisesat.
"
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Answer,
'

It has been answered before that the opinion

is not acceptable. Earth possesses not merely smell, but

also other attributes, so that earth is not the material

cause (of the olfactory organ). And, as earth originates

in an aggregation of many elements (i.e. atoms, according

to the other's theory), there is no pure earth apart from

water, etc. If the cognition of smell is produced (in the

olfactory organ) by reason of possessing smell, the

cognitions of colour, etc., must be produced at the same

time, because earth possesses the four attributes (i.e. colour,

taste, smell, and touch).' Question,
' Smell is possessed by

earth alone, and the olfactory organ is terrene, so that 'the

olfactory organ only can perceive smell.' Answer,
' The

attributes of earth are nothing but earth
;
the olfactory

organ must perceive all the attributes of earth. Also

water alone possesses cold touch, and fire alone possesses

hot touch ;
and cold and heat must be perceived by the

tongue and the eyes. But this is not the case. Besides,

there are in reality no substances. Consequently the

sense-organs cannot be established. And the function of

them, i.e. the production of cognitions, comes from contact

with substances; but, if there are no substances, there

is no contact, nor function of the sense-organs. It is,

therefore, impossible that the sense-organs should have

definite material causes.'
"

l

1

p. 26a. p. 25b :

" Some teachers maintain that (1) in the eyes firo-

elements are predominant, because the eyes come from kanna's, which

possesses a quality similar to the eyes, that is, the eyes are obtained

l>y presenting light to others (in the previous life). (2) The eyes perceive

objects by the help (

of light, and cannot perceive anything without light.

Therefore the eyes must have predominance of tha fire-element. (3) Fire

in general illuminates objects in a distant place ; in like manner the eyes

perceive coloured objects at a distance, because there is fire in the eyes.

(4) After a man has died, the eyes return to the sun, consequently the

eyes are known to have the sun as their essence. (5) The eyes perceive
colour only ; and, as colour is possessed by fire, the eyes perceive, after all,

their essence. In this way ether, earth, water, and wind are known to

be predominant in the other organs. When a man has died, the orjran

of hearing returns to ether, because the organ perceives sound, which is
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The quotation tells us that the Vaisesika is of opinion
that earth possesses the four attributes, water three, fire

two, and wind one
;
but such earth, etc., are not atoms,

because the passage treats them as aggregates. This

agrees with V.S. 1 But the special attribute of earth is

smell, that of water is cold, and that of fire is hot. This

also agrees with V.S.,
2
except that cold and heat are touch.

Not only is the relation between the sense-organs and the

objects explained as in V.S., but also the opinion that

cognition comes from contact is quite correct. In another

passage Hari-varrnan quotes :

"
Cognition is produced by

the contact of self with mind. Self is eternal, like sound." 3

The passage, together with the above long quotation,

asserts that self is something different from cognition, and

that mind is an indispensable factor in the psychic process.

The theory that sound is eternal, like self, is a well-known

dogma of the Mimariisa. The statement is sometimesO

confused even with the Mimariisa.

As for the perceptibility of the categories, Hari-varman

says :

" a certain teacher maintains that number, extension,

single individuality,
4
conjunction, disjunction, agreeable-

ness, disagreeableness,
5
actions, universality, particularity,

possessed by ether. The other organs are similarly explained. The
conclusion is that each element is predominant in the corresponding

organ." See N.S. 3, 1, 63 ; 1, 1, 13 ; 3, 1, 70-3, and notes on ch. ii, 1, 6.

1

2, 1, 1-4.

2
2, 2, 2-5.

3
p. 42a, pp. 636, 67&.

4
Single individuality is literally "one (or sameness) and difference

(or separateness) ". This is certainly a translation of eka-prthaktva.
3
Agreeableness and disagreeableness are perhaps corruptions of

paratva and aparatva, and may be replaced by priority and

posteriority. Ci-tsan, evidently depending upon this passage, states

that unitj^, difference, conjunction, disjunction, number, extension,

agreeableness, disagreeableness these eight attributes reside in the

nine substances. But the first two (unity and difference) cannot be

independent of number and extension, or priority and posteriority,

so that eight must be seven. He further says that pain, pleasure,

aversion, desire, foolishness, cognition, effort, and negligence these

eight reside in self and mind. But foolishness and cognition (lit.
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and (some) substances, although not coloured things, are

visible (V.S. 4,1,11; 8, 1, 5)."
1 "Number, extension,

single individuality,
2
conjunction, disjunction, agreeable-

ness, and disagreeableness
3 these things each have reality.

The sutra of the other system mentions that a pot is

something different from pot-ness (gkatatva, cf. V.S. 1, 2,

11-16), and that the cognition of a pot presupposes pot-

ness (8, 1, 6)."
4 "Colour residing in substances which are

large and more than one is visible (4, 1, 6). Wind is

invisible (2, 1, 10)."
5

When the above passage is compared with the statements

that " the four elements are sometimes imperceptible ", and

"when things are destroyed, they pass into atoms", it is

seen that all atoms are imperceptible, while substances as

aggregates are perceptible upon condition of being large

(maliat) and more than one (aneka-dravya) ;
but wind

is an exception. These and other points are in agree-

ment with V.S.

Perceptibility of sound is discussed in chapter 1, On
the Perception of Sound. The qualities of sound

affirmed by the other system can be summarized as

follows :

" Sound is an attribute (guna) of ether ( V.S.

2, 1, 27). It reaches to the organ of hearing and

causes the cognition (cf. 2, 2, 21). Though sound is an

attribute, its transiency is common to action (karma),

(2, 2, 25) ;
but sound has, like other attributes, no

action, because it is an attribute (7, 1, 15
; 7, 2, 12

; 7,/2,

25). Sound is produced by conjunction, disjunction, or

cleverness in Chinese), being complementary to each other, are a

translation of buddhi, and effort (lit. diligence) and negligence are

also a translation of prayatna, so that eight must be six. The
number of attributes in Ci-tsan's commentary is seventeen (Dainihon-

zoku-zokyo, 73, bk. 5, pp. 3846, 385a).
1

p. 306.

2 See n. 4 on the last page.
3 See n. 5 on the last page.
4

p. 446.
5

p. 77a.
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another sound (2, 2, 31). Sound is momentary (kxanika),

as actions are, and continuous (santdna)."
l These

qualities almost agree with V.S. But the qualities of

being momentary, like actions, and continuous, are not

mentioned in V.S. This is a natural consequence of the

qualities of sound stated in V.S.', and these two qualities

were accepted for the first time by Pr. Bh." Continuity
is also accepted by N.S. (2, 2, 17); but momentariness is

rejected (3, 2, 11 f.). If we compare the passage with

"Others say, 'You contend that the cognition of colour

is produced without contact of the eyes with coloured

objects. This is impossible, because the eyes have light,

and the light goes out to contact with the colour (of

the objects), and then the cognition is produced,'"
3 the

passages are seen to contain Nyaya theories. The latter

is evidently the Nyaya theory.
4 Other theories similar

to the Nyaya are found also in chapter cxxix, On

Doubt, which may be compared with J\
r
.$. 1, 1, 23;

its Bhaxya, and 2, 1, 37.

The most important reference is the following :

" In substances which have no (distinct) attributes the

attribute is produced by conjunction with fire, that is,

the original black colour is destroyed and the red colour

is produced."
5

This refers to the theory of pakaja. The Vaisesika

theory of pakaja is different from the Nyaya theory.

The former is called the Pllu-pdlca-vada, while the

latter is named the Pithara -pdka- vdda.6 As stated

above, Hari - varman knew the Vaisesika theory of

pakaja ;
but this reference is more similar to the Nyaya

1

p. 2Sa L, and chs. xlix, Ivi.

2
pp. 287-8.

:;

p. 2S7>.

-1 JT.S. 3, 1, 30-50.
5

p. 28fc.

6 Pr. Bh.. pp. 106-7. See notes on ch. ii, 2, 2 : Upaskdra on 7, 1, 6 ;

Vivrti (ijastrartha-samgralia, App. in Bibl. Ind.), p. 466 ; Xydya-kosa,

p. 455 f. ; Cowell, Sarva-darsana-sattigraha, pp. 154-5.
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than to the Vaisesika. At least such a process is not

explained in V.8. But N.S. says,
" Or as the blackness of

an atom is not eternal." : Thus the Nyaya is always
confused with the Vaisesika, or the former is regarded as

a complement to the latter.

Hari-varman also states that the Brahmana has six sorts

of duty, the Ksattriya four sorts, the Vaisya. three sorts,

and the Sudra one, according to a Dharma-sutra? and

that it is not sin, but a cause of good rewards, for the

Ksattriya to kill others in order to protect another

from danger. The author denies not merely the last

permission, but also the injunction of the Veda, which

permits to kill animals for sacrifice.
3

"Question, 'Then-

is no guilt on the part of a man who commits robbery
for the support of his parents, as a Dkarma-sutra allo\vs :

a man may steal food from a Sudra when he has been

without food for seven days ; stealing in such cases is,

for him, not guilty. . When his life is in danger, stealing

food from a Brahmana tends not to sin, even though he

is not really righteous, because he is in a crisis. Like

ether, which cannot be defiled by anything, he is not

stained' (cf. Upaskdra on 6, 1, 12).' Answer, 'A certain

sutra of the Brahmanas says,
" when a Brahmana is about

to commit robbery, if the possessor of things comes to

prevent it, he must deliberate on both himself and the

possessor. If the possessor be infei'ior to himself, lie-

may put the possessor to death (V.8. (5, I, 14), because

1 N.S. 4, I, 67,
"
anu-syamata'nityatvavad va"; 3, '2, 77, "anu-

s\ ainata-nityatvavad etat syat
"

(this, an opponent \vill say, may be just,

like the eternity of the blackness of an atom), is rejected by the author

of N.S.
2
Vasistha-dharma-8ulra(SBE.}, 2, 13 f. : Man it. x, 75 f. Cf. Jipattamba,

2, 5, 10, 4 f. ; Gautama, 10, 1, f. ; Bandhdyana, 1, 10, 18, 2 f. ; Pr. Bh.,

pp. 272-3.
3

p. 47a. Also the passage says that one who dies on the battle-field

goes to heaven, as a verse asserts that one who dies in a campaign (goes
to heaven) and is selected by angels as their companion. This may be

compared with the Bhagavad-rjltd or other works.
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he, being superior to the possessor, can atone for his

deed by confession or some other means. In the case

of an equal suicide and killing the other have the same

degree of sinfulness (6, 1, 15), because the sin is so

grave that it is difficult to dispel it. In the case of

a superior suicide is to be committed (6, 1, 16), because

the sin, if one kills the possessor, cannot be atoned for.

In like manner plunder and murder must be discriminated
' i

These permissions are one of the characteristics of

the Vaisesika, which seems to be a survival of the

Akriyd-vdda, as stated above. That Hari-varman calls

the sutra a sutra of the Brahmanas, or a Brahmanical

sutra, may show that the Vaisesika had been acknowledged
as a Brahmanical system.

7. The preceding long extracts from the works of

Nagarjuna, Deva, and Hari-varman agree with V.S. so

well that the date of the sutra can be assigned to a

time little earlier than the three great Buddhists. We
are perhaps quite safe in concluding that V.S. had been

composed before Hari-varman
;
otherwise the fact of 30

many passages agreeing with V.S. can hardly be understood.

Besides, Hari-varman's work shows that there were many
different opinions prevailing among followers of the

Vaisesika before his time, to say nothing of the follower

of the system, who disputed with him, as stated in his

Life. On the other hand, Nagarjuna's and Deva's works

do not offer evidences with respect to the variant opinions

of the Vaisesika
; they seem to represent the doctrines

contained in V.S. Deva's mention of the fourth and the

fifth category exactly agrees with V.S., as proved later on.

The fact is explained, if we suppose that Nagarjuna and

Deva knew the sutra and did not pay attention to the

different opinions, because according to the Jaina record

1
pp. 47a, b.
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there existed different opinions among the followers of the

Vaisesika.

Jacobi's researches into the dates of the sutras of the

six systems fix the date of V.S. at about 200-500 A.D.,

and Suali, following Jacobi's proof, places the date in

250-300 A.D. 1 Jacobi bases his proof mainly upon the

relation of the sutras to the Buddhist schools, the ISunya-

vada and the Vijfiana-vada. V.S. does not directly relate

to the Buddhist schools. Consequently he deduces the

date from the date of N.8." But, as stated above, V.S.

is quoted by the author of N.S., and such quotations are

found in the work of Nagarjuna ;
and Deva makes a

complement to Nagarjuiia's quotations. Therefore, V.8.

would appear to have been composed before Nagarjuna.
But the date of V.S. cannot be earlier than Roha-gutta
and Asva-ghosa, The conclusion is that V.S. was composed
about 50-150 A.D. If Nagarjuna is not sp early as

113-213, the date of V.S. will be placed at a time later

than 50-150 A.D. At any rate the date is earlier than

Nagarjuna, and the contents of V.S. do not contradict

this supposition.
3

1 JRAS. 1914, p. 1091. Suali, Introduzione allo studio de.Ua, filoaofia

indiana (Pavia, 1913, p. 14).
- JAOS. 1911, pp. 6-7. He says,

" The V.D. is probably as old as.the

N.D. : for V.D. iv, 1, 6, is twice quoted by Vatsyayana, namely, in his

comment on N.D. iii, 1, 33 and 69 ; and V.D. iii, 1, 16, is quoted by him
in his comment on N.D. ii, 2, 36 ; and Uddyota-kara quotes the V.D.

several times simply as the sutra or the sdstra, and once calls its author

1'arnmarsi, a title accorded only to ancient writers of the highest

authority."
J The Samkhya had already been systematized before 300 B.C.,

although the works of the Sdnikhya are not so early. The allusion in

V.S. to the Samkhya is intelligible from this fact. f>. K. is said to have

been composed at the time of Vasu-bandhu, because the author, Isvara-

krsna, is traditioned to have been a contemporary of Vasu-bandhu.

Vasu's commentary has a noticeable passage :

" The Sdriikhya-sutra says
that sacrifice is avoidable, because it is connected with impurity, decay,
and excess

"
(p. 396). S.K. v. 2,

" drstavad anu6ravikah sa hy avisuddhi-

ksayatisayayuktah." The Samkhya had a work before the S.K. (v. 72) ;

see Schrader, Das Sasti-tantram (ZDMG., vol. Ixviii, pp. 101 f., 1913) ;

v
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XIII. VAISESIKA DOCTRINES: 1. GENERAL

We have now finished our researches into the date of

the Vaisesika-sutra. The next task is to study the

historical development of the Vaisesika doctrines and

historically to connect the doctrines contained in the

present treatise with those generally set forth. For

the former N.S. and its Bliasya must be carefully

examined, because they share an important part in the

history of the Vaisesika. The later Vaisesika \\.-is

affected by the Nyaya in its logical theories, but the

influence upon its other philosophical theories is not so

great. On the other hand, the Nyaya introduced the

Vaisesika doctrines into its system. Consequently it is

not necessary for the present task to trace the develop-
ment in this connexion. Our present purpose is to

connect our treatise with the Vaisesika doctrines. Its

relation to V.S, and Pr. Bh. will be studied in the

following notes. Here we shall try to collect from

Chinese translations some materials Concerning the fourtho
and the fifth category.

2. The different opinions stated in Hari-varman's work

are partly preserved in P?*. Bh. and partly accepted by
the Naiyayikas and the Mim&msdkas. These different

opinions are scarcely contained in our treatise. The

most obvious divergence from V.S. and Pr. Bh. is un-

doubtedly the ten categories. Among these ten the

fourth (universality) and the fifth (particularity) are

interesting from the historical point of view.

In Deva's Sata-sdstra and Vasu's commentary on it

the categories are six in number. In the work itself theo
sixth category (inherence) is not clearly described. But

Professor Garbe, Sarhkhya-Philosophie (pp. 57-60, 32-4) ; Pancasikha.

Festgruss an It. von Roth (p. 75). The well-known eight causes of

imperceptibility (S.K. v. 7) are found in Nagarjuna's Dvddasa-dvara-

sastra (ch. ii, p. 676), Satya-siddhi-sdslra (ch. xlvii, p. 21b, more than

eight).
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Bhava-viveka, an eminent follower of his,
1 states that

Deva had disproved that category.

The explanation of universality and particularity in

the Sata-sastra agrees with V.S. Universality includes

existence (sattd) on the one hand and pot-ness (ghatatva)

on the other hand. Existence is eternal and lias reality

apart from the things in which it resides. In another

respect also pot-ness is included in particularity. Con-

sequently, universality and particularity are relative, like

father and son, the latter also being father of his own son.

Universality is possible by dependence on particularity ;

without particularity universality cannot be established.2

From the explanation of pot-ness we gather that substance-

ness (dravyatva), attribute-ness (gunatva), and action-ness

(karmatva), are similarly explained, and are either

universality or particularity. The ultimate particulars

(antya-visesa) are not alluded to
; but, if we compare the

explanation of pot-ness with that of atoms, the latter

would appear to have been so named.3 There are no

such subdivisions of universality and particularity as

stated in the Jaina record and in Pr. Bh.

Even in Hari-varman's work there is no trace of

different opinions concerning universality and particularity.

The works of Asariga and his brother Vasu-bandhu supply
no material on this point. Dig-naga's Hetu-vidyd-nydya-
dvdra-sdstra 4 states as follows :'

" The perceptions of

(substances), pot, etc., (attributes), number, etc., (actions),

throwing upwards, etc., (universality), existence, and

(particularity), pot, etc.* are false perceptions (pratya-

ksdbhdsa)," because these perceptions are altogether

conceptual and mediate perceptions (savikalpak<i-

1
Prajnd-dlpa-sdstra, p. 119a.

-
Sata-sdstra, ch. iii, pp. 416-42a ; ch. iv, pp. 426-43a ; Sala-tidstra-

raipidya, ch. vi, p. 51a.
3 The ultimate particulars are the nine substances as causes the four

atoms, ether, time, space, self, and mind.
4 No. 1223 = No. 1224, p. 3a = p. 8a.
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pratyaksa),
1 and are not immediate (nimrikcdpaka-

pratyalcsa).
1 The sixth category, inherence, is not

enumerated in the passage, because inherence is

imperceptible ; accordingly, the passage shows that the

categories are six. If universality is confined to

existence and excludes pot-ness, particularity must

include pot-ness as well as other sorts of the lowet-

universality (apara-samanya, in Pr. Bk.). But in the

passage pot is enumerated among substances and as

particularity, so that universality must contain both

existence and other sorts of the lower universality.

Universality and particularity also agree in Dig-naga's

work with V.S.

Sankara-svamin, a disciple of Dig-naga, offers an

important testimony in the course of illustrating, in his

Hetu-vidya-nyaya-pravesa-sdstra,
z
contradictory reasons

1 As for these terms see notes on ch. i, 3, 12 (cognition).
2
pp. 10-1 la (No. 1216). Vidya-bhusana, in his History of the Medieval

School of Indian Logic (p. 89), ascribes the Nydya-pravesa to Dig-naga,
and identifies it with the Nydya-dvdra-sdstra (No. 1223 = No. 1224),

relying upon a Tibetan tradition. But in Chinese the two works are

quite different. No. 1216 is called, according to Kwhei-ci's trans-

literation, Hetu-vidyd-nydya-pravesa-sdstra, the Tibetan title being

Tahad-ma-rigs-par-hjug-pahi-sgo (Pramdna-nydya-pravesa-dvdra), while

No. 1223 = No. 1224 is Hetu-vidyd-nydya-dvdra-sdstra. The contents of

the Nydya-prave&a as given in Vidya-bhusana's work exactly agree with

this No. 1216, but not with No. 1223 = 1224. Kwhei-ci and other

disciples of Yuan Chwang,. the translator of the works, assert that

Sankara-svamin was a disciple of Dig-naga, and No. 1216 was "composed
by the Bodhi-sattva Sankara-svamin ", as the Chinese translation asserts.

No. 1223 = 1224, and the Pramdna-sdstra-pravesa in Vidya-bhusana's
work (p. 100, sec. 60), would appear to be the same, because he

remarks that "
it was translated into Chinese by the Chinese interpreter

Thasan-tsan (Hhiien-Thsang = Yuan Chwang), and the Chinese version

was translated into Tibetan ". The Tibetan title is stated to be

Tsliad-mahi-bxtan-bcos-rig-pa-la-hjug-pa (Pramdna-sdstra-nydya-pravesa) ;

but according to Cordier's Catalogue du Fonda Tibttain (p. 435) the

Tibetan titles have been interchanged by Vidya-bhusana, and the

Nydya-praveSa must be the same work as No. 1216, since Cordier attaches

the Chinese title of the latter. Hence the contents of the Nydya-pravesa
must be those of No. 1216. There seems to be confusion in Vidya-
bhusana's treatment of the works. The ascription of the Nydya-prave&a
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regarding existence on the part of the Vaisesika.

It runs

" Existence is neither a substance, nor an attribute, nor

an action
;

Because of possessing one substance and attributes and

actions,

Like universality-particularity."
l

In this case existence is only universality, and

particularity is called universality-particularity (sdmdnya-

visesa). Universality
-
particularity can never be two

categories, otherwise the reasoning is a kind of petitio

principii.

Dharrna-pala, in his Vijnapti-mdtratd-siddhi-sdstra-
and Vaipulya-sata-sdstra-vydkhyd,

3 mentions the fourth

and the fifth category. The Vaisesika in these work.s

holds the doctrines of the six categories, "you advocate

the six categories."
4 And the six categories are substance,

attribute, action, existence (universality), universality
-

particularity, and inherence.5 In many passages
6 he

refutes the reality of the six categories. His accounts

of the fourth and the fifth category are summarized as

follows :

to Dig-naga is nob correct. Vidya-bhusana translates the passage
thus: "

Sdmdnya (generality) is neither substance, quality, nor action.

Because it depends upon one substance and possesses quality and

action (p. 95) ". According to the Chinese translation there is the

example "like sdmdnya-viseya ". Without the example the illustration

can hardly be intelligible.
1 V.S. 1,2, 8,

"
dravya-guna-karmabhyo 'rthantararii satta"; 2, 2,

23,
"
ekadravyavattvan na dravyam"; 1, 2, 9,

"
guna-karmasu ca

bhavan na karma na gunah
"

; (1, 2, 7, "sad iti yato dravya-guna-
karmasu sa satta").

- No. 1197. Bhava-viveka, a contemporary of Dharma-pala (Yuan

Chwang, Si-yii-ci, p. 536. Cf. Walleser, Der dltere Vtddnta, p. 19), also

calls the fifth category sdmdnya-vi&esa (No. 1237, p. 656).
3 No. 1198. * No. 1198, p. 113o. 8 No. 1197, p. 26.

6 No. 1198, pp. 76a, 86a, 1056, 113a ; No. 1197, pp. 3a-6, 4a
;
No. 1198.

pp. lOOa-6, lOGtt-6, 109a, 1116, 112a, 114a-6, 116a, 1176, 118a; No. 1197,

pp. 26, 3.
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Universality is confined to existence. Existence is

common to all things, so that it is called universality.
1

Existence is something different from substances, attributes,

and so on.2 It has reality and is perceptible, depending

upon its substratum. 1

Consequently, existence is one, and

the cause of the cognitions with regard to all things that

they are existent.

Universality-particularity as the fifth category includes

substance-ness, attribute-ness, action-ness, and earth-ness,-

colour-ness, pot-ness, cow-ness (go-tva),
5

etc. It is also

something different from the substrata. Things are

common to one another in one respect, but they are

particular in the other respect.
4

Universality-particularity

is manifold 5 and pervades the substrata. It is real,

eternal, and perceptible. Like existence, universality-

particularity is the cause of its cognition. Whether the

category includes the ultimate particulars is not clearly

stated
;
but it is inferred from the explanation of atoms

and of the process of their combination that it does

include them.

In Roha-gutta's opinion universality was divided into

three : maJid-sdmdnya, sattd-sdindnya, and sdmdnya-

visesa-sdmdnya. These three subdivisions resolve them-

selves, as a logical consequence, into two subdivisions,

the highest universality (para-sdmanya), and the lower

universality (apara-sdindnya), which were accepted by
Pr. Bh. According to Pr. Bh. the highest universality

is nothing but existence, and the lower universality

includes all sorts of universality with the exception of

existence and the ultimate particulars, the latter of which

are particularity.
6 And Prasasta - pada remarks that

1 No. 1198, pp. lOOa, 112a.
2 No. 1197, p. 2b.

3 No. 1198, p. lOOa.
4

p. 112a.
8

p. 8 la.
6 Pr. Bh., pp. 11-13, 311-22.
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existence is the only proper universality, and the lower

universality is also called particularity, but the ultimate

particulars are not called universality. Dharma-pala's
account of universality (existence) exactly corresponds to

the higher universality in Pr. Bh., while universality-

particularity includes the lower universality and

particularity. If the highest universality is the only

proper universality there can hardly be reason for

classifying the lower universality under the fifth category

universality. In consequence of this the category

universality-particularity was established. As the lower

universality was classified under the fifth, the name of

the fifth category was changed from particularity into

universality -particularity.

Sankara-svarnin, as a disciple of Dig-naga, must have

lived in the fifth-sixth century, and he was almost a

contemporary of Prasasta-pada. Consequently, the change
of particularity into universality-particularity took place

about the time of Prasasta-pada.
1

But our treatise diners from these in regard to this

point, because it enumerates existence or universality,

imiversality
-
particularity, and particularity as three

distinct categories.

Prasasta-pada and the other authority adduced by
Sarikara - svamin and Dharma-pala have the common

opinion that universality can be limited to existence only.

And the former maintains that the ultimate particulars

are only particularity. Therefore, the lower universality

is a medium between universality proper and particularity

proper. The ultimate particulars can, as the name itself

proves, never be universality. If so, the ultimate

particulars cannot logically be classified under universality-

particularity, because they are only particularity. The

logical consequence has been followed by the author of

3 Of. Sapta-paddrthl of Sivaditya (Vizianagram Skt. S., vol. vi) :

"
samanyam param aparam parapararh ca-iti trividham "

(p. 12).
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our treatise, and universality-particularity is established

as a category distinct from particularity.

The later Vaisesika, subsequent to Sivaditya and

Udayana, acknowledged non - existence as a seventh

categorjr. Non-existence is affirmed in V.8., but it is not

a category. If this establishment of a seventh category
can be justified, the establishment of the three distinct

categories, universality, universality
-
particularity, and

particularity in the treatise, may also claim to be

justified.

As for the other categories (potentiality, non-potentiality,

and non-existence), they are not historical developments,
but are directly derived from the sutra. Consequently,

they will be treated in the following notes.

3. Our main task is almost finished; but we shall

proceed to collect some miscellaneous accounts of the

Vaisesika.

(tt) Asariga wrote many voluminous works, but he did

not refer to the Vaisesika as his predecessors did. He
distributed the doctrines of other systems than Buddhism

into sixteen classes. 1 Even in those classes the Vaisesika

is not clearly indicated.

(6) Vasu-bandhu is also a great writer
;
but distinct

references by him to the Vaisesika are exiguous. We shall

extract two passages from his works. In the Karma-
siddka - prakarana - sdstra 2 he states that,

" Kanada 3

maintains that atoms conjoin with one another and

produce effects (aggregates). The cognition of length
is produced by seeing the long side (of an object), that

of shortness is by seeing the short side. The cognition of

1

Yogdcdrya-bhumi-tidstra (No. 1170), ch. iii, p. 3 f. ; Prakaranarya-

vacd-sastra-kdrikd(No. 1202), p. 89a; Prakarandrya-vdcd-sdstra,(No. 1177),

ch. ix, pp. 35a-6. The first is ascribed to the Bodhi-sattva Maitreya,
but it is naturally by Asanga.

2 No. 1221 = No. 1222 ; p. 90& = 95. The former was translated in

651 A.D. and the latter in 541.
3 In one of the two translations Kanada is rendered (" the system of)

corn-piece-eater". This is also found in No. 1198, p. 926.
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square comes from the equal length of the four sides, and

that of sphericity from things globular in all the sides.

The cognition of height is produced from the convex form,

and that of lowness from the concave form. The cognition

of flatness comes from the even surface of things, and

that of unevenness comes from the jagged surface. When

things possessing various colours are rotating, the cognition

of variegated colour is produced." V.S.. Pr. Bh.. and ourO A

treatise mention small (anu), large (makat}, short (hrasva),

long (dlrgha), and spherical (parirnandalya) ;
but this

passage explains them in detail. Among followers of

the Vaisesika these explanations were probably adopted,

because they appear to be quite natural.

In the Buddha-gotra-sastra
1 Vasu-bandhu refutes the

realism of the Vaisesika in respect to sound. He says that
" the Vaisesika maintains that sound is of three sorts

sound destroyed by the effect, sound destroyed by the

cause, and sound destroyed by both ". These qualities of

sound correspond to the theory of momentariness of sound

in the tSatya-siddlii-sdstra and Pr. Bh. But they are,

for the first time, distinctly mentioned in our treatise.

Vasu-bandhu also mentions that sound as an attribute

cannot, according to the Vaisesika, possess any attribute.

This is a very important doctrine of the Vaisesika. Vasu,

commenting on the Sata-sastra, says that "sound can,

according to the Vaisesika,
2 neither ;be called great nor be

called low (small) ". The meaning is that "
great (large)

"

and "small", being attributes, cannot qualify sound at all.

The above passages do not supply important materials :

but they prove that some doctrines, which are not found

in V.S. and Pr. Bk. and are met with in our treatise, are

not originated by the author of the treatise and existed

before his time.

As to emancipation (moAm, apavarga, ni/i^reyasa), V.S.

1 No. 1220, pp. 76a-6.
2

Sata-&aatra, p. 486.
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does not clearly mention it,
1 while Pr. Bh. fully describes

it.
2 In this matter Chinese translations supply some

materials.

Deva states in his Sata-sdstra 3
: "The other says,

there is emancipation, which is eternal and has no

distress (klesa). Emancipation is the mental state free

from distress (Sutra).'
"

The Vaisesika's concept of

emancipation seems to be negative, as in the case

of other systems, although the system is not at all

pessimistic.
4

Vasu remarks in another passage that disciples of

Uluka recite the Vaisesika-sutra, which, in a passage

relating to the category "attribute", says that, when a man
washes his body (in the River Gariga) thrice a day and

offers something to fire, etc., twice a day, a kind of good is

produced in, and resides in, himself. 5 Ci-tsan explains

the passage in his commentary :

"
Washing one's body is

preparatory to the production of good, because washing

purifies, while offering fire, etc., produce good. But such

a kind of good is not the final good and only leads to

heaven." 6 This is called an exaltation (abhyudaya),
7 and

is different from the highest good (nihsreyasa) in V.S.

(c) Paramartha (499-569 A.D.) describes the Vaisesika

doctrines in the Laksandnusdra-sdstra 8
:

"
According to

the Vaisesika self (dtman) has fourteen sorts of mark,

i.e. the five external and the nine internal (V.S. 3, 2, 4).

The former are breathing out, breathing in, closing
1 See notes on ch. i, 3, 23, 24 (merit and demerit).
2
pp. 272-82.

3 ch. ix, p. 476.
4 Cf. V.S. 5, 2, 15-18 ; 6, 2, 10-16 ; Handt, loc. cit., p. 13 f.

5 Ch. i, p. 37b.
6
Dainihon-zoku-zokyo, 73, bk. 5, p. 3856.

7 V.S. 6, 2, 1 ; 6, 2, 8-9 ; 10, 2, 8 ; 1, 1, 2-3.
8 No. 1280, pp. 796-80a. The work is ascribed to Guna-mati, a disciple

of Vasu-bandhu, but the extant work is not Guna-mati's original,

because the contents evidently confute the authorship of Guna-mati.

Paramartha translated the original work and commented on it (No. 1504,

p. 65?>). The extant work is one part of his own commentary.
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(life, winking), opening (lit. seeing) of the eyes, and life.

The latter are the following : The system maintains that

self is eternal, and mind (manas) is as regards extension

atomic (anu) (3, 2, 5
; 7, 1, 23), but is also eternal (3, 2. 2).

There are merit (dharma) and demerit (adlcarma) apart

from these. 1 Merit is good and demerit is evil. They lead

to contact of self with mind. Nine things are produced
from the contact. From self and mind comes cognitiono

(buddhi), which recognizes everything. From cognition

come pleasure (sukha) and pain (duhkha). Pleasure and

pain produce desire (iccha) and aversion (dvesa), i.e. desire

is caused by pleasure and aversion is by pain. Desire and

aversion produce effort (prayatna). Ry effort pain is

avoided and pleasure is sought. Effort produces merit

and demerit. 1 Eternalists (Sdsvata-vddin) believing in

existence in a future life practise asceticism in the present

life; this is merit;
2 while Exterminationalists (Uccheda-

vadin), rejecting the future life, do not control their

minds and commit evil; this is demerit. From merit

and demerit comes impression (samskdra = bhdvand).

Impression is the cause which reminds us of past events

(9, 2, 6-8). Merit and demerit, i.e. adrsta,
2 remain after

the present merit and demerit have gone away, and after-

wards combine with self and produce a new merit and

demerit, as stated above. Merit and demerit, i.e. adrzta,

cause the following five activities : the upward flaming of

fire, the sideward blowing of wind (5, 2, 13), the falling

down and sinking of earth and water (5, 1, 7
; 5, 1, 18;

5, 2, 3), the conjunction (and disjunction) of atoms with

{and from) one another (5, 2, 13), and the contact of self

with mind (5, 2, 13
; 5, 2, 17

; 9, 2, 6) ...
" The tirthaka maintains that there are two kinds of

dissolution of the world (samvarta), the antara-samvarta

1
3, 1, 18 ; 3, 1, 19 ; 3, 2, 1 ; 3, 2, 3 ; 3, 2, 19 ; 5, 2, 13 ; 5, 2, 1.1 :

1, 2, 17 ; 6, 2, 2 ; 6, 2, 12 ; 6, 2, 3 ; 6, 2, 14 ; 1, 1, 4.

2 See Pr. Bh., p. 10, and notes on ch. i, 3, 22-3 (merit and demerit).
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and the tejak-samvarta. The former has the duration of

300,000 kotis (/co^i
= ten millions), that is, three kalpas of

100,000 kotis. The first kalpa of 100,000 kotis is the period

of a fire-world, the second of a water-world, and the third

of a wind-world. During the first kalpa the world is

created and dissolved, and so in the second and the third.

At the time of dissolution every gross thing is dissolved

into its component atoms, which exist without conjunction

with one another throughout the period. At the time

of creation, merit and demerit, i.e. adrsta, cause the

combination of atoms. The combination of atoms through,

or with, merit brings about sugati, while the combination

through, or with, demerit brings about durgati. By
combination atoms grow bigger and bigger and produce
the whole world. Self and mind conjoin with, and are

disjoined from, each other, when atoms do the same.

After the three kalpas the antara-samvarta is over, and

there comes the tejah-samvarta. When three kalpas of

the tejah-samvarta have elapsed, all atoms exist without

conjunction with one another, and self and mind also

exist without conjunction. At that time self is in

temporary emancipation. Afterwards merit and demerit,

i.e. adrsta, cause the conjunction of self with mind . . .

One who seeks eternal emancipation ought to devote

himself to morality (sila}, liberality (ddna), asceticism

(tapas), and yoga.
1 From these four sorts of practice is

produced the supreme merit which leads to the attainment

of emancipation or heaven. The supreme merit brings

about exaltation (abJiyudaya} and knowledge of truth

(tattva-jnana). Exaltation is enjoyment of pleasure in

heaven. Knowledge of truth leads to eternal emancipation

(i.e. nihSreyasa), when merit and demerit, i.e. adrsta, have

been completely destroyed, and self and mind never come

into conjunction with each other, that is, when the nine

1 V.S. 6, 1, 5-6, 2, 9 ; 5, 2, 15-18 ; 6, 2, 14-16.
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things are no more produced. The whole doctrine set

forth depends upon the concepts of self and atoms."

This statement agrees generally with F".^., but it is not

exactly the same. The nine things, as the attributes of

self, are not clearly stated in V.S. Pr. Bh.1
tries, for the

first time, to prove the nine things to be attributes of self.

The proof evidently shows that Pr. Bh. is the first work

to enumerate the nine attributes of self.
2 And the theory

of the antara-sariivarta and the tejah-samvarta is also

not found in V.S., although the dogma of transmigration

suggests the introduction of the theory of creation and

dissolution into the system. V.S. does not undertake to

explain the process of creation, etc., but it tries to expjain
the construction or the state of the world. Pr. Bh.

explains the process of creation (srsti) and dissolution

(samhdra).
3 As for the way to and the means of the

attainment of emancipation, Pr. Bh.* agrees with the above

statement more exactly than does V.S. These three points

prove that Paramartha's statement came from Pr. Bh., and

that Paramartha is later than Prasasta-pada.

(d) Lastly, Dharma-pala is important. He says :

" The

Vaisesika maintains that, if the causes of pleasure and

pain have been completely destroyed, and attachment to

things has been rooted out, self becomes entirely alone

(kevala), free from disturbances, and is in accordance with

its real nature. Self in this state is not active any more,

but absolutely happy and eternal. This is emancipation."
5

1

pp. 67-70.
2

p. 10,
"

gunali rupa - rasa - gandha - sparsa - samkhya - parimana -

prthaktva - samyoga - vibhuga - paratva - aparatva - buddhi - sukha - duhkha-
iccha - dvesa -

prayatnas ca - iti kantha - uktah saptadasa ; ca - s"abda -

samuccita6 ca gurutva-dravatva-sneha-samskara-adrsta (i.e. dharma-

adharma)-sabdas ca sapba - eva -
ity

- evarii caturvimsati - gunah." The

passage proves that Pr. Bh. enumerates the twenty-four attributes for

the first time after the sutra was composed.
3
pp. 48-9.

4
pp. 272-82.

5 No. 1198, p. 79a.
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When we compare the passage with Pr. Bli., pp. 281-2,

we find them both in agreement.^

Dharma-pala, from his own standpoint,
1 refutes the

Vaisesika's concept of self, which is something different

from cognition, and lie enumerates the nine attributes of

self, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, merit, demerit,

impression, and cognition. These attributes pervade the

substratum self.
2

Mind is, according to his statement, corporeal, and its

extension is the same as that of atoms 2
(paramanu),

i.e. spherical (parimandalya). V.S. ascribes the extension

of atoms (anu) to mind : but the sutra does not use the

term paramanu, which is found in Pr. Bh. In the latter

work the term anu is not the designation of atoms, butO
one of the five sorts of extension (parimdna). If mind

is called ana in the sense of Pr. Bh's terminology, the

extension of mind must be the same as that of binary

atomic compounds (dvyanuka) and non-eternal.8 The

passage, therefore, suggests that Dharma-pala knew the

distinction between para-manu and anu. Consequently,

we may conclude that the passage depends upon Pr. Bh.

He further states that " followers of Uluka say that

the sense-organs, the eyes, etc., consist of fire-, ether-, earth-,

water-, and wind-substance in order. The eyes perceive

three substances : fire, earth, and water, and especially

colour. The skin perceives four substances out of the five,

excepting ether, and especially touch. The ear perceives

sound, the nose perceives smell, and the tongue taste ".
4
V

V.S. does not assert that ether is the material cause of

the ear. Otherwise ether must be an element (bhula).

But in V.S. ether is the cosmical vacuum. Pr. Bh. reckons

ether as one of the five elements,
5 and as the material

1 Xo. 1198, p. 84&.
2

p. 81a.
3 See notes on ch. i, 3, G (extension).
" No. 1198, p. 109a.
3

p. 24.
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cause of the organ (indriya-prakrti). The passage is

proved to have come from Pr. Bh.

"The Vaisesika maintains that the sixth '

category

(inherence) is one in its reality and pervades its

substrata. Inherence is supersensuous (atlndriya) and

imperceptible (apratyafaa,)."
* These qualities of inherence

are not exactly stated in F.$.,
2 but they are clearly

mentioned in Pr. Bh.s Also the classification of substances

into eternal and non-eternal, corporeal and incorporeal,

and the classification of attributes into those pervading
the substrata and those not pervading, etc., agree with

Pr. Bli. Moreover, the explanations of the categories,

except the fourth and the fifth,
4

exactly agree with

Pr. Bh.

The classifications of substances and attributes are also

mentioned in our treatise. Besides, the two sorts of

causes, eternal and non-eternal, and "the contradictory and

non- contradictory relations between causes and effects,

e.g. between conjunction and actions, and between two

actions, etc.,
5 which are mentioned in the treatise, are

found in Dharma-pala's works.

Dharma-pala quotes some interesting opinions :

Some of the Vaisesikas are of opinion that "
colour, etc.,

are the real objects and possess universality-particularity.

The objects are perceived by the eyes, etc., in consequence
of the impression (samsJcdra)

G
,of colour, etc." Another

contends that " substances are perceptible in consequence
of containing more than one substance, and in con-

sequence of colour. Without these two conditions they
are imperceptible, like wind and atoms ". Another holds

that " substances are perceptible in consequence of colour,

1 No. 1198, p. 100& ; No. 1187, p. 26.

2 Cf. 7, 2, 13 ; 7, 2, 26-8.
3

p. 329.
4
Dharma-pala knows the theory of pdka-ja, (No. 1198, p. 1146).

5 No. 1198, pp. IUI>, 117&.
6 See V.S. 4, 1, 5-6.
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etc. But in hot water water hides the colour of fire, so

that fire, though existent in water, cannot be perceived ".

In a certain work (sdstra) of the Vaisesika some teachers

refute this opinion and say that " when a white cloth

has been dyed with blue or other colour, white cloth is

not perceived any more, but it cannot be contended that

the cloth also is not perceived. When the blue colour-

is perceived, the essence l of the blue colour is also

perceived. The essence of the blue colour is inherent

in the cloth, consequently the cloth is perceived at the

same time when the blue colour is perceived. In like

manner, though the colour of fire is hot perceived, fire

can be perceived, when water is perceived in consequence
of colour, because fire is conjunct with water ".-

The first two opinions are found in V.S. as well as in

Pr. Bh.
;
but the latter two can be traced neither in the

two works nor in our treatise. From these passages we

may conclude that there were many different opinions

among the Vaisesikas before Dharma-pala. Kwhei-ci's

mention of the eighteen schools of the system, though
it cannot be accepted as it stands, is to some extent

true. And it is confirmed by the record of the Jaina

schism, by the Satyu -siddki- sdstra, and by the com-

mentaries on V.S. The author of the treatise may not

be considered as the representative of his time
;

but

contemporary Avorks, if any, are either non-existent or

not yet discovered, and the treatise has a close relation

to V.S. and Pr. Bh., so that the author plays a significant

part in the history of the Vaisesika.

XIV. THE NYAYA : 1. KNOWN TO DEVA. ETC.

1. A few remarks on the Nyaya may be added.

The Nyaya was not known to Kautilya (300 B.C.), but

the system had been constituted before Hari-varman

1 "Blue-colour-ness (nila-rupa-tva}."
2 No. 1198, p. 106a.
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(c. 260 A.D.). Not only Hari-varman, but also Deva

referred to the Nyaya theories. And even Asva-ghosa
knew the five-membered (panca-avayava) reasoning, as

shown in what follows.

In the Sutrdlankdra he states :

" Kausika said to his

friend :

' The Samkhya-sutra (i.e. the theories of the

Samkhya) may essentially be summarized in the five-

membered reasoning : 1, thesis (pratijnd) ; 2, reason

(hetu) ; 3, example (uddharana or drstanta) ; 4, applica-

tion (upanaya) ;
and 5, conclusion (nigamana).

1 But

the jSdmkhya-sutra cannot supply any example, . . .

because . . . the Samkliya-sutra explains that pradhdna

( prakrti) is not produced by any other thing ;
it has

an eternal nature, and produces all things ;
it is uni-

versally pervading (vibhu\ and (at the same time)

penetrates everywhere
2

(sarva-gata). The explanation

contains a contradiction, because there is in the world

nothing such as to produce other things and never to be

produced by anything else. Also, a thing which is uni-

versally pervading and penetrates everywhere is proved to

have been wrongly conceived. An universally pervading

thing cannot move anywhere, and a thing which moves

cannot be universally pervading ;
the concepts are

inconsistent with each other . .

Jacobi remarks on Kautilya's saying (Sdmkhyam Yogo

Lokdyatam ca-ity dnvlksiki) that " Wir haben jetzt die

Gewissheit, dass Samkhya und Yoga schon 300 v. Chr.

bestanden, und zwar als philosophische Systeme, die sich

auf logische Beweissfiihrung stiitzten (dnviksikl), und

nicht etwa nur in der Form intuitiver Spekulation,

wie das sogenannte
'

epische Samkhya ', das nur erne

1 Hubor, in his translation, identifies these with iabda, anumdna,

upamdna, 1'egalite and la certitude absolue (or with pratyaksa or Sabda,

anumdna, upamdna, arthdpalti, and anupalabdhi), pp. 15-16. But Lun-i

(reasoning) in Chinese does not mean pramaiia as he understands it.

\ This is a literal rendering in the Chinese translation.

Vol. i, pp. 72a-736.

o
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popularisierende Entartung des eigentlichen Samkhya
ist ".

l If the Samkhya was employing logical demonstra-

tion in 300 B.C., the Samkhya of the time of Asva-ghosa

may possibly have introduced the five-membered reasoning
into the system.

2

2. The essential and characteristic feature of the Nyaya
is the five-membered reasoning. Accordingly, the syste-

matization of the Nyaya mode of reasoning is earlier

than the Christian era. As for the origin of the Nyaya,
we can trace it at the time of Maha-vira and Buddha.

The Jaina canons hold that there are four sorts of hetu 3

(
= pramana, means of knowledge), which are exactly the

same as those in the Nyaya, and employ a primitive
form of reasoning.

4 The Brahma-jala-sutta tells us that

there were many teachers addicted to logic (tarkiri) and

reasoning (mlmamsiri),
5

But argumentation naturally prevailed among philo-

1 Zur Fruhgeschichte der indischen Philosophic, p. 738.
2 The Samkhya system is very logical, as seen in S.K. S.K., v. 5,

defines anumdna "
tal-linga-liugi-purvakanv'. The definition maybe

taken to mean the abstract and universally valid relation between the

middle (lingo) and the major term (lingin), i.e. vydpti. If this is really
the case, the definition favours the supposition that S.K. adopts the

three-membered reasoning, which is more advanced than the five-

membered ; and some verses in S. K. really propound the three-membered

reasoning (vv. 9, 15-18). But according to the Gauda-pdda-bhasya on

that verse the definition does not always represent the universally valid

relation ; and, also, according to Rumania's Sloka-vdrttika (Anumdna-

pariccheda, v. 143), the Vindhya-vasins (Isvara-krsna, the author of

S.K., etc.) did not know the universal vydpti, but only the vydpti which

is valid in special cases. And the verses in 8. K. are necessarily short,

because they are in the Arya metre. Besides, the commentary on S.K.

in the Chinese translation and the Gatida-pdda bhdsya always use the

five-membered reasoning. Consequently the Samkhya is proved to have

used the five-membered reasoning even at the time of Isvara-krsna and
his followers. Such is the case with y.S. as well as V.S. The three-

membered reasoning was elaborated by Dig-naga for the first time in the

history of Indian logic (No. 1223 = No. 1224, p. 26 = p. 76).
3 As for the term hetu in this sense, see before. According to Colebrooke

the four sorts of pramana are acknowledged by the Nyaya only.
4
Vidya-bhusana, History ofthe Medieval Sclfool ofIndian Logic, pp. 4^-5.

8
Ibid., p. 60.
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sophers even in early times. A remarkable example
is found in the Brhad-dranyaka-upanisad (the third

adhydya), and the Chdndogya-upanisad (7, 1, 2) reckons

Vdkovdkya( Dialogue)
l as one of the sciences at that time.

But these cannot be regarded as the direct origin of the

Nyaya reasoning.

The establishment of a kind of syllogistic form seems to

have been necessitated by Sanjaya Velatthl-putta and other

sophists. Maha-vira was forced to establish the Sydd-
vdda (Sapta-bhangi-naya) and the Nayas. Buddha had

a special mode of answering questions.
2 A Jaina sage,

Bhadra-bahu (died 293 B.C.),
3 elaborated a syllogistic form

with ten members (dasa-avayava-vdkya)* This form

appears to forestall the five-membered form of the Nyaya ;

but another syllogistic form with ten members, which is

set forth by Vatsyayana,
5 may have preceded the five-

membered form. The first five of the ten members are,

as Vatsyayana asserts, superfluous as members of a syllo-

gistic form.

In the times previous to the author of N.S. there were

a great many sophists, as seen from the fifth chapter of

N.S., where the twenty-four kinds of futility (jdti), and

the twenty-two kinds of " unfitness to be argued with
"

(nigraha-sthdna) are mentioned. Futility is also mentioned
1
Logic, according to Samkara and to Max M tiller's translation.

2 This is called the catvdri tn/dJcarandni, viz. ekdih&a-rn/dkarana, vibhajya-

vydkarana, pariprcchd - vyakarana, and sthdpanlya - vyakarana. See

Vibhdsd-Sdstra (No. 1279), ch. 7, pp. 23a-6 (the text of the Library of the

India Office). Also the Maha-prajiid-pdramitd-Mstra often refers to it

(vol. xxxv, p. 856, etc.).
3
Jacobi, Kalpa-sutra, p. 11 ; SBE. , vol. xxii, p. xlii.

4
Vidya-bhusana, loc. cit., pp. 6-7 ; Leumann, ZDMG., xlvi, p. 649.

The ten members are pratijnd, pratijnd-ribhakti, hetu, hetu-vibhakti,

vipaksa, vipak?a-pratisedha, drstdnta, dSahkti, dSankd-pratisedha, and

niyamana.
5 On N.S. 1,1,32. They urejijiidsd, samfaya, fakya-prdpti, prayojana,

saihAaya-vyuddSa, pratijnd, hetu, uddharana, upanaya, and nigamana.
This is also referred to by Dig-naga, who says "jijiidsa, etc., and

upanaya and nigamana are excluded from the syllogistic form "

(No. 1223 = No. 1224, p. 26 = p. 76).
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in the Updya-kausalya-lirdaya-sdstra
l

(20 kinds),
'

the

Tarka-sastra* (22 or 27 kinds), and Dig-naga's Hetu-

vidyd-nydya-dvdra-sdstra
3
(22 kinds). "Unfitness to be

argued with
"

is also mentioned in these three works, and

the Tarka-sdstra 4
perfectly agrees with N.S. in this point,

though the explanations sometimes agree with, sometimes

differ from, those of Vatsyayana. The agreement evidently

shows that the " unfitness to be argued with
"
in this work

was derived from N.S.

3. The date of N.S. has been discussed by Jacobi and

Sualj, as stated above. The former places the date in

200-500 A.D., while the latter places it in 300-350. The

basis which Jacobi took for his argument is the fact that

N.S. attacks the theory of Sunya-vada, but the Vijnana-
vada is not alluded to.

Nagarjuna, discussing pramdna in his Vigraha-

1 No. 1257, translated by Kekaya in 472 A. D.

2 No. 1252, translated by Paramartha in 550 A. D.

3 No. 1223 = No. 1224, translated by Yuan Chwang and by I-tsing.
4 Ch. iii, Nigraha-sthdna, p. 72a. Dharma-gupta, a Buddhist of

Southern India, came to China in 590 A.D. and died in 619 A.D. (Nanjio's

App. II, 131). According to his Life (No. 1493, p. 92&, No. 1485, p. 66&)

he read the work in Shii-lO (a province of Chinese Turkestan), when on

the way to China. What he read consisted of 2,000 slokas. But the

extant work consists of about 330 slokas. Some of the oldest Catalogues,
Nos. 1604, 1609, mention that the book is in 2 vols,, but the extant one is

in 1 vol. -And the beginning of the work clearly shows that it is only
a concluding part of the original. It has only three sections in

a chapter, apparently the last, called Pariprcchd, (1)
"
wrong

refutation", (2) "true refutation (of jdti)", and (3) nigraha-sthdna.

The work is sometimes ascribed to Vasu-bandhu, but this is doubtful.

Paramartha commented on it, but the commentary (3 vols.) has been

lost (No. 1504, pp. 56/>, 92a, No. 1609, p. Ilia, No. 1483, p. 776).

He also translated the Nigraha-sthdna-sdstra (1 vol.), the Pariprcchd-
Sastra (1 vol.), and the Can-shwo- (or lun-) tdo-li-lun (1 vol.) ; and he

wrote a commentary (5 vols.) on the last, called the Explanation of the

Can-hin. All have been lost. Can-shwo- (or lun-) tdo-li literally means

"correctly (truly) explaining reason (or reasoning) ", which may have

been the translation of Nydya. Yuan Chwang translates Nydya by
" true reason (or reasoning)

"
(Cah-li). If so, the Can-shivo- (or lun-) tdo-

li-hm may have been a translation of N.S. That the commentary
consisted of 5,vols. suggests the five adhyayas of N.S.
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vydvartanl,
1

says :

" If a pramdna can establish objects,

the pramdna needs also to be established by another

pramdna. What sort of pramdna can establish the

pramdna ? If (you say that) the pramdna is established

without another, your argument is incoherent and defective,

so that another reason should be offered. 2 If (you say

that) the pramdna is compared to the light of a lamp,
which illuminates both itself 3 and other things so that

the pramdna can establish itself and other objects, your

argument is a mistake, because the light does not illuminate

itself like a pot
4 in the dark, and illuminating itself is

inconsistent with illuminating other things."

N.S. sa,ys,pramdnatah siddheh pramdiidndm pramdna-

antara-siddhi-prasangah,
5 tad-vinivrtter vd pramdna -

siddhi-vat tat-siddhih,
6 na pradipa-prakdsa-siddhi-vat

tat -siddheh,
7 and kvacit tu nivrtti-darsandd anivrtti-

darsandc ca Jcvacid anelcdntah 8
(2, 2, 17-19). If we

1 No. 1251, pp. 136, 18a-6. See Mddhyamaka-vrtti (Prasanna-padd,
Bibl. Bud., No. 4), pp. 16, 30, 56 (n.), 69 (n.).

2 See note 6.

*
According to the commentary "itself" means "light itself".

4
According to the commentary, if the light of a lamp can illuminate

itself, the light must exist as being dark before it has been illuminated.

A pot is dark in a dark room, before it has been illuminated. Just so in

the case of illuminating itself. But the light is not dark ; consequent!}'
it cannot illuminate itself.

5
Ballantyne : "Since it is by Proofs (pramdna) that the existence of

Proofs is established, the existence of other Proofs presents itself (for

demonstration).
"

8
Ballantyne: "Or in the absence thereof ( i.e. of Proof, since

Proof may, in virtue of itself, be Proof), then, just as Proof is established

(independently), so may this (viz. right knowledge, independently of

any cause of it) be established." The translator of the Vigraha-

vydvartani may have understood -vd pramdna-aiddhi-vat as -vd-a-pramdna-
siddhi-vat.

7
Ballantyne: "It is not so ( that an endless series of Proofs of

Proofs are required ), because it (viz. Proof) really is, just as the light

of a lump is."

8 This last sutra is not reckoned as a sutra by the editor of the

Xydya-bhqsya (Bibl. Ind.) or by the Nydya-sutra-vrtti of Visva-natha;

but Vacaspati-misra enumerates it as a sutra in his Nyiiya-sucl-nibandha

(App. in the Nydya-vdrttika, Bibl. Ind.).
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.

compare the latter with the former, we can hardly deny
the relationship between the two passages. The Vigraka-

vydvartanl is principally engaged in refuting the realistic

explanation Qipramana emdprameya (objects of pramana}
and establishing the author's idealistic system. Pramana s

are enumerated as four : perception (pratyaksa}, inference

(anumdna}, analogy (upamdna}, and trustworthy instruc-

tion l
(sabda). The refutation in this work of the relation

between pramana and prameya, and the answer and the

attack by N.S. on the Sunya-vada, may lead to the

supposition that the sutra was composed about the same

time as Nagarjuna and Deva, in order to protect the

realistic standpoint against their attack. If such be the

case, the date of N.S. may be placed in 150-250 A.D.

4. As stated above, N.S. was commented upon by an

unknown author before Vatsyayana. The next extract

from Pingala's commentary on the Mddhyamika-sdstra
seems to represent an explanation of inference earlier

than Vatsyayana's Bhdsya. But it cannot be ascertained"

whether Pirigala quoted from the commentary by the

unknown author or not.

"
If you argue that the existence of self is established

by pramana, this is not possible, because the four sorts of

pramana cannot support it. The four sorts are, namely,

1, perception (pratyaksa} ; 2, inference (anumdna}, e.g.

we infer the existence of fire from smoke
; 3, analogy

(upamdna}, e.g. for people who have not as yet seen brass,

brass is compared to gold ;
and 4, trustworthy instruction

(dpta-vacana = sabda}, e.g. in assertions like ' there exist

hell (naraka}, heaven (svarga}, and the Uttara-kurus

(a kind of paradise) ', which are altogether unascertainable

1 The Updya-kausalya-hrdaya-sdstra also enumerates four, Asanga
enumerates three, pratyaksa, anumdna, and sabda (No. 1170, pp. 65a-686),

while Dig-naga admits only two, pratyaksa and anumdna. Dig-naga

says, "sabda and upamdna are contained in pratyaksa and anumdna "

(No. 1223 = No. 1224, p. 3d = p. 8a). After Dig-naga all Buddhists

admit only two.
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by perception, but are believed upon the authority of

trustworthy instruction. 1 The existence of self can never

be proved by any sort of pramana ;
that is to say,

existence is not proved by perception or by inference.

Inference is reasoning concerning an object which has not

yet been experienced from an object which has been

seen, e.g. if a man has ever seen that, where smoke is,

there is fire,
2 he can afterwards infer the existence of fire

from seeing smoke. This is not applicable to the proof of

self. If you argue,
' we can prove the existence of self

from seeing the five skandkas, because we have seen that

self conjoins with the five skandhas. This is also supported

by the following sorts of reasoning. There are three sorts

of inference, purvavat, sesavat, and samanyato drsta.

The purvavat is the reasoning in which a man has formerly
known that where smoke is there is fire, and afterwards

infers the existence of fire, as in the former cases

(purvavat), from seeing smoke.3 The sesavat is the

reasoning in which a man, having known that one grain
of rice has been cooked, can infer from that that all other

grains in the cooking kettle have also been cooked.4 The

samanyato drsta is the reasoning in which a man, having
seen that another person has started from one place and

arrived at another, and having hence known that he

is locomotive, can infer from that that the sun has

1 Cf. Gatida-puda-lhdsya on S. A'., v. 4.

2
Literally, "if a man has once seen that fire has smoke, afterwards

he can infer the existence of fire from seeing smoke/' The first part is

not strictly logical, but it may be justified if the author means the first

experience, which is followed by the knowledge of the concomitant

relation between fire and smoke, when the experience is repeated.
3 This is the second explanation of the purvacat in Vatsyayana's

Bhdsya. The Bhasya says,
"
purvavad iti yatra yatha purvam pratya-

ksabhutayor anyataradarsanena-anyatarasya-apratyaksasya-anuinanam,

yatha dhumena-agnir iti
"

(p. 13).
4 This example is not found in the Bhdsya. A similar example is used

in the Gauda-pada-bhasya on S.K., v. 5, "sesavad yatha samudrad ekarii

jalapalarii lavanam asadya sesasya-apy asti lavanabhava iti." This has

the same meaning as the above. See notes on ch. i, 3, 12 (cognition).
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motion, though not seen, because the sun moves from the

east to the west. 1 In like manner pain, pleasure, aversion,

desire, and cognition, etc., are known to have a substratum,

just as a people has the king as supporter'
2 this is not

possible. The reason is that in the procedure of the

sdmdnyato drsta we infer that the sun has motion, because

we have observed its change of place ;
but in the case of

self its existence cannot possibly be inferred from the

five skandhas, because the conjunction of self with the

skandhas has not been observed. In the same way
existence is not proved by trustworthy instruction, because

trustworthy instruction has its origin in perception.

Consequently, self cannot be concluded to be something
existent." 3

Vatsyayana explains the three sorts of inference in two

ways. According to the first of these the purvavat
is reasoning from cause to effect, i.e. from the present

to the future, and the sesavat is reasoning from effect

to cause, i.e. from the present to the past, while the

sdmdnyato drsta occurs only in the present.
4 This

explanation was followed by the unknown commentator

on 8.K. in the Chinese translation. The second explanation

is more logical, and almost agrees with Pingala's, as

stated above. The purvavat in the second explanation

is after all the same as the sesavat in the first, as

Vatsyayana suggests,
5
including the purvavat in the first

explanation. The sdmdnyato drsta in both the first and

the second explanation is the same reasoning as Piiigala

1 This is the first explanation of sdmanyato drsta in the Bhdsya-
The same explanation is found in the Gauda-pdda-bhdsya and Sabara-

svarain's Bhdsya on M.S. (p. 10).
2 The Bhdsya by Vatsyayana, "... yatha-iccha-adibhir atma iccba-

adayo gunah gunas ca dravya - samsthanah tad yad esaih sthanarii sa

atma-iti
"

(p. 14).
3 No. 1197, ch. xviii, p. 43ft.

*
Vatsyayana says,

"
trikala-yukta artha anuinanena grhyante"

(p. 14).
8 See n. 3, p. 87.
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explains it. Then there is no logical reason for the

sesavat in the first explanation ; hence, the sesavat has

to be explained after Piiigala's manner and Vatsyayana's
second explanation

l
; they are complementary to each

other. It appears that Vatsyayana intended in his Bhdsya
to comprise and unite different explanations.

5. It has been stated that Deva and Hari-varman did not

distinguish the Nyaya school from the Vaisesika, or rather

they did not regard the Nyaya as a system distinct from

the Vaisesika. Pingala and Vasu may have been of the

same opinion, because, commenting on the works of

Nagarjuna and Deva, they did not make a distinction

between the two systems and confused the Nyaya theories

with the Vaisesika.
/

Such a tendency is also found even among followers of

the Nyaya ;
since the author of the sutra uses the

Vaisesika theories, Vatsyayana and Uddyota-kara use the

Vaisesika theories many times, and Uddyota-kara calls

Kanada Paramarsi, and the Vaisesika-sutra the sdstra

or the sutra. Followers of the two systems, at least the

Naiyayikas, did not disapprove of this attitude. Handt

holds the opinion that the name Vaisesika in early times

must have included followers of Kanada and Gotama.

Brahmanas and Buddhists usually reckon them as followers

of one system. Even Sankara, naming the Vaisesika

system the school of Kana-bhuj, criticizes the Nyaya
theories in the course of his refutation of the former.

In Madhava's Sarva-darsana-samyraha the term Nyaya
is only applied to the theory of logic.

2

1 Sesavan nama parisesah sa ca prasakta-pratisedhe 'nyatara-apra-

sangac chisyamanesariipratyayah. Cf. S.-tattva-kaumudl on S.K., v. 5,

and A. Biirk, Die Theorie der Schluss/'olyernng (anumdna) nach der

S.-t.-kaumudl des Vdcaapati-mi&ra, VOJ., vol. xv, pp. 251-64, 1901.

The division between vita and avlta in anumdna is, as the writer asserts,

dependent upon the Nydya-ko^a, p. 728 (n.), not for the first time

established by Vacaspati-misra. It has been used by Uddyota-kara in

his Nyaya-vdrttika, p. 126.
2 Die atomistische Grundlage der Vaisesika-Philosophic, p. 26.
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According to Hall's Bibliography
l

Yacaspati - misra

wrote works or commentaries on the five systems other

than the Vaisesika. In his case the Vaisesika is probably
considered as included in the Nyaya ;

he wrote the

Nydya-vdrttika-tdtparya-tikd? Udayana
3 wrote on the

one hand a commentary on Pr. Bh., named Kirandvall,

and a pure Yaisesika work called the Laksandvali 4
;
and

on the other the Nydya-vdrttilca-tdtparya-parisuddhi
and the Kusumdnjali? The Kusumdnjali is a Nyaya
work, because Udayana enumerates the four sorts of

pramdna.
6 He himself is an eminent Naiyayika. In

this work Udayana proves the existence of Paramatman,

i.e. Isvara, and states the fourteen different opinions

relating thereto.7 The Naiyayika is one of them, but the

Vaisesika is not enumerated. In the Kirandvall he also

states the different opinions of the Samkhya, the Yoga,
the Vedanta, and the Tautatita 8

concerning emancipation

(apavarga). If Udayana had considered the Nyaya a

distinct system from the Vaisesika, he would have referred

to the Nyaya in the Kirandvall (a Vaisesika work).

If his not having done so is due to being a Naiyayika,

1

p. 87. Cf. Woods, Yoga-system of Patailjali, p. xxi.

2 Published in Vizianagram Skt. S., vol. xiii. Vacaspati-misra also

wrote the Nyaya-tattvaloka (Cat. ofSkt. MSS. of the India Office, No. 1868).
3 As for the dates of Vacaspati-misra and Udaj'ana, see Cowell's

Introduction to his Kusumdnjali ; Bodas' Introd. to the Tarka-samyralui ,

Introd. tot\iQNyaya-varttika-tatparya-tika; Candra-kanta's Introd. to the

Kusumailjali ; Professor Garbe, Berichte d. k. s. G. d. W. Philol.-hist.

Kl., 1888 ; and Keith, JRAS., 1898, pp. 522 f. Vacaspati-misra lived in

the ninth century and Udayana in the tenth.
4 Published as an appendix of the Kirandvall (Benares S.S.), and in

the Pandit, xxi, 625 ff., with the Nyaya-muktavall.
5 Published and translated by Cowell with a commentary, Calcutta,

1864 ; and also published by Candra-kanta with Udayana's Prakarana,
a commentary and a gloss, Calcutta, 1891 (Bibl. Ind. ).

6 Ch. 5.

7 Ch. 1.

8
pp. 6-8.

" Tautatita "
is the followers of Kumarila Bhatta, who are

usually called the Bhatta. See Upaskara on 7, 2, 20, Vivrti, p. 461.

Here the Tautatita is the representative of the Mlmamsakas.
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he would have cited the Vaisesika instead of the

Nyaya in the Kusumdnjali (a Nyaya work). We
face a dilemma in this point. If we suppose that he

considered the two systems as one school, the dilemma

can easily be solved. Vacaspati-misra also, being his

predecessor and following Vatsyayana and Uddyota-kara,
will not have made a distinction between the two

schools. It may therefore be concluded that there were

some teachers, even in the Nyaya, who did not regard
the Nyaya as a distinct school. The facts that the

term Nyaya as the name of a school is hardly found

in the Chinese translation of the Tripitaka, except in

the Satya-Giddhi-sdstra and the Madhydntdnugama-
sdstra,a.nd that Buddhist writers often confuse the Nyaya
with the Vaisesika, are probably due to this tendency.

Udayana's enumeration of the four systems, which includes

the Vaisesika and the Nyaya, as the representative schools,

shows that in those days there was a growing tendency
to reckon the so-called six systems as one group, since

in earlier times the six systems (sad-darsana) seem not

to have been regarded as a group.





DASAPADARTHI

A TREATISE ON THE TEN CATEGORIES

OF THE VAISESIKA

CHAPTER I

INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES OF THE TEN CATEGORIES

Section 1. Ten categories

There are ten categories: 1, substance; 2, attribute;

3, action
; 4, universality ; 5, particularity ; 6, inherence

;

7, potentiality ; 8, non-potentiality ; 9, commonness ;
and

10, non-existence.

Section 2. Substance

What is the category substance ? Nine substances are

called the category substance.

What are the nine substances? 1, earth; 2, water;

3, fire
; 4, wind

; 5, ether
; 6, time

; 7, space ; 8, self
;

and 9, mind these are the nine substances.

What is earth ? That which has colour, taste, smell,

and touch (as its attributes) is called earth.

What is water? That which has colour, taste, touch,

fluidity, and viscidity (as its attributes) is water.

What is fire ? That which has colour and touch (as its

attributes) is fire.

What is wind ? That which has touch only (as its

attribute) is wind.

What is ether ? That which has sound only (as its

attribute) is ether.

What is time ? That which is the cause of the notions

of simultaneity, non-simultaneity, slowness, and quickness
with respect to that and this (thing) is time.
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What is space ? That which is the cause of the notions

of the east, the south, the west, and the north, etc., is space.

What is self ? That of which the recognition of an

inherent cause of cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion,

effort, impression, merit, and demerit, etc., is the mark (of

its existence) is self.

What is mind ? That of which the recognition of a

non-inherent cause (for the production) of cognition,

pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, merit, demerit, and

impression is the mark (of its existence) is mind.

Section 3. Attribute

What is the category attribute ? Twenty-four attributes

are called the category attribute.

What are the twenty - four attributes? 1, colour;

2, taste
; 3, smell

; 4, touch
; 5, number ; 6, extension

;

7, individuality ; 8, conjunction ; 9, disjunction ; 10,

priority; 11, posteriority; 12, cognition; 13, pleasure;

14, pain; 15, desire; 16, aversion; 17, effort; 18, gravity;

19, fluidity; 20, viscidity; 21, impression; 22, merit;

23, demerit
;
and 24, sound these are the twenty-four

attributes.

What is colour ? Colour is the quality which lias one

(substance) as its substratum and is perceived by the eyes.

What is taste ? Taste is the quality which has one

(substance) as its substratum and is perceived by the

tongue.O

What is smell ? Smell is the quality which has one

(substance) as its substratum and is perceived by the nose.

What is touch ? Touch is the quality which has one

(substance) as its substratum and is perceived by the skin.

What is number ? Number is the qualities, unity, and

so forth, which are inherent in every substance and the

cause of the notions with respect to one substance and

more than one, etc., that that is one and they are more

than one, etc.
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What is extension ? Smallness, largeness, shortness,

length, and sphericity, etc., are called extension.

Smallness is the quality which has a binary atomic

compound as its inherent cause and the cause of the

notion with respect to one substance, which is produced

by two (atoms), that that is small.

Largeness is the quality which is caused by plurality,

is inherent in a ternary atomic compound, etc., which

arise from a kind of aggregation, and the cause of the

notion that one substance is large.

Shortness is the quality which has a binary atomic

compound as its inherent cause, and the cause, of the

notion with respect to one substance, which is produced

by two (atoms), that that is short.

Length is the quality which is caused by plurality, is

inherent in a ternary atomic compound, etc., which arise

from a certain aggregation, and the cause of the notionoo o
that one substance is long.

Sphericity is of two kinds : (1) absolute minuteness and

(2) absolute largeness.

Absolute minuteness is the quality which is possessed

by, and inherent in, atoms, and the cause of the notion

with respect to one substance that that is absolutely

minute.

Absolute largeness is the quality which is inherent in

the substances ether, time, space, and self, and the cause

of the notion with respect to one substance that that is

absolutely large. %
It is also called all-pervading.

What is individuality ? Individuality is the qualities,

single individuality, and so forth, which are inherent in

every substance, and the cause of the notions with

respect to one and more than one substance that that is

individual.

What is conjunction ? It is called conjunction when

two separated things come to conjoin with each other.

It is of three kinds: (1) conjunction produced by the
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action of one of the two conjunct things, (2) conjunction

produced by the actions of both, and (3) conjunction

produced by conjunction.

The conjunction produced by the action of one of the

two conjunct things is that which is produced by an active

and an inactive thing.

The conjunction produced by the actions of both is that

which is produced by two active things.

The conjunction produced by conjunction is that in

which an inactive thing, which consists of many substances,

conjoins with ether, etc., when the thing is produced (by.

the conjunction of them).

What is disjunction ? Disjunction is the separation of

two conjoined things from each other.

It is of three kinds: (1) disjunction produced by the

action of one of the disjunct things, (2) disjunction

produced by the actions of both, and (3) disjunction

produced by disjunction.

The disjunction produced by the action of one of

the disjunct things and the disjunction produced by the

actions of both are explained by the analogy of the

conjunctions.

The disjunction produced by disjunction is that in which

a formerly produced substance disjoins (part from part)

through another cause, and then from ether, etc., after

the substance has been destroyed.

What is priority ? Priority is the quality which is

produced by one substance, upon which depends the

notion of remoteness (of another substance) occupying
the same time, etc., and the cause of the notion that that

is remote.

What is posteriority ? Posteriority is the quality which

is produced by one substance, upon which depends the

notion of nearness (of another substance) occupying
the same time, etc., and the cause of the notion that that

is near.
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What is cognition ? That by which every object is

understood is cognition.

It is of two kinds : (1) perception and (2) inference.

Perception is the sensory representation which is

originated when sense-organs and so on come intoo o

contact witli colour and so on, residing in appreciable

substances.

Inference is of two kinds : (1) inference from seeing

a common property, and (2) inference from not seeing

a common property.

Inference from seeing a common property is reasoning

which produces knowledge of an inferred object, the

whole of which is not seen, by seeing the inferential

mark, by recollecting the connection of the inferential

mark with the inferred, and by contact of self with

mind.

Inference from not seeing a common property, is

reasoning which produces all kinds of knowledge of any
invisible objects by seeing the cause of, the effect of, or

a thing conjunct with, them, or by seeing a thing inherent

in the same object, or a thing contradictory to them, by

recollecting the connection with each (of the five objects),

and by contact of self with mind.

What is pleasure ? Pleasure is the quality of one

substance, self, and its nature is satisfaction.

What is pain ? Pain is the quality of one substance,

self, and its nature is suffering.

What is desire ? Desire is the quality which is inherent

in one substance, self, and attaches to colour, etc.

What is aversion ? Aversion is the quality which is

inherent in one substance, self, and shuns colour, etc.

What is effort ? Effort is the quality which is inherent

in one substance, self, and is volition which is produced

by contact of self with mind caused by desire and

aversion.

What is gravity ? Gravity is the quality which is
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inherent in the substances earth and water, and the cause

of falling down of one substance.

What is fluidity ? Fluidity is the quality which is

inherent in the substances earth, water, and fire, and the

cause of flowing of one substance.

What is viscidity ? Viscidity is the quality which is

inherent in the substance water, and the cause of cohering
into one substance, like earth, etc.

What is impression ? Impression is of two kinds :

(1) cause of reminiscence Wd (2) cause of actions.

The cause of reminiscence is that which is inherent in

self, and it is a particular mental impression produced by
the impressions of the percepti\

7e and the inferential

knowledge of one substance.

The cause of actions is impetus, which is produced by
actions arising from impulsion, etc., and has one substance

as its substratum, and is possessed by corporeal substances.

This sort of impression is (identical with) impetus.

What is merit? Merit is of two kinds: (1) activity

an,d (2) cessation.

Activity is the cause of (bringing about) pleasure in

a desirable body, etc., is inherent in self, and destroys one

substance by its effect.

Cessation is the cause of (obtaining) delight in perfect

cognition, which is free from attachment, is inherent ino ' *

self, and destroys one substance by its effect.

What is demerit ? Demerit is the cause of pain and

imperfect cognition, is inherent in self, and destroys one

substance by its effect.

What is sound ? That which has one (substance) as its

substratum and is perceived by the ears is sound.

Section 4. Action

What is the category action ? Five actions are called

the category action.

What are the five actions ? They are : (1) action
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throwing upwards, (2) action throwing downwards,

(3) action contracting, (4) action expanding, and (5) action

going.

What is the action throwing upwards ? The action

throwing upwards is the cause of the disjunction of the

(formerly) conjunct, like atoms, etc., in the direction of

upper and lower, in the intermediate directions, and in

ether, etc., and has one substance "as its substratum.

What is the action throwing downwards ? The action

throwing downwards is the cause of the conjunction of

the disjunct, like atoms, etc., in the direction of upper and

lower, in the intermediate directions, and in ether, etc.,

and has one substance as its substratum.

What is the action contracting ? The action contracting

abides in large and long substances, has one substance as

its substratum, and is the cause of the disjunction in which

a thing (regarded as) fixed in the near end connects with

the near region separating from the other region.

What is the action expanding ? The action expanding
abides in large and long substances, has one substance as

its substratum, and is the cause of the disjunction in which

a thing (regarded as) fixed in the near end disjoins from

the near region connecting with the other region.

What is action going ? The action going is that which

can be inherent in every corporeal substance, has one

substance as its substratum, and is the cause of conjunctions

and disjunctions (in order).

Section 5. Universality

What is the category universality ? The category

universality is existence.

What is existence ? Existence is that which is inherent

in all (things belonging to the following) categories,

substance, attribute, and action, perceived by all the

sense-organs, and the cause of the recognitions with
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respect to substances, attributes, and actions that they
are existent.

Section 6. Particularity

What is the category particularity ? The category

particularity is that which exists in substances only, has

one substance as its substratum, and the cause of the

intellection of excluding others and determining the one.

Section 7. Inherence

What is the category inherence ? The category inherence

is that which is the cause of the recognition with respect

to the inseparable connection among substances, etc., that

(the one) is here (in the other) ;
its reality is one.

Section 8. Potentiality

What is the category potentiality ? The category

potentiality is that which is inherent in substances,

attributes, and actions, and is indispensable for them to

produce sometimes co-operatively their own common
effect or sometimes independently their own particular

effects.

Section 9.-^-Non-potentiality

What is the category non-potentiality ? The category

non-potentiality is that which is inherent in substances,

attributes, and actions, and is indispensable for them in

order to produce neither co-operatively another effect nor

independently other effects than their own.

Section 10. Commonness

What is the category commonness ? The category

commonness is that which is substance-ness, attribute-ness,

and action-ness, and (also) earth-ness, colour-ness, and

throwing-upwards-ness, etc., which are inherent in one

thing contained in each of the three categories.

Substance-ness is that which is inherent in every

substance, the cause of the notion with respect to every
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substance that it is a substance, exists neither in attributes

nor in actions, and is perceived by both the eyes and the

touch-organ.

Attribute - ness is that which is inherent in every

attribute, the cause of the notion with respect to every
attribute that it is an attribute, exists neither in substances

nor in actions, and is perceived by all the sense-organs.

Action-ness is that which is inherent in every action,

the cause of the notion with respect to every action that

it is an action, exists neither in substances nor in

attributes, and is perceived by both the eyes and the

touch-organ.

Earth-ness and so on are defined in like manner.

Section 11. Non-existence

What is the category non-existence ? Five non-

existences are called the category non-existence.

What are the five non-existences ? (1) Antecedent non-

existence, (2) subsequent non-existence, (3) reciprocal

non-existence, (4) natural non-existence, and (5) absolute

non-existence these are called the five non-existences.

Antecedent non-existence is that in which the cause

and accessories for substances, attributes, or actions do not

yet combine, and no effect is produced.

Subsequent non-existence is that in which the produced

substances, attributes, or actions have been destroyed after

the force of their causes had been exhausted or the

accessories for their overthrow had been produced.

Reciprocal non-existence is that whereby some sub-

stances, etc., are not mutually present in others.

Natural non-existence is that whereby existence,

substances, and so on do not yet come either to conjoin

with or entirely to abide in one another.

Absolute non-existence is that whereby a thing cannot be

produced and be absolutely arisen in the present, the past,

and the future, because there is no cause for it.
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CHAPTER II

COMMON PROPERTIES OF THE TEN CATEGORIES

Section 1. Substance

1. Substances Active and Inactive, etc.

Which of these nine substances are active
; which are

inactive ?

The five substances, earth, water, fire, wind, and mind,

are active, while the other four are altogether inactive.

That they are corporeal or are incorporeal, have

impetus or have no impetus, possess priority and

posteriority, or possess neither priority nor posteriority,

is explained as in the case of being active and inactive.

2. Substances possessing Attributes, etc.

Which of these nine substances are possessors of

attributes
;
which are not possessors of them ?

All the substances without exception are possessors

of attributes.

That they are inherent causes, have each substance-ness,

have each particularity, are not destroyed by their effects,

and are causes which presuppose others, is explained in

like manner.

3. Substances possessing Touch, etc.

Which of these nine substances possess touch ; which

do not possess it ?

The four substances, earth, water, fire, and wind, possess

touch, but the other five do not possess it.

That they are both productive substances and causes of

substances, attributes, and actions, or are only causes

of either substances, or attributes, or actions (but are not

productive substances), is explained in like manner.
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4. Substances possessing Colour, etc.

Which of these nine substances possess colour; which

do not possess it ?

The three substances, earth, water, and fire, possess

colour, while the other six do not possess it.

That they are visible or are invisible, and are objects

of sight or are not objects of sight, is explained in like

manner.

5. Substances Eternal and Non-eternal, etc.

Of these nine substances five substances (ether, time,

space, self, and mind) are eternal. The other four will

be discriminated as follows :

Among these four substances the non-products are

eternal, while the products are not eternal.

That they do not inhere in another substance or do

inhere in another, do not consist of parts or do consist

of parts, are not destroyed by their causes or are

sometimes destroyed by them, are ultimate particulars

or are not ultimate particulars, and are spherical or

are not spherical, is explained as in the case of .being

eternal and non-eternal.

6. Substances and Sense-organs

Of these nine substances five are (material causes of)

the sense-organs, and the other four are not (material

causes of) the sense-organs.

What are the five ? They are earth, water, fire, wind,

and ether.

The sense-organ of smell consists of earth, that of

taste consists of water, that of sight consists of fire,C

that of touch 'consists of wind, and that of hearing
consists of ether.

7. Substances and Attributes

Among the nine substances by reason of how many
attributes is earth called the' possessor of attributes ? It

is by reason o fourteen attributes.
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What are the fourteen attributes ? They are (1) colour,

(2) taste, (3) smell, (4) touch, (5) number, (6) extension,

(7) individuality, (8) conjunction, (9) disjunction, (10)

priority, (11) posteriority, (12) gravity, (13) fluidity, and

(14) impression.

By reason of how many attributes is water called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of fourteen

attributes.

What are the fourteen attributes ? They are (1) colour,

(2) taste, (3) touch, (4) number, (5) extension, (6) in-

dividuality, (7) conjunction, (8) disjunction, (9) priority,

(10) posteriority, (11) gravity, (12) fluidity, (13) viscidity,

and (14) impression.

By reason of how many attributes is fire called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of eleven

attributes.

What are the eleven attributes? They are (1) colour,

(2) touch, (3) number, (4) extension, (5) individuality,

(6) conjunction, (7) disjunction, (8) priority, (9) posteriority,

(10) viscidity, and (11) impression.

By reason of how many attributes is wind called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of nine

attributes.

What are the nine attributes ? They are (1) number,

(2) extension, (3) individuality, (4) conjunction, (5) dis-

junction, (6) priority, (7) posteriority, (8) touch, and

(9) impression.

By reason of how many attributes is ether called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of six attributes.

What are the six attributes ? They are (1) number,

(2) extension, (3) individuality, (4) conjunction, (5) dis-

junction, and (6) sound.

By reason of how many attributes is time called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of five

attributes.

What are the five attributes ? They aje (1) number,
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(2) extension, (3) individuality, (4) conjunction, and

(5) disjunction.

Space is explained as in the case of time.

By reason of how many attributes is self called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of fourteen

attributes.

What are the fourteen attributes ? They are (1) number,

(2) extension, (3) individuality, (4) conjunction, (5) dis-

junction, (6) cognition, (7) pleasure, (8) pain, (9) desire,

(10) aversion, (11) effort, (12) merit, (13) demerit, and

(14) impression.

By reason of how many attributes is mind called the

possessor of attributes ? It is by reason of eight attributes.

What are the eight attributes ? They are (1) number,

(2) extension, (3) individuality, (4) conjunction, (5) dis-

junction, (6) priority, (7) posteriority, and (8) impression.

Section 2. Attribute

1. Attributes Perceptible and Imperceptible

Which of these twenty-four attributes are perceptible ;

which are imperceptible ?

Colour, taste, smell, and touch are either perceptible or

imperceptible.

In what conditions are they perceptible ? They are

perceptible when they abide in large substances and more

than one substance.

In what conditions are they imperceptible ? They are

imperceptible when they abide in atoms and binary

atomic compounds.
Sound is altogether perceptible.

Number, extension, individuality, conjunction, dis-

junction, priority, posteriority, fluidity, viscidity, and

impetus are discriminated as in the case of colour, taste,

smell, and touch.

Cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and effort

are perceptible to self.
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Merit, demerit, impression (and gravity) are only

imperceptible.

2. Attributes as Products and Non-products

Which of these attributes are products ;
which are non-

products ?

Cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, merit,

demerit, impression, disjunction, priority, posteriority, and

sound are only products.

The other attributes are either products or non-

products.

Colour, taste, smell, and touch are, if they are possessed

by earth, altogether products.

Colour, taste, touch, fluidity, and viscidity, when

inherent in (aqueous) atoms, are non-products, and the

same attributes, when inherent in binary atomic

compounds, are products.

Gravity is explained in like manner.

Colour and toilch abiding in fire, and touch abiding
in wind, are explained like the attributes of water.

Fluidity abiding in both earth and tire is altogether

a product.

Number one (
= unity) and single individuality are

either products or non-products, according as they abide

in produced substances or non-produced substances, and

numbers from duality upwards and dual individualities,

etc., are altogether products.

Largeness, smallness, shortness, and length are altogether

products, but sphericity is always non-product.

Conjunctions of corporeal substances with another

corporeal, and those of corporeal substances with another

incorporeal substance, are .products.

3. Attributes Eternal and Non-eternal

Eternality and non-eternality of attributes are explained
as in the case of products and non-products.
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4. Varying Perceptibility of Attributes

Of these attributes sound, touch, colour, taste, and

smell are severally perceived by one sense-organ, number,

extension, individuality, conjunction, disjunction, priority,

posteriority, fluidity, viscidity, and impetus are perceived

by the sight- and the touch-organ.

5. Causes of Attributes

What have these attributes as their causes ? (1)

Colour, taste, smell, and touch, which have things ofO
the same class as their causes (are those which) are

inherent in binary atomic compounds (etc.). (2)

Those which have conjunction with fire vas their cause

are the colour, the taste, the smell, and the touch in the

atoms belonging to earth, and the fluidity possessed by
both earth and fire. (3)

The gravity possessed by both earth and water, and

the fluidity and the viscidity possessed by water these

(three), when inherent in binary atoinic compounds, etc.,

have things of the same class as their causes. (4)

Number one (
= unity) and single individuality, when

inherent in binary atomic compounds, etc., have things of

the same class as their causes. The numbers from duality

upwards and the individualities in dual individualities

have things of both the same class and different classes as

their causes. Single individuality lias its notion as its

cause. (5)

Largeness and length are caused by plurality and have

each a kind of aggregation (of atoms) as their cause.

Smallness and shortness have (one substance produced by)
two (atoms) as their cause. (6)

Conjunction and disjunction have the action of one of

'the two conjunct things and of the disjunct things, the

actions of both, conjunction and disjunction as their

causes. (7)
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Priority and posteriority have each as their causes

(a substance which) occupies the same time, etc., and

(upon which) depend the notion of remoteness and

nearness. (8)

Cognition is twofold, perception and inference. (9)

Perception is fourfold, (1) doubtful perception, (2)

decisive perception, (3) imperfect perception, and (4) perfect

perception. (10)

What is the cause of doubtful perception ? Doubtful

perception is that which is preceded by the perception of

properties common to more than one object, has its cause

in contact of self with mind caused by the recollection

of specific properties of the alternatives, and is the

knowledge in deliberation, as "which is this ?" (11)

What is the cause of decisive perception ? Decisive

perception is that which is preceded by doubtful perception,

has its cause in contact of self with mind caused by
the ascertainment of the specific property of one of the

alternatives, and is the knowledge in assertion, as "
it

is this". (12)

What is the cause of imperfect perception ? Imperfect

perception is that which is preceded by the perception

of properties common to more than one object, has its

cause in contact of self with mind caused by taking

improperly the specific property of one of the alternatives

for that of the other, and is the knowledge in incorrect

assertion. (13)

What is the cause of perfect perception ? Perfect

perception is that which is preceded by the perception

of properties common to more than one object, has its

cause in contact of self with mind caused by the

perception of the specific property of one of the

alternatives, and is knowledge without error. (14)

Inference is also classified and explained, as in the case

of perception. (15)

Perception is produced in three ways, (1) perception
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produced by contact of four (factors), (2) perception

produced by contact of three (factors), and (3) percep-

tion produced by contact of two (factors). (16)

What is the perception produced by contact of four

(factors) ? It is the sensory representation. All the per-

ceptions of colour, taste, smell, touch, number, extension,

individuality, conjunction, disjunction, priority, pos-

teriority, fluidity, viscidity, impetus, which are altogether

appreciable (by residing in more than one and coloured

substances), and of the actions throwing upwards, etc.,

abiding in the substances, earth, water, and fire, and of

existence, commonness, potentiality, and non-potentiality,

with the exception of the potentiality, non-potentiality,

and sound-ness which are inherent in sound, have their

causes in contact of four (factors), self, sense-organs, mind,

and objects. (17)

What is the perception produced by contact of three

(factors) ? All the perceptions of sound and of objects

like potentiality, non-potentiality, sound-ness, and exist-

ence which are inherent in sound have their causes in

contact of three (factors), self
, sense-organ, and mind. (18)

What is the perception produced by contact of two

(factors) ? All the cognitions of the objects like pleasure,

pain, desire, aversion, and effort, and of the objects like

potentiality, non-potentiality, commonness, and existence

which are inherent in these (five) attributes, have their

causes in contact of two (factors), self and mind. (19)

Inference is that which is preceded by the knowledge
of one of two things inherent in the same substance, and

of a thing contradictory to the other, and has its cause in

contact of self with mind, taking place in consequence
of the recollection of the connections between them. (20)

Pleasure and pain have their causes in contact of the

four (factors), the three, and the two, caused by merit

and demerit. (21)

Desire and aversion have their causes in contact of
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self with mind caused by pleasure, pain, reminiscence,

and imperfect perception. (22)

Effort has its cause in contact of self with mind caused

by desire and aversion, in the instinct to live, because'

there is as yet no desire, and in actions like breathing in

and out, etc. (23)

What is the cause of impetus ? Its cause is the impetus
of the actions arising from impulsion. (24)

Merit and demerit are preceded by desire and aversion,

and have their causes in contact of self with mind, caused

by hearing and reflecting on, or by disregarding the fact

that merit and demerit (severally) bring about a pure or

impure state in the future life. (25)

Impression, i.e. the cause of reminiscence, has its cause

in contact of self with mind caused by the impression of

perceptive and inferential knowledge. (26)

Sound has a threefold origin, as (1) sound originated

by iconj unction, (2) sound originated by disjunction, and

(3) sound originated by sound. (27)

Sound originated by conjunction has its cause in the

conjunction of substances possessing touch, in (a region

of) ether accompanied by impetus, which causes the con-

junction of the substances. (28)

Sound originated by disjunction has its cause in the

disjunction of substances possessing touch, in (a region

of) ether accompanied by impetus, which causes the dis-

junction of the substances. (29)

Sound originated by sound has its cause in the sound

in an empty region accompanied by impetus causing

the conjunction and disjunction of substances possessing

touch. (30)

6. Attributes abiding in one Substance, etc.

Which of these twenty-four attributes have one

substance as their substratum ? Which have more than

one substance as their substratum ?
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Colour, taste, smell, touch, extension, priority, pos-

teriority, cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort,

merit, demerit, impression, gravity, fluidity, viscidity,

impetus, and sound these twenty-one attributes have

one substance as their substratum.
v

Conjunction and disjunction have two substances as

their substratum.

Numbers have either one substance or more than one

substance as their substratum.

Which has one substance as its substratum ? It is

number one (
= unity).

Which have more than one substance as their sub-

stratum ? They are the numbers from duality upwards.
As for individuality, it is explained as in the case of

number.

7. Attributes pervading, or not, their Substrata

Which of these twenty-four attributes pervade their

substrata
;
which do not pervade them ?

Colour, taste, smell*, touch, number, extension, indi-

viduality, priority, posteriority, fluidity, viscidity, gravity,

and impetus pervade their substrata.

The other attributes do not pervade their substrata.

8. Attributes destroyed by their Effects, etc.

Which of these twenty-four attributes are destroyed by
their effects, by their causes, or by both ? (1)

Sounds originated by conjunction and disjunction and

all sounds which originate other sounds are destroyed by

.their (respective) effects. (2)

Merit is destroyed by its effects, i.e. pleasure and perfect

cognition. (3)

Demerit is destroyed by its effects, i.e. pain and imperfect

cognition. (4)

All cognitions are destroyed by their (respective) effects,

i.e. impressions. (5)
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Each special cognition is destroyed by its effects, i.e. the

impression of all other cognitions. (6)

The last produced sound is destroyed by all its causes. (7)

The last produced attributes of self are also destroyed

by their causes. (8)

Pleasure and pain are destroyed by their (respective)

effects, i.e. desire and aversion. (9)

Merit and demerit are destroyed by their (respective)

causes. (10)

Desire and aversion are destroyed by their effect,

i.e. effort. (11)

Pleasure and pain are destroyed by their (respective)

causes. (12)

Intermediately produced sounds are explained as above

(i.e. are destroyed by their causes and effects). (13)

Effort and pain, which are the attributes of self, are,

when they conjoin with the substances possessing touch,

not in the relation of destroyer and destroyed, as effect or

as cause. (14)

Impression, i.e. the cause of reminiscence, which is an

attribute of self, and pain are not in the relation of

destroyer and destroyed as cause or as effect. (15)

Impression, i.e. the cause of reminiscence, is destro3
Ted

by its effects. (16)

Impression, i.e. the cause of actions, when it conjoins

with substances possessing touch, is not destroyed by its

effects. (17)

The numbers from duality upwards are not opposed to

their effects, i.e. the notions of duality, etc.' (18)

Individualities in dual individualities, etc., priority, and.

posteriority are explained as in the case of the numbers,

duality, etc. (19)

Colour, taste, smell, and touch inherent in atoms

belonging to earth, and the conjunction of these (four

attributes) with fire, are not in the relation of destroyer

and destroyed as effects or as cause. (20)
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Conjunction and disjunction are not mutually (in the

relation of) cause and effect, but they are opposed to each

other. (21)

The colour, etc., in the atoms of a substance, which

produce the colour, etc., of binary atomic compounds of

the same class, are not destroyed by their effects, because

they are effects of the same class. (22)

The last produced effects, i.e. the colour, etc., of

substances consisting of parts, are not destroyed by their

causes, i.e. colour, etc., because they are of the same

class. (23)

All the 'intermediately produced colour, etc., of

substances consisting of parts are not destroyed by their

effects and causes of the same class, i.e. colour, etc. (24)

Colour, etc., in a substance are commonly not (in the

relation of) effect and cause, and are not opposed to one

another. (25)

Every attribute is not opposed to its substance. (26)

9. Attributes inhering in Substances, etc.

Which of these twenty - four attributes inhere in

substances
;
which do not inhere in substances ?

Every attribute inheres in substance.

That they are altogether without attributes, are inactive,

are non-inherent causes, are the signs of the substances

possessing the attributes, are incorporeal, and do not

consist of parts, is explained in like manner.

Section 3. Action

1. Actions inhering in Substances, etc.

Which of these five actions inhere in substances
;
which

do not inhere in them ?

All inhere in substances.

That they have each one substance as their substratum,

are incorporeal, are without attributes, do not consist of

parts, are the (absolute) causes of disjunction and con-

junction, are productive and products, are non-aggregates,
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are the signs of substance, are causes of impression

produced by impulsions, etc., and have causes of different

classes, is explained in like manner.

2. Actions having Substances as their Substrata

Which substances have these five actions respectively

as bein their substrata ?o
The action throwing upwards has its substrata in all

of earth, water, tire, wind, and in mind.

The actions throwing downwards and going are explained
as in the case of the action throwing upwards.

The action contracting has its substrata 'in large and

long substances, which are effects of a particular arrange-
ment of very loosely connected parts.

The action expanding is explained as in the case of the

action contracting.

3. Actions pervading their Substrata

Which of these five actions pervade their substrata ;

which do not pervade them ?

All these actions pervade their substrata.

Some say that actions abiding in atoms and mind

pervade their substrata, while those .abiding in binary
atomic compounds, etc., do not pervade their substrata.

4. Actions in Body, etc.

Of these five the actions existing inside (of a body)
have as their inherent cause the body and its organs,

i.e., the four sense-organs of smell, taste, touch, and sight,

and mind. (1)

The first action in the body is preceded by desire, and

has conjunction with, and effort of, self as its non-inherent

causes. (2)

The second action and so forth have (in order) the

impression (of their last action) as their non-inherent

cause. -(3)
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Actions residing in mind and in the parts (of the body)
are explained like the actions in the body. (4)

The first actions in the nose, the tongue, the skin, and

the eyes have conjunction with self and that of effort

(of self) with the body as their non-inherent causes. (5)

The second action and so forth have (in order) the

impression (of their last action) as their non-inherent

cause. (6)

The actions in pestles and staffs, etc., and in a garland,

a necklace, and perfume, etc., which belong to the body,

are explained like the actions in the nose, etc. (7)

The first action of the falling down of a sleeper's body
has gravity as its non-inherent cause. (8)

The second action and so forth have (in order) gravity

and the impression (of their last action) as their non-

inherent causes. (9)

The actions of breathing in and out, or the first action,

of sleepers are, because there is as yet no desire, preceded

by the instinct to live, and have their non-inherent cause

in conjunction of effort with self. (10)

The second action and so forth have (in order) the

impression (of their last action) as their non-inherent

cause. (11)

The first action of the running down of water hasO

fluidity as its non-inherent cause. (12)

The second action and so on have (in order) fluidity and

the impression (of their last action) as their non-inherent

causes. (13)

The first actions of the upward flaming of fire and of

the sideward blowing of wind have conjunction of merit

and demerit with self as their non-inherent cause. (14)

The second action and so forthare as above explained. (15)

The first action of the causes producing bodies from

atoms of the four elements has conjunction of merit and

demerit with self as its non-inherent cause. (16)

The second action and so on are as explained above. (17)
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Actions causing change in trees, etc., and those residing
in binary atomic compounds, etc., are as explained in the

case of actions producing bodies. (18)

The first action of the inclination and repugnance in

mind has conjunction of merit and demerit witk self as its

non-inherent cause. (19)

The second action and so forth are as explained
above. (20)

The first action of the actions in the (present) world,

which represent the ripening of the happy and the unhappy
effects of creatures, lias conjunction of merit and demerit

with self as its non-inherent cause. (21)

The second action and so on are as explained above. (22)

The actions in earth, water, and fire resulting from

impulsion, impact, and (conjunction with) the conjunct

have conjunction, gravity, fluidity, effort, and impetus as

their non-inherent causes. (23)

These can be any of the actions throwing upwards and

so on according to the circumstances (or their substrata).

If they are in fire, gravity is omitted
;

if in \vind, fluidity

is omitted
;
and if in mind, impulsion and impact are

omitted. (24)
Section 4. Existence

Is the before-mentioned existence a product or non-

product ?

, Existence is certainly non-product.

That it is eternal, is without attributes in itself, is

inactive, and does not consist of parts, is explained as

above.

Existence possesses (i.e. exists in) substances, attributes,

and actions
;

it is something inherent in these (three)

categories, with the exception of universality, potential it}*,

non-potentiality, commonness, and particularity, and is

one
;

it is the cause of the general notion (with respect

to the first three categories) that they are existent and an

independent entity.
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Section 5. Particularity

Particularity exists in substances, has one substance as

its substratum, is the cause of the intellection of excluding
others and determining the one, exists in ether, space, and

time, is the cause of the notion with respect to ether, etc.

(that that is ether, space, or time), and is eternal, non-

product, is without attributes and inactive, does not

consist of parts, is something inherent in the category

(substance), with the exception of existence, potentiality,

non-potentiality, commonness, and particularity, and is

more than one.

Section 6. Inherence

Inherence is only one, eternal, and non-product; it does

not consist of parts ;
it is incorporeal, and the cause of

being; inherent of all substances, attributes, actions,C* ' '

universality, particularities, potentiality, non-potentiality,

and commonness
;

it has for mark the recognition (of

its existence).

Sections 7-8. Potentiality and Non-potentiality

Is the before-mentioned potentiality a product or non-

product ?

Potentiality is certainly non-product.
That it is eternal, without attributes, inactive, does not

consist of parts, and is incorporeal, is explained in like

manner.

Potentiality is different according as it resides in

substances, attributes, or actions
;

it is something inherent

in
'

the categories, with the exception of universality,

potentiality, non-potentiality, commonness, and particu-

larity ;
it is more than one, and is also the cause of the

notions (with respect to the categories that they are

potential).

Non- potentiality is explained by the analogy of

potentiality.
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Section 9. Commonness

Commonness as substance-ness pervades the category

substance
;

it is something inherent in substances, it is one

and incorporeal, it does not consist of parts, it is inactive,

without attributes, eternal, and non-product ;
it inheres

commonly in all the substances, but it is different from

the commonnesses in attributes and actions.

Commonness as attribute-ness, as action-ness, or as

earth-ness is explained as in the case of commonness

as substance-ness.

Section 10. Non-existence

1. Non-existences Eternal'and Non-eternal

Which of these five non-existences are eternal
;
which

are non-eternal ?

Antecedent non-existence is non-eternal, because it is

opposed to the products of substances, attributes, and

actions.

Subsequent non-existence, reciprocal non-existence, and

absolute non-existence are altogether eternal, because they
are not destroyed by substances, etc.

Natural non-existence is either eternal or non-eternal.

In what case is natural non-existence eternal ?

The substances earth, etc., are not in the inherence

relation to other attributes (than their own).

Universality
-
particularity (i.e. commonness), like

substance-ness, etc., potentiality, non-potentiality, and

particularity, does not inhere in substrata other than its

own (respective).

Existence does not inhere in universality, etc.

In what case is natural non-existence non-eternal ?

There is the case where a substance does not conjoin

with other substances, but will certainly conjoin with

them afterwards. (Before the conjunction takes place)

the former does not exist in the latter.
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Or before a substance comes to conjoin with another

substance and makes the attributes and actions thereof

inherent in itself, the latter do not exist in the former.

2. Non-existences Perceptible and Imperceptible

Which of these five non-existences are objects of

perception ;
which are not objects of it ?

All the five non-existences are not objects of perception.

On the other hand, even those which exist without

being supported by other things are altogether objects of

inference.

Section 11. Conclusion

Which of these ten categories are knowable ; whicho f

are not knowable ?

All are knowable and also causes of their recognitions.





DASAPADAKTHI

NOTES

CHAPTER I (pp. 93-101)

Section 1. Ten Categories (p. 93)

The term paddrtha (category) has been etymologically
rendered into Chinese. The translation is literally

" the

meaning or object of a word "-
1 Kwhei-ci explains, pada

means a footstep. Just as a man seeks an elephant by

tracing his footsteps, we understand the meaning by pada,
because pada is the footstep of the meaning.

" Word "

was used by earlier translators as the translation of mida,

and accepted by the present translator (Yuan Chwang).
2

In V.S. the term pada is not met with, and the

exact meaning of paddrtha is not explained. Artka

(object), in V.S. has not an abstract meaning, but it is

the designation of substances, attributes, and actions.3
O *

It means, therefore, a thing which exists as an entity in

the objective and the subjective world. And pada

corresponds to sabda in V.S. But abda in V.S. has

three meanings, sound and voice, word, and concept.
4

Word and concept are treated as the same, and letters

which represent them are also considered as the same.

Every concept has a corresponding object, because the

origin of a concept is in the object. But the concept and

the object are entirely independent of each other, so that

there is no connection between them. That the existence

of the object can be inferred from the concept is, there-

fore, conventional (sdmayilca)? though it is always valid.

1 Cf. Max Mtiller,
"
Bedeutung, Ziel oder Gegenstand (ar(ha) eines

Wortes (pada)
"

: ZDMG, vi (1852), p. 11.

2 Cf. Tarka-dlpikd, p. 2, Athalye's notes, p. 73 ; N.S., 2, 2, 60.

3
8, 2, 3.

4
8, 1, 25-27 ; 2, 2, 21-37 ; 7, 2, 14-20.

6 See N.S. 2, 1, 5, 5 (na ; sdmayikdc chabda-artha-sampratyayasya).
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This doctrine results from the fundamental characteristic

of the system. The system is a realism, or rather a naive

realism in the epistemological and the metaphysical sense

of the term. For the system the objective and the

subjective world have equally a real existence. This

cannot admit of doubt, and the idealistic critics of the

objective world or subjective cognition are not at all

known to the author of V.S. As a matter of fact, the

existence of the concept of an object, subjective as well

as objective, is the logical reason for and the real con-

sequence of the existence of the object. The meaning of

the term paddrtha is understood from this standpoint.

The six categories, as corresponding to the concepts, have

each their reality ;
but the classification into six has its

ground in our concepts. That is to sav, the distinctionso / *

in our concepts have been extended or projected into the

objects.

The starting-point of the system is the observation of

objects, and an object is analysed principally into three

categories. An object itself is called substance (dravya) ;

its quality, quantity, and so on are called attributes

(guna), and its activity is actions (karman). Substance

is thus defined,
" the definition of substance is that it is

possessed of actions and attributes, and is an inherent

cause
"

;

l attribute thus,
" that it has substance as

a substratum, is without attributes and is not a cause of

conjunctions and disjunctions being unconnected with them,

is the definition of attribute
"

;

2 and action thus,
" that

it abides in one substance, is without attributes, and is

the absolute cause of conjunctions and disjunctions, is

the definition of action." 3 Substances may be defined

1

Cough's translation, a little modified. V.S. 1, 1, 15,
"
Kriya-guna-

vat samavayi-karanam iti dravya-laksanam."
2 V.S. 1, 1, 16,

"
Dravya-asrayy aguna-van sariiyoga-vibhagesv-

akaranam anapeksa iti guna-laksanam."
3 V.S. 1, 1, 17,

"
Eka-dravyam agunarii sariiyoga-vibhagesv-anapeksa-

karanam iti karma-laksanam."
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simply as entities which possess attributes and actions.

Attributes and actions, as such, are the forms of appear-

ance, and the modes of activity, of the substances.

Consequently they have no attributes and no activity

in themselves.

As existing in an object, these three categories must

have an inseparable relation, however independent of one

another, because the analysis into the three categories

depends upon the observation, or the concept, of the

concrete object, and consequently the three categories

are always in unity. The relation is called inherence

(samavdya), which is also an entity.

On the other hand, the concrete object has relations to

other objects of the same class and its whole class at the

same time. Accordingly the object can be a genus and

a species (and an individual). ^In this relation universality

(sdmanya) and particularity (visesa) (and the ultimate

particulars, or the final species, antya -
viscsa) are

established. These two categories are likewise inde-

pendent categories.

The latter three categories are secondary, as later-

writers call them, including the seventh category, non-

existence, upadhi, and evidently show that the six

categories are established for the explanation of an

object, and that the. establishment of them is founded on

the concepts.

The six categories are enumerated in V.S. and Pr. lilt.

But our treatise widely differs from them in this respect,

und acknowledges ten categories, that is, potentiality

(soldi}, non-potentiality (asaldi), commonness (sdmdnya-

visesa), and non-existence (abhdva} added to the six.

In the Nydya-kandal'i, a commentary on Pr. Bit.,

Sridhara rejects soldi, sddrsya (resemblance or simi-

larity), and abhdva as categories,
1 while Udayana.

commenting on Pr. Bh., accepts abhdva as a seventh

1
pp. 7, 15, 144, 145.
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category, and rejects soldi, samkhyd (number), and

sadrsya as categories.
1 Also Sivaditya in his Sapta-

paddrthl acknowledges abhdva and rejects sakti and

sadrsya, etc.
2 Our treatise appears not to have been

known to these authors
; they oppose some Mimaihsakas.

The Mimariisa and the Vaisesika, as stated above,

have a "close relation to, and have been influenced by,

each other. There were at least four commentaries on

M.S. before the time of Sabara-svamin, who seems to have

lived in the fourth century. The commentaries are by

Bhartr-mitra, by Bhava-dasa, by Hari, and by Upavarsa.
s

After Sabara-svamin, Kumarila Bhatta and Prabha-kara

were the two most eminent Mlmamsakas, and the Bhatta

and the Guru schools were founded by them. Still, neither

of them were the first pioneers in their theories, and they
are certainly later than the author of our treatise, because

Kumarila Bhatta lived after, or was a contemporary

of, Dharma-kirti, and Prabha-kara was once a disciple of

Kumarila Bhatta. Kumarila Bhatta may be regarded as

a reformer of the Mimariisa in some points, while Prabha-

kara is not a reformer, as usually supposed, but follows

the opinions of a certain Vrtti-kara, who is not Kumarila

Bhatta, and of Sabara-svamin. 4

1
Kirandvall, p. 6, and his Ldksanavall, pp. 1, 2, 13.

'

2
Sapta-paddrthl, p. 10. Cf. Siddhdnta-muktdvall, pp. 15-21, Tarka-

dipikd, p. 65. For the date of Sivaditya see the editor's Introduction

to the work, and A. Winter's remarks on it (ZDMG. liii, pp. 323 f. ).

Sivaditya lived before Gaugesa-upadhyaya, a famous logician, because

the latter quotes a few lines from the work.
3
Ganga-natha Jha, The Prdbhdkara School of Purva Mimdiii&d

(Allahabad, 1911), pp. 6, 7. In this work it is stated that Sabara-

svamin lived 57 B.C., and was the father of king Vikramad^-a,
Varaha-mitra, and Bhartr-hari, according to the tradition held by
Pandits. The date 57 B.C. is impossible, because Sabara-svamin refutes

the Sunya-vada and the Vijnana-vada in his Bhdsya (pp. 8, 9). (Cf. G.

Jha's Introduction to the translation of the Sloka-vartlika, Bibl. Ind.)

But, if he had been a senior contemporarj- of the three noted men, he

must have lived about the fourth century. Cf. Jacobi's The Dates

of (he Sutras, quoted in the Introduction.
4 Prdbhdkara School, pp. 10-13.
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Kumarila Bhatta mentions soldi, sddrsya, and abhdva,

not as categories, but as the principles of pramdna,
1

i.e. soldi for pramdna in general, sddrsya for upamdna
(analogy), and abhdva for abhdva (privation, or negation),

while in the Prabhakara view soldi and sddrsya are

two categories beside the others. 2
Consequently it may

be inferred that among some earlier Mimamsakas soldi

and sddrsya were recognized as categories.

The time when these two categories were acknowledged
as such is not ascertained, but it may have been, at the

latest, about the sixth-seventh century, because one Vrtti-

kara, being looked upon by the Prabhakara school as its

predecessor, must have been earlier than Kumarila Bhatta,

and Prasasta-pada seems not to have- known such

categories. If so, the time is about the same as that of

our treatise. In those days the doctrines of the six

categories were changed by both the Vaisesikas and the

Mimamsakas.

Nevertheless, the author of the treatise appears not to

have- been influenced by the Mimamsakas, since he does

not acknowledge sddrsya as a category, though soldi

is reckoned as a category. Soldi as a category is, in

the treatise, derived from V.S., and has no trace of the

influence of the Mimamsakas, as stated in the following

notes. 3

As for abhdva, Prabha-kara, differing from Sabara-

svarnin, did not accept it even as a promdna.
4' But

abhdva (osot) is stated in V.S. as a principle of pramdna,
not as a category. Abhdva in the treatise is of five

1 Sloka vdrttika, Codana sutra, 61. 47, and Anumana-pariccheda,
1. 58-69 (English translation, pp. 222 f., 243 f.).

2 Prabhakara School, pp. 89, 90 ; Nydya-ko&a, p. 780.
:! As for the meaning of sakli and sddrsya in the Mlmaihsa, see the

Siddhdnta-muktdvali, pp. 15-21 ; Max Muller's explanation, ZDMG,
Tol. vi, 1852, p. 14 (n.) ; Prabhakara School, pp. 89 ff.

4
Salika-natha, a disciple of Prabha-kara, Prakarana-pancikd, loc. cit.,

p. 43 ; Siddhdnta-muktdmli (Dina-karl), p. 18.
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sorts, and the division into the five sorts is a cross

division, which evidently proves that here abhava has

been directly derived from V.S.

Asaldi is not known to have been recognized asO
a category by any Mimamsakas or by other followers of

the Vaisesika. But if abhava is established as a negative

category contrary to the positive categories, substance,

attribute, action, and existence, asakti may analogically

be recognized as a negative complement to soldi.

As for commonness (samanya-visesa) it has been

discussed in the Introduction (pp. 66-72).

The author of the treatise, urged by the thoughts of

the time, and following the historical development,
established the four categories and well adapted them

to the Vaisesika theories. 1

Section 2. Stibstance (pp. 93-4)

Earth, Water, Fire, and Wind (p. 93)

The definitions of the four substances exactly correspond
to V.S. 2, 1, 1-4. The sutras, 2, 1, 1-4, do not describe

the substances as atoms, but they mention them as effects,

or aggregates. Atoms are discussed in V.S. 2, 1, 8-9
;

1 The Vaisesika in Saiikara's Brahma-sutra-bhdsya on 2, 2, 17, exhibits

'the six categories, and Hari-bhadra, a Jain (the ninth century, ZDMG. xl,

p. 103), also mentions the six categories in his Loka-tattva-nirnaya (Giorn.

d. Soc. Asia, italiana, 1905, p. 279). It seems that the system still in

the seventh-ninth centuries held to the six categories. But Sivaditya
and Udayana accepted the seventh category, and the Pramdna-manjarl
by Sarva-deva (Tdrkika-cakra-cudd,mani) holds the seven categories.
A manuscript of the work is dated in the eleventh century (BendalFs

Cataloyue of Sanskrit MSS. in the British Museum, p. 138, No. 335 ;

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the India Office, p. 666, No. 2075, Biihler's

Reports, Kasmir, p. xxvi). The seventh category appears to have been

acknowledged by the Vaisesika in the tenth century, and the treatise

did not influence later Vaisesika works. But even after the tenth

century the Tarka-bhasd (the thirteenth - fourteenth century), the

Paddrtha-khaiulana by Siro-mani (the sixteenth century), etc., represent
the six categories (Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. of the India Office, p. 670,

Nos. 2093-7, No. 2128).
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4, 1, 1-5
; 4, 2, 4

; 5, 2, 13
; 7, 1, 18-21

;
and 2, 2, 1-5

;

7, 1, 2-14; 1, 2, 1-2. The atomic theory in these

sutras may be summarized as follows :

The proof of the existence of atoms depends upon
reasoning from effects to causes, and it is from substanceso

as effects to the same as causes, from attributes to their

substrata, and from imperfect cognition to perfect

cognition. ^

Substances as effects (kdrya-dravya}
1 are always

transitory ;
but according to the general idea of the

system the transitoriness of substances must presuppose
their eternity, and the concept of transitoriness depends

upon that of eternity, just as imperfect cognition is

possible by presupposing perfect cognition. Hence, at the

base of transitory substances there are necessarily eternal

substances, i.e. real and never produced entities.

And more : attributes are, in their nature, possessed by
substances. Some attributes reside in the same substance

as effects, while others abide in many substances as effects.

By comparing such substances with one another, the

definite attribute is inductively known to be extrinsic,

or to be intrinsic, to the definite substance. Such an

intrinsic attribute must have its eternal substratum,

because without an attribute as cause there cannot be

any attributes as effects.

All misunderstanding and negation of eternal sub-

stances, being due to the existence and the real nature

thereof, or misconceptions regarding the final base of the

world, lead to the establishment of such substances.2

Such eternal substances are of four sorts, i.e. earth,

water, fire, and wind, and called anu (atom), not paramanu
as they are termed in Pr. Bh. and our treatise, and in later

Vaisesika works. 3 In N.S. 4, 2, 17-25, and later Vaisesika

1 The term is taken from Ar.-S. 4, 2, 20. V.S. does not use the term.
2 Cf. 7, 2, 4-6, and notes on ch. i, 3, 5 (number) and 7 (individuality).
3 Even in ^V.6*. paramanu is not used
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works,
1 the existence of atoms is proved by analysis, that

is, there must be a final limit or end of analysis, otherwise

analysis is endless (anavasthd, regressus ad infinifum), and

everything must have the same quantity of atoms and

consequently the same size. This mode of proof is not

known to V.S.

Among the four atoms 2 terrene atoms have smell,

aqueous atoms have taste, igneous atoms have colour, and

aerial atoms have touch as their natural attributes. And
to aqueous atoms cold is also intrinsic, and to igneous

atoms heat. All these attributes in atoms are eternal.

The four atoms are active and productive ;
but their first

action is caused by adrsta (unseen force, destiny). They
are the bases of extension (parimana), number (samkhyd),
and individuality (prthaktva). The extension of them is

called parimandalya (sphericity), contrary to extended

things. The meaning of parimandalya, may be understood

by comparison with the geometrical point in the strict

sense of the term. Consequently they are not non-

extensive, but they have no perceptible extensions
; they

are single entities.

These atoms conjoin with other atoms and produce

compound things as their effects. The theory of pro-

duction in the Vaisesika is not production in the ordinary

sense, but aggregation, or combination of materials. For

convenience sake the term production will sometimes

be used.

The process of the combination of atoms is not clearly

stated in V.S. But the author of V.S. is probably of the

following opinion. First, two atoms conjoin together and

produce effects. Then the effects conjoin with another

atom and produce effects and so on. Pr. BJi. calls an

1

Nyaya-kandall, p. 31 ; Upaskara, on 1, 2, 6 ; 4, 1, 2. The Vrtti

also uses this mode of proof.
2 Cf. Pr. Bh. " bhuta- (i.e. prthivyadlnarii pancanam, Kiranarali,

p. 37) -atmanaih vaisesika-gunavattvarh
"

(p. 24) ; cf. notes on ch. ii, 1, 7.
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effect of two atoms dvyanuka (a binary atomic compound),
and an effect of three atoms tryatnika (a ternary atomic

compound), and so on. The Chinese translator of the

treatise seems to have given a traditional explanation of

the process to his disciple, Kwhei-ci. This is preserved
in the commentaries of the latter. The following is an

extract from Kwhei-ci's commentary on No. 1240 1
:

"
Earth, water, fire, and wind are the atoms. Even

at the time of pralaya or samhara (dissolution of the

world) they never yield to complete destruction and exist

here and there. They can neither be produced nor be

destroyed ; they have eternal reality. Atoms are plural

in number, even among the atoms of the same class.

" At the time of sarga or srsti (creation of the world)

two atoms conjoin together and bring about products.
2

The products have each exactly the same quantity as

the original two atoms 3
(i.e., the production is nothing

but the aggregation or combination of the two atoms j

there is nothing newly created and added), but they
have each one mass (because the two atoms make

one) and are non-eternal, because they have been pro-

duced by the atoms. Every product which in this

way has been made from the two separate atoms

conjoins with another original (atom), and makes a

ternary atom. These ternary atoms conjoin with other

ternary atoms and produce products (which are called the

seventh). The quantity of the seventh (product) is the

same as that of the original six atoms. (Thus the seventh

product conjoins with another atom and produces the

1 The commentary is on the Vijnapti-mdtratd-viriidaka-Mstra of

Vasu-bandhu, and is preserved in the Dainihon-zoku-zdkyO, 83, bk. ii,

pp. 1396-1736. The extract is from pp. 1546-155a. Almost the same

explanation is found in his commentaries on Nos. 1197, 1216.
2 The original two atoms are called " father- and mother-atom ", and

the product is calfed "son-atom". The terms are apt to lead to

misunderstanding of the process.
3
Dharma-pala also mentions this characteristic, No. 1197, p. 3a ;

No. 1198, p. 49a.

K
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product consisting of seven atoms.) (The products con-

sisting of) seven atoms conjoin with another (product

consisting of seven atoms) and produce products, which

are called fifteenth atomic products. The quantity of the

fifteenth product is exactly the same as that of the original

fourteen atoms. In this way the world is produced.
The world, being produced from the original two atoms (and
so forth), has the same quantity as all atoms." x

According to the traditional explanation an atom first

conjoins with another atom and produces a product, which

is a binary atomic compound (dvyanuka}, and is called the

third product. The third product conjoins with another

atom and produces a ternary atomic compound. And this

ternary atomic compound conjoins with another ternary
atomic compound, and produces a seventh product. And
so on. Consequently a third product contains two atoms,

a seventh contains six, and a fifteenth contains fourteen.

Among later Vaisesikas the process is differently

explained. Siidhara in his Nyaya-lcandall explains that

a ternary atomic compound (tryanuka) is the aggregate
of three dvyanukas (binary atomic compounds), and a

quaternary atomic compound (caturanuka), etc., are also

made of four dvyanukas, etc.
2 He gives the reason why

the dvyanuka must be the direct component of a tryanuka
and a caturanuka, etc. A single atom and three atoms

have no productiveness, and even a dvyanuka must conjoin

with another dvyanuka to produce any of the things
1 The passage has been wrongly explained by later commentators.

They understand the meaning as follows : Two atoms conjoin together
and produce a product, which is called the third product. The third

product conjoins with another third product (but never with another

single atom) and produces the product which is called the seventh

product. The seventh product conjoins with another seventh product
(but never with another third or with another atom) and produces the

product which is called the fifteenth product. Consequently the third

product must consist of two atoms, the seventh of four, and the

fifteenth of eight atoms.
2

p. 32. The same explanation is found in Laugaksi Bhaskara's

Tarka-kaumudi (Bombay, 1907), p. 3.
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in the world. Bhava-viveka, a contemporary of Dhanna-

pala,- sometimes does not give to single atoms the name

substances (dravya), but two atoms and three atoms

are so called. 1 In his case it is not certain whether

the three atoms are the aggregate of three dvyanukas
or of three single atoms

;
but the literal meaning of

the Chinese translation evidently favours the latter

alternative. That he did not call single atoms sub-

stances may be gathered from Sri-dhara's explanation.

If it be so, Sii-dhara's theory may have originated

at an earlier time. But Pr. Bh. seems not to have

held that opinion. Sankara in his Bhasya makes a dis-

tinction between the theories of Kanada himself and

those of his followers,
2 the latter agreeing with Pr. Bli.

Sankara's statement of the process of combination is that

two atoms make a binary atomic compound, and three and

four atoms make a ternary and a quaternary atomic

compound, and so on.3 Therefore, Sankara did not know
the process mentioned by Sri-dhara. Also orl-dhara's

theory is not known to the author of V.S., and even

among later Vaisesikas some writers are of the opinion

that a tryanuka consists of three single atoms.4 Cf. notes

on ch. i, 3, 6 (extension).

The definitions in this section of the treatise must be

those of atoms. Accordingly the concepts of atoms here

differ from V.S. and are similar to the quotations in

Sankara's Bhasya? If V.S. 2, 1, 1-4 are definitions of

atoms, the sutras are contradictory to 2, 2, 2-5,
6
because,

1 No. 1185, pp. 60a, 916. - On 2, 2, 12. 3 On 2, 2, 11.

4
e.g. Mahadeva Bhatta, the author of the Dina-kari, according to

the Nytiya-koSa, p. 314, and the Siddhdnta-muktCimli , p. 69.
5 On 2, 2, 16. But Sankara adds that earth is gross, water is fine,

fire is finer yet, and wind is the finest of all. This is not known to the

treatise.
6 V.S. 2, 1, 1-4,

"
rupa-rasa-gandha-sparsa-vatl prthivi,"

"
rupa-

rasa-sparsa-vatya apo dravah snigdhah,"
"

tejo rupa-sparsa-vat," and
"
sparsavan vayuh

"
; V.S. 2, 2, 2-5,

"
vyavasthitah prthivyarii gandhali,"

" etena-usnata vyakhyata,"
"
tejasa usnata," and "apsu sltata".
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if earth as an atom has colour, taste, smell, and touch as

its natural attributes (2, 1, 1), smell cannot be the only

logical mark of its existence (2, 2, 2) : the other three

attributes also claim to be marks. And water, having

colour, taste, touch, fluidity, and viscidity (2, 1, 2), and

fire, having colour and touch (2, 1, 3), cannot possibly be

inferred from cold and heat (2, 2, 4-5). It must not be

held that heat and cold are contained in touch, as

explained in Pr. Bh.
;

l otherwise water and fire must be

inferred from touch, just as in the case of wind

(2, 1, 9, and 4). Consequently, the proof of the existence

of atoms in V.S. is to be regarded as under discussion in

2, 1, 8-13 and 2, 2, 1-5.

On the other hand, if earth has colour, taste, smell, and

touch, it must be an aggregate of the four atoms. Now,
touch is the attribute of wind, and wind is invisible ;

things conjunct with wind are invisible.2 The touch in

-earth is an effect, so that it presupposes another touch as

its cause. Were earth as an aggregate a possessor of

touch, which does not abide in a terrene atom, the touch

would have no cause at all. In like manner the colour

and touch in water and the touch in fire cannot be

manifested, if the three attributes do not abide in an

aqueous and an igneous atom. The atomic theory of the

Vaisesika is contradictory on this point. As a logical

consequence, earth must have colour, taste, smell, and

touch as intrinsic attributes ;
thus water is the possessor

of colour, taste, touch (and fluidity, viscidity, and cold) ;

fire of colour, touch (and heat) ;
and wind of touch.3

Attributes in atoms are eternal, because the substrata

are eternal
;
and in effects they are transitory.

4 But

colour, taste, smell, and touch in terrene atoms can also

be transitory. Such are pdka-ja.
5

1
Especially see p. 106. 2

4, 2, 2-3 ; 8, 2, 4.

3 Of. N.S. 3, 1, 64. 4
7, 1, 2-5 ; 7, 1, 18-21.

5
7, 1, 6-7.
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are. in V.S., divided into three classes :
'

bodies, sense-organs, and objects.
1 Bodies are of two

kinds : yoni-ja and ayoni-ja, and are the sites of selves.

They are sometimes objective and sometimes subjective.

Sense-organs are the juxtaposition of self with objects

through mind, and are subjective as well as objective.

Objects are the world common to all creatures. Others'

bodies, sense-organs, and even selves are included in

objects. One's own self, together with the body and the

sense-organs, are sometimes treated as objective things.
2

In the world there are no things .composed of five or 'three

elements. The body is composed of terrene atoms, and

the sense-organs are composed respectively of the four

atoms. The tripartite division is not strictly logical

and rather a cross-division. But it depends upon the

epistemological process.

Ether, Time, and Space (p. 93)

In ancient Sanskrt literafure ether (dkdsa) means

empty space,
3 and is not enumerated among elements.

So also in Jainism.4 But later speculators reckon it as

a fifth element. In V.8. ether is not treated as an

element.

Ether is the substratum of the attribute sound
;
but it

is not like earth, etc., as the substrata of colour, etc., and

is not the material cause of the ear, as earth, etc., are the

material causes of the other sense-organs. Ether is only
one and has not two aspects, as a cause and an effect. It

is inactive, like time and space, and all-pervading. It is

by no means material, and naturally not subjective.

Therefore ether in V.S. is held to be nothing other thanO

1
4, 2, 1 f.

2
3, 1, 4; 3, 2, 4, etc.

3 V. A. Sukthankar, Teachings of the Veddnta according to Rdmdnuja,
loc. cit., p. 30(5 (2). Max Miiller also holds the opinion.

"
Empty

space = freier Raum," Petersb. Wb'rterb. s.v.
4 See the atomic theory of Jainism.
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the cosmic vacuum, which contains all objects and gives

room for their activities. Pr. Bh. and our treatise have

different explanations from V.S., but the definition of

ether in the treatise comes from V.S. 2, 1, 27.

In V.S. the proof of the existence of time (kdla) runs,
"
aparasminn aparam yugapat ciram ksipram iti kala-

lingam."
l Pr. Bh. says,

"
kala-para-apara-vyatikara-

yaugapadya-ayaugapadya-cira-ksipra-pratyaya-lingam."
2

The definition in the treatise comes from the latter.
" The cause of the notions

"
(p. 93) is literally

" the cause

of expression and recognition ". Kwhei-ci paraphrases this

definition,
" the cause of expression and the cause of

recognition." The original Sanskrt may have been pratlti-

vyavahdra-kdrana or -hetu (the cause of recognition and

expression). But Pr. Bh. has only pratyaya (notion).

In the system
" word

"
and "

concept
"
have exactly the

same meaning and are expressed by the same term

(i.e. sabda). Consequently,
"
expression and recognition

"

may be quite correct as the translation of pratyaya ;
on

the other hand,
"
expression and recognition

"
may simply

be replaced by
" notion ". The Chinese "

expression and

recognition
"
can also be abridged to " notion ".

"Cause" is probably not the equivalent of liiiga or

laksana, but of kdrana 3 or hetu, because the translator

usually distinguishes liiiga or laksana (mark) from

Jcdrana*

V.S. and Pr. Bh. describe the marks of the existence of

time, i.e. how time is known, but the treatise describes

the nature of time, i.e. what time is. Consequently,
kdrana is more appropriate than linga.

1
2, 2, 6, "The notions of posteriority in relation to posteriority, of

simultaneity, of slowness and quickness are marks of the existence of

time" (Gough's translation).
2

p. 63, "Time is that which has the marks (of its existence) in the

notions of simultaneity, non-simultaneity, slowness and quickness with

respect to prior and posterior (things)."
3 See Upaskdra on 7, 1, 25, where pratyaya-kdrana is used.
4 Cf. notes on ch. ii, 7-8.
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" Of simultaneity, non-simultaneity, slowness and quick-
ness with respect to that and this (thing)" (p. 93) is literally

"of (being) that, this, simultaneous, non-simultaneous, slow

and quick"; but "being that and this" must be under-

stood by referring to para-apara-vyatikara in Pr. Bh.,

because in the treatise time has neither priority (that)

nor posteriority (this).

Space (dis) is proved in V.S. as "
ita idam iti yatas tad-

disyarii lingam ",
l and in Pr. Bh. as " dik purva-apara-

adi-pratyaya-liriga ".
2 " Etc." implies the intermediate

divisions of space, S.E., N.W., etc.3 Our treatise also

defines what space is. In all other cases it defines the

nature of things.

Time and space, like ether, have each one eternal

reality, but their effects are divers.

As for the all-pervading nature of time and space, V.S.

says,
"
gunair dig vyakhyata

"
and " karane kalah ".*

According to Pr. Bh. and the treatise the attributes of

time and space are only five number, extension, indivi-

duality, conjunction, and disjunction. The enumeration

of the attributes agrees with V.S.5

Now the attributes common to all nine substances are

only these five
;

it is accordingly impossible that the

nature of all-pervadingneas and inactivity in space is

inferred from the five attributes (guna). Consequently
the term guna in the passage of V.S. must have meaning
other than the usual one, although it is rare in V.S. to

ascribe two different meanings to the same term. V.S.

says "karya - vis'esena nanatvaih ",
"
aditya

-
saihyogad

1
2, 2, 10, "The mark pertaining to space is that whence the know-

ledge arises that one thing is remote or not remote from another."
2

p. 66, "Space has the notions of the east, the west, and so forth as

the marks (of its existence)."
3 V.S. 2, 2, 13-16; 2, 2, 7-9.
4

7, 1, 24-5,
"
By its qualities space is explained (to be all-pervading),"

and " Time relates to a cause ".

s V.S. ascribes priority and posteriority to time and space, but not

to ether. See notes on ch. ii, 1, 1.
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bhuta-purvad bhavisyato bhutac ca praci ",
" tatha ca

daksina praticl udlci ca ", and " etena dig-antaralani

vyakhyatani ".
l These praci (east), daksiiia (south),

praticl (west), udlcl (north), and dig-antaralani (the

intermediate divisions) may be called guna (
= upddhi,

limiting adjuncts
2
) of space. As space is all-compre-

hensive in respect to these gunas which are universally

pervasive, space is known to be all-pervading.
" Karane kalah

"
undoubtedly relates to

"
nityesv-

abhavad anityesu bhavat karane kala-akhyeti ",
3 and

supports the above supposition. Time is applicable to

the cause, so that time is also all-pervading.

Time and space are necessarily inactive and can be

asamavdyi-kdrana* (non-inherent causes) ;
but in Pr. Eh*

they are called nimitta-ltarana (efficient causes). These

two substances have the same nature as ether, except that

they have diversity in their effects and are non-inherent

causes. What is, then, the essential difference between

ether and space and time considered as causes ? In

what sense is it possible that these three substances

have individually unity and are all-pervading at the

same place and time ? V.S. cannot satisfactorily answer

the question. Pr. Bh, and the Sapta-paddrthl may, as a

logical consequence, be justified when they assert: "akasa-

kala-disam eka-ekatvad (i.e. vyakti-bheda-abhavat
6
)

1
2, 2, 13-16, "Its (space's) diversity is (caused to be conceived) by

the difference of its effects,"
"
(Space is regarded as) east because of

a past, future, or present conjunction of the sun,"
" So likewise (space

is regarded as) south, west and north," and "
By this (similarly) the

intermediate divisions of space are explained".
2 See Sapta-paddrthi, p. 17, which is quoted at the end of this sub-

section.
3

2, 2, 9,
" The term time is applicable to a cause, inasmuch as it exists

not in eternal and exists in not eternal things.
"

4
7, 1, 24-5.

5
p. 25. See Bhdsd-pariccheda, "evam nyaya-naya-jnais trtmim uktam

nimitta-hetutvam "
(si. 17; Roer, Divisions of the Categories, Bibl. Ind.,

pp. 12, 9-10).
6 The explanation in the Kiranavall, p. 105.
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apara-jaty-abhave sati paribhasikyas tisrah samjna

bhavanti,"
* and "

akasa-adi-trayam tu vastuta ekam eva

upadhi-bhedan nana-bhutam ".- If the opinion be accept-

able, ether exists as the cause, while time and space are

designated from the effects. Consequently time and

space in the modern sense are in reality one. At any
rate, the inactivity and asamavayi-karanatva of time and

space are unsuitable for substances, because activity and

samavayi-Jcaranatva are two out of three characteristics

of substances. And their five attributes are not special

to them. Ether is an inherent cause, and has a special

attribute, sound, but it is inactive. Candra-kanta, in his

Bhdsya on 1, 1, 15, says that ether is active, as it were, at

the time of ddi-sarga (the first creation of the world).

But Pr. Bh.'s opinion that the three substances are in

reality one only shows the way to a logical consequence
and has a contradiction in itself, because Pr. Bh. ascribes

ultimate particularity (antya -
visesa) to the three.

Cf. ch. i, 5
; i, 6

; i, 9
;
and ii, 5.

Self (p. 94)

Self (dtman), as one of the nine substances, is treated

like the other material substances
;
but it has a great

significance and is discussed throughout the third chapter
of V.S. Some teachers start to prove the existence of self

from the propositions
" the objects of sense are universally

known", and "the universal cognition of the objects of

sense is an argument for (the existence of) objects other

than the objects of sense ".
3 The author of V.S. does not

approve of this proof and fully discusses the nature

1 Pr. Bh., p. 58.

2
Saptap., p. 17. The Candra-lcdiita-bhdsya, has the same opinion,

1, 1, 5; 2, 1, 27; 2, 2, 12; 7, 1, 24.

3
3, 1, 1-2, "prasiddhaindriya-arthah," and "indriya-artha-prasiddhir

indriya-arthebhyo'rtha-antarasyahetuli". This explanation of the sutras

depends upon the Candra-kdnta-bhiisya, which is more reliable, especially
in the third chapter, than the Upaskdra and the Vivrti.
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of proof. That the author is so careful in this matter

shows that the proof, as well as self, is highly important
in the system. The author's very proof of self is

" the

ascending and descending vital airs (or the breathing out

and in), the opening and closing of the eyes, life, motions

of mind, affections of the other organs of sense, pleasure

and pain, desire and aversion, and effort, are marks of

existence of self (prana-apana-nimesa-unmesa-jivana-

manogati-indriyantaravikarah sukha-duhkha-iccha-dvesa-

prayatnas ca-atmano lingani, 3, 2, 4)". These marks have

evidently been obtained by comparison of a living with

a dead body, and by observation of other persons.
1 The

proof is an indirect one and must presuppose one's own

self-consciousness, which is entirely intuitive. The author

seems to have been aware of this point and discusses it

in 3, 2, 6-18, which show that self is essentially self-

consciousness and directly proved. That self is self-

consciousness in essence is quite natural in the system,

because one of the principal tenets is that self is

something different from cognition.

It is curious enough to observe that there is in the

proof no mention of cognition as one of the attributes of

self. But from the autras 3, 1, 18
;

2
3, 2, 1

; 3, 2, 3
;

3, 2, 19, etc., self is known to be the possessor of cognition,

and the original text used by Pr. Bh. mus.t have had it

in the sutra 3, 2, 4,
3 and some Chinese translations also

enumerate it.

The first half of the marks is by no means an indis-

pensable part. N.S. abridges it thus :

" iccha-dvesa-

prayatna-sukha-duhkha-jfianany-atmano lirigaih
" 4

;
but

it also uses the first half of the Vaisesika proof in the

1 Cf. Sloka-vdrttika, English translation, pp. 398-400 (si. 92-101).
- The Candra-kdnta-bhdsya's explanation is reasonable.
3

p. 70, 11. 12-13,
"
atma-linga-adhikare buddhy-adayah prayatna-

antah siddhah." Cf. N.S. 2, 1, 23.

4
1, 1, 10, Jnana (=bnddhi) is enumerated.
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proof that self is different from the body, the sense-organs,

and the mind. 1

The definition in our treatise is more accurate and better

adapted to the system. The addition of impression, merit,

and demerit is derived from Pr. Bh. But the intuitive

nature of self is entirely unknown to the treatise.

"The recognition of an inherent cause (samavdyi-

kdrana-pratyaya)
"
needs some explanation. Samavdyi-

kdrana, as a technical term, is always used with regard

to substances only, except time and space, that is, sub-

stances are the samavdyi-kdranas for attributes and

actions. Satnavdyi-kdrana means the cause (kdrana) of

attributes and actions by virtue of inherence (samavaya),
or the cause (kdrana) of inherence (samavaya) with

respect to attributes and actions. Inherence is the

intimate and inseparable connection of attributes and

actions with substances, and substances are the causes of

attributes and actions by virtue of inherence.2 This

causality is spatial and lies within one substance.

Consequently samavdyi-kdrana can be simply replaced

by the term substratum for (or the possessor of) attributes

and actions. In this relation the substance is always the

cause, while attributes and actions are its effects. The

whole meaning of the definition is as follows :

The attributes, cognition, etc., cannot exist apart from

a substance, but they always reside in it, that is, they
have a substratum, which is their samavdyi-kdrana.
The notion that they must have a substratum leads to

the conclusion that the substance exists. This substance

is nothing but self. In this sense self is simply called

the substratum of cognition, etc. Therefore the existence

of self is proved from knowing that there are cogni-

tion, etc.

"
Etc." in the definition may include prdna, etc., or

1
3, l, 1-27.

2 "
sva-samaveta-karya-karitvarii samavayi-karanam ity-arthah."
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may contain " number ", and "
disjunction ", etc., if the

commentators are reliable
;
but in Chinese "

etc." is often

used to denote the plural number of the things enumerated

in what precedes and does not serve to include things
other than those enumerated.

Self in V.S. is all-pervading and in reality one, but it is

manifold according to circumstances, and everyone has

one. Pr. Bh. calls self aneka and apara-jdti-mat on the

one hand, and sarva -
gata, paramo, - mahat, and sarva-

samyogi-samdna-desa on the other. 1 The treatise is

naturally of the same opinion, though the author does

not distinctly mention the two sorts. See ch. i, 3, 6

(extension) ;
ch. ii, 1, 5 ;' ii, 2, 5 ; ii, 2, 8/; ii, 3, 4.

Ether and self are immaterial
;

but the latter is

conscious and active. With regard to the nature of self

the system is in contrast with the Yedanta and the

Samkhya. The latter systems maintain that self is

cognition itself (jiid and cit or cetand) and entirely

inactive. In the Vaisesika cognition is an effect of self,

and self can recognize other things by means of cognition,
so that self may be regarded as the knower (jnatr)*
The Vedanta holds that self is one, but manifold in its

appearance, while the Samkhya insists upon the mani-

foldness of self (purusa) as the fundamental thought of

the dualistic system,though some teachers hold thatpurusa
in reality is one.3 In these respects V.S. agrees with the

two systems.

Mind (p. 94)

The definition of mind (manas) differs from that of

self only in "a non-inherent cause (asamavdyi-kdrana)" .

1
"Cf. Saptap.,

" atma tu parama-atma ksetra-jnas ca-iti, parama-atma-
Isvara eka eva, ksetra-jna asmad-adayo ''nanta eva "

(p. 18). Udayana's
Kirandvall, "sa (atma) dvividhah isvara-anisvara-bhedat, ankuradikarii

sakartrkam karyatvad ghatavad iti-Isvara-siddhih, dvitlyas tv-ahaih-pra-

tyaya-vedyah sa ca nana vyavastha-vacanad iti
"

(p. 7)."

2 Ch. ii, 2, 1 ; ii, 2, 5 (19).
3
Gauda-pdda-bhdsya on S.K. vv. 11, 44 (paramatman).
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V.S. says, "atma-indriya-artha-sannikarse jfianasya bhavo

'bhavas ca manaso lirigam";
1 and Pr. Bh. proves its

existence as "
saty-apy-atma-indriya-artha-sannidhye

jiiana-sukha-adlnam abhutva-utpatti-darsanat karana-

antaram anumlyate ..." The present definition can be

understood by the help of these two.

Asamavayi-karana includes all causal relations other

than samavayi-kdrana, and is the relation between two

attributes or attributes and actions presupposing and

affecting their substance, i.e. samavayi-karana. V.S. and

the treatise acknowledge only these two sorts of causality ;

but Pr. Bli. and later works add nimitta-karana (the

efficient cause). Asamavayi-karana is usually divided into

two sorts: "non-inherent causality is causality inherent in

one object connected with the relation of cause and effect
;

such causality results either from inherence in the same

object with the effect (as that of conjunction of self and

mind in the particular attributes of self, or of conjunction,

disjunction, and sound in sound, or of conjunction of

threads in a cloth), or from inherence in the same object

with the cause (as that of the colour, etc., of potsherds, etc.,

in the colour, etc., of a water-pot, etc., or of the colour,

etc., of threads in the colour of a cloth) ;
of these the

former is called in the terminology of the Vaisesika the

lesser, the latter the greater."
3

1
3, 2, 1, "Existence and non-existence of knowledge on contact of

self with sense-organs and objects are the mark of the existence of

mind."
2

p. 89,
" Even when there is a contact of self with sense-organs and

objects, we find that cognition, pleasure, and so forth are not produced,
and from this we infer (the necessity of) another cause (for the production
of cognition, etc.)."

3
Upaskara on 10, 2, 3-6 ; 2, 1, 22 ; 5, 2, 24. "

Asamavayi-karanatvun
ca karya-karana-bhava-sambandhy-ekfu'tha-samaveta-kuranatvam tac ca

karya-ekartha-samavayat (yatha-atma-manah-sariiyogasya-atma-visesa-

gunesu samyoga-vibhaga-fSabdanarii sabdetantu-saiiiyogasyapate) karana-

ekartha-samavayad va (yatha kapaladi-rupadlnfirii ghatadi-rupadisu

tantu-rupanarii pata-rupesu) tatra-adya laghvi dvitlya mahatl-iti

vaisesika-paribhasa.
"
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When self is in contact with sense-organs and objects,

cognition, etc.. sometimes occur and sometimes do not.O '

This irregularity is caused by the presence or absence of

another factor in the contact. That is to say, the con-

junction of that factor with the other three factors can

produce cognition, etc. If cognition, etc., have been

produced, that factor is inferred to have been present,

and the asamavdyi-kdrana for the production of cognition,

etc., has been sufficient. That factor is nothing but mind.

As for the definition of self and mind, some commentators

give curious explanations. They explain that self is the

cause of cognition, etc., residing in (samavdya) self, and

recognition, which is known to take place in self, is the

mark of the existence of self. And mind is the asamavdyi-
kdrana of cognition, etc., and the mark of mind is also

the recognition produced in self. The Chinese translation

may allow this reading ;
but mind as a substance cannot

be asamavdyi-kdrana and recognition as the mark of

both substances is an undistributed middle (anaikdntika).

Mind, like time and space, has not its own special

attributes and is complementary to self, as time and space

are to ether. Mind, though a necessary factor in the

psychical process, is not at all mental, but entirely physical.

Mind is active, and its first action comes from adrsta.

There is one mind in every body, and its extension is atomic

(anu).
1 Mind is, in V.S.? sometimes called antah-karana

(the internal organ), and Pr. Bh. regards it as one of the

sense-organs
3
(indriya), which view is not known to our

treatise or to V.S.

Among the nine substances ether, time, and space are

the place and condition for the other substances, and the

other substances are divided into two classes, mental

and material. The system is, therefore, a dualism and at

1
Cf. N.S. 3, 2, 63.

2
9, 1, 13.

3
p. 186.
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the same time a pluralism. The Samkhya is also a

dualism and a pluralism. In the Samkhya the material

factors are reduced to one prakrti, but the mental are

considered as plural. In the Vaisesika the mental factor

is in reality one, while the material are always plural.

The difference comes from different methods of thinking.

The Samkhya advocates the theory of emanation (pari-

ndma), while the Vaisesika adheres to the theory of

aggregation (arambha). For the Samkhya the first cause

must be one
;

but for the Vaisesika the materials of

aggregation cannot be simply one. See Professor Garbe,

Sdmkhya-Philosophie, pp. 285-90.

Section 3. Attribute (pp. 94-8)

Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch (p. 94)

V.S. enumerates seventeen attributes, while Pr. Bh.

adds seven others, and so makes up the twenty-four
attributes. This number is the standard among later

writers. Even the order of the attributes is preserved
almost as in the treatise. 1

V.S. defines attribute in general, but it does not give

the special definitions of colour (rupd), taste (rasa),

smell (gandha), and touch (sparsa). But from many
passages colour, etc., are known to be perceived by the

eyes, etc.
2 Pr. Bh. defines colour, etc., caksur-grdhyam

(that which is perceived by the eyes), etc.
3

The definitions in the treatise are literally
" one

dependent, which is perceived by the eyes, is called

colour ", etc. Dependent (dfrayin) in " one dependent
"

corresponds to "
quality

"
or "attribute". Earlier Chinese

translators used the term "
dependent

"
as the translation

1 The Tarka-bhdsd (p. 78) and the Tarka-saihgraha (p. 5) change the

order, while the Laksandvall, the Sapta-paddrthi, the Siddhunta-

miikfdi'all (Bhdsd-pariccheda) and the Tarka-kaumudl have the same
order as our treatise.

2
2, 1, 1-4;.4, 1, 6-11 ; 8, 2, 5, 6.

3
pp. 104-6.
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of guna.
" One

"
does not, according to the commentators,

directly qualify
"
dependent ". Consequently, it must be

rendered by
" the dependent on one ", or "

dependent

having one substance as its substratum,". The com-

mentators are quite correct. "One substance" here and in

all the following passages means " a particular individual

substance '"',
not " a kind of substance, e.g. earth ".

* O
" The quality which has one substance (as its sub-

stratum)" is not the exclusive condition of the four

attributes, because it is applicable to actions and even

to some substances too. 1 And "
perceived by the eyes ",

etc., can also be applied to substances and actions. Thus

the definitions may be too wide. But "
perceived by the

tongue or the nose
"

is exclusive, and accordingly the

definitions are allowable.

Number (p. 94)

V.S. remarks " because of occurrence apart from colour,

taste, smell, and touch unity (ekatva) is a different object
"

and "numbers from duality (dvitvd) upwards, individuality,

conjunction, and disjunction (are originated by more than

one substance)".
3 Pr. Bh. defines it

"
eka-adi-vyavahara-

hetuh samkhya sa punar eka-dravya ca-aneka-dravya ca". 4

It must be noted that number, as an attribute, is

inherent in substances only and never in attributes or

actions, because attributes and actions are aguna or

agunavat. But attributes are always dependent upon
substances, as the forms of appearance of the latter, and

can be numbered one and two, etc. Cf. 8, 1, 4.

That attributes cannot possess an attribute in them-

selves is an important doctrine of the system. As
1

Upaskdra on 1, 1, 16.

2
7, 2, 1,

"
rupa - rasa - gandha - sparsa - vyatirekad artha - antaram

ekatvam "
(yad etad ekatvam nama samkhya, Bhasya).

3
1, 1, 25,

"
dvitva-prabhrtayah samkhyah prthaktva-saiiiyoga-

vibhagas ca" (aneka-dravya-arabdhah, Upaskdra ; dravya-guna-karmaimm
karyam samanyaih, Bhasya).

4
p. Ill,

" Number is the cause of such expressions (or usages) as one

and the rest. It inheres in one and more than one substance."
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a consequence of the doctrine, concepts (sabda) and objects

(artha) have no relation to each other,
1 and there cannot

exist such a thing as unity in all things (sarva-ekatva).
2

The latter is probably against the doctrines of the Vedanta

and the Samkhya prakrti. Though there is not

sarva-ekatva, which is an erroneous (bhranta) notion,

the existence of secondariness (bhakti) presupposes the

existence of eJcatva (unity), because there is no secondari-

ness without unity.

Extension (p. 95)

The definition of extension (parimatia) is given by
Pr. Bh. as inana-vyavahara-Jcarana.

3 V.S. discusses

extension in 7, 1, 8-25, and divides it into four kinds,

large (mahat), small (anu), long (dlrgha), and short

(hrasva).

Extension produced in consequence of kdratia-bahutva

(a plurality of causes) is called large and is perceptible.

Perception is possible of things' which are large, because

the things possess aneka-dravya (more than one sub-

stance) and rtipa. Small is contrary to kdrana-bahutva

and is accordingly imperceptible. In like manner long

and short are explained. The four kinds of extension are

eternal, when they reside in eternal substances, and are

non-eternal, when in non-eternal substances. The exten-

sion of atoms is called parimandala (sphericity), which

is naturally always eternal. Ether and self together with

time and space are (absolutely) large, because they are

all-pervading (vibhu). Mind is small (anu). Sphericity

and (absolutely) large are the two extremes, but they are

not excluded from small and large.
4

Sphericity is a part

of small, and (absolutely) large is a part of large. Between

them there are many relative extensions, and these

1

7, 2, 14-20.
2

7, 2, 5-6.
3

p. 130,
" The cause of the usages of measure."

4 See notes on ch. ii, 2, 1.

L
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relative extensions are determined by the existence of

particularity (visesa-bhdva) and the non-existence of

particularity (visesa-abhava), in things which exist at the

same time.

Pr. Bh. precisely explains extension. Both small and

large are of two kinds, eternal and non-eternal. Eternalo
smallness (nitya-anutva) exists in atoms (paramdnu) and

mind. These two are called spherical (parimandalya).
Non-eternal smallness is in binary atomic compounds

(dvyanulca). Eternal largeness (nitya-tnahattva) is in

ether, time, space, and self, and is called absolutely large

(parama - mahat). Non-eternal largeness is in from

ternary atomic compounds (tryanuka) upwards. There

are also relative extensions.1

The definitions in the treatise are derived from Pr. Bh.,

but they differ therefrom in some aspects. The treatise

explains the five kinds of extension. " Etc." (1. 2) includes

the intermediate extensions and corresponds to the relative

extensions.

Smallness (anutvd) resides in binary atomic compounds,
i.e. binary atomic compounds are the samavayi-Jcd-rana

of smallness. The binary atomic compound is the

aggregation of two atoms, and its quantity is the same

as the original two atoms. Smallness is the cause of the

notions with respect to binary atomic compounds that

they are small. Consequently smallness is a real entity

in the objective world and corresponds to the concept
small in the subjective world.

In V.S. the term anu represents both atoms and the

atomic extension
;
but in Pr. Bh. and our treatise anu is

the name of an extension and applicable to binary atomic

compounds, not to atoms as such. Atoms are called

parama-anu in the latter. This is a difference between

V.S., and Pr. Bh. and the treatise. Pr. Bh. seems to aim

at precision, because parama-anu as the name of atoms

1
pp. 130-2.
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does not allow the term anu to be applied to them
;

their

size is called parimandalya, and ether, etc., are called

2)arama-mahat instead of mahat in V.S. Consequently
anu and mahat are only applicable to relative extensions

and always non-eternal.

If mind is still called anu, it must be a binary atomic

compound ;
therefore Pr. Bh. calls it parimandalya.

Kwhei-ci explains that " mind is anu, corporeal, and as

large as a binary atomic compound. But it has no (visible)

extension ;
it is eternal ".

" As large as a binary atomic

compound
"

is the explanation of " mind is anu ". But if

mind is anu, it cannot be eternal. Kwhei-ci's explana-
tion involves a confusion and shows the development
from V.S. to Pr. Bh.

Largeness (mahattva) is in all things from ternary
atomic compounds upwards and does not exist in binary
atomic compounds. V.S. explains mahat by aneka. The

commentators curiously explain this passage. According
to their explanation two atoms conjoin together and

produce a product, which is called the third product, and

this third product conjoins with another third product
and produces a product, iwhich is called the seventh

product.
1 The seventh product is the beginning of

largeness ; accordingly, largeness is the extension of four

atoms. Srldhara also agrees with the explanation in this

connection. " A ternary atomic compound
"

in the

Chinese translation is literally "a product of three atoms";
but this is not consistent with the commentators' ex-

planation. Therefore, the commentators take " a product
of three atoms

"
for

" a product of the third atoms ". The

explanation is too far-fetched. It is quite natural to

explain that every atom has no visible extension, while

smallness begins with an aggregate of two atoms and

largeness with an aggregate of three atoms. There is

no reason at all in the treatise for changing this process
1 See notes on ch. i, 2, 1-4 (earth wind).
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of combination. The commentators base their explana-

tion upon a misunderstanding of Kwhei-ci's mention of

the atomic combination. Sridhara's theory is also not

correct in this connection. Saiikara in his Bhasya states

that atoms have smallness and shortness, and ternary and

quaternary atomic compounds have largeness and length.

The beginning of largeness and length is from a ternary

atomic compound, which is the combination of three

single atoms. 1 If a ternary atomic compound is the

combination of two binary atomic compounds, i.e. four

atoms, there is a gap between smallness and largeness.

Plurality (bahutva) in the treatise corresponds to

karana-bahutva in V.8. and is usually from three upwards.
" A kind of aggregation, or a certain aggregation

"
is

literally
"
aggregation-difference ", which evidently shows

that the original word was samghata-visesa or samhata-

visesa.

Sphericity (pcirimaiidalya) is applied to atoms, ether,

time, space, and self
;
this is different from V.S. (anu)

and Pr. Bh. (anu and manas). In Chinese " atom
"

is

translated "absolutely minute ", which appears to be the

equivalent of paraina-anu. Anu is usually translated

"minute object",
2 which is used by Kuinara-jiva and

others.
" Absolute minuteness

"
(parama-anutva) is the

atomic extension, while "absolute largeness" (parama-

mahattva) is possessed by ether, etc. The author of the

treatise understands mahat of ether, etc., in V.S., or

parama-mahat in Pr. Bh. by parimandalya, and calls it

sarva-gata, etc. (
= vibhu).

The author has failed to mention the extension of mind

and has caused different opinions among later com-

mentators. Bat the treatise asserts that the substances

having absolute largeness are only four, and the substances

having sphericity are the four atoms as well as the otker

1 On 2, 2, 11.

! Some translators use "
things contiguous to void ".
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five substances as causes. 1

Consequently mind is included

in sphericity, and is of "absolute minuteness". The

author's understanding of ether as sphericitj
T is probably

due to its spherical appearance, and the other three

substances follow the analogy of ether.

Individuality (p. 95)

Individuality (prtkaktva) is treated like number in

V.S. and in Pr. Bh. The latter defines it as apoddkdra-

vyavakdra-kdrana.
z The difference between number and

individuality is that the former is synthetical, while the

latter is analytical ;
but they depend upon each other.

Individuality as an attribute has no individuality in

itself. Consequently there is no individuality in two

things, just as unity does not exist between two things.

By these doctrines the Vaisesika rejects the sat-kdrya-vdda
of the Samkhya and the Vedanta.3 See V.S. 7, 2, 7-8

;

7, 2, 13.

Conjunction and Disjunction (pp. 95-6)

The before-mentioned attributes are static, while these

two are rather dynamical and are the important factors in

the system. V.S* does not give exact definitions of them.

Pr. Bh. defines conjunction samyukta-pratyaya-nimitta,
and aprdptayoh prdptili, and disjunction vibhalda-

pratyaya-nimitta, and prdpti-purvikd aprdptih*
The definitions in the treatise exactly agree with the

latter parts of the definitions in Pr. Eh. Kwhei-ci says

that conjunction consists in the beginning of the con-

junction between two separate things.

1 Ch. ii, l, 5.

2
p. 138,

" The cause of the expression of separatencss."
* Professor Garbe, Sdiiikhya- Philosophic, pp. 228-233.
4

7, 2, 9-10.
5
pp. 139, 151,

" That which causes the cognition of the conjunct, and

the conjoining of two separated things with each other," and " That

which causes the cognition of the disjunct, and the separation of

formerly conjoined things from each other".
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Conjunction is of three sorts, anyatara-karma-ja,

ubhaya-karma-ja, and samyoga-ja. Kwhei-ci illustrates

the first sort as occurring in the case of beating a drum

with a hand, and the second sort in the case of clapping

the hands. The definition of the third sort may also be

translated " the conjunction produced by conjunction
is that in which many inactive substances conjoin with

ether, etc., when produced (by the conjunction of the

component substances) ". Kwhei-ci explains that " the

conjunction produced by conjunction is the conjunction of

young shoots, etc., which are inactive, with the substances

ether, etc., when they are sprouting ". Pr. Bh. says,
"
samyogajas tu utpannamatrasya-eva cira-utpannasya

va niskriyasya karana-samyogibhir akaranaih karana-

akarana-samyoga - purvakah karya -
akarya-gatah sam-

yogah."
l " Ether

"
in the treatise and Kwhei-ci's

explanation corresponds to akdraiwt, and akarya, and
" an inactive thing, which consists of many substances

(or many inactive substances)
"
and "

young shoots
"
to

utpannamatra - eva cira - utpanno va niskriyah. The

whole meanino- is that when things, which are in contactO O '

with ether, produce another thing by conjunction with

other things, a conjunction again takes place between

the product and ether. This last conjunction is the effect

of the former conjunction.

Disjunction may be understood by the analogy of

conjunction.

Conjunction is possible between separate things ;
but

inherence is the relation between unseparated things, and

disjunction takes place after conjunction has taken place.

The theories of conjunction and disjunction also support
the asat-karya-vdda, which is the necessary consequence
of the theory of aggregation and of the analytical

observation of the six categories. Causality in the

system has, like that in the Sarvasti-vada, a wider
1

p. 139.
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meaning than usual. Generally cause and effect do not

occupy the same time
;
but in the system even substances

are the causes of their attributes and actions. V.8. says,
" inasmuch as there is non-existence of unconnectedness,

there is no conjunction and disjunction of an effect and its

cause." l And see 7, 2, 14-20.

Priority and Posteriority (p. 96)

V.S. remarks,
"
eka-dikkabhyam eka-kalabhyam san-

nikrsta-viprakrstabhyam param aparafi ca
"
and " karana-

paratvat karana-aparatvat".
2 Pr. Bh. defines them, "para-

apara-abhidhana-pratyaya-mimitta,"
3 and divides each of

them into two sorts, "dik-krta" = "
dig-vi6esa-pratyayaka"

and " kala-krta" = "
vayo-bheda-pratyayaka ".

4
They are

fully explained.

The definitions in the treatise are derived from these

two works and common to both kala-krta and dik-krta,

because "
occupying the same time, etc." includes in

"
etc."

"the same space". The Chinese translations of paratva
and aparatva are literally

"
that-ness

"
and " this-ness ",

which are applied to both kala-krta and dik-krta.
" The same time, etc.," is literally

" one time, etc.", and

the translation of eka-kala, etc. Kwhei-ci explains that
" that-ness depends upon the numbers one, two, etc., and

upon the substances time, space, etc. That-ness is that

on which depends the notion of remoteness. This-ness is

explained like that-ness ". The explanation keeps too

much to the words and fails to be correct.

1

7, 2, 13,
"
yuta-siddhy-abhaviit karya-kilranayoh sariiyoga-vibhiigau

na vidyete."
2

7, 2, 21-2,
" The prior and posterior (are produced) by two objects

occupying the same space or time and near and remote," and

("priority and posteriority result) from posteriority of the cause and

from priority of the cause ".

3
p. 164,

" Those \vhich cause the designation and the recognition of

being near and remote."
4
"Relating to space causing the ideas of particular directions," and

"
relating to time causing the ideas of the diversity of age ".
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Cognition (p. 97)

Cognition (buddhi) is one of the most important factors

in the system, because most parts of the system depend on

inference. The relation between cognition and objects

has been explained. If self as self-consciousness is looked

upon as the innermost subject, cognition becomes objective ;

but, if cognition is subjective, self may be objective, as

stated in the proof of self (3, 2, 4).

The definition of cognition is found only in the treatise.

Cognition in V.S. is divided into two sorts, perception

(pratyaksa) and inference (anumana). The latter is

called laingiJca in V.S. These two sorts of cognition are

the pramanas, and the system does not acknowledge
other sorts of pramana like sabda, etc., because sabda,

etc., are included in inference.1

Perception in V.S. is of two sorts, laukika and alaukika.

The term pratyaksa is used for the sensory cognitions

from the five sense-organs ;
but it is sometimes used for

the visual sensation only,
2 because the visual sensation

is typical of the sensory cognitions. In this sense

pratyaksa is almost the same as drsta, cdksusa, and

upalabdhi.
3 In the terminology of V.S. the term

upalabdhi is limited to visual cognition ; accordingly
Pr. Bh. is not correct when it asserts that buddhi, jnana,

pratyaya, and upalabdhi are synonymous (paryaya).*
The conditions and possibility of perception of the nine

substances, etc., will be fully explained in chapter ii.

Alaukika-pratyaksa is mentioned in V.S. 9, 1, 11-15

and in Pr. Bh., p. 187, but it is omitted in the treatise.

Kwhei-ci explains that "
according to the Vaisesika

doctrine the eyes have light, and, when a man faces

1
9, 2, 3 ; Pr. Bh., pp. 213-230.

2
2, 1, 16

; 8, 1, 2, etc.
3

4, 1, 11 ; cf. 4, 1, 12; 2, 1, 15-16 ; 4, 1, 6, etc.
4

p. 171. This is an influence of N.S. on Pr. Bh. N.S. 1, 1, 15 says,
" buddhir upalabdhir jnanam ity anarthantaram."
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coloured objects, the light reaches to the colour of the

objects and he can perceive it, just as a lamp shines upon
things. Sound, smell, and taste come to and touch theO *

sense-organs respectively, and they ai'e perceived. When
a bell is sounded in the distance, its sound is heard after

a little while. This proves that sound comes to the ear ".

The explanation is confused with the Nyaya theory ;
but

the other part is perhaps correct.

The cognitions of substances suppose (apelcsa) the

substance, attributes, and actions, and those of attri-

butes and actions have necessarily the substances as

their causes
; accordingly, the cognitions of attributes and

actions do not suppose attributes and actions
;
attributes

and actions have in themselves no attributes and actions. 1

When we look at a white thing, the cognition of theO ' O
white thing results from the whiteness of its substratum,

and from the cognition of whiteness. 2 Therefore the first

impression is only
" the white thing

"
without the dis-

tinction between whiteness and a thing. Next the first

impression is analysed into the concepts, the attribute,

whiteness, and the substance, a thing, and assumes the

form,
"
this thing is white." Between the white thing

and its first impression, and between the first impression
and the concepts, there are causal relations. This first

impression corresponds to nirvikalpaka-pratyaksa (the

perception without conception) and the analysed concepts
to savikalpaka-pratyaksa (the perception with concep-

tion). The latter is called buddhy-apekxa and expressed

by the words ayam (this), ex (this), tvayd krta (done

by thee), and bliojaya enam (feed him), etc.
3

Though this

second sort is the indirect cognition of the immediate

experience, it is included in the perception. The first sort

of perception is explained in the first section (dhnika) of

1
8, 1, 7; 8, 1, 4; 8, 1, 8.

2
8, 1, 9.

3
8, 2, 1.
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tlie eighth chapter (adJtydya), while the second sort is in

the second section. 1

Thus all the analysed concepts result from immediate

experiences. They are conveyed to fellow-creatures and

acknowledged among them as representing definite things.

And they are handed down from generation to generation.

This is an important theory of the system. In this

connection all cognitions are empirical on the one hand,

and some of them are innate on the other. But there is

no entirely transcendent cognition. Our concepts, which

appear to be inborn, presuppose the experiences of former

generations. The Veda, which is looked upon by the

Mlmamsa as revelation, comes from the experiences of

ancient sages (rsi) and is consequently called buddhi-

pHrva. The authority of the Veda is just the same as

that of some of our concepts which are authoritative in

daily life. And what is stated in the Veda has a corre-

sponding entity, just as our concept has it. From the

empirical standpoint comes the dogma that, where there

is cognition, there is naturally the corresponding entity.

The definition of perception in the treatise is a general

one.
" The sensory representation

"
corresponds to the

first impression, including the analysed concepts.
2

"
Appreciable substances

"
corresponds to

"
aneka-dravj^a-

samavayat rupa-visesac ca (rupa-upalabdhih)",
3 and is from

ternary atomic compounds upwards.
" Colour and so on,

residing in appreciable substances," is artha, one of

1 In the Nyaya the first stage of perception is regarded as the only

perception. 2f.S.,
"
indriya-artha-sannikarsa-utpannam jnanam avy-

apadesyam avyabhicari vyavasaya-atmakam pratyaksam" (1, 1, 4). If

perception is avyapadesya, the second sort cannot be a sort of perception.

The second sort of perception relates to upamdna and sabda. And the

establishment of upamdna and a part of sabda depends upon the theory
that concepts and the corresponding objects have no connection (2, 1, 55).

2 SeePr. Bh., p. 186.

3 V.S. 4, 1, 8,
"
Perception of colour is consequent on inhesion of

substances more than bne, and on particularity of colour." ^r.S. 3, 1, 36

is exactly the same as this.
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the four factors of perception (artlta, indriya, dtman,
and manas), and is explained by the commentators thus :

the perception of colour, etc., supposes a substance, but

the perception of sound does not suppose it.
" Sense-

organs and so on
"

includes self and mind. Cf. N.S.

2, 1, 20-5.

Inference takes place when the analysed cognition is

active for immediate experiences or other indirect cog-

nitions. Inference is divided into two sorts, usually

laingika (3, 1, 9-17
; 9, 2, 1-5

;
and 1, 2, 1-2

; 2, 1, 8;

2, 1, 24-7
; 2, 2, 1) and drsa-siddha-darsana (9, 2, 13).

The latter is mentioned in Pr. Bh.,
1 but our treatise does

not allude to it.

Pr. Bh. fully discusses inference, but it deviates from

V.S. and accepts the theory of Dig-naga. In the treatise

inference is of two kinds
;
the first kind corresponds to

2, 1, 8, and the second to 3, 1, 9-17
; 9, 2, 1-5.

V.S. says that "
having horns, a hump, a tail hairy at

the extremity, and a dewlap is the visible mark of being
an ox ".

2 This is similar to upamdna in N.S. with a slight

difference. Upamdna is defined thus,
"
analogy is the

instrument (in the ascertaining) of that which is to be

ascertained through its similarity to something (previously)

well known." 3 For instance, a man who lias been told

that the gavaya (Bos gavceus) is like a cow, sees an

animal like a cow. Having recollected what he had

heard, he concludes that "
this animal is a gavaya ". In

this case a gavaya had not yet been experienced in fact,

and exists vaguely in his concept. The reasoning is,

therefore, that between two similar things. But in the

case of V.S. 2, 1, 8 the inferred object is only one, and

had been actually known. The reasoning is essentially

1

pp. 25S-9.
2

2, 1, 8,
" visam kakiulvan prfuite-balaclliili sasnavan iti gotve drstaih

liiigam."
3

1, 1,6,
"
prasiddha-sadhannyat sadhya-sadhanam upanuinam."
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from some parts, which can be seen, to the whole. The

process of the reasoning is : first, one sees the characteristic

parts, i.e. the mark (linga), then lie recollects the object,

which has the parts, and the connection of the parts with

the object. The contact of self with mind is naturally

present through the process. Finally he concludes that

that is the object, although not all the parts of it are

perceivable at the time. This reasoning is also applied

to that from one thing to another of the same class. The

definition is perhaps more appropriate to the latter case.

The second kind of inference is more lotncal and im-O

portant. It is the reasoning from one thing (artha-antara)
to another (artlia-antara).

V.S. says," asya idam karyam karanam samyogi virodhi

samavayi ca-iti laiiigikam,"
x "

samyogi samavayy-ekartha-

samavayi virodhi ca," and "asya idam karya-karana-
sambandha ca avayavad bhavati ".

2 Idam kdryam,

karanam, etc., are the conclusions o.f the reasoning and

technically called
"
pratijna (thesis)" in N.S., and asya

indicates " hetu (the reason) ", which is synonymous with

apadesa, linga, pramana, and Jcarana in V.S.3

Idam Jcaryam is reasoning from cause to effect,

e.g.,
" from existence of the cause is existence of the

effect," and " from non-existence of cause is non-existence

of effect ".
4

Idam karanam is reasoning from effect to cause,

e.g.,
" the effect of a cause is the mark of the existence

1
9, 2, 1, "Inferential cognition is that one thing is the effect or

cause of, conjunct with, repugnant to, or inherent in, another." The

Candra-kdnta-bhdsya remarks,
"
eka-artha-samavayi ca-iti ca-arthali."

2
3, 1, 9, "The conjunct, the inherent, the inherent in one [and the

same] thing, and the contradictory (are means of proof)," and 9, 2, 2,
" That one thing belongs to another, the connexion of cause and effect,

arises from a portion." Vatsyayana, commenting on N.S. 3, 2, 44,

quotes V.S. 3, 1,9, and gives examples for each case. The example of

virodhi is the quotation of V.S. 3, 1, 12.

*
9, 2, 4.

4
4, 1, 3,

" karana-bhavat karya-bhavali'" and 1, 2, I,
" karana-

abhavat kar\Ta-abhavah."
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of the cause," and " an attribute of an effect is observed

to be preceded by an attribute of the cause ",
l

Idam samyogi and samavdyi are reasoning from

samyukta and samaveta to samyogin and samavayin,

e.g. (the cognition) of that which possesses conjunction

(results from knowledge of the conjunct, e.g.) from a staff;

and (the cognition) of that which possesses inhesion

(results) from the particular mark.2

Idam eka-artha-samavayi is reasoning from one thing
to another, both of which reside in the same substance,

e.g. one effect is (a mark of the existence) of another

effect.3

The before-mentioned five sorts are altogether affirmative

and correspond to Barbara in the Aristotelian logic.

Idam virodJii is reasoning between two contradictory

things. This is explained as " a non-existent contradictory

(is a mark) of the existent ",
" that which is actual (is

1

4, 1,2, "tasyakaryamlingam," and 2, 1, 24, "karana-guna-purvakah

karya-guno drstali." See 1, 2, 2,
" na tu karya-abhavat karana-

abhavah."

According to the rule of logic the siitra 4, 1, 3 seems to be contradictory
to sutras 1, 2, 1 ; 1, 2, 2 ; 2, 1, 24, and 4, 1, 2. The rule tells us, if

"karana-bhavat karya-bhavah
"

is correct, only "karya-abhavat karana-

abhavali
" can logically be inferred, while " karana-abhavat karya-

abhavali" and "karya-bhavat karana-bhavah (i.e. tasya karyaiii lingarii)
"

are not logically correct. The reason is that "the necessary relations

between the antecedent and the consequence in a hypothetical proposition
are only twofold : from affirmation of the antecedent to affirmation

of the consequence, and from negation of the consequence to negation of

the antecedent. The former is the express meaning of the proposition ;

accordingly the latter is the only logically possible reasoning. The
other two ways, from negation of the antecedent to negation of the

consequence, and from affirmation of the consequence to affirmation of

the antecedent, are not logically valid ". But 4, 1, 3 is stated from the

standpoint of fact (i.e. Realgrund), while the other four sfitras are from

the standpoint of reasoning (i.e. Erkenntnissgrund). In the former

case the cause is the first principle in producing effects, but in the

latter case the cause is the last principle to be' known by us. Con-

sequently they are not contradictory to each other; they are stated from

different points of view. Such is an usual case in V.S.
2

7, 2, 19, "saihyogino damliit samavayino visesac ca."
3

3, 1, 10,
"

karyarii karya-antarasya."
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a mark) of that which is not actual," and " that which

is actual (is a mark of something repugnant) which is

actual". 1 And in 2, 1,25-6; 10, 1,2-6. This is a negative
case and corresponds to Cesare.

Idam karyam, etc., are in relation to asya; conse-

quently these six sorts represent the cases and conditions

of hetu.

Idam karyam is the same as the first explanation of

purvavat in the Nydya-blidsya ;
idam kdranam is the

same as the first explanation of sesavat, and idam

samavdyi is the same as sdmdnyato drsta in the second

explanation. Sdmdnyato drsta in the first explanation
and piirvavat in the second explanation sometimes agree
with idam karyam and Jcdranam, and sometimes with

idam samavdyi" Idam virodhi has an .equivalent in

N.S. 1,1, 35 and 37, while idam sariiyogi and ekdrtha-

samavdyi are not clearly stated in N.S.

Sesavat in the second explanation of Vatsyayana is

a special case of idam virodhi. This is used in V.S. 2, 1,

25-7 and N.S. 3, 2, 42. Pr. Bh. uses this mode of proof

thrice,
3 but in the latter three works it is named parisesa.

V.S. 2, 2, l,is also a case of this sesavat, and is the method

of residue in Mill's terminology.

Indian logic in general is not pui'e reasoning or inference,

but is proof and accordingly methodological. In V.S. as

well as N.S. the reasoning is also proof. The proof in the

former is more conceptual than in the latter, and seems to

be more advanced.

Asya idam karyam, etc., contain two or three important
relations. Idam is the subject of the pratijnd (dharmin,

anumeya, visesya), and karyam, etc., are the predicates

(dharma, lingin, vydpaka, visesa, gamya).* Asya indicate

1

3, 1,11,
"
virodhy -abhutam bhutasya"; 3, 1, 12, "bhutamabhutasya";

and 3, 1, 13, "bhuto bhutasya."
a See the Introduction. 3

pp. 58, 69, 288.
4
Sloka-vdrttika, AnumdJia-pariccheda, si. 2-16.
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hetu (liiiga, vydpya, gamaka). The relation between

vydpya and vydpaka is called vydpti, and is exhibited

in the uddharaiia (or drstdnta). Therefore, vydpti is

the condition between the subject and the predicate in

the uddfiarana (the major premiss). And vydpti in the

case of idam virodhi is called vyatireka-vydpti, while

that in the other five cases is anvaya-vydpti. These

names are given by later writers, but the essence is found

in V.8.
;

it seems to be strange to N.S.

The relation between linga and anumeya is also not

known to N.S., but it is an important factor in Dig-naga's

logic, which is followed by Pr. Bh., Siddha-sena, Kumarila,

and Prabha-kara. 1 This relation is the condition between

the subject and the predicate of the hetu in the form of

a proposition (the minor premiss). There are contained

here the essential conditions of hetu, i.e. the tri-rupa-linga

of hetu. The tri-rupa-linga consists of the relation

between linga and anumeya, and of the anvaya-vydpti
and the vyatireka-vydpti. See Pr. Bh., p. 200 (a traditional

verse) and p. 204.
"
Any invisible objects

"
in the treatise means that the

inferred objects are not necessarily seen, and shows that

the second sort of inference is more conceptual than the

first sort.
" The cause of them

"
corresponds to idam

Jedryam,
" the effect of them

"
to idam kdranam,

" a thing

conjunct with them "
to idam samyogi,

" a thing inherent

in the same object
"

to idam eJcdrtha-samavdyi, and
" a thing contradictory to them

"
to idam virodhi. Idam

samavdyi is probably included in
" a thing inherent in the

same object", or is analogically understood by "a thing

conjunct with them". Cf. ch. ii, 2, 5 (inference).

1 See Xydt/dratdra (Calcutta, 1909), Mokn-rdrtlika(anumdna-pariccheda),

Sdstra-dipikd (Pandit, vol. viii, pp. 54 f.
, 1886), Prakarana-paiicikd

(Pandit, vol. i, pp. 44 f.), The Prdbhdkara School (pp. 42 ff. ) ; cf. Nydya-
bindu (the second and the third chapters), Nydya-vdrttika (noted in the

Introduction).
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Kvvhei-ci explains :

" the first sort is reasoning in

which the major term, i.e. the predicate of the pratijna,
is ascertained by seeing an uncontradictory property,

e.g. fire is proved by seeing smoke. The second sort is

that in which the major term is concluded from seeing a

contradictory property, e.g. the breaking of rice-plants is

inferred from seeing hail, and hail is proved by seeing

the breaking of rice-plants." The explanation probably

depends upon ch. ii, 2, 5, but " an uncontradictory

property
"

as the explanation of " a common property
"

is too wide, and " a contradictory property
"

is too

narrow and cannot properly explain the second sort.

Candra-kaiita differently explains the reasoning in V.S.,

and classifies it under two sorts, visesato drsta and

sdmanyato drsta.1 But the classification is not sufficiently

comprehensive.
As for fallacies, V.S. mentions them in 3, 1, 15-17 and

3, 1, 1-8,
2 but the treatise does not allude to them.

Pleasure and Pain (p. 97)

V.S. says, "ista-anista-karana-visesad virodhac ca mithah

sukha-duhkhayor artha-antara-bhavah,"
3 and Pr. Bh.

defines them "anugraha-laksanam sukham"and "upaghata-
laksanam duhkham ".* Pleasure (sukha) and pain (diihkha)

are produced by contact of the four factors, just as in

the production of cognition
5

; accordingly, V.S. 10, 1, 2-7

proves that, pleasure and pain are something different

from cognition. Pleasure and pain belong to emotion,

while cognition is intellect and effort is volition.

1
p. 48.

2 See Candra-kanta-bhdsya.
3

10, 1, 1,
" Inasmuch as the causes of the desirable and the undesirable

are different and opposed, the relation of pleasure and pain is that of

reciprocally different objects."
4
pp. 259-60,

" The characteristic of pleasure is satisfaction
" and "the

characteristic of pain is suffering".
5

5, 2, 15.
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Desire and Aversion (p. 97)

Desire (iccha) and aversion (dvesa) arise from pleasure

and pain, and through adrsta or jdti-visesa (particularity

of race).
1

They are derivative
; pleasure and pain are

passive, while desire and aversion, caused by pleasure

and pain, are active. Consequently, desire and aversion

cause transmigration. Pr. Bh. defines them, "svartham

parartharii va 'pra/pta-prarthana-iccha" and "prajvalana-

atmako dvesah, yasmin sati prajvalitam iva-atmanam

manyate sa dvesah".2

Effort (p. 97)

V.S. does not define effort (prayatna), but effort is the

cause of actions physical and mental. In some cases

effort is produced unconsciously. Pr. Bh. divides it into

two sorts, jivana-purvaka (unconscious) and icchd-dvesa-

piirvaka (conscious).
3 Kwhei-ci explains,

" where there

occurs an action to do something, there is a volition

(utsdha) preceding the action. This is effort." The

definition in this passage does not clearly mention the

unconscious effort, but the next chapter alludes to it.

The before - mentioned seventeen attributes are

enumerated in V.S. as attributes, and the last six are

the special attributes of self not common to any other

substances.

Gravity (pp. 97-8)

The following seven attributes are added by Pr. Bh. to

the seventeen. Gravity (gurutva) is mentioned in Pr. Bh.

as "jala-bhurnyohpatana-karma-karanam".
4 This agrees

1

6, 2, 10-13.
2
pp. 261-2,

" Desire is the wishing for something not obtained, either

for one's own sake or for the sake of another," and " Aversion is of the

nature of heart-burning or irritation. It is the feeling that makes one

think himself burning or being irritated
"

(Gaiiga-nutha Jha's trans-

lation).
3

p. 263.
4

p. 263,
"
(Gravity is) the cause of the action falling of water and

earth."
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with V.S. 5,1,1; 5, 1, 18
; 5, 2, 3. But V.S. I, 1, 29

ascribes to gravity causation of the action throwing

upwards. Pr. Bh. follows this sutra in the explanation
of the action

;
but our treatise does not mention it.

Gravity is, if there is no impression (aamskdra) and con-

junction, the cause of falling down
; accordingly, gravity

can be the absolute cause (anapeksa - kdrana) of con-

junction and disjunction. This is contradictory to the

essential nature of attributes (1, 1, 16).

Fluidity and Viscidity (p. 98)

Pr. Bh. explains,
"
dravatva-syandana-karma-karanarii,

tri-dravya-vrtti, tat tu dvividham samsiddhikam nai-

mittikan ca, samsiddhikam apam visesa-gunah, naimittikam

prthivi
-
tejasoh samanya-gunah."

l

According to V.S.

fluidity (dravatva) is possessed by water, and the cause

of flowing (syanda)? Fluidity exists in butter, lac, wax,

tin, lead, iron, silver, and gold, through theii\ conjunction

with fire.
3

Concerning viscidity (sneha) V.S. says, "apo dravah

snigdhah,"
* and there is no further allusion to it. Pr*. Bh.

defines it
" sneho 'paiii visesa-gunah samgraha-mrjadi-

hetuh ".
5 The definitions in our treatise are derived from

Pr. Bh. But fluidity and viscidity are not attributes in

the strict sense.

Impression (p. 98)

Impression (samskdrd) in V.S. may be divided into t\vo

sorts; according to 9, 2, 6-8 and 9, 2, 10, impression is

a cause of reminiscence (smrti), dreaming (svapna),
1

p. 264,
"
Fluidity is the cause of the action flowing and exists in the

three substances. But it is (divided into) two sorts, intrinsic and

extrinsic. The former is a specific attribute of water, while the latter

is a common attribute to both earth and fire."

2
2, 1, 2; 5, 2, 4.

3
2, 1, 0-7.

4
2, 1, 2.

5
p. 266, "Viscidity is a specific attribute of water and the cause of

cohesion, smoothness, etc."
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consciousness in dreaming (svapndntika), and imperfect

knowledge (avidyd), while according to 5, 1, 7
; 5, 1, 18 ;

and 4, 1, 7, it is produced from the first action of things,

and is the cause of the second action, and so forth.

Consequently, impression is an impressed energy, physical
and mental. Pr. Bh. divides it into three sorts, impetus

(vega), mental impression (bhdvand), and elasticit}
7

(sthiti-

sthdpaka),
1 and says,

"
vego murtimatsu pancasu dravyesu

nimitta-visesa-apeksat karmano jayate niyata-dik-kriya-

prabandha - hetuh sparsavad
- dravya - samyoga - visesa -

virodhi (kvacit karana-guna-purva-kramanena-utpadyate) ;

bhavana-samjnakas tv-atma-guno drsta-sruta-anubhutesv-

arthesu smrti-pratyabhijnana-hetur bhavati." Bhdvand

corresponds to the first sort of impression in V.S.

"The cause of reminiscence" is the translation of

smrti-hetu, and " a particular mental impression
"

corre-

sponds to smrti -pratyabhijndna in Pr. Bh., but it is

literally
"
repeated-exercise-difference

"
and may be the

translation of abhydsa-visesa or bJidvand-visesa* " Pro-

duced by the impressions of the perceptive and the

inferential knowledge of one substance," corresponds to

drsta-sruta-anubhutesv-arthesu. In Pr. Bh. smrti is an

effect of bhdvand and one of the four sorts of perfect

knowledge (vidyd) ;
but in our treatise smrti is not

included in perfect knowledge. Smrti is the cause as

well as the effect of perfect knowledge.

Impetus is a cause of actions and at the same time an

effect of actions in V.S. 1, 1, 20; 1, 1, 30
;

4
1, 1, 27.6

" The cause of actions," or "the cause of activity" is the

1

p. 266, "Impetus is produced in the five corporeal substances by an

action through some causes ;
it is the cause of a series of motions

in a definite direction ; it is counteracted by a certain conjunction of

tangible substances," and "what is called mental impression is an

attribute of self ; it is the cause of the remembrance and recognition
of things previously seen or heard or experienced ".

2 Cf. p. 156. * See Pr. Bh., pp. 156, 266.
4 The sfdra of the Candra-kdnta-bhdsya.
5 The sutra of the Bhdradvaja-rrtti-bhdsya,
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translation of kriyd-hetu, or it may be that of krti-hetu,

but krti is more mental than physical.
1 "

Impulsion, etc.,"

is literally
"
striking, or throwing, etc.", and is the transla-

tion of nodana, and "
etc." includes "

abhighdta (impact)
"

and "samyukta-samyoga (conjunction with the conjunct) ".
2

"
Impetus, or physical energy

"
is the equivalent of vega.

"The corporeal substances" are five: earth, water, fire,

wind, and mind. " Has one substance as its substratum
"

states the essential nature of actions (1, 1, 17).

Impetus (vega) is dynamic, while elasticity (sthiti-

sthapaka) is rather static (inertia). The latter is not

clearly set out in V.S., and even Pr. Bli. does not allude

to it in other passages ;

3 but impetus (seven times) and

mental impression (bhdvand} (five times) are mentioned 3

in other passages. The treatise refers to elasticity in the

explanation of actions.

Merit and Demerit (p. 98)

In Pr. Bh. adrsta has the same meaning as merit

(dharma) and demerit (adharma), because the seven

additional attributes are enumerated as gurutva, dravatva,

sneha, saiiiskdra, adrsta, and sabda* In V.S. adrsta is

mentioned in 5, 1,15; 5,2,2; 5,2,7; 5,2,13; 5,2,17-18;

6, 2, 2
; 6, 2, 13. The first four or five sutras describe it as

an objective force, and the last three treat it as subjective ;

but even the first four may also be explained subjectively ;

accordingly, adrsta is considered as the latent energy

residing in self and the final cause of transmigration,

because it is stated,
" tad-abhave samyoga-abhavo 'pradur-

bhavas ca moksah,"
5 and tad is undoubtedly adrsta.

1
Nyaya-kosa, pp. 733-4, 211, 523. Pr. Bh. distinctly calls impetus

one of kriyd-hetus (p. 101). See notes on ch. ii, 2, 9.

2
5, 2, 1

; 5, 2, 6.
3
pp. 95-102.

4
p. 10, "adrsta-sabdena dharma-adharmayor upasarhgrahah

"
(Nydya-

kandall).
5

5, 2, 18,
" Where there is non-existence of this (that is, of destiny),

there is non-existence of conjunction and non-existence of manifestation,

emancipation."
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Adrsta is very similar to impression (samskdra), which

as " the cause of reminiscence
"

is partly coincident

with it; but impression is rather mechanical and mental,

while adrsta is moral and religious. Adrsta principally

means a latent force resulting from the actions in the

previous life and continuing to exist in the present
life. This adrsta causes the first action of the natural

phenomena, as explained in ch. ii, 3. The theory of adrsta

is very likely to lead to the conclusion that the sphere of

transmigration is the common result of the individual

adrsta, and everyone's body and other personal circum-

stances are the special results of the individual adrsta.

This is a general idea in Buddhism.o
But adrsta is not the adrsta of God in V.S. God is

not mentioned in V.S., though the Upaskdra and the

Vivrti maintain that V.8. acknowledges the existence of

God. Their explanations will be examined.

The commentators explain that the sutras "
samjna-

karma tv-asmad - vi^istanam lingaih
"

and "
pratyaksa-

pravrttatvat samjna-karmanah
" l are the proof of the

existence of God. But this is hardly possible, because an

important discussion like the proof of God should be found

in its proper place ;
the author of the sutra discusses the

proof of self in the whole third adliydya. The two

sutras are really the author's answer to an opponent

(2, 1, 15-17). The author proves the existence, the

invisibility, the substantiality, the eternity, and the

multiplicity of wind in 2, 1, 9-14. Then an opponent

says,
"
vayu-sannikarse pratyaksa-abhavad drstam lirigam

na vidyate,"
"
samanyato drstac ca-avisesah," and " tasmad

agamikam
"

:

(2, 1, 15-17). The author answers the

1
2, 1, 18-19,

" But word and work are the mark of those beings who
are distinguished from ourselves," and "because words and works are

known by perception to be produced ".

2 "Inasmuch as in the contact with wind there is no act of perception,
there exists (in it) no visible mark," and "

(even) by general inference it

is nob a particular (substance) ", and
"

it is therefore proved by revelation

(the Veda) ".
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objections in the two sutras. The sutras mean that some

of our concepts have their origin in the perceptions of

former generations and have been handed down to us.

And they are the logical ground for the proof of the

corresponding objects and the criterion of our actions. 1

The above explanation will be also proved by 3, 2, 4-9.

The author proves the existence, the substantiality and

eternity of self in 3, 2, 4-5, and the objections are raised

in 3, 2, 6-8,
2 in almost the same words as in 2, 1, 15-17.

Sutra 3, 2, 9 is the author's answer to the objections, just

as sutras 2, 1, 1819 are to sutras 2, 1, 15-17. If sutras

3, 2, 6-8 are the objections, as the commentators explain,

sutras 2, 1, 15-17 must be objections, because the words

and the* line of argument are the same
;
then sutras

2, 1, 1819 must be the answer to them. They cannot be

the proof of God. And other sutras have no trace of the

proof of God
;

therefore it is concluded that V.S. does

not acknowledge the existence of God. Pr. Bh. for the

first time acknowledged
" Brahma sakala-bhuvana-patir

mahesvarah
"

and " Brahma sarva - loka - pitamahah ".
3

But this is an influence from a theistic system.
4

Merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma) are mentioned

in V.8. (6, 2, 3), 6, 2, 14-15
; 9, 2, 9

; 9, 2, 13, and 1, 1, 1-2 ;

1,1,4. If sutras 6, 2, 14-15, "iccha-dvesa-purvika dharma-

adharma-pravrttih, tat samyogo vibhagah,"
5 are compared

with sutra 6, 2, 12, "adrstac ca (raga-dvesau, i.e. iccha-

dvesau)," merit and demerit are seen to be residual

1 Cf. 6, 1, 2 ; 4, 2, 9 ; 4, 2, 11 ; 5, 2, 10 ; 6, 1, 1, etc. See Candra-

kdnta-l>hdsya on the sulras.
2

3, 2, 6 runs : "yajna-datta iti sannikarse pratyaksa-abhavad drsta-

lingam na vidyate," 3, 2, 7 "samanyato drstac ca-avisesah ", and 3, 2, 8
" tasmad 2gamikah ".

v

3
pp. 48-9, and see the beginning and the end of Pr. Bh.

Sapta-paddrthi, pararnatma isvara eka eva.

Laksandvcdl, sa (atma) dvividhah isvara-anisvara-bhedat.
4 Handt, loc. cit., p. 26.
5 "

Tat-sarayoga
" means after all

"
samsara", and "tad-vibhaga

"
is

" moksa". Cf. the next autra,
" atma-karmasu mokso vyakhyatah."
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forces a posteriori. Consequently they are sometimes

distinguished from adrsta, though the latter is not really

different from them.

Sutras 1, I, 1-2 and 4 say,
" now then, we will explain

(what) dharma (is),"
" dharma is that from which (results)

attainment of exaltation (abhyudaya) and of the highest

good (nihsreyasa)," and " the highest good (results) from

knowledge of truth (tattva-jndna), which springs from

dharma-visesa (and is obtained) by means of the similarity

and dissimilarity (sddharmya-vaidharmya) of the cate-

gories ..." Dharma in these sutras has not the same

meaning as dharma(-adfiarma) above stated. The whole

system of the Vaisesika is included in dkarma (I, 1, 1),

and this dharma is divided into two divisions (dharma-

visesa) (1,1,2). The one (dharma-visesa) is tattva-jnana
of the six categories, and -the other (dharma-visesa) is the

religious practices derived from the Veda (6, 1, 1-16
;

6, 2, 1-9 ; 10, 2, 8-9). The former brings about nihsreyasa

(= molcsa), as stated in 1, 1, 4, and the latter effects

abhyudaya
l
(svarga, or the sukha in svarga),

2 as shown

by sutra 1, 1, 3 (tad-vacandd dmndyasya prdmdnyam =

10, 2, 9).

Pr. Bh. fully explains merit and demerit, and trans-

migration (samsdra) and emancipation (apavarga).
z The

explanation includes all the statements in V.S. ; but in

some points Pr. Bh. is different from V.S. According to

Pr. Bh. transmigration is the result of demerit and the

activity of merit, while emancipation is the result of

the cessation of merit.

The two sorts of merit in the treatise exactly agree

1 The Upaskdra explains abhyudaya by tattva-jndna ; but this is not

correct, as in the comment on 6, 2, 1, the commentator admits that

abhyudaya is svarga. Otherwise the sfttraa 1,1, 2-3 ; 6, 2, 1 ; 6, 2, 8-9 ;

6, 2, 8-9 can hardly be understood.
2 See Vrtti (quoted in the Upaskdra on 1, 1, 2), Vivrti, Bhdsya, and

Bhdradvdja- vrtti-bhdsya.
3
pp. 272-82.
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with the activity and the cessation of merit in Pr. Bh.,

but the treatise explains them too concisely.
"
Activity

"
in the treatise is the translation of pravrtti.

"A desirable body, etc.," is the result of merit and happy
conditions in the deva- and the manusya-lolca. "Activity

destroys one substance by its effect
"

is explained by the

commentators as follows : After a man has got rid ofO
the present body and conditions, he can obtain, owing
to the activity of merit, a happy body and condition in

the next life. One substance is the body in the present

life, and its effect is a happy and desirable body in the

next life. Both are contrary and do not exist at the same

time. Pr. Bh. says,
" dharmah purusa-gunah kartuh

priya-hita-moksa-hetuh atindriyo 'ntya-sukha-samvijfiana-
virodhl" 1

(this refers to the two sorts of merit,priya-hita
to pravrtti and moksa to nivrtli). By the help of the

commentators and Pr. Bh. the definition in the treatise

may be understood. Kwhei-ci explains that "
activity is

the cause of obtaining a desirable body, that is, the cause

of an excellent body in the cycle of transmigration ".

" Cessation
"

is nivrtti.
"
Delight in perfect cognition,

which is free from attachment
"
can be understood by the

help of Pr. Bh., "... utpannasya sat-padartha-tattva-

jiianasya-ajnana-ni vrttau viraktasya raga-dvesady-abhavat

taj-jayor dharma-adharmayor anutpattau purva-sariici-

tayos ca-upabhogan nirodhe santosa-sukham sarira-pari-

khedarh (or
-
paricchedarii) ca - utpadya ragadi

- ni vrttau

nivrtti-laksanah kevalo dharmah paramartha-darsana-jarii
sukham krtva nivartate, tada nirodhan nirbijasya-atmanah
sariradi-nivrttih punar-anutpattau . . . moksa iti."

2

1

pp. 272-82, "Merit is an attribute of man (i.e. self) ; it brings about

to the agent happiness, good, and emancipation ; it is supersensuous ;

it is destructible by the experiencing of the last item of pleasure."
2
pp. 281-2, "He obtains (from the teacher) the true knowledge of the six

categories, which removes his ignorance ; then having acquired thorough
dispassion he becomes free from all affections, aversions, and other such-

like feelings ; and the absence of these puts a stop to the production of
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As for demerit Pr. Bh. says,
" adharmo 'py-atma-gunah

kartur ahita-pratyavaya-hetur atindriyo 'ntya-duhkha-

samvijnana-virodhi," and "
prakrstad adharmat svalpa-

dharma - sahitat preta
-
tiryagyoni

- sthanesv - anista-sarlra -

indriya-visaya-duhkhadibhir yogo bhavati ".
1

It will be seen that merit and demerit cannot properly
be attributes in the strict sense.

According to V.S. the present life in the cycle of

transmigration is the result of adrsta. Pleasure and

pain are produced by contact of self with mind,

sense-organs, and objects (5, 2, 15). Pleasure and pain
cause desire and aversion

;
desire and aversion impress

merit and demerit on self; and this merit and demerit

are adrsta for the next life (6, 2, 10-16). Among self,

mind, sense-organs, and objects the two last are neutral,

and self is one and all-pervading in its real nature. Mind

plays the principal part in the production of cognition,

reminiscence, dreaming, and consciousness in dreaming,
and especially of pleasure and pain. Consequently, for

the attainment of emancipation it is necessary to restrain

the mind. Restraint of mind is succeeded by yoga,

which is defined :

" Absence of action in mind reposing
in self; non-existence of pain in the body this is

any merit or demerit ; the merit .and demerit of his previous lives being
exhausted by his experiences of pleasures and pains, and all affections,

etc., having ceased, all his actions henceforth are only such as are of the

nature of pure merit, tending towards cessation ; and these actions

produce in him the happiness of contentment and the disregard for the

body ; and, having brought about happiness due to the vision of the

highest truth, this merit also disappears, the self becomes seedless, and
the present body falling off it takes no other bodies, and this cessation

of equipment with bodies and so forth . . . constitutes what is called

emancipation" (Ganga-natha Jha's translation).
1
pp. 280-1,

" Demerit is an attribute of self ; it brings about to the

agent unhappiness and unpleasantness ; it is supersensuous : it is

destroyed by the experiencing of the last item of pain," and "pronounced
demerit, accompanied by a slight, touch of merit, brings about the

combination (of the self) with undesirable body, sense-organs, objects
and pains in the world of ghosts and animals".
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yoga."'
l

By practising yoga adrsta, which causes the

egress and ingress of mind from, and into, bodies, etc.,

can be extinguished (5, 2, 17). After that the conjunction

with new bodies is stopped, and a new life never takes

place. This is emancipation (5, 2, 18
; 6, 2, 16). Pr. Bh.

calls emancipation
"
dagdha-indhana-analavad upasama",

2

which is the well-known expression for the Buddhist

Nirvana.

Sound (p. 98)

Sound (sabda) is here treated like the other four

attributes, colour, etc. In V.S. sabda has three meanings,O
but in this passage it relates to the first sort. P?*. Bit.

divides it into two sorts, varna-laJc$ana and dkvani-

laksana (
= avarna-laksana), and calls it

"
momentary

(ksanika), like all the attributes of self".3

V.S. states that sound is not an attribute of things

which possess touch, nor of self, nor of mind, but is the

mark of the existence of ether, and is perceived by the ear

(srotra-grahana) ;
it is an attribute. Though the author

of V.S. clearly states that sound is an attribute, he does

not enumerate it among the seventeen attributes, becauseo

sound has a special quality, which will be described in the

notes on ch. ii.

Section 4. Action (pp. 98-9)

The definition of action has been quoted in the notes on

ch. i, 1, 1. V.S. says further that action is the common

cause of conjunction, disjunction, and impetus (1,1, 20),

but it can never be the cause of substances and actions

(1, 1, 21
; 1, 1, 31), nor the effect of actions (1, 1, 24

;

1, 1, 31). Pr. Bh. explains it in detail and calls it

momentary (ksanika)*

1
5, 2. 16, "tad-anarambhaatma-sthe manasisarlrasyaduhkha-abhavah

sa yogah."
2

"

p. 282.
*
pp. 287-8.

4
pp. 11, 290 ff.
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The Action throwing upwards (p. 99)

In the Chinese translation the action throwing upwards
is literally

" the action taking off, or separating ", and

does not clearly represent utksepana. The express

meaning of the definition is that this sort of action is

the cause of separation of a thing, formerly conjoined

with a certain place, from that place. The author or

the Chinese translator understood it by
"
taking up

something with the hands".

V.8. says that the action throwing upwards is the

effect of gravity, effort, and impression,
1 and casting

upward (udasana) results from a particular impulsion.
2

Effort is an essential factor in the action throwing

upwards. .

Pr. Bli. clearly defines it
"
sarira-avayavesu tat-sam-

bandhesu ca yad urdhva-bhagbhih pradesaih samyoga-
karanam adho-bhagbhis ca pradesaih vibhaga-karanam
karma -utpadyate gurutva-prayatna-samyogebhyas tad

utksepanam ".
3

The Action throwing downwards (p. 99)

The action throwing downwards is also literally
" the

action throwing off, or conjoining ", which does not

distinctly represent avaksepana. Things, being thrown

off by the hands, conjoin with their former place. This

sort of action is contrary to the first sort
;

4 but the

definition is not accurate, so that "the action taking off"O
sometimes corresponds to avaksepana and " the action

throwing off" to utksepana. But the two sorts of action,

1
1, 1, 29; cf. 5, 1, 1-6.

3
5, 1, 10.

3
p. 291,

" The action throwing upwards is that which brings about the

conjunction of the parts of body, and things in contact with these parts,
with points of space above them, and also the disjunction of these from

those below them ; this action is produced by gravity, effort, and

conjunction."
4 Cf. Pr. Bh., "tad-viparlta -sariiyoga- vibhaga- karanarii karma-

avaksepanam
"

(p. 291).
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together with the action going, are distinguished from the

following two sorts on account of residing in atoms.CT O
"
Etc." in both definitions includes binary atomic compounds,

etc., and other corporeal substances.

V.S. says that falling (patana) results from gravity,
when conjunction or impression is absent.1 But this

falling is not exactly the same action as avalcsepana,

which is not specially explained in V.S. and Pr. Bh.

The Actions contracting, expanding, and going (p. 99)

The actions contracting (dkuncana) and expanding

(prasdrana) are understood when we contract and expand
the hands. " A thing (regarded as) fixed in the near

end, or thing connected at the near end
"

presupposes

large and long substances, i.e. substances from ternary
atomic compounds upwards. Accordingly, these actions

do not take place in atoms and binary atomic compounds.

By applying these actions to trees, etc., inertia is

explained. Elasticity (sthiti-sthdpaka) in Pr. Bh. is one

of the causes of these actions.

V.S. does not distinctly mention these actions, but

Pr. Bh. defines them,
"
rjuno dravyasya-agra-avayavanam

tad-desair vibhagah samyogas ca mula-pradesair yena

karmana-avayavl kutilah samjayate tad akuncanam,"
-

and "
tad-viparyayena samyoga-vibhaga-utpattau yena

karmana-avayavl rjuh sampadyate tat prasaranam ".

As for the action going (gamana), Kwhei-ci remarks

that "the action going is the cause of the conjoining and

disjoining (in succession) of corporeal substances". The

action going resides in atoms and other large and long

substances as well.

1

5, 1, 7; 5, 1, 18 f. ; 5, 1, 8 f.

2
pp. 291-2,

" The action contracting is the action by which a straight

substance becomes curved by reason of its particles at the further end

becoming disjoined from that place and coming in contact with the place

near the base," and "the action expanding is the action whereby the

substance becomes straightened by reason of the bringing about of

conjunction, disjunction in directions opposed to the aforesaid".
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V.S. says that upward or sideward motion (iirdhva- or

tiryag-gamana) results from a particular impulsion, which

is produced by a particular effort
;

l but Pr. Bh. clearly

defines it
"
yad aniyata-dik-pradesa-samyoga-vibhaga-

karanam tad gamanam ".
2

V.S. explains the actions in bodies and their members,

and in things in nature;
3 this part of the siitra exhibits

a characteristic of the system as a natural philosophy
of ancient India. Pr. Bh. also explains sat-pratyaya-,

asat-pratyaya-, and apratyaya-karma* and generally

agrees with V.S. Some of these explanations are stated

in the treatise (ch. ii, 3).

The above three categories in dependence upon one

another explain all objects as they actually are. The three

categories have two aspects, as principles of classification

and as principles of analytical observation. In the latter

aspect they are further analysed into causes and effects,

and into eternal and non-eternal, except actions, which are

always non-eternal, while in the former aspect they are

the names of the three classes of things, and include things
in all the states, causes, and effects, etc.

; consequently,

they are characterized as follows :

"
existence, non-eternity,

inhesion in substance, effect, cause, and possession of uni-

versality and particularity are the common (characteristics)

of substances, attributes, and actions." 5

Sections 5-6. Universality and Particularity

(pp. 99-100)
V.S. says,

"
samanya - viesa iti buddhy -

apeksam."
6

Buddhy-apeksa has not the idealistic meaning in the

1
5, l, 8-10.

2
p. 292,

" The action going is that which is the cause of conjunctions
and disjunctions with and from points of space in any direction."

3
5, 1, 1-5, 2, 21. 4

pp. 297-309.
3

1, 1, 8, "sad anityarii dravynvat karyaiii karanaiii samunya-visesavad
iti dravya-guna-karmanam avisesah." Cf. Roer, ]

r
aisef?ika sutra, Z1)M<!.,

vol. xxii, p. 320.
6
1,2, 3, "Universality and particularity both depend upon intellection.'
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epistemological sense, that is, universality and particularity
are not, as some idealists hold, the mere forms of idea, but

they each have reality, like the other categories. The

meaning of the sutra is that universality and particularity

are relative and not absolute. For instance, substance-

ness, attribute-ness, action-ness, earth-ness, colour-ness,

throwing-upwards-ness, pot-ness, and so on, are sometimes

included in universality and sometimes in particularity.

The highest universality is existence and only one, while

the lowest particularity is the ultimate particulars (or the

final species) and more than one. 1 The former corresponds
to the "

category
"
in the classification of concepts in logic,

and the latter to individual or single concepts. There are

many relative universalities and .particularities, which

correspond to genera and species, intervening between the

two extremes.

Pr. Bh., as stated in the Introduction, divides universality

into two sorts, the highest universality and the lower

universality. The former contains existence only, while

the latter includes relative universalities and particularities,

that is, substance-ness down to pot-ness. The highest

universality is universality proper, and the lower is

sometimes called particularity.
2

Particularity is "nitya-dravya-vrttayo 'ntya visesah

(the ultimate particularities which exist in the eternal

substances)", and includes atoms, ether, time, space, self,

and mind.
"
Universality

"
in the treatise is exactly the same as

the highest universality in Pr. Bh., sometimes simply
called existence. In ch. ii the term universality is omitted

and existence is used. Consequently, the word excludes

the lower universality, which is a distinct category, called

in the treatise universality-particularity (
= common-ness).

1

l, 2, 4-7.
-
pp. 11, 311. V.S. 1, 2, 4,

" bhavo 'nuvrtter eva hetutvat samanyam
eva." Samdnyam eca might have been understood as sdmanya proper,
or itself.
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Universality is the common cause of the recognitions

with respect to the first three categories that they are

existent.
" Perceived by all the sense-organs

"
exactly

agrees with V.S. 4, 1, 13 l and Pr. Bh. p. 187.

The historical development of universality and particu-

larity has been discussed. In Chinese translations the

lower universality is not classified under universality.

If the categories are only six and universality is really

the highest universality, the lower universality is naturally

a part of particularity. Consequently, particularity is

called universality-particularity. On the other hand, if

universality is confined to existence only, particularity

also claims to be confined to the ultimate particulars.

Hence the lower universality has no place in the two

categories, so that it must have a distinct category.
"
Particularity

"
in the treatise exactly corresponds to

the particularity in Pr. Bh. " Which exists in substances

only
"

is literally
" which always exists in substances

"

and is parallel to nitya-dravya-vrtti ;
but in Chinese it

is not at all possible to read " which exists in the eternal

substances ". Consequently, the definition may suggest at

first sight that the category particularity in the treatise

includes all substances whatsoever
;
but ch. ii (1, 2) asserts

that one of the common characteristics of the nine

substances, as causes, is that they each have particularity.

Particularity exists, therefore, in atoms, ether, time, space,

self, and mind. Each of the four atoms is plural in

number, so that particularity is innumerable.

Sivaditya in his Sapta-padarthl says,
" visesas tu

yfivan-nitya-dravya-vrttitvad ananta eva." -

" The cause of the intellection of excluding others and

determining the one
" 3

is explained by Kwhei-ci :

" the

1

4,1,13, "etenagunatvebhftvecasarvu-indriyarii jnunamvyjikhyfit :nii."

2
p. 12. As atoms are innumerable, their particularity must have

universality in some degree.
3 Pr. Bh.,

"
atyanta-vyavrtti-buddhi-hetavah

"
(pp. 13, 321).
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cause of excluding attributes, etc., and determinino- thato c^

the one is a substance different from attributes, etc.
"

; but

the explanation is not acceptable. Cf. ch. ii, 6, and the

notes on that section. The other details will be stated in

the notes on ch. i, 10.

Section 7. Inherence (p. 100)

V.S. defines inherence (samavdya)
"
iha-idain iti yatah

karya-karanayoh sa samavayah",
1
and, again, "niskriyanarh

samavayah karmabhyo nisiddhah". 2

Pr. Bk. defines it
"
ayuta-siddhanam adhary-adhara-bhu-

tanam yah sambandha iha-pratyaya-hetuh sa samavayah".
3

Ayuta-siddha is the essential condition of inherence, by
which inherence is distinguished from conjunction. This

definition has a relation to V.S. "
yuta-siddhy-abhavat

karya-karanayoh samyoga-vibhagau na vidyete".
4
Karya-

karanayoh in V.S. (7, 2, 26) principally refers to the

spatial causality between substances and their attributes

and actions, and is replaced by
"
ayuta-siddhanam adhary-

adhara-bhutanam sambandhe
"
in Pr. Bh.

The definition in the treatise comes from Pr. Bh.

"Substances, etc." includes, according, to Pr. Bh.,
5 attri-

butes, actions, universality, and particularity ;
but in the

treatise it includes the eight categories other than

inherence itself and the tenth category non-existence.

" With respect to the inseparable connexion
"
corresponds

to
"
ayuta-siddhanam . . . sambandhe ".

"
Its reality is

1
7, 2, 26, "That is inherence by virtue of which it may be said of

cause and effect that the one is in the other."
2

5, 2, 23,
" The inherence of things inactive (i.e. attributes and

actions) is excluded from actions."
3
pp. 12, 324, "Inherence is the cause of the notion (that the one)

is here (in the other) in the relationship subsisting among things that

are inseparable, standing to one another in the character of the container

and the contained."
4

7, 2, 13,
" Inasmuch as there is non-existence of unconnectedness,

there is no conjunction and disjunction of an efl'ect and its cause."
5

p. 324.
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one
"
has the same meaning as V.S.

" tattvam bhavena
" l

and as Pr. Bh. " na ca samyogavan nanatvam bhavaval

liriga-avisesad vis'esa-linga-abhavac ca tasmad bhavavat

sarvatra-ekah samavaya iti ".
2

According to the commentators' reading the definition

is to be translated by "the category inherence is that which

makes substances, etc., inseparable and connected, and the

cause of the recognition (with respect to them) that (the

one) is here (in the other) ". Kwhei-ci explains that "
it

makes substances, attributes, and actions inseparable and

connected with one another
"

;
and the commentators

explain that "
it makes separated things inseparable and

connected ", or, strangely,
"
it makes substances inseparable

and connected, so that substances produce effects."

Inherence consists in ayuta-siddha-bhutatva and can

never make separated things inseparable and connected

with one another
;
that is to say, the inseparable connexion

in things is not produced anew by inherence, and inherence

lias no productiveness at all, but is the intimate connexion

in the inseparably connected things. If the definition should

be understood as the commentators explain it, the idea of

inherence in the treatise would be quite different from

V.S, and Pr. Bh., and would not be consistent with the

general mode of thinking in the Vaisesika. And inherence

would not be distinguished from conjunction, so that it

would not be a distinct category.

The Vaisesika classifies objects and analyses them into

effects and causes, the latter of which are eternal and

not produced from others.3 Even in substances as causes

there are attributes and actions residing. If these

causes could be produced from certain final causes, which

1
7,2, 28, "Its reality (is explained) by existence" (see 1, 2, 17).

2
p. 326, "Inherence has no diversity such as conjunction has, and

because of the non-particularity of the mark and of the non-existence

of a particular mark therein like existence there is only one in every

place, as in the case of existence
"

(see V.S. 1, 2, 17).
3 V.S. 4, 1, 1, "sad akaranavan nityam."

N
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have no attributes and actions, they would be made

inseparable and connected by the force of inherence with

other substances, attributes, and actions in the course of

being produced. But inherence is eternal and always
resides in substances. Besides, inherence, like the other

categories, originally came from the conceptual analysis

of things, and was considered, from the realistic standpoint
of the system, as really existing in the objective world.

Therefore, inherence, like the other categories, has its

origin in abstraction, and has not existence before

substances, however independent it is of the latter.

Consequently, the commentators' reading must be

understood as follows :

" That substances, etc., are

inseparable and connected with one another is possible

by virtue of inherence, or that substances, etc., are

inseparable and connected is nothing but inherence."

Sections 8-9. Potentiality and Non-potentiality (p. 100)

According to V.S. the first three categories have
C5 O

productive faculties, although attributes and actions are

inactive.

(1) One substance originates a substance, attributes,

actions, and substances, and (2) many substances originate

another substance of the same class.1
(3) One attribute

originates substances, attributes, and actions, and (4) many
attributes also originate substances, attributes, and actions.2

O
And (5) one action originates attributes, and (6) many
actions originate attributes 3

;
but action never originates

any substance or any action.

In the definition of the treatise sakti (potentiality)

is rendered by
"
having potentiality or faculty

"
;
but

the text of the Bodleian Library has "
potentiality

"
in

ch. i, 1. This is a better translation, because "having

1

1, 1, 9-10; 1, 1, 23; 1, 1, 18; 1, 1, 25.

3
1, 1, 9-10; 1, 1, 27-9; 1, 1, 19.

3
1, 1, 30 ; 1, 1, 20. Cf. 1, 1, 11 ; 1, 1, 21-2 ; 1, 1, 24 ; 1, 1, 26 ; 1, 1, 31.
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potentiality" might seem to suggest that the original

Sanskrt may have been sa-sakti or something like that.

But even that text has "
having potentiality

"
in all other

passages, and the texts of the other editions always have
"
having potentiality ".

"
Having

"
is added so as to use

two characters, in order to make a parallel to the next

category
"
non-potentiality ".

"
Having potentiality

"
lias,

of course, the same meaning as "
potentiality ".

"Co-operatively" in the definition means both "co-

operatively among substances, or among attributes, or

among actions" and "co-operatively among substances,

attributes, and actions". The former case can easily be

understood from the above summary (2, 4, 6) of V.S.

However inactive attributes and actions are in their

nature, they always reside in substances. In this sense

they are regarded as co-operative with substances.

"Independently" is literally
" without becoming one",

and Kwhei-ci explains it as "
separately

"
and " not co-

operatively ". This is the case in 1, 3, and 5.

That the author uses the expressions
"
co-operatively

"

and "independently" evidently shows that he has thought
out the category directly from V.S. Therefore he seems

not to have been influenced by the Mlmamsakas.

Non -
potentiality is not mentioned in other works.

It is the negative or excluding aspect of potentiality.

The inclusion of the category has been suggested probably

by particularity or the ultimate particulars and non-

existence. Particularity or the ultimate particulars are

in some points the excluding aspect of universality.

And non - existence is the negative side of existence.

They relate to the first three categories. Potentiality

and non-potentiality also relate to the three categories.

Non-potentiality has just the same relation to potentiality

as non-existence to .existence.

Kwhei-ci remarks,
"

if there is no such category a,s

non-potentiality (in the case of production), one thing
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may originate one and all effects
;
but by virtue of the

category everything productive originates its own effects

and is prevented from originating the effects of others."

Section 10. Commonness (pp. 100-1)

Commonness (universality-particularity) is here rendered

in Chinese " common-difference ". The Chinese translator

usually translates sdmdnya by "universality or generality",

and visesa by "particularity", so that "common-difference"

seems at the first sight the translation of other words :

but the translator uses the term universality-particularity

.as the translation of sdmdnya-visesa in ch. ii, 10. And
Kwhei-ci asserts that the category commonness is the

same as the (fifth) category sdmanya-visesa acknowledged

by former teachers. The assertion is not strictly correct
;

but it shows that the Sanskrt equivalent of
" common-

difference
"

is sdmanya-visesa.

Commonness, as a consequence of the historical de-

velopment, corresponds to V.S.
"
dravyatvam gunatvam

karmatvafi ca samanyani visesas ca ",
l and to the lower

universality in Pr. Bh. Pr. Bh. says,
"
aparam dravyatva-

gunatva
- karmatva - adi (i.e. prthivitva

- rupatva - utkse -

panatva-gotva-ghatatva-patatva-adi) anuvrtti-vyavrtti-

hetutvat samanyaiii visesas ca bhavati." '"

Kwhei-ci explains,
" commonnesses are the essences of

substances, attributes, and actions (i.e. commonnesses are

substance -ness, attribute -ness, and action -
ness). They

are the general commonnesses in the three categories.

Earth -ness, colour -ness, and so on are the particular

commonnesses. Commonness does not exist in the other

categories (i.e. universality, particularity, inherence,
1

1, 2, 5, "Substance-ness, attribute-ness, and action-ness are uni-

versalities and particularities."
2

p. 311, "The lower universality is substance-ness, attribute-ness,

action-ness, etc. (i.e. earth-ness, colour-ness, throwing-upwards-ness,

cow-ness, pot-ness, cloth-ness, etc.), and is regarded as universality as

well as particularity, inasmuch as it is the cause of inclusion as well

as exclusion."
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potentiality, and non-potentiality, except naturally non-

existence and commonness). It is perceived by all the

sense-organs. Commonness is the same as the (fifth)

category, universality -particularity, acknowledged by
former teachers. It is named commonness, because it"

denotes that a thing is, on the one hand, common to, and

on the other hand, particular in distinction from, another."
"
It is perceived by all the sense-organs

"
is not accurate,

as stated later on.

As for the (fifth) category, universality-particularity,

we have Kwhei-ci's explanation in his commentary on

No. 1216. 1

" Kanada then proceeded to explain the category

universality
-
particularity. It is that which makes

substances, attributes, and actions general and particular.

These three categories have each one universality-

particularity common to their respective members

(i.e. the universality-particularity of substances, which is

substance-ness, is common to all the substances
;
but it

is particular in distinction from attributes and actions,

and so on). And every member contained in these three

categories has the special universality-particularity (that

is, the universality-particularity of earth, which is earth-

ness, is not common to the other substances, water, etc.,

but it is common to all the members contained in earth,

and so on). Thus, there are, further, the common and

the special universalities-particularities among all things

contained in the three categories (that is, cow-ness,

pot-ness, atom-ness, etc.)." The category universality-

particularity, being the fifth of the six categories,

naturally includes the ultimate particulars. If the

ultimate particulars are put aside, the category is, exactly

the same as the ninth category.

Kwhei-ci, explaining the fifth category particularity in

the treatise, says,
"
particularity is manifold, because it

1

Dainihon-zoku-zokyo, 86, bk. 4, p. 3886.
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resides in the nine substances. Its numbers are indefinite,

because there are the common particularity possessed

by all the substances (or the 'particularities commonly

possessed by each of the substances), and many of the

special particularities possessed by every substance.

The nine substances have each their differentiations."

" The common particularity
"
means substance-ness (or the

particularities mean earth-ness, mind-ness, etc.) ;
and " the

special particularities
"

earth-ness, atom-ness, cow-ness,

pot-ness, etc. The explanation seems to be confused with

the ninth category.

As to substance-ness Pr. Bh. says,
"
dravyatvam paras-

para-visistesu prthivy-adisv-anuvrtti-hetutvat samanyam,

guna-karmabhyo vyavrtti-hetutvat visesah." Attribute-

ness and action-ness are similarly defined.1
Earth-ness,

etc., are stated as "
prthivitva-rupatva-utksepanatva-gotva-

ghatatva-patatva-adlnam api prany-aprani-gatanaih anu-

vrtti-vyavrtti-hetutvat samanya-visesa-bhavah siddhah ".
l

V.S. does not distinctly state them.

Perceptibility of substance-ness, etc., is stated in V.S. as

" etena gunatve bhave ca sarva-indriyam jnanarii vya-

khyatam"
2

;
and Pr. Bh. says, "bhava-dravyatva-gunatva-

karmatvadinam upalabdhy-adhara-samavetanaih asraya-

grahakair indriyair grahanam."
3 That substance-ness

and action-ness are perceived by the eyes and the touch-

organ can be inferred, because the objects of the other

three organs are excluded from substance -ness ando

action-ness.
1

p. 311,
" Substance-ness is universality, inasmuch as it is the cause of

the inclusion with respect to such mutually different things as earth, etc.,

and it is particularity, inasmuch as it is the cause of the exclusion of

attributes and actions.
"

"Earth-ness, colour-ness, throwing-upwards-

ness, cow-ness, pot-ness, cloth-ness, etc., that inhere in animate and

inanimate things, are also established as universalities and particularities

inasmuch as they are the causes of inclusion and exclusion."
2

4, 1, 13; 4, 1, 6-12.
3

p. 187,
"
Existence, substance-ness, attribute-ness, action-ness, etc. ,

which are inherent in the receptacles of presentation, i.e. substances, are

perceived by means of these sense-organs that perceive their substrata.
1 '
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"
Substance-ness,"

"
earth-ness,"

"
pot-ness," and so on

mean the objective realities substance, earth, pot, and so

on, corresponding to the concepts substance, earth, pot,

and so on. The system maintains that there are necessarily

entities in the objective world corresponding to the concepts;

this dogma comes from the realistic standpoint of the

system. Even category-ness (padarthatva) is used in the

system. See Roha-gutta's explanation of sdmdnya (p. 35).

Section 11. Non-existence (p. 101)

"Asat (
= abhdva, non-existence)

"
is mentioned in

V.S. 9, 1, 1-10. Whether the author of V.8. regards

asat as a category or not can be judged from the context.

The first section (dhnika) of the eighth chapter (adhydya)

explains the first stage of laukika-pratyaksa, the second

section mentions its second stage, then come the siitras

9, 1, 1-10 (asat), and the remaining part, 11-15, explains

alaukika-pratyaksa. The second section of the ninth

chapter expounds laingika and drsa-siddJia-darsana, etc.

It is hardly doubtful that the author does not regard asat

as a category, nor an entity, but asat is only a form or

principle of recognition.

The author of our treatise acknowledges non-existenceo

as a category, as an entity. The positing of the category
has probably been suggested by the fourth category.

If that fourth category, universality, is restricted to exist-

ence, which relates to the three categories, the establish-

ment of its negative complement is perhaps natural.

Non-existence is usually divided into four sorts, but the

treatise has five sorts.

"Antecedent non-existence" is literally "not-yet-produced
non-existence ", and is the translation of prag-abhava or

-asat. V.S. says,
"
kriya-guna-vyapadea-abhnvat prag-

asat." l

Kriyd-guna originally refers to a substance,

1
9, 1, 1.

"
(An effect) is antecedently non-existent, inasmuch as there

is non-existence of assertion of actions and attributes
"

(see 9, 1, 7).
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and then to its attributes and actions.
" The cause and

accessories
" means the producing substances, potentiality

and non-potentiality.

"Subsequent non-existence" (pradhvamsa- or dhvamsa- ,

abhava, or -asat) is literally
"
already -destroyed non-

existence". This non-existence is explained in V.S. 9, 1,

2-3 and 9, 1, 6.
" After the force of their causes had

been exhausted or the accessories for their overthrow

had been produced
"

relates to potentiality and non-

potentiality.

Reciprocal non-existence (anyonya-abhava or -asat) and

absolute non-existence (atyanta - abhava or -asat) are

explained in V.S. 9, 1, 4
; 9, 1, 8 and 9, 1, 5

; 9, 1, 9.

"
Etc." includes attributes, etc.

Natural non-existence is literally
" unassociated non-

existence ". This non-existence is, in the treatise, of two

sorts, eternal and non-eternal. Chapter ii (10, 1) explains

them as follows :

" In what case is natural non-existence eternal ?

The substances, earth, etc., are not in the inherent

relation to other attributes (than their own). Universality-

particularity (i.e. common-ness), like substance-ness, etc.,

potentiality, non-potentiality, and particularity, does not

inhere in substrata other than its own (respective one).

Existence does not exist in universality, etc.

In what case is natural non-existence non-eternal ?

There is the case where a substance does not conjoin

with other substances, but will certainly conjoin with them

afterwards. (Before the conjunction takes place) the

former does not exist in the latter.

Or, before a substance comes to conjoin with another

substance and makes the attributes and actions thereof

inherent in itself, the latter do not exist in the former."

The former case is hardly different from reciprocal (and

absolute) non-existence, while the latter is nothing but

antecedent non - existence. Subsequent non - existence
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cannot be included in the latter case, because subsequent

non-existence, together with reciprocal and absolute non-

existence is, according to the treatise, eternal
;

but it

cannot possibly be included in the former case, as the

name itself opposes. Hence the five non-existences may
be classified into two sorts, natural and subsequent non-

existence. But in both cases the division is a cross

division. The fact evidently shows that the enumeration

of this natural non-existence came from V.S. "
nasti ghato

gehe iti sato ghatasya geha - samsarga -
pratisedhah."

l

Therefore, the author derived the first four non-existences

from sutras 9, 1, 1-9, and the fifth from 9, 1, 10.

Natural non - existence corresponds to samsarga -

pratisedha, and the original Sanskrt seems- to have been

samsarga - abhdva or -asat, or samsarga - pratisedha-

abhava or* -asat. In V.S. samsarya-pratisedha relates

to a pot and a house, that is, to substances as effects
;

but the treatise applies it to the categories. Cf. Nyaya-
kosa, pp. 857-8, V.S. 1. 2, 1-2.

1
9, 1, 10,

"
(The proposition) that there is not a water-pot in a house

is a negation of connexion between an existent water-pot and the

house.
"

Bub the Siddhdnta-muktdvall (pp. 33-4) and the Tarka-kaumudl (p. 19)

divide non-existeiice into two sorts, anyonyd-abhdva and saiiisarga-abhdva.

The latter contains pra(j-abhdva, pradhuaihsa-abhdra, and atyanta-

alilulva.
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CHAPTER II

Section 1. Substance (pp. 102-5)

1. Substances Active and Inactive (p. 102)

V.S. says,
" dik-kalav akasaii ca kriyavad-vaidharmyan

niskriyani
"

',

l but Pr. Bh. mentions that earth, water, fire,

wind, and mind are only active (kriydvat).
2 The author

of the treatise follows the latter. The Upaskdra, the

Vivrti, and even the Candra-kdnta-bkdsya
5
accept the

opinion and consider that the sutra implies the addition

of self. This opinion seems not to be correct.

V.S. states,
" atrna - samyoga - prayatnabhyam haste

karma,
" " atma-karma hasta-samyogac ca," and " atma-

karmasu mokso vyakhyatah ".
4

The Upaskdra explains the first sutra,
" Action in the

hand as its inherent cause is by means of conjunction with

self, and of effort of self. Of this action the non-inherent

cause is conjunction with self possessing effort. Effort is

the efficient cause." 5 The second sutra is explained thus :

" The term self tropically signifies a portion of the body.

The action then of the self, that is, of a member of the

body, that is, of the hand, results from conjunction of

1

5, 2, 21,
"
Space and time, together with ether, are inactive, being

dissimilar to that which possesses action.
"

2
p. 21.

3 But it remarks, "atma tu tatha-bhuto 'pi manasa sariisrjyamanah

kriyavan iva bhavati vyavahara-bhumav iti."

4
5, 1, 1, "Action in the hand is by means of conjunction with, and

effort of, self" ; 5, 1, 6,
" Action of self is also from conjunction with

the hand," and 6, 2, 16,
"
Emancipation is declared as dependent on the

actions of self."
5
Gough's translation, a little modified, "atmanah sarhyoga-prayatnau

tabhyarh haste samavayi-karane karma tasya ca karmanah prayatna-

vad-atma-samyogo 'samavayi-karanam prayatnas ca nimitta-kaninarii.''

But nimitta-Jcdrana is not mentioned in V.S., therefore the explanation
must be as follows :

" Action in the hand has the hand as its samardyi-

kdrana, and conjunction with, and effort of, self as its asamavdyi-kdrana."

"Conjunction with self possessing effort
"

is not the correct explanation.
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the hand and pestle. The word ' and (ca)
'

implies also

impetus. In the action of the hand conjunction with the

hand is the non-inherent cause. This conjunction is at

some times conjunction with self possessing effort, at other

times conjunction with pestle possessed of impetus."
l

According to this explanation atma-karma kasta-

samyogdc ca is replaced by liaste karma (or liasta-karma)

hasta-samyogdc ca. But the action in the hand has, as

the first sutra asserts, its non-inherent cause in conjunction

with, and effort of, self, and hasta-samyoga must, on the

analogy of dtma-samyoga, be "
conjunction of the hand

with the hand". If hasta-samyoga is "conjunction of

the hand with a pestle", the conjunction is the non-

inherent cause of the action in the pestle, as sutra 5, 1, 2

and the Upaskdra on it assert, and the inherent cause

must be the pestle. But of hasta-karma the hand must

be the inherent cause.
f Therefore, if atma-karma is

haste karma, hasta-samyogdt cannot be understood. The

Upaskdras explanations are far-fetched. The truth is

that the second sittra is the case of the first sutra

reversed, and self is naturally the inherent cause of its

own action, while its non-inherent cause is the conjunction
with the hand. Therefore, self must have, in some cases,

action. The Upaskdra's explanation comes from the

opinion that self is entirely inactive. Inactivity of ether,

time, and space is due to their dissimilarity to the active

substances
;
but self has no such dissimilarity, because the

expression atma-karma denies it. Compare with mind,

which is explained in V.S. 5, 2, 14 on the analogy of the

hands as being active. If self is entirely inactive, the

third sutra cannot be understood. Even the Upaskdra

explains this sutra " when there exist the actions of

1 " abma-sabdali sarlra-avayava-para upacarat tatha ca-atmanali xarlra-

avayavasya-api hastasya yat karma tad hasta-musala-saihyogat ca-karac

ca vega-samuccayah hasta-karnjani hasta-samyogas tavad asamavfiyi-
karanam sa ca kvacit prayatnavad-atma-sariiyogah kvacid vegavan-

musaladi-hasta-sarhyogah.
'
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self, emancipation ensues ".
l

Besides, the Vaisesika's

characteristic doctrine is the Kriya-vacla, differing from

the Sariikhya, tlie Vedanta, and other systems. The

Kriyd-vdda means the doctrine which holds that self is

active, or self is affected by pleasure or desire, etc.
2

Bhava-viveka in his Prajnd-dlpa-sdstra states that the

self of the Vaisesika is called kartr 3
(an agent).

On the other hand, if
" the dissimilarity to the active

substances
"
means " the incorporeality of space, etc., for

action resides only in the corporeal ",
4 as the Upaskdra

maintains, the activity of self must be rejected, as in the

case of attributes and actions. 5 The commentators accept

this consequence. If so, the meaning of the Kriya-vada
is to be restricted to "

self is not active, but it is affected

by the attributes and the actions ". This is also not

correct.

The definition of substances i that substances possess

actions and attributes, and are inherent causes. But

possessing actions and attributes has almost the same

meaning as being inherent causes, because inherent cause

means the substratum of both attributes and actions, or

of either attributes or actions. The characteristic of ether,

time, and space, consists in being the inherent causes of

attributes, while the five corporeal substances, the four

atoms and mind, are the inherent causes of both attributes

and actions. But the first action of atoms and mind

comes from adrsta, and mind has no activity when yoga
is practised.

6
Accordingly, even the five substances are

not necessarily active. Again, Pr. Bh. distinctly states

that adrsta, has no activity (vrtti) during the time of the

1 " atma-karmasu satsu mokso bhavati."
2 SBE., vol. xlv, p. xxxv.
3 No. 1185, p. 1106, cf. N.S. 3, 1,6. Dharma-pala states that self in

absolute emancipation is not active any more.
4 The Upaakdra on 5, 2, 21 says,

"
kriyavatam vaidharmyam dig-

adinam amurtatvam murty-anuvidhanat kriyayah."
5

5, 2, 22.

6
5, 2, 13 ; 5, 2, 16.
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world's dissolution. 1 The substances have naturally no

activity during that time. Therefore, the necessary

condition common to all the substances is solely that of

being inherent causes of attributes. The distinctionO
between space, etc., and the five corporeal substances is

that the latter have capability. of actions, while the former

have it not.
" The dissimilarity of space, etc., to the

active substances
"
cannot logically mean the incorpore-

ality of space, etc.

It is evident from what has been said that in the

Vaisesika the first and only source of actions is adrsta.

What then is adrsta ? Adrsta is, as explained above,

a kind of merit and demerit, and causes the combination

of atoms forming the body on the one hand and the

world on the other. In the former case the egress and

ingress (of mind from and into bodies), etc., are caused by
it, and even in daily life the production of desire and

aversion, etc., is caused by it. Consequently, adrsta is the

principal hinderer of emancipation.
2 In the latter case

particular actions in earth, the circulation in trees, the

upward naming of fire, the sideward blowing of wind,

the movement of the gem, and the approach of the

needle z are caused by it.

Pr. Bh. holds that adrsta is an attribute ;
but in the

strict sense it is not an attribute, because adrsta is an

absolute cause of conjunction.
4 On the other hand, adr^fa

is not an action, because it is a cause of actions. V.S. says
that inaugurations, fasting, continence, residence in theO ~ '

family of a spiritual guide, life in the forest, sacrifice,

almsgiving, oblation, the cardinal points, constellations,

sacred texts, seasons, and religious observances conduce to

1

pp. 48-9. If adryta be an attribute, it cannot have an .action at

any time.

5, 2, 17 ; 6, 2, 12 ; 5, 2, 18. See 6, 2, 15.

3
5, 2, 2 ; 5,2,7; 5, 2, 13 ; 5, 1, 15.

4
5, 2, 17-18.
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adrsta.1 From this sutra and as " the principal hinderer

of emancipation
"

adrsta must be regarded as beino-A . e e
a kind of quality of self. Pr. Bk. distinctly calls it an

attribute of self (sarva-atma-gata-adrsta). Sankara begins
one of his objections against the Vaisesika with " Is this

unseen principle to be considered as inhering in the self

or in the atom ?
" 2

If adrsta, as a certain quality of self, causes the

combination of atoms to form the body and the world, all

sorts of actions are to be considered as coming from the

self. Self, then, is the only cause of actions,
3 as the

consequence of what has been stated. Therefore, the self

in the Vaisesika system cannot be entirely inactive. But

the activity of self is principally concerned with the

individual self.

As for the other qualities enumerated in the treatise,

Pr. Bh. says that earth, water, fire, wind, self, and

mind are manifold (anekatva) and contain lower species

(apara-jatimattva). And earth, water, fire, wind, and

mind have activity (kriydvattva), corporeality (miirtatva),

priority, posteriority, and impetus.
4

Self is on the one hand one and on the other hand

manifold. In the latter case it must have priority and

posteriority. Time and space have also priority and

posteriority, because they have effects. Ether has in V.S.

no priority and posteriority at all,
5 but Pr, Bh. and the

treatise have special opinions concerning ether.

2. Substances possessing Attributes, etc. (p. 102)

See the definition of substance. Pr. Bh. enumerates

the following qualities as the properties common to all

1
6, 2,2, "Abhisecana-upavasa-brahmacarya-gurukulavasa-vanaprastha-

yajna-dana-proksana-din-naksatra-mantra-kala-nij'amas ca-adrstfiya.
"

2
Brahma-siitra-bhdsya on 2, 2, 12.

3 "
Urdhvajvalana-tiryakpavanany-atma-visesa-guna-krtani" (Nyaya-

kandall, p. 88).
4

p. 21.

5
2, 1, 29-31.
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the nine substances : belonging to substance-ness, giving

rise to effects residing in themselves, possessing attributes,

being not destroyed by their effects and causes, and

possessing ultimate particulars.
1

The treatise has "
they have each particularity

"

instead of antya-visesavattva, which is found in the

following sub-section 5.
"
They are causes which pre-

suppose others
"

is not quite clear.
"

It literally runs
"
having-dependence-cause" or "

possessing -supposing-

cause", and may be the translation of sa-apeksd-kdrana
or apeksd-kdrana-vat. The meaning may be that sub-

stances always exist together with other substances and

attributes, etc., but never stand alone, or substances cannot

produce their effects by themselves ; they produce their

effects by virtue of potentiality and non-potentiality, and

so on, according to the treatise.

3. Substances possessing Touch, etc. (p. 102)

See V.8. 2, 1, 1-5 and the treatise, ch. i, 2, 1-4. Pr. Bh.

says that the four substances, earth, water, fire, and wind,

produce substances (dravya-drambliakatva) and possess

touch (sparsavattva)?
" Productive substances" or " substances which produce

substances
"
exactly corresponds to V.S. " substance is the

common effect of substances
" 3 and dravya-drambha-

katva in Pr. Bh. " Causes of substances, attributes, and

actions
"
has the same meaning as V.S.

" substance is the

common cause o substance, attribute, and action",
4 and

means that substances are inherent causes. The four

substances can produce substances, and are at the same

1

p. 20,
"
prthivy-adlnam navanfun api dravyatva-yogah ( J'.S. 1, 1, 5 ;

1,1,8; 1, 2, 11) svatmany-arambhakatvarii (1, 1, 9-10 ; 1, 1, 18 ; 1,1, 23)

gunavattvam karya-karaiia-avirodhibvam (1, 1, 12) antya-visesavattvam

(1, 2, 6)." Svatmany-aramlhakatva means, according to the Nyilya-

kandall, sva-samaveta-kurya-janakatva.
2

p. 24.
3

1, 1, 23,
"
dravyanaiii dravyaih karyaiii samanyarii."

4
1, 1, 18,

"
dravya-guna-karnmnam dravyara karanaru samanyaiii."
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time inherent causes. But none of the other five

substances are productive substances and inherent causes

as well. Cf. notes on ch. i, 2, 5-7 (ether, time, and space)

and ch. ii, 1, 1.

4. Substances possessing Colour, etc. (p. 103)

Pr. Bh. says that the three substances, earth, water,

and fire, have pratyaksatva, rupavattva, and dravatva as

their common properties.
1

Pratyaksatva means visibility,

or being the objects of sight. As to invisibility, see

V.S. 4, 1, 7; 8, 1, 2; 9, 1, 11-15.

5. Substances Eternal and Non-eternal, etc. (p. 103)

The last paragraph requires special attention.

In the texts of the Bodleian Library and the Library of

the India Office, it runs :

" That they inhere in another

substance or do not inhere in another (1), consist of parts

or do not consist of parts (2), are not destroyed by their

causes or are (not not) destroyed by their causes (3), are

not ultimate particulars or are ultimate particulars (4),

and are not spherical or are spherical (5), is explained as

in the case of being eternal and non-eternal."O
The texts of the commentaries Nos. 9 and 10 have the

following order :

" That they do not inhere in another

substance or inhere in another (1), do not consist of

parts or consist of parts (2), are not destroyed by their

causes or are (not not) destroyed by their causes (3), are

not ultimate particulars or are ultimate particulars (4),

and are spherical or are not spherical (5), is explained . . ."

In the former texts the order of the affirmative and the

negative clauses agrees with that of being eternal and

non-eternal, except (4) and (5). The order seems to have

been reversed in the course of transmission by copying
with a view to retaining them in good order. But in

the Chinese Nos. (3), (4), and (5) have the following

arrangement of the characters :

"
By-causes-not-destroyed

1

p. 24. -
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(or) not-by-causes-not-destroyed (3), not-ultimate^par-
ticulars (or) ultimate-particulars (4), and, not-spherical

(or) spherical (5)." In No. (3) the position of the

negative particle agrees with the case of being eternal

and non-eternal
; accordingly, the order was not changed.

Nos. (4) and (5) were probably changed on the analogy
of the latter half of No. (3).

The latter texts show that the order was recovered

when the misreading and failure of sense had been

noticed. But number (3) did not need to be changed,
because the meaning is clear and has no absurdity.

Number (4) was not clearly understood and remained as

it was. The commentaries on (4) have strange explanations.

Consequently, the correct meaning is obtained when we

reverse the order in the former texts except (3).

Pr. Bh. mentions that "
independency

"
(anasritatva)

and "eternity" are common to all the nine substances

with the exception of avayavi-dravya
l

(i.e.
"
effects ").

"
Independency

"
has the same meaning as "

they do not

inhere in another substance, or they have no substrata

(adravyavat or adravya) ". Avayavi-dravya is substances
"
consisting of parts ".

Chapter ii (1, 2) explains that the nine substances are

not destroyed by their effects, and here it is stated that

the nine substances, which are non-products, are not

destroyed by their causes. The two passages agree with

karya-karana-avirodhitva in Pr. Bh. But the treatise

further mentions that the four substances as products are

sometimes destroyed by their causes. This is not stated

in V.S. Cf. Nydya-kandali, p. 21, "dravyani tu na

karyena vinasyante na-api karanena-iti karya-karana-
avirodhini nityanam karana - vinasayor abhavad eva

karanena-avinasah anitya-dravyanam karana-vinasayoh

sambhave 'pi karanena na vinasah kim tv-anyena-iti

vivekah."

1

p. 21. As to avayavi-dravya see Nyaya-kosa, p. 79.

O
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" Ultimate particulars
"

is literally
"
extreme-having-

particulars, or end -
possessing

-
species

"
-in Chinese.

" Extreme - having -
particulars

"
is hardly intelligible.

The original Chinese must have been "
having-extreme-

particulars ", which is the translation of antya-visesa-vat,

or simply antya-visesa.

The author of the treatise follows Pr. Bh. in the present

passage and explains the ultimate particulars ether, time,

space, self, mind, and atoms.

Sphericity has been explained.

6. Substances and Sense-organs (p. 103)

The description in this passage differs from V.S. and

agrees with Pr. Bh. The latter states that the five

substances, earth, water, fire, wind, and ether, have the

common properties of being elements (bhutatva), and of

being the material causes of the sense-organs (indriya-

prakrtitva), and have the particular attributes of being

perceived by the respective sense-organs (bdhya-ekaika-

indriya-grahya-visesa-gunavattva).
1

V.S. says that " in the organ of smell earth is the

material cause, inasmuch as it possesses plurality and

smell "," and in like manner water, fire, and wind, are the

material causes of the organs of taste, sight, and touch. 3

But as to sound and the organ of hearing V.S. differs from

Pr. Bh. and the treatise. Sound is .an object (artha) which

is perceived by the ear and is the mark of ether
;
but the

relation between ether and sound is different from that

between earth, etc., and smell, etc. In the latter case the

substances and the attributes are perceived at the same

time, while in the former case sound is perceived, but

1
p. 22. But the Kirandvall explains the last property

' ' atra vivaksa-

'bhedena bahya-eka-eka-indriya-grahya-gunavattvam bahya-indriya-

grahya-visesa-gunavattvarii ca-iti bodhavyam
"

(p. 37). Further, Pr. Bh.

says,
" srotram punah sravana-vivara-samjnako nabho-desah "

(p. 59).
2

8, 2, 5,
"
bhuyastvad gandhavattvac ca prthivl gandha-jnane

(i.e. ghrana-indriye) prakrtih."
*

8, 2, 6. See N.S. 3, l', 63.
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ether is not perceived at all, that is, sound, as the object

of the ear, does not suppose ether as the other attributes

do. Besides, ether is one and immaterial. Therefore,

ether can by no means be the material cause of the ear,

and the ear is not a part of ether (nabho-desa).

Pr. Bh. calls ether an element (bhuta) on the one hand,

and one, all-pervading, and the common place for all

corporeal things on the other hand. 1 These qualities are

contradictory, if they reside in the same substance.

Consequently it must be admitted that Pr. Bh. divides

ether into two sorts, material (bhuta) and immaterial.2

Kwhei-ci explains that there exists ether as an element

distinguished from ether (the fifth substance), and this

ether as an element is not the same thing as akdsa-

asamskrta, or things in dlcdsa-dhdtu (in the Buddhist

terminology).

7. Substances and Attributes (pp. 103-5)

The description
> exactly agrees with Pr. Bh. In V.S.

some attributes are not distinctly ascribed to the definite

substances
;
but Pr. Bh. proves that, a substance has such

and such definite attributes by referring to the corre-

sponding passages in V.S.

Among the attributes number, extension, individuality,

conjunction, and disjunction are possessed by all the nine

substances. Smell in earth, viscidity in water, sound in

ether, and cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort,

merit, and demerit in self are not common to any other

substances. Fire, wind, time, space, and mind have not

their own particular attributes.

The distribution of the attributes is not in consistency

with V.S. For instance, self as an individual self must

have priority and posteriority. Otherwise the attributes

in the passage would be those of the substances as causes
;

1

pp. 22, 58-9. See Kirandvall, p. 35.

2
Sapta-paddrthl, "akasas tu ghata-akasa-adi-bheda-bhinno 'nanta

eva" (p. 16).
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but fluidity in earth and fire could not be intrinsic

according to Pr. Bh. and the treatise.

Section 2. Attribute (pp. 105-13)

1. Attributes Perceptible and Imperceptible (pp. 105-6)
"
Perceptible

"
in this passage is rather "

object of

perception
"

(pratyaksa-visaya). Cf. notes on ch. i, 3, 6.

As for the perceptibility of colour, taste, smell, and

touch, V.S. says that they are perceptible in consequence
of inhesion in more than one substance (anelca-dravya-

samavayat) and of particularity of colour, etc.
1

Pr. Bh.

is of the same opinion.
2

Aneka-dravya has the same

meaning as mahat, which is applied to ternary atomic

compounds and so forth in Pr. Bh. and the present

treatise. Consequently, the four attributes residing in

atoms and binary atomic compounds are not perceptible.

In V.S. mahat is not clearly explained, whether it is

applied to the aggregate of three atoms, etc., or to the

aggregate of two atoms. According to Pr. Bh. and

the treatise the former case is correct. V.S. begins

the explanation of extensions with the sutra " karana-

bahutvac ca".3 Bahu corresponds to mahat and aneka.

Then follows the sutra <: ato vipaiitam anu". Anu in

this sutra does not mean an atom, but small (an extension),

which is applicable to binary atomic compounds. Accord-

ingly bahu, and mahat too, must be from three upwards,

though anelca may logically be from two upwards,
because it seems to be contradictory to eka. Therefore

the four attributes of binary atomic compounds are

imperceptible.

But there are different opinions. Vasu in his commentary
on the Sata-sdstra states that the aggregates of two atoms

are perceptible, and Dharma-pala refutes the Vaisesika

theory as follows :

1
4, 1, 6-10. 2

p. 186. 3
7, 1, 9.
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"
If products have the same quantity as their causes

(
= atoms), they cannot be called gross things, since atoms

are not named gross, and the colour, etc., of the products

are not perceived by the eyes. This is contradictory to

your theory."
'

According to the commentators product means the

binary atomic compounds, because they are stated to

be the immediate effects of atoms. Accordingly,
"
your

theory" must be the opinion that binary atomic compounds
are perceptible. Kwhei-ci also says that the original atoms

are not perceptible, but binary atomic compounds, etc., are

perceptible. This is not in accordance with our treatise
;

but the opinion was probably derived from Dharma-

pala's work. Even among later Vaisesikas some teachers

like Mahadeva Bhatta hold that binary atomic compounds
are not supersensuous (atindriya).

2

Sound is different from the four attributes, and is in

Pr. Bh.3 called momentary and continuous. The theory

of two qualities of sound was probably due to Buddhist

influence. The four attributes need corporeal substances,

and are sometimes perceptible and sometimes imper-

ceptible, according to the kinds of their substrata, while

sound has no such differences and only needs an empty

space. There may be sound which has not reached the

ear, but it is not because sound resides in a special ether.-

Consequently, sound must be heard, if it reaches to

the ear. See Pr. Bh. p. 288, quoted in the notes on

ch. ii, 3, 4, 5.

Concerning number, extension, individuality, conjunc-

tion, disjunction, priority, and posteriority V.S. says that

they are visible (cdksusa), when they reside in coloured

substances (rilpi-dravya-samavdydt), but invisible when

they do not reside in such.4
Rupi-dravya-samavdya is

1

Vijnapti-mdtrata-siddhi-&dstra, p. 3a.
2
Nydya-ko&a, p. 350.

3

pp. 287-8.
4

4, 1, 11-12.
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the necessary condition, and the substrata must be

compounds of more than (two or) three atoms. Pr. Bh.

adds fluidity, viscidity, and impetus (a part of impression)
to these attributes.1

Gravity is imperceptible (apratyaksa) or supersensuous

(atlndriya) according to Pr. Bh. 2 and the Upaskdra.
3

But all the extant texts of the treatise have gravity

between viscidity and impetus in this passage. Kwhei-ci

says,
" The text (the Chinese translation or the original

Sanskrt text) does not mention gravity in this passage ;

but gravity may be an object of perception, because the

attribute is a common attribute of water and earth, as

seen in chapter ii
(i, 7)." From his statement it is seen

that the Sanskrt text and the translation by Yuan

Chwang had not enumerated gravity in this passage.

C'-ceu (Chi-shu), the third patriarch of the Fa-hsiang-

tsung, commenting on Kwhei-ci's commentary, says,
" The

commentary states that the text does not mention gravity
in this passage. This assertion is due to the fact that

the author of the commentary had consulted a corrupt

text, since the present text, which I have consulted, has

the mention of gravity in the passage. Consequently,

gravity must be considered as perceptible and imperceptible

according to the substrata." 4 The corruption in the

Chinese translation took place in the interval between

Kwhei-ci and C'-ceu. Kwhei-ci's opinion on gravity is

not correct, according to Pr. Bh. and the present treatise.

But gravity has been differently explained. The Upaskdra
states that Vallabhacarya is of opinion that gravity is

perceived by touch.3

As for cognition, etc., Pr. Bh. says,
" buddhi-sukha-

1
p. 187.

2
pp. 263, 98.

3 On 4, 1, 10.

4
Commentary No. 10, p. 206. See Nydya-kosa, p. 238. Vallabhacarya

is sometimes called Vatsa and the author of the Llldvatl, a commentary
on Pr. Bh.
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duhkha-iccha-dvesa-prayatnanarii dvayor atma-manasoh

samyogad upalabdhih."
l

According to Pr. Bh. merit, demerit, and mental
,o '

impression (bhdvana) are, like gravity, supersensuous

(atindriya)?
"
Impression

"
in the treatise naturally

means mental impression (bhavana), because impetus,

which is the physical impression, has been enumerated

among the perceptible attributes. For accuracy gravity

may be inserted in this paragraph.

2. Attributes as Products and Non-products (p. 106)

Pr. Bh. says that cognition, pleasure, pain, desire,

aversion, effort, merit, demerit, mental impression, sound,

aggregate extension (tula-parimana), secondary con-

junctions(uttara-samyoga), incidental fluidity (naimittika-

dravatva), priority and posteriority are produced by

conjunction and are not produced by combustion (a-pakaja).

Conjunction, disjunction, and impetus are produced by

actions, and sound and secondary disjunctions are produced

by disjunction.
3

According to V.S. cognition, pleasure, and pain are

produced by the contact of the four factors ;
desire and

aversion by pleasure, pain, and adrsta', merit and demerit

by desire and aversion; impression by actions; disjunction

by actions, conjunction, and disjunction; and both priority

and posteriority are caused by two substances
;
sound by

conjunction, disjunction, and sound; and effort is caused

by self.
4

Colour, taste, smell, and touch, when possessed by
earth, are altogether products, because V.S. says that

(colour, taste, smell, and touch) produced by combustion

have for their antecedents the qualities of their causes,

1

p. 187, "Cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and effort are

perceived by self and mind in conjunction with each other."
2

p. 98.

3
pp. 98-9.

4
3, 2, 1. See notes on ch. i, 3.
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and that there is only one substance.1 " Earth
"

in this

passage represents combust terrene atoms. The Vaisesika

is called the Pllu-paka-vada and maintains that com-

bustion takes place in atoms. This theory is different

from the Pithara-paka-vada (the Nyaya), which holds that

combustion occurs in an earthen pot as a whole. Terrene

atoms are combustible, and their four attributes are

therefore products. V.S. says that " the colour, taste,

smell, and touch of earth, etc., inasmuch as substances are

non-eternal, are also non-eternal ",
2 and "

by this is declared

their eternity in things eternal (etena nityesu nityatvam

uktam)". By this the four attributes in earth are known
in some cases to be eternal and non-products. According
to the Upaskara the Vrtti replaced the latter siitra by
"
nityesv-anityatvam uktam ". The Vrtti means that the

four attributes in earth disappear on its disjunction from

tire, so that the four attributes in both raw and combust

terrene atoms are altogether non-eternal. The author

of the treatise is probably following such an opinion

when he states that the four attributes are, when

possessed by earth, altogether products.
" Product

"
is

almost synonymous with " non-eternal ", as the next

subsection (3) proves. Things are non-eternal and

products as well, when they have been produced ;
but

they are not products before having been produced, even

though non-eternal. Therefore " earth ". i.e. terreneo

atoms, must mean things produced by combustion, because

this subsection treats of attributes as products. But in

the next subsection (3)
" earth

"
is to be understood as

implying both raw and combust terrene atoms. The

author does not allude to the eternal and non-produced
attributes of earth

; perhaps he thought the four attributes

of earth are altogether non-eternal, and accordingly

1
7, 1, 6-7.

2
7, 1, 2-3,

"
prthivy-adi-rupa-rasa-gandha-sparsa dravya-anityatvad

anityas ca."
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products. This is not strictly correct, and is inconsistent

with the opinions of the authors of V.S. and Pr. BJi.

Colour, taste, touch, fluidity and viscidity, when inherent

in aqueous atoms, are non-products, because V.S. says "the

four attributes are eternal in water, fire, and wind, inas-

much as the substances are eternal ".
l From binary

atomic compounds upwards substances are non-eternal and

products ;
therefore their attributes also are non-eternal

and products, since V.S. says that in things non-eternal

they (the attributes) are non-eternal, because the substances

are non-eternal. There is no mention of smell in this

paragraph, which shows that the passage refers to

water.

As to gravity Pr. Bh. says,
"
gurutvasya ca-apadi-

paramanu - rupa-adivan nitya - anityatva -
nispattayah."

2

"
Gravity is explained in like manner "

refers to the

paragraph on water. Cf. V.S. 2, 1, 2
;
Pr. Bh., pp. 264-6.

All the extant texts of the treatise have in this

paragraph the following addition: "Eternity and non-

eternity are explained as in the case of products and

non-products." But this is probably superfluous, because

there is a special paragraph in the next subsection (3) for

eternity and non-eternity. Accordingly the addition is

omitted in the translation and in the edition of the

Chinese text.

Fluidity in earth and fire is stated in V.S. as "
fluidity,

through conjunction with fire, of clarified butter, lac and

wax is common to them and water ", and "
fluidity,

through conjunction with fire, of tin, lead, iron, silver,

and gold is common to them with water ".
3 Pr. Bh. also

states that earth and fire have the incidental fluidity

(naimittika-dravatvci-yoga}* See Pr. Bh., pp. 264-5.
1

7, 1, 4,
"
apsu tejasi vayau ca nitya dravya-nityatvat."

2
p. 263, "The eternity and non-eternity of this (gravity) are explained

in the same manner as those of the colour, etc., in aqueous atoms, etc."
3

2, 1, 6-7.
4

p. 25.
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Concerning the remaining paragraphs see Pr. Bh.

pp. 111-13, 138.

3. Attributes Eternal and Non-eternal (p. 106)

All the attributes are non-eternal, when they reside in

non-eternal substances. 1 Kwhei-ci explains,
"
Among the

twenty-four attributes cognition, pleasure, pain, desire,

aversion, effort, merit, demerit, impression, disjunction,

priority, posteriority, sound, and smell these fourteen

attributes are non-eternal. Smell, which abides in earth

only, is altogether non-eternal, even when it resides in

terrene atoms, as the text (chap, ii, 2, 7, and chap, ii, 5, 3)

asserts. The other ten attributes are either eternal or

non-eternal; but colour, taste, smell, and touch possessed

by earth are non-eternal, etc."

4. Varying Perceptibility of Attributes (p. 107)

Pr. Bh. states that sound, touch, colour, taste, and smell

are severally perceived by one sense-organ, and number,

extension, individuality, conjunction, disjunction, priority,

posteriority, fluidity, viscidity, and impetus are perceived

by two sense-organs (the sight- and the touch-organ) ;

but cognition, .pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and effort

are perceived by the internal organ (antali-karana,

i.e. manas}, while gravity, merit, demerit, and mental

impression are supersensuous.
2 The treatise does not

mention cognition, etc., down to mental impression,

because these are not perceived by any sense-organs.

Mind is not in the treatise called antah-karana (see

ch. ii, 2, 1).

The texts of the commentaries Nos. 9 and 10 have,

in this paragraph, gravity between posteriority and

fluidity ;
but Kwhei-ci remarks that " the organ of touch

perceives the eleven attributes, i.e. touch, number,

extension, individuality, conjunction, disjunction, priority,
1

7, 1, 2-4
; 7, 1, 18-20.

2
pp. 96-8.
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posteriority, fluidity, viscidity, and impetus ". The remark

evidently shows that the original Sanskrt text and the

Chinese translation had not enumerated gravity in this

paragraph.

5. Causes of Attributes (pp. 107-10)

(1) Compare this subsection with Pr. Bh., pp. 99-100.

(2) Colour, taste, smell, and touch, when inherent in

binary atomic compounds, have those of the same class

for their causes, that is, colour, etc., in atoms are the

causes of colour, etc., in binary atomic compounds.
Pr. Bh. says that colour, taste, smell, and cool touch

(anusna-sparsa), together with sound, extension, unity,

single individuality, and viscidity produce effects of the

same class respectively (samana-jaty-arainbhaka).

(3) Colour, taste, smell, and touch possessed by earth

have conjunction with fire as their cause, even though

they are attributes of the atoms. " The atoms
" mean

those produced by combustion.

The treatise does not explain the theory of pdJca-ja, and

the commentators could not properly understand the

meaning of the paragraph.

(4)
"
Etc." includes ternary atomic compounds. Gravity,

fluidity, and viscidity in atoms have naturally no causes.

According to Pr. Bh. gravity and fluidity produce effects

of both the same and a different class.

(5) Unity and individuality produce effects of the same

class, i.e. duality, etc., and dual individualities are their

effects. But duality and dual individualities, like priority

and posteriority, are called buddhy-apeksa, i.e. they have

cognition for their efficient cause. 1 Therefore duality and

dual individualities have causes of both the same class

and different classes.

"
Single individuality has its notion as its cause

"
may

be understood by the help of Pr. Bh.,
"
apakaja-rupa-rasa-

1 Pr. Bh., p. 99.
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gandha -
sparsa

-parimana - ekatva - ekaprthaktva -
gurutva-

dravatva-sneha-vegah karana-guna-purvakah."
1

Unity
and individuality have not as their causes attributes other

than cognition.

(6-8) See the definition of extension and the notes

thereupon.

(9-10) Perception and inference are equally divided

into four sorts : doubtful (samsaya), decisive (nirnaya),

imperfect (avidyd), and perfect knowledge (vidyd).

V.S. mentions samsaya, nirnaya, sinrti, svapna,

svapnantika, vidyd, avidyd, and arsa-siddha-darsana,-

besides cognition. Pr. Bh. divides cognition into vidyd
and avidyd. The latter contains samsaya, viparyaya

(contrary or contradiction), anadkyavasdya (indecisive),,

and svapna(-jiidna), while Jbhe former is perception,

inference, (nirnaya), sinrti, and drsa-siddha-darsana?

Viparyaya and anadhyavasdya are not mentioned in

V.S., though vipdryaya is said, by the commentators,
4

to be the same as avidyd. These two are enumerated

in Pr. Bh. on the analogy of the case of inference. In

.our treatise sinrti is included in impression, and svapna,

svapnantika, drsa-siddha-darsana are omitted.

(11) Samsaya in V.S. is caused by perception of a

general, non-perception of a particular, and remembrance

of particularity, and by knowledge and want of

knowledge.
5

" Preceded by the perception of properties common

1

p. 98, "Colour, taste, smell, and touch, when not produced by
combustion, extension, unity, single individuality, gravity, fluidity,

viscidity, and impetus are preceded (or originated) by (like) attributes

in their (respective) causes."
2 See notes on ch. ii, 3, 22-3 (merit and demerit).
3
pp. 172, 186.

4
9, 2, 10.

5
2, 2, 17,

"
samanya-pratyaksad visesa-apratyaksad visesa-smrtes ca

sarhsayah." 2, 2, 20,
"
vidya-avidyatas ca samsayah." The first three

cases are explained by
"

dr.stan ca drstavat
" and "

yatha-drstam a3'atha-

drstatvac ca "
(2, 2, 18-19). See 10, 1, 3.
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to more than one object
"

corresponds to
"
perception of

a general (samanya-pratyaksa)
"

;
but the whole definition

is more similar to N.S., "samana-aneka-dharma-upapatti
. . . visesa-apekso vimarsah,"

1 and to itsBhdsya, "samana-

dharma-upapatter visesa-apekso vimarsah samsayah . . .

kiih svid ity-anyataran na-avadharayati tad-anavadha-

ranam jfianam (
= vimarsah) samsayah."

(12) V.S. has no mention of the nature of nirnaya,
which is said to be produced, like samsaya? by perception

and inference.

Pr. Bh. explains it,
"
visesa-darsana-jam avadharana-

jiianam samsaya-virodhi nirnayah."
3

(13-14) As to vidyd and avidya, V.S. explains that
"
imperfect cognition results from derangement of the

organs of sense and from defect in impression
"

;

"
this is

defective cognition," and "free from defect it is perfect

cognition ".
4

"Preceded by the perception, etc.," implies contact

of the four factors and is the indirect cause of the four

sorts of perception, while " contact of self with mind
"

is the special and direct cause.

(15) The four sorts are also enumerated with regard to

inference, and this is correct, because samsaya and nirnaya
are produced by perception and inference, and vidyd
and avidya relate to sense-organs (i.e perception) and

impression (reminiscence = inference).

(16-17) See the notes on ch. i, 2, 9
;

ch. ii, 2, 1, and 4
;

V.S. 3, 1, 18.5 The description agrees with Pr. Bh. p. 186

and V.S. 4, 1, 11; 8, 1, 4. The treatise mentions the

.actions which reside in earth, water, and fire only, because

1
l, l, 23.

2
10, l, 3.

:i

p. 255,
"
Nirnaya is the ascertained knowledge brought about by tire

due perception of particularity and is opposed to saiii.iaya."
4

9, 2, 10-12,
"
indriya-dosat samskfira-dosac ca-avidya,

1
' " tad du$ta-

jfuinam," and "adustarii vidya".
5 Cf. Candra-kdnta-bhayya.
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in wind action is invisible, but the touch of wind is of

course perceptible. Existence relates to substances,

attributes, and actions, and is perceptible, if the substrata

are perceptible. "Of existence, commonness, potentiality,

and non-potentiality, with the exception of the potentiality,

non-potentiality, and sound-ness which are inherent in

sound
"
refers to the next paragraph. Sound is perceptible,

but it is not perceived by contact of the four factors.

Commonness, potentiality, and non-potentiality are not

stated in V.S. and Pr. Bh., but V.S.
"
samanya-visesesu

samanya-visesa-abhavat tata (i.e. dravyata) eva jnanam",
and "samanya-visesa-apeksam dravya-guna-karmasu

5>1

may be regarded as the explanation of commonness
;
and

Pr. Bh. " bhava - dravyatva - gunatva - karmatva - adinam

upalabhy-adhara-samavetanam asraya-grahakair indri-

yair grahanam
" 2

is the explanation of it. Potentiality

and non-potentiality are treated just as in the case of

commonness, because these three categories equally relate

to the first three categories. The cognitions of them are

produced by contact of the four factors.

All the extant texts of the treatise have gravity between

posteriority and fluidity; but this, as stated in the notes on

ch. ii, 2, 1, and 4, is not correct.

(18) See notes on ch. ii, 1, 4. Pr. Bh. states,
"
sabdasya

(pratyaksam) traya-sannikarsac chrotra-samavetasya tena-

eva-upalabdhih."
3 " Sound-ness

"
is, of course, a kind of

commonness, and " existence
"

is the cause of the notion

that sound is existent. This sort of cognition results from

contact of the three factors.

1
8, 1, 5-6, "Inasmuch as in universality and particularity there exist

not universality and particularity, cognition of them results from that

(substance)," and "
(cognition) of substances, attributes, and actions

supposes universality and particularity ".

2
p. 187.

3
p. 187, "(The perception of) sound results from 'contact of the

three factors, and, being inherent in the ear, it is perceived by the ear

alone."
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(19) Pr. Bh. says,
" buddhi-sukha-duhkha-iccha-dvesa-

prayatnanarii dvayor atma-manasoh samyogad upalab-

dhih."

V.S. states that pleasure and pain result from contact

of self, sense-organs, mind, and objects
:

;
this is the

origin of the two attributes.
c?

The treatise does not in the passage mention cognition

itself, simply because cognition is not recognized by

cognition itself, as a sword cannot cut the sword itself.

But according to Pr. Bh. cognition is pramiti and self is

pramatr
2
(see ch. ii, 2, 1).

(20) The description only refers to the second sort of

inference
;
but the first sort is understood on the analogy

of paragraphs 16-17.
" One of the things inherent in one and the same object

"

(p. 109) is the representative of the affirmative cases,

while " a thing contradictory to the other" is the negative

case. "Taking place in consequence of the recollection of

the connexions between them" has various readings, which

were caused by misreading and corruption, so that they
can 'hardly be translated. But the proper reading and

meaning can be obtained by comparison with the defini-

tion in ch. i (3, 12).

(21) See notes on ch. ii, 2, 2, and the paragraphs 16-19.

Pr. Bh. states that pleasure and pain result from merit

and demerit 3
(cf. ch. i, 3, 13-14).

(22) Pr. Bh. says, "sa (iccha) ca-atma-manasoh samyogat

sukha-ady-apeksat smrty-apeksad va-utpadyate
" * and

" sa (dvesa) ca-atma-manasoh samyogad duhkha-apeksat

smrty-apeksad va-utpadyate ".
4

1

5, 2, 15.

2
p. 188. Cf. Nydya-bhdsya, p. 1.

3
pp. 259-60.

4
pp. 261-2, "Desire is produced by conjunction of self with mind,

through pleasure, etc., 'or through remembrance," and "aversion is

produced by conjunction of self with mind, through pain or through
remembrance ".
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Imperfect perception as a cause of desire and aversion

is peculiar to the treatise. Improper desire and aversion

result from want of perfect knowledge and cause trans-

mi oration.O

(23) Pr. Bh. explains that desire and aversion are the

causes of effort, remembrance, merit, and demerit, and

effort is of two sorts, jivana-piirvaka and iccJid-dvesa-

piLrvaka. The former is that which makes breathing
out and in of a sleeper to be continual, and is the cause

of conjunction of the internal organ with other sense-

organs at the moment of awakening ;
this sort of effort

is produced by conjunction of self with mind, aided

by merit and demerit, while the latter is the cause of

exertion for obtaining agreeable things and abandoning

disagreeable things, and it also leads to suppression of

the body; it is produced by conjunction of self with

mind, aided by desire or by aversion.
1 The instinct to

live corresponds to jiv.ana. The treatise in this paragraph
is an abridgment of Pr. Bh.o

(24) See Pr. Bh. "
vego nimitta-visesa-apeksat karmano

jayate niyata-dik-kriya-prabandha-hetuh "." V.S. says

that impetus is an effect of action, and " the first action of

an arrow is from impulsion, the next is from the impression

(
= impetus) caused by that action, and in like manner the

next and the next ".
3

(25) V.S. states that "
activity in merit or demerit has

for its antecedents desire and aversion ".
4 Pr. Bh. says,

"merit is produced by conjunction of the man
(
=

self)

1

pp. 261-3,
"
jivana-purvakah suptasyaprana-apana-santana-prerakah

prabodha-kale ca-antahkaranasya-indriya-antara-prapti-hetuh, asya

jlvana-purvakasya atma-manasoh sarhyogad dharma-adharma-apeksad

utpattih," and "itaras (i.e. iccha-dvesa-purvakas) tu hita-ahita-pnlpti-

parihara-samarthasya vyaparasya hetuh sarlra-vidharakas ca sa atma-

manasoh sariiyogad iccha-apeksad dvesa-apeksad va-iitpadyate ".

2
p. 266, see notes on ch. i, 3, 21 (impression).

3
5, 1, 17,

" nodanad adyam isoh karma tat-karma-karitac ca sariiskarad

uttaram tatha-uttaram uttaran ca."
4

6, 2, 14,
"
iccha-dvesa-purvika dharma-adharma-pravrttih."
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with the internal organ and pure intention . . .
, con-

junction of self with mind, when aided by all these

accessories (detailed above, i.e. the observance of the

four periods of life, etc.), followed without a motive for

gaining thereby any visible results, and by tranquil dis-

position, tends to bring about merit," and "
its (demerit's)

causes are (1) the doing of actions which are prohibited
in the scriptures, and which are contrary to the causes of

merit, (2) the non-performance of actions enjoined (in the

scriptures), and (3) carelessness
;
demerit is produced by

conjunction of self with mind, caused by these (three

accessories) and evil intention ".
1 Cf. V.S.

" drsta-adrsta-

prayojananam drsta-abhave prayojanam abhyudayaya ",
2

and "dustam himsayam ", and 6, 1, 5-16; 6, 2, 1-9;

10, 2, 8.

The latter part of this paragraph may be paraphrased
as follows :

" Caused by hearing and reflecting that

merit brings about a pure state in the future life, or

caused by disregarding the fact that merit brings about

a pure state in the future life; and caused by hearing and

reflecting that demerit brings about an impure state in

the future life, or caused by disregarding the fact that

demerit brings about an impure state in the future life."

(26) F.$.says that "reminiscence results from a particular

conjunction of self with mind, and from impression".
3

Cf. the definition of the cause of reminiscence.

(27) V.S. 2, 2, 31, and Pr. Bh., p. 287.

(28) Cf. Pr. Bh.,
" avarna-laksano (sabdo) 'pi bheri-

danda-samyoga-apeksad bhery-akasa-samyogad utpad-
1
pp. 272-80, "dharmah . . . purusa-antahkarami-sariiyoga-vi.suddha-

abhisandhijah . . . drstam prayojanam anuddi.sya-etarii sadhaniini

bliuva-prasadam ca-apeksya-atma-nianasoh sariiyogad dharma-utpattih,"
and "

tasya (adharmasya) tu sfulhanani sastre pratisiddhani dharma-

sadhana-vipuritani (hiriisa-anrta-steyadlni) vihita-akaranam pramadas
ca-etuni dusta-abhisandhiiii ca-apekf?ya-atma-manasoh sariiyogad adhar-

masya-utpattih ".

2
6, 2, 1 ; 6, 1, 7.

3
9, 2, 6.

p
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yate."
l " In (a region of) ether

"
or " with (a region

of) ether ".
"
Accompanied by impetus, which causes the

conjunction of the substances" may be "accompanied by

impetus, which is conjunct with substances", but the

former reading is better. Cf. the next paragraph.

(29) Cf. Pr. Bh.,
"
venu-parva-vibhagad venv-akasa-

vibhagac ca." l " In (a region of) ether
"

or " from

(a region of) ether ".

(30) Cf. Pr. Bh., "sabdac ca sariiyoga-vibhaga-nispannad
vlcl-santanavac chabda-santana iti."

l

6. Attributes abiding in one Substance, etc. (pp. 110-11)

Pr. Bh. says that conjunction, disjunction, duality and

dual individualities, etc., have more than one substance as

their substrata, while each of the other attributes exists

in a single substance (ekaika-dravya-vrtti) ;
and further,

that colour, taste, smell, touch, viscidity, intrinsic fluidity,

cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, merit,

demerit, mental impression, and sound are the particular

attributes of definite substances (vaisesika-guiia), while

number, extension, individuality, conjunction, disjunction,

priority, posteriority, gravity, extrinsic fluidity and

impetus are attributes common to more than one

substance (sainanya-gunci).-
"
Impression

"
is the cause of reminiscence and "

impetus
"

is the cause of actions : both make one impression, so that
"
these twenty-one attributes

"
must be " these twenty

attributes ".

7. Attributes pervading and not pervading their

Substrata (p. Ill)

Pr. Bh. states that conjunction, disjunction, sound, and

the special attributes of self exist in a part of their

respective substrata (pradesa-vrttitva), while all other

attributes pervade their respective substrata (asraya-

vydptitva)?
1

p. 288. 2
pp. 95-6. 3

pp. 102-3.
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8. Attributes destroyed by their Effects, etc. (pp. 111-13)

(1) V.S. says
" A substance is not destroyed either by its

effect or by its cause ", and then "
ubhayatha gunah "-

1

The Upaskdra explains the latter sutra "
(attributes) are

destroyed by their effects, and are destroyed by their

causes
"

;

2 but the Bhdradvdja - vrtti - bhdsya
3 and the

Candra-kdnta-bJidsya
4
explain that attributes are some-

times destroyed and sometimes not destroyed by their

effects and causes. The Upaslcdra's explanation is not

correct, because the explanation is contradictory to the

nature of some attributes. V.S. says "rupanam rupam
(sarnanyam karyaih) ",

5 "
Destroyed

"
means that two

things are in the relation of destroyer and destroyed,

though they are in the causal relation, or that they do not

exist at the same time, according to the commentators.

(2, 7, 13) Pr. BJi. states that sound is momentary and

opposed to both its effects and its causes.6 V.S. says
" the

transiency (of sound), which is an attribute, is a property
common also to actions". 7 The quality momentariness,

common to both sound and actions, has probably been

derived from this sutra.

(3-6, 8-12, 14) Pr. Eli. states that cognition, pleasure,

pain, desire, aversion, effort, merit and demerit, mental

impression, and sound are "
akdrana-guim-purvaka ",

8

which Srldhara explains
"
nitya-yunatvdt ". But the

explanation is not correct, because Pr. BJi. asserts that

the particular attributes of self and ether, i.e. all from

1

l, l, 12-13.
2 "

karya-badhyah kuraim-badhyas ca-ity nrthah."
3

p. 12,
" kubracid badhati kutracin na badhuti."

4 On 1, 1, 13, "gunah kvacit karanam badhabi kvn.cin.nn badhati . . .

evam aniyamena kilrya-badhyatvam guniinam sfunanyam."

1, 1, 28, "A colour is the common effect of colours (Candra-kan/n-

bhasya) "or "a colour is the effect of colours
"
(more than one, Upaskdra).

6
'p. 287.

7
2, 2, 25,

"
gunasya sato 'pavargali karmabhih sadharmyam."

8
p. 98.
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cognition down to sound, are momentary.
1 See Nyaya-

kosa, pp. 196-7, 2.

(3) Pr. Bh. states "(dharmo) 'ntya-sukha-samvijnana-
virodhi ".

2 "
Its effect, i.e. pleasure," relates to pravrtti-

dharma, and "
perfect cognition

"
to nivrtti-dkarma.

Cf. ch. i, 3, 22-3 (merit and demerit).

(4) Pr. Bit. says
"
(adharmo) 'ntya-duhkha-saihvijnana-

virodhi ".
3

(5-6) "Impressions" are the causes of reminiscence

and do not include the causes of actions. Cf. Pr. Bh.
"
bhavana-samjfiakah . . . smrti-pratyabhijfiana-hetur

bhavati jiiana-mada-duhkhadi-virodhi ".
4

(8-12) These paragraphs are perspicuous.

(14) This is not clear. The commentators explain

that " the substances possessing touch
"
means bodies.

According to other passages pleasure and pain are not

the direct causes of effort, but desire and aversion are

the effects of pleasure and pain and the direct causes

of effort. Effort and pain may be in conjunction with

a body and not be destroyed by the cause or the effect,

that is, the two attributes can exist at the same time.

(15) The cause of reminiscence is the impression of

cognition, and pain is the immediate effect of demerit.

They may exist at the same time. Pr. Bh. says
" atitesu sarpa-vyaghra-cauradisu smrti-jarii (duhkham) ".

5

The treatise does not clearly mention this.

(16-17) Pr. Bh. states,
"
vego murtimatsu paficasu

dravyesu nimitta-visesa-apeksat karmano jayate . . .

sparsa-vad-dravya-samyoga-visesa- virodhi." Impetus is

destroyed by a kind of conjunction, but not by its effect.

1

p. 25.

*
p. 272.

:f

p. 280.
4

p. 266, "What is called mental impression is the cause of remembrance
and recognition . . . and is destroyed by knowledge, intoxication,

pain, etc."
5

p. 260, "Pain is produced by the remembrance of snakes, tigers,

robbers, etc. (experienced) in former times."
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See 5-6. But the cause of reminiscence and its effect,

cognition, do not co-exist.

(18-19) Pr.Bh. states that priority, posteriority, duality,

and dual individuality are buddhy-apeksa.
1

(20) This has been explained.

(21) Conjunction and disjunction presuppose each other,

but they are not in the relation of cause and effect.

(22-25) V.S. 1, 1, 12
; 1, 1, 18

; 1, 1, 27
; 1, 1, 28.

(26) This is the characteristic of substances and their

attributes.

9. Attributes inhering in Substances,-etc. (p. 113)

See the definition of attribute. Pr. Bh. says that

all the attributes are included in attribute-ness, have

substances as their substrata, have no attributes in

themselves, and are inactive.2
Inactivity of attributes

is stated in V.S. 7, 1, 15; 7, 2, 12; 7, 2, 24-5. Inherent

cause is one of the characteristics of substances, and non-

inherent cause is so of attributes.

But Pr. Bh. states that gravity, fluidity, impetus, effort,

merit, demerit, conjunction, and disjunction are the causes

of actions (kriya-hetu) ; colour, taste, smell, cool touch,

number, extension, single individuality, viscidity, and

sound are non-inherent causes
; cognition, pleasure, pain,

desire, aversion, effort, merit, demerit, and mental impression

are efficient causes; conjunction, disjunction, hot touch,

gravity, fluidity, and impetus are both non-inherent and

efficient causes
;
and priority, posteriority, duality and

dual individualities, etc., have not the quality of being

cause (akdranatva).* These distinctions are not stated in

our treatise.

Section 3. Action (pp. 113-16)

1. Actions inhering in Substances, etc. (pp. 113-14)

Cf. the definition of action and Pr. Bk.,
"
utksepanadinfuh

pancanam api karmatva-sambandhah, eka-dravyavattvam
1

p. 99. -
p. 94. 8

pp. 101-2.
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ksanikatvarii murta-dravya-vrttitvaih agunavattvam guru-

tva-dravatva-prayatna-samyoga-jatvaih sva-karya-sam-

yoga - virodhitvarh saihyoga
- vibhaga - nirapeksa-karana-

tvam asamavayi-karanatvaih sva-apara-asraya-samaveta-

karya-arambhaka-tvarii samana-jatiya-anarambhakatvaiii

dravya-anarambhaka-tvam ca pratiniyata-jati-yogitvarh,

digvisista-karya-arambhakatvaih ca visesah.
1

" All inhere in substances
"

is a general statement,

while "
they have each one substance as their sub-

stratum
"

is a special one. The next four qualities agree

with Pr. Bh. and V.S.

As to
"
they are productive and products ", Kwhei-ci

remarks that "actions are altogether non-eternal, because

they are productive and products as well ".

That they are non-aggregate is known from their

quality of being destroyed b.y their effects. They are

signs of substances, just as attributes are, because they

always inhere in substances.
<:

They have causes of the different classes
"
means that

they also have no causes of the same class. V.S. says that
" an action cannot be effected by an action ", and " action

because of its dissimilarity from attribute is not (an

effect) of actions ".
2

2. Actions having Substances as their Substrata (p. 114)
" All of earth, water, fire, and wind

"
means the four

substances as effects and causes (atoms). The actions

contracting and expanding cannot abide in atoms and

binary atomic compounds ; they reside in ternary atomic

compounds, etc.

3. Actions pervading their Substrata (p. 114)

The author of the treatise refers to, and almost accepts,

some other teachers' opinion. The opinion may be justified

1
p. 290.

2
1, 1, 11,

" karma karma-sadhyam na vidyate," and 1, 1, 24,
"
guna-vaidharmyan na karmanarii karma."
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from the nature of atoms, mind, and binary atomic

compounds, and from the three sorts of conjunction and

disjunction. But the " some
"
are not yet identified.

Kwhei-ci says that "actions are all perceptible". But

perceptibility of actions is not possible in atoms and

binary atomic compounds. Besides, the actions con-

tracting, expanding and going are sometimes imperceptible.

4. Actions in Body,
1

etc. (pp. 114-16)

(1) This is a general statement, and the following are

special.

Actions in body are stated in V.S. 5, 1, 1-3, and Pr. Bk.,

pp. 297-302. "Body" implies the members of a body,

and "
its organs

"
is literally

" cause and accessories ",

which is usually the translation of kdrana- (or hetu-)

pratyaya, but sometimes is that of kartina. See Nyaya-
kosa, s.v., pp. 174-5. At any rate the word must in this

case mean "
organs ", and it implies the four sense-organs

which " inhere in the body ".

The actions in the parts of a body have their inherent

causes in the parts, e.g. for the action in the hand the

hand is the inherent cause.

(2) "Conjunction with, and effort of, self" is literally

"self-conj unction-effort" in Chinese. V.S. says, "atma-

samyoga-prayatnabhyam haste karma." 2 In Chinese it is

also possible to read " the effort connected with self ", as

the commentators do
;
but "

conjunction with self and

effort of self
"

is the correct rendering. Both con-

junction and effort are non-inherent causes.

(3) V.S. says that " the first action of an arrow is from

impulsion, the next is from impression caused by that

action, and in like manner the next and the next ".
3 The

actions leave theirimpression,and that impression isthe non-

inherent cause for the second action and so on in order.

1 Cf. Cowell, Sarva-darsana-saihgraha, pp. 155-7.
2

5, 1, 1.
3

5, 1, 17.
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(4)
" Parts

"
is the hands, etc. Concerning mind V.S.

says that " the action of mind is explained by that of the

hand "-
1

(5)
"
Conjunction with self and that of effort (of self)

with the body" is translated on the analogy of para. 2;

but it may be correct to understand thus: "conjunction

with the body
2 of effort, which is conjunct with self." In

Chinese there is no sign of the dual or plural number.

The paragraphs 2 and 5 have no mention of the ear,

because the sensation of sound is passive. Kwhei-ci

explains that " when sound is produced in ether, the sound

causes the perceptional function in a body ". Cf. Pr. Bh.,
" evam santanena srotra-pradesam agatasya grahanam

srotra-sabdayor gamana-agamana -abhavad apraptasya

grahanarh nasti." 3

(7) V.S. states that ("action in the hand is by way of

conjunction with, and effort of, self") "in like manner,

and from conjunction with the hand, is action in the

pestle,"
"
in the action produced in a pestle and the like

by impact conjunction with the hand is not a cause, being

excluded therefrom,"
" in like manner conjunction with

self (is not a cause) in relation to action in the hand," and
" the action in the hand is from impact, and from con-

junction with pestle ".
4

(8-11) Paragraphs 1-7 describe the conscious actions,

while these paragraphs mention the unconscious actions

and correspond to V.S. 5, 1, 7-13, and Pr. Bh., pp. 308-9.

V.S. says that "in the absence of conjunction falling

(patana) results from gravity ".
5

Gravity is the non-

inherent cause, and the body of a sleeper is the inherent

cause. There is the impression left by the action falling,

1
5, 2, 14. .

2 Cf. Upaskdra on 5, 1, 1-2. 3
p. 288.

4
5, 1, 2-5,

" tatha hasta-samyogac ca musale karma,"
"
abhighataje

musaladau karmani vyatirekadakaranamhasta-samyogah,"
" tatha-atma-

samyogo hasta-karmani," and "
abhighatan musala-sariiyogad dhaste

karma ".

5
5, 1, 7,

"
samyoga-abhave gurutvat patanam.'
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and the impression and gravity are the non-inherent

causes for the second action and so forth.

V.S. states that " movement (calana) of a sleeper takes

place even in the absence of effort "-
1 Cf. Pr. Bh.,

"
prana-akhye tu vayau karma . . . suptasya tu jivana-

purvaka-prayatna-apeksat."
* " Effort

"
in "

conjunction
of effort with self

"
is jivana-purvaJea in Pr. Bh. Conse-

quently
" the absence of effort

"
in V.S. is to be understood

like "the absence of conscious effort".

(12) From this paragraph the actions in nature are

explained. These actions are stated in V.S. 5, 1, 14,

5, 2, 13, and in Pr. Bh., pp. 303-7. The explanation is

one of the characteristics of the system, and distinguishes

it from the Sariikhya, the Vedanta, and other systems.

V.S. says that "
flowing (syandana) results from

fluidity ".
3 See Pr. Bh., p. 302.

(14, 19) V.S. states that "The upward flaming of fire, the

sideward blowing of wind, and the first action of atomsO '

and of mind, are caused by destiny (adrsta)"
*

;
see

Pr. Bh., p. 309.
' The conjunction of adrsta (i.e. merit

and demerit) with self is stated in Pr. Bh., pp. 48-9.

(16) Cf. V.S. 4, 2, 15 (anu-samyogas tv-apratisiddhah),

and Pr. Bh., pp. 48-9. 308-9 (tatha sarga-kale pratyagrena
sarirena sambandhartharii karma-adrsta-keritam).

(18) V.S. states that "the circulation (abhisarpana) in

trees is caused by destiny
" 5

(Pr. Bh., pp. 305-6, 48-9).

(19) Cf. V.S., "the egress and ingress (of mind from and

into bodies), conjunction with things eaten and drunk, and

conjunctions with other effects all these things are caused

by destiny."
1

5, 1, 13,
"
prayatna-abhave prasuptasya calunam."

-
p. 308.

3
o, 2, 4,

" dravatvat syandanam."
4

5, 2, 13, "agner urdhva-jvalanam vayos tiryak-pavanam amnifuii

manasas ca-adyakarma-adrsta-karitam.
"

5
5, 2, 7,

"
vrk.sa-abhisarpanam ity adrsta-karitam."

6
5, 2, 17, "apasarpanain upasiirjmimm asita-plta-samyogali karya-

antara-sariiyogas ca-ity-adrsta-karitani."
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(21) "The actions in the (present) world
"

is literally
" earth-foot-karma ", which is in Chinese not at all

intelligible. But it seems to be the literal translation of

bliumi-tala-karma (or prtkivi-tala-karma ?), which is

literally
" the actions on the surface of the earth ".

' : The ripening of the happy and the unhappy effects
"

is the translation of hita-ahita-vipdka. The commentators

say :

"
VipaJca means ripening (of effects) different (from

their causes), that is, merit brings about pleasure or good,

and demerit brings about pain or evil. Thus the cause

and the effects are of different classes."

(23) V.S. states that " action in earth results from

impulsion, impact, and conjunction with the conjunct",
" the failing of water in the absence of conjunction results

from gravity,"
" the sun's rays cause the ascent of water

through conjunction with wind, through the impress of

the impulsion, and conjunction with the conjunct," "par-
ticular impulsion results from particular effort," and " the

action of fire and that of. wind are explained by the

action of earth "-
1 Cf. Pr. Bh.,

" tatra nodanam gurutva-

dravatva-vega-prayatnan samasta-vyastan apeksamano yah

samyoga-viseso nodanam avibhaga-hetor ekas}
Ta karmanah

karanaiii tasmac catursv-api mahabhutesu karma bhavati." 2

(24) The paragraph refers principally to the last para-

graph (23).

Gravity does not exist in fire, and fluidity is not

possessed by wind.

Wind and mind are not mentioned in the last paragraph,
which is intended to cite the five corporeal substances.

But mind has not impulsion and impact (nodana and

abliighata) ; accordingly it is omitted in that paragraph.

1
5,2, l,"nodana-abhighatatsamyukta-samyogacca prthivyarii karma";

5, 2, 3,
"

aparii sarhyoga-abhave gurutvat patanam
"

; 5, 2, 5-6,
"
nfulyo

vayu-samyogad arohanam, nodana-apidanat samj'ukta-samyogac ca" ; 5,

1, 9,
"
prayatna-visesan nodana-visesah" ; and 5, 2, 12, "prthivi-karmana

tejah -karma vayu-karma ca vyakhyatam." Cf. 5, 1, 8 ; 10 ; 18.

2
p. 303.
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Wind has perhaps particular impulsion and impact (both

impulsion and impact are samyoga-visesa), and is not

treated like the other three substances. Accordingly,
wind is also omitted in the last paragraph. The com-

mentators explain that this paragraph is the conclusion

of the whole subsection 4
;
but this is not correct.

Section 4. Existence (p. 116) ,

This hardly needs an explanation.

Kwhei-ci remarks that " existence and particularity are

incorporeal, though the treatise does not mention this ",

and further,
" the five categories other than the first three,

i.e. existence, particularity, inherence, non-potentiality, and

commonness (naturally except "non-existence), and the five

substances, ether, time, space, self, and mind are eternal,

but they are not productive." But even the category

potentiality has no productiveness. Potentiality is

abstraction of the productive faculty from productive

substances, as action is abstraction and has no action

in itself.

The commentators explain the category thus,
" existence

is that which makes substances, etc., existent, that is, by
virtue of the category substances, etc., can exist." But we

have to bear in mind that the category existence does not

make non-existent things existent. Existence is also ano

abstraction and the cause of the notion that substances,

etc., are existent.

Section 5. Particularity (p. 117)

The description distinctly shows that the category

particularity is inherent in ether, time, and space, and

in nothing else. The commentators explain that ether,

time, and space have neither priority nor posteriority ;

and, if the category is not inherent in these three

substances, there cannot be, with regard to them, the

notion that that is ether, time, or space. The author of
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the treatise specially mentions the three substances,

because it is not easy to know that the category inheres

in them. "It exists in ether, space, and time" does not

exclude the other six substances, because the treatise

distinctly states that the nine substances have each

particularity.

Why, then, is self not enumerated in this passage ?

Probably because the author acknowledges plurality of

self in regard to its appearances, and consequently self has

priority and posteriority (see ch. ii, 2, 5, and 8
;
ch. ii, 3, 4).

Or the author may mean that the three substances are,

though possessing neither priority nor posteriority, three

distinct entities and not one entity. If the ultimate

particulars contain the nine substances as causes, the three

substances can never be one. In this connexion the

treatise is more consequent than Pr. Bli. (cf. p. 137).

Kwhei-ci remarks, "Particularity is not perceptible, like

potentiality and non-potentiality, although the treatise

does not distinctly express this." But potentiality and

non-potentiality are perceptible or not according as they
inhere in different substrata

;
see ch. ii, 2, 5 (1618).

According to Dharma-pala the fifth category, universality-

particularity, is perceptible, but particularity, being
restricted to the ultimate particulars, is imperceptible.

The treatise does not enumerate inherence, non-existence,

and particularity among the perceptible categories in

ch. ii (2, 5, 16-18).

Section 6. Inherence (p. 117)
:< The cause of being inherent" is literally "producing-

reaching-cause". This is not clear. It may be a transla-

tion of udbhida-karana. But this Sanskrt is not suitable

for the passage.
"
Producing-reaching" is probably an

equivalent of samaveta. Any way stress must not be laid

upon the meaning of "
production ", because inherence is

not at all productive.
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There is no mention of inherence and non-existence

amon.cr the categories in which inherence inheres, becauseo o
inherence does not inhere in itself or in non-existence.

Inherence is imperceptible, as Dharma -
pala states.

Pr. Bh. says, "ata eva-ati-indriyah sattadinam iva pratva-

ksesu vrtty-abhavat sva-atma-gata-samvedana-abhavac ca

tasmad iha buddhy-anumeyah samavaya iti."
l

" Inherence has for mark (linga or laksana) the

recognition, (of its existence)
"

has the same meaning as

Pr. Bh. Inherence is the cause of iha-buddhi and has

at the same time iha-buddhi as the mark of its existence.

The reality of inherence is rejected by the Yedanta and

the Mlmamsa. 2

As for the other qualities, see Pr. Bh., pp. 326-8.

Sections 7-8. Potentiality and Non-potentiality (p. 117)
"
It is something inherent in the categories, \vith the

exception of universality, potentiality, non-potentiality,

commonness, and particularity
"

shows that the five

categories are not productive ;
the productive categories

are the first three categories only. "The cause of the

notions" is literally "the mark of the notions". "The
mark " was probably suggested by

" inherence has the

mark "
in the last section and took the place of

" the cause
"
during the transmission of the treatise by

copying. No category can be the mark of the notion,

and the treatise does not usually use " the mark "
in

such a case.
" The mark "

in the last section is used

because inherence is imperceptible. Cf. Section 5.

Section 9. Commonness (p. 118)

As to "commonness is one" Kwhei-ci states that " Com-
monness is manifold, like attributes, actions, particularities,

potentialities, non-potentialities, and non-existences ".

1

p. 329.

Brahma-sutra, 2, 2, 13 f. ; Stokct'V&rttika, Aii>iuinn-}iri<rheda,
si. 100 f. ; cf. Prabhdkara School, p. 92.
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The treatise means that commonness in substances is

one and commonness in another category is another, while

Kwhei-ci means that commonness is manifold, because

commonness in substances is different from that in

attributes. Pr. Bh. says
"
(samanyah) dravyadisu vrtti-

niyamat pratyaya-bhedac ca parasparatas ca-anyatvam,

pratyekaiii sva-asrayesu laksana-avisesad visesa-laksana-

abhavac ca-ekatvam "-
1

Section 10. Non-existence (pp. 118-19)

1. Non-existences Eternal and Non-eternal (pp. 11819)
Eternal "subsequent non-existence" means the non-

existence when things have been destroyed and will never

be produced, and eternal "
reciprocal non-existence

"
is the

non-existence which never gives place to mutual association.

Such subsequent non-existence has a beginning, but it lias

no end. The subsequent non-existence which may have

an end is a kind of antecedent non-existence: but this

is classified in the treatise under natural non-existence.

Reciprocal non-existence is, if it is succeeded by mutual

association, also to be classified under natui-al non-

existence
;

but reciprocal non-existence is eternal and

differs from absolute non-existence only in the point of

having relativity.

"Universality-particularity, like substance-ness, etc.,'"'

evidently shows that the ninth category is called in the

original Sanskrt sainanya-visesa, because "universality-

particularity" cannot be two categories, otherwise

substance-ness is contained in universality (
= existence),

and particularity is superfluous.
" Existence does not inhere in universality, etc."

1

p. 314,
" Universalities are different from one another according as

they reside in substances, etc., and because the notions of them are

different (with regard to each of them) ; (on the other hand) universality

is one in all its substrata (of the same category), inasmuch as there is

no particularity of the marks and there does not exist any particular
mark therein. - *
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" Etc." implies potentiality, non-potentiality, commonness,

and particularity.

Kwhei-ci remarks that "
products and non-products of

non-existences will be explained on the analogy of their

eternity and non-eternity".

2. Non-existences Perceptible and Imperceptible (p. 119)

"Those which exist without being supported by
other things

"
or " those which do not depend upon

other things
"
may be the translation of aparatantra-

vrtti (or aparatantra), and is explained by some com-

mentators as follows :

" ' Those which exist without being supported by other

things
'

means the categories other than non-existence,

e.g. inherence, existence, potentiality, non-potentiality, and

commonness. Particularity is not enumerated, although
the category is imperceptible, because particularity exists

in dependence upon substances." Other commentators

say :

" But existence, potentiality, non-potentiality, and

commonness are perceptible and cannot be classified

among the objects of inference, while inherence is

imperceptible." Therefore "those" or " that ", according

to the commentators,
" includes inherence only."

The explanations are not correct. The paragraph is

distinctly expressed in the plural number (" altogether" is

literally "all"), and is the continuation of the last

paragraph. It naturally relates to non-existences.

The meaning is that absolute non-existence and eternal

reciprocal non-existence are known by inference, i.e. by
the second sort of inference

;
therefore the paragraph is

the detailed explanation of the last.

" All the five non-existences are not the objects of

perception
"

in the last paragraph may relate to both

the first and the second sort of inference
;
but 'the first

sort of inference is principally referred to, that is, the

non-existences are not the objects of perception ; they are
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inferred from perceptible objects. And the eternal non-

existences are the objects of the second sort of inference.

Section 11. Conclusion (p. 119)

Pr. Bh. states that the common properties of the six

categories are astitva, abkidheyatva, and jneyatva (p. 16).
" Knowable "

represents jneyatva, while astitva and

abJiidkeyatva are included in "causes of their recognitions ".

The categories which only relate to the first three

categories are existence (
=

universality), potentiality,

non-potentiality, commonness, and non-existence.

The category inherence is in relation to the other eight,

except non-existence, and particularity only to substances.

The categories attribute and action are in relation toO
the other nine, while the category substance relates

to the ten, including substances.

Substance is known to be the principal, and the other

nine categories are the means to the explanation of

substances. Consequently, the nine categories, however

independent and real, could hardly have a meaning, if

they were considered apart from substances. The con-

sequence may lead to the conclusion that the Vaisesika

system intends principally to explain things and phenomena
in nature as they are. The whole system was a kind of

natural philosophy in ancient India.
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Abhdva (category) (Jn, 246; |]fc,

254, etc.), 10, 123-6, 183 f. ;

anyonya ( ]Jf g , 254, etc.),

184 ; atyanta ( J|l fl , 254, etc.),

184 ; pradhvamsa ( g, $$ , 254,

etc.), 184; prdg (^ , 254,

etc.), 183; satiisarya-pratisedha

(/K HT, 254, etc.), 185.

(pramdna), 125.

[PROPER NAMES, SUBJECTS, AND SANSKRT TECHNICAL

TERMS, WITH CHINESE EQUIVALENTS.]

'The Table of Contents may also be consulted.

Akriyu-mda, 19, 23, 25, 31, 64.

Akuncana (}<j*t , 254, etc.), 172.

Amard-vikkhepa, 22-3, 32.

Anaikdntika, 142.

Analogy, 86. (See Upamuna.)
Ana&rltn-tva, 193.

Anavastha, 52, 128.

Aneka (ij , 252, etc.), 196, etc.

Anu (extension) (^, 252), 73, 75,

78, 142, 145, 196 ; tm ( *, 253.

etc.), 146; nitya , 146.

(atom), 26, 78, 127.

Anugraha (j^ "gfc, 250), 160

Anumdna (J^ ; j^, 250, etc.), 86,

152 I

Anumeya (ffi ^f|, 250), 159.

Anuvrtti (^J, 247), 174.

Anvlksikin, 34, 81.

Anyatara-karmdja (]^ |jj| ^,
251), 150.

Aparatantra, i'rtti
(^ fjjj fjji $ ,

227), 223.

Apara (rtf 3^, 248, 250), 135 ;

"'*
( S' -5 )' lr>1 -

Arambha, 143; "Avr/m (^g '$[,

tlb f^< -ID, 191.

A IIYA - nKVA . See I) I '. v \ .

Avikti (*| ^ o.-)4, etc.), 10, 123,

120.

Asamiirrii/i knrmin (^ or ^ '^J /^

S^, 253, urn.), I:M; f., NO f.

ASANGA, 27, 67, 72.

Abhidheya-tua, 36, 224.

Abltiyhdtu (ff, 230), 164.

Abkiaarpaija ( 1j J|, 230), 217.

Abhyudaya, 74, 76, 167.

Absolute minuteness, 148 ; defined,

95. (See also Sphericity.)

Action, -s, 29, 170, 178 ; enumerated,

98; defined, 122; characteristics,

113-14,213f.; in substances, 114f.;

215 f. : -ness, 174 ; defined, 101 ;

characteristics, 118. (See Kriyd,
Karma it .

)

Activity, 1G8, 212; defined, 98.

Adharma (| f, 253, etc.), 48, 75,

1C. I f.
;

in Jainism, 28.

Ailrx/a, IS, 75 6, 128, 142, 164, iss ;

meaning, 165, 189; of (Jod, 165 6.

Adya-karman ( TQ] Hi, 23(1), 217, n. 4.

Aggregation, 95, 107, 143, Ms.

Ai/ni (fc, 254, etc.), 21-7, etc. ;

sa,i>yoga(&, 239), 58.

AJITA KESA-KAMIUFJ, is) -'_>.

Ajii-akn, -2-2, 24, 40.

Ajfi&na-vdda, 19.

Al:,,ia ($, 254, etc.; |g, '-MS,

etc.), 49, 133 f.
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Asat-kdrya-vdda, 35, 41, 49, 55-6, 150.

ASraya (gfc, fft, $% , 232, etc.),

241 ; vydptitm ($$ ffi ffi, 232,

etc.).

A&rayin ($*, 253, etc.), 143.

Asti-iva, 37, 224.

ASURI, 8-9.

ASVA-GHOSA, 6, 40-5, 65, 81-2.

Atman (fg, 254, etc.), 4, 35, 47, 74,

137 f. ; karman, 187 f.

Atom, -s, 24 f., 48, 51-2, 57, 126 f. ;

196 f. ; -eater, 6 ; combination,

21, 128 f. (See Ann, Paramdnu. )

Atomic theory, 31 ; of Jainism, 24-5 ;

of Buddhism, 26-7 ; of Vaisesika,

127 f. ; criticized, 130 f.

Attribute, 28-9, 178 ; enumerated,
94 ; defined, 122 ; characteristics,

113, 196 f. ; discussed, 49-50, 60 f. :

-ness, 174, 182 ; defined, 101 ;

characteristics, 118 ; meaning, 183.

(See Ginm.)

Araksepana life IS, 248), 171-2.
V IJ *FW* * *

Avayavi-dravya (^ fy ^, 233),

193.

Aversion, 161 ; defined, 97 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See Dvcsa.)

Avidyd (ffS ^, 238), 204 f.

A-yoni-ja, 132.

Ayuta-siddha-sambandha ("% ^
fa H, 247), 176.

f , 252), 145 f.Balm, 196 ;
tva

Bhakti, 145.

BHARADVAJA, 14.

BHARTR-MITRA, 124.

BHATTA, 124.

Bhclva. See Satta.

BHAVA-DASA, 124.

Bhdvand, 75, 163 f., 199; vi$esa

(tfc W n J3fl, 249), 163.

BHAVA-VIVEKA, 45, 48, 67, 69, 131,

188.

Bhiimi-tala (fa J), 218.

Bhuta (^, 230), 78, 195
; <ra, 149.

BODAS, M. R., 12.

BUDDHA, 3-4, 33, 40-4, 55, 82-3.

Buddhi (^, 253, etc.), 4, 35, 75,

152 f. ; \ipeksa, 153, 173, 203, 213;

purva, 30, 154.

BUDDHISM, 1-2, 19, 23, 26, 50, 165.

Caitasika, 27.

Candra (ft , 254), 9.

CANDRA-KANTA, 15, 137, 160.

CANDRA-MATI, 9.

Can-fd (sad-dharma) (|F fjfe)>
42.

Ccui-ft ( j g!), 84.

Cah-lun (ff* jjjjj^),
84.

CARAKA, 39.

Cdrvdka, 20, 30.

Category, -ies, six, 3-4, 7, 34, 55, 60,

69, 150, 167, 224 ; ten, 3-4, 10, 66,

123 ; two or three, 28-9 ; various,

123-5 ; meaning, 121-2 : -ness,

37, 183.

Catur-anuka, 130.

Cause, 134 ; inherent, 102, 114, 139,

188; non-inherent,
1 113 f., 141-2,

215 f. ; efficient, 136, 141, 186 ;

of action, 163-4, 212 ; defined, 98 ;

of reminiscence, 163, 209 f. ;

defined, 98. (See Hetu, Kdrana.)

C'CEU(CHI-SHU) (|? J^j),
198.

Cessation, 168, 212 ; defined, 98.

CHAN-AN (H 4g), 3, n.

CHAN-TA-LO (M P fl), -MO-TI

CI-TSAN(KICHI-ZO) Cg ^), 3-4,

7, 41, 45, 74.

Citta, 27.

Cognition, 152 f. ; defined, 97 ;

classified, 105 f., 196 f.

Colour, 145 ; defined, 94 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See^?j9a.)

Combustion, 200. (See Paka-ja.)

Commonness, 180 f., 221-2 ; defined,

100. (See Sdmunya.)
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Conjunction, 149-51 ; defined, 95-6 ;

classified, 105 f., 196 f. (See

Samyoga. )

Contracting, 39, 172; defined, 99;

classified, 114, 214.

Corn -piece-eater, 5.

Da&a-paddrthl ( -f* fa 1jJ j^, 254),

quoted by Kwhei-ci, 2-3 ; author,

9-10; commentaries, 11; char-

acteristics, 10-11 ; and other

works, 66.

Demerit, 169; defined, 98; classified,

106 f., 196 f. (See Adharma.)
Desire, 161 ; defined, 97 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See/cc/trt.)

DEVA, 3, 42-3, 45, 50-5, 64-7, 67,

74, 81, 86, 89.

Dharma (J, 253, etc.), 10, 48, 75,

164 f. ; viesa, 167 ; in Jainism,
28 ; in Mlmamsa, 31.

DHARMA -KlRTTi, 17-18.

DHARMA-PALA, 2, 9-10, 18, 28, 48,

54, 69, 71, 77-80, 129, 196, 197,

220-1.

DlIAUMOTTARA, 17, 26-8.

Diatom. Sec Dryamika.

DlG-NAGA, 16-18, 67-8, 71, 84, 155,

159.

Dlryha (J|, 252), 73, 145 f.

DiSCft, 254, etc.), 46, 135 f.

Disjunction, 150 ; defined, 96 ;

classified, 105 f., 196 f.

Drava-tva C{fe g, 252, etc.), 162,

192.

Dravya (||, 254, etc.), 28-9, 122,

131 ; tva, 35, 37, 67, 180 f. ;

kdrya(^, 251), 127.

Duhkha (]? , 253, etc.), 25, 75, 160.

Duryati, 76.

Duty of four castes, 63.

Dve$a (||j|, 253, etc.), 75, 161.

Dvyamika (~ jj$,
232 ; ^, 240,

etc. ; <6< ^, 241, etc.), 52, 78,

129 f., 146.

Earth, 55 f. ; defined, 93 ; classified,

102-3 ; and attributes, 103-4,

190 f. : -ness, 101, 118, 174, 183.

(See Prthivi.)

Effort, 161 ; defined, 97 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See Prayatnu.)

Eighteen schools, 8, 80.

Eka-tva
( |f , 239), 29, 144-5 ;

sarva*, 145 ; "artha - sainavdyin

( H %1 & , 250, etc.), 156 f.

Elasticity, 163-4, 172.

Element, -s, four, 20 ; five, 21 ;

seven, 21 ; eight, 21.

Emanation, 143.
'

Emancipation, 73 f.
, 170.

Empirism, 30.

Eternalist, 75. (See Sassata-vdda,

SdSvata-vadin. )

Ether, defined, 93 ; and attributes,

104, 190 f. ; discussed, 49-51,
133 f., 195. (See Akasa.)

Exaltation, 74, 76, 167.

Existence, defined, 99-100 ; char-

acteristics, 116 ; great, 36 ; dis-

cussed, 67 f. , 215). (See Sat, Satlu. )

Expansion, 39, 172 ; defined, 99 ;

classified, 114, 214.

Extension, classified, 105 f., 196 f. ;

cognition of, 72-3 ; explained,
145-9.

Exterminatioualist, 75.

FA-HSIANG-TSUNG ( #1 ^).
1-2, 198.

Fire, defined, 93
; classified, 102-3 ;

and attributes, 104. 190 f. ; dis-

cussed, 57 f.

Fluidity, 162 ; defined, 98 ; classified.

105 f., 196 f. (See Drava-tva.)

FRANKB, O., 26.

Gama.no, (ft f& 248, etc.), 172 3.

Gandha (if, 253, etc.), 143 f.

GARBE, 11., 143, 149.

<; ii.nality, 36, 180. See <I!M

Universality. (See Sri unit! i/u.)

Going, 30, 172 3 ;
<!< ti.ic.l. Ill);

classified. 114, 214.
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GOTAMA, 89.

Grdhya (ffi , "253, etc. ), 143.

Gravity, 161-2
; defined, 97-8 ;

classified, 106 f., 196 f.

Gutia (attribute) (f*?, 253, etc.), 28,

29, 61, 122; tva
( f^, 247, etc.),

67, 180 f., 211.

(upddhi), 135 f.

GURU (PRABHAKARA), 124-5.

Guru-tva (

161.

or
"(i^:, 253, etc.),

HALL, F. E., 90.

HlN (H) dynasty, 26.

HANDT, W., 89.

HARI, 124.

HARI-VARMAN, 4-5, 42-3, 45, so,

55-6, 60, 63-4, 66-7, 80-1, 89.

Httu
(gj, 249, etc.), 81, 156 f.

Hit"< (%] & 230), 168.

Hrasca
(jjg, 252), 73, 145 f.

Hsiang-fd (sad-dharma-pratirupaka)

( ft). 42-

HWUI-JWEI(E-YEI) (g ^pft), 42.

HWUI-YUEH(E-GETSU) (i^ ft ,

25-1), 9.

IccM
(gjfc, 253, etc.), 75, 161.

Impact, 116, 164, 218.

Impetus, 163, 208.

Impression, 98, 102 f. : classified,

106 f., 196* f. (See fihavanu,
Saihskdra. )

Impulsion, 98, 110, 114, 116, 164, 218.

Individuality, 149 ; defined, 95 ;

classified, 105 f., 196 f.

Indriya ($, 243), 20, 142; buddhi,
39 ; karma , 39 ; "prakrti ( ffi,

243), 79.

Inertia, 164, 172.

Inference, 86, 155 f. ; defined, 97 ;

classified, 105 f., 204. (See Anu-
mana. )

Inherence, 150 ; defined, 100 ;

characteristics, 117 ; discussed,

79, 123, 176 f., 220-1. (See

Samavaya. )

I-TSING (H JS), 17.

JACOBI, H., 12-13, 18, 31, 39, 65,

81, 84.

Jainism, 19, 23-5, 28-9, 32, 34-5,

38, 133.

Jlvana ( fo {$, 231 f.), 101, 208.

Jnatr, 140.

Jiieya-tva (ffi %&, 227), 36, 224.

Jo-t'i-souei-mo, see Zho-thi-swti-mo.

Kala (H|, 253, etc.), 46, 134 f.

Kdma-loka, 27.

KANA-BHAKSA, BHUJ, 5, 89.

KANADA, 6-8, 18, 41, 72, 89, 131.

KANISKA, 39, 43.

KAPILA, 46.

H, 231), 215.

j^, 253, etc.), 134 f. ;

fc $%, 253, etc.), 215;

(^ @ , 244), 191;

Karana

Kdrana

sa-apdcsa (

udbhilta , 220.

, Karman (|g, 254, etc.), 29, 50, 61,

122; tva ('j^, 246, etc.), 07,

180 f.

Kartr, 168.

Kdrya (^, 235, etc.), 193 ; kdrana-

avirodhitva ( @ 49 5S> 234,

etc.), 193.

KATYAYANI-PUTIU, 27, 44.

KAUTILYA, 29, 34, so-i.

Kriyd-heln (f^ @, 249), 164, 213;

vat-tva (fi Jg|| f^, 244), 190.

Kriya-vdda, 19, 25, 188.

Ksanika, 62, 170.

KUMARA-JIVA, 3, 36, 40, 42-5, 50,

148.

KOIARA-LABDHA, 43, 45.
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KUMAUILA BHATTA, 17, 31-2, 82,

124-5, 159.

KWHEI-CI (KI-KI) (H S). 1 ' 11 .

36, 38, 41, 68, 80, 121, 129, 134,

147, 150-2, 160-1, 168, 172, 175,

177, 179-81, 195, 197-8, 202, 215-

1(5, 221, 223.

%H , J| , 250, etc.),Laingika (fc H ,

152, 183.

LaLyimi (49, 228, etc.), 33.

Largeness, 147 ; defined, 95 ; abso-

lute, 148 ; defined, 95.

Length, defined, 95.

Lii'tya (fJJ, 250), 134, etc.

LOKAYATA, 34, 81.

Lun-i (jjj^ j|j|, vdkya, vdda), 81, n.

MADHAVA, 89.

MADIIYAMIKA, 23, 27.

Maha-bMta (fa 230), 20, 56, 58.

MAIIA-DEVA BHATTA, 131, 197.

Mahat (fa 252, etc.), 61, 73, 145,

147, 196; tva ( fff , 252, etc.),

147 f. ; tittya?, 146 ; paramo, (fgi ,

252, etc.), 140, 146 f.

MAHA-VIRA, 23, 82-3.

MAKKIIALI GOSALA, 19, 22.

.Mana* (jg', 2,14, etc.), 75, 140f.,

147 f.

Materialism, 19-20.

MATI-CANDRA (H >j), 9, 10.

Merit, 98, 164 f. ; classified, 106 f.,

196 f. (See Dharnm. }

Mm A MSA, Mnnariisaka, 30-2, 34,

lid, 1.14, 221 ; 50, 66, 90, 179.

Mind, defined, 94, 142 ; classified,

102 ; and attributes, 105, 190 f. ;

discussed, 78, 1 Id f.

Mokxx, 10, 73, 167-8.

Mfnin-li-n (f| $g, cf. 244, etc.),

190.

Min-fi-mat (fi f| <jifj, 244, etc.),

163.

NAGARJUNA, 16, 23, 42-7, 49-50,

52-4, 56, 64-6, 84, 86.

Xaiyayika, 54, 66, 89-90.

NATA-PUTTA, 19.

Naya, 83.

Xa-ya-hsiu-mo (ffi %$ ^ jf ),

55, n.

Nigamana, 81.

Nihsreyasa, 73-4, 76, 167.

Nimitta-kdrana, 136, 141.

Nirnaya (^ J^, 238), 204 f.

Ni?kriya($* |J| f, 244), 186.

Niortti (fg jj|, 249), 168, 212.

Nodana
(J|f,

230 ; f^ , 249), 164,

218.

Non-existence, -s, 10, 123 ; enu-

merated, 101; explained, 183 f.,

222 f. ; antecedent, defined, 101 ;

classified, 118-19,222; explained,
183 ; subsequent, 101, 118-19, 222,

184; reciprocal, 101, 118-19, 222,

184; natural, 101, 118-19, 222,

184-5; absolute, 101,118-19,222,
184. (See Abhdva.)

Non-potentiality, 10, 123 ; defined,

100; characteristics, 117; dis-

cussed, 178 f. , 221. (See Asakfi. )

Number, 144 ; defined, 94 ; classified,

105 f., 196f.

NYAYA, 12-13,34,55, 80; mentioned

by Deva, 53-4, 81 ; by Hari-

varman, 55-6, 81 ; by Asva-ghosa,
81 ; reasoning explained l.y

Pingala, 86-8 ; and .Mim;im>a, 30;
and Nagarjumv, 84-6 ; and Vni^

sika, 13, 18, 62-3, 66, 89-91, 153,

155, 158-9.

OLDENBERG, H., 34.

Owl, 3, 5, 41.

Pad(t(%], 254), 121.

i;i'i.iriha (ft H,2.in, :;.i. 121 -j ;

/m, 35, 37, 183; M, 3.1, ."7.

Pain, 160; dHined, H7 :

105 f., 196 f. (See
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, 252, etc.),

Piika-ja, 57, 62, 132, 203.

PAKUDHA KACCAYANA, 19, 20-2, 25.

Pailca- avayava, 81.

PANCA-SIKHA, 8-9.

PANCA-SIKHI, 7-8.

Para ({$ }|r, 248, 250), 135 ; tva

(ff, 250, etc.), 151.

Paramdnu (atom) (|g ^, 251,

etc.), 24, 26, 78, 127, 146 f.

(extension) ( jj fifr, 251, etc.),

148 ; tva, 148.

PARAMARTHA, 4, 16, 18, 43, 74, 77, 84.

Parlksd, 33.

Parimdna (;g, 253, etc.), 128,

145 f. ; tfda, 199.

Parimanilala
([JJ,

52.

Pdrimandalya (f|jl,

73, 78, 128, 145 f.

Parinama, 143.

PARSVA, 43-5.

Particularity, 35 f. ; defined, 100 ;

characteristics, 117 ; discussed,
67 f., 123, 175, 219-20. (SeePifc**.)

Patana
(||| g|f ,

249
;
M $, 231),

161, 216.

Perception, 86 ; defined, 97 ; char-

acteristics, 153-4, 204 ; origination,
108-9. (See Pratyaksa.)

PERI, N., 45.

Pilu-pdka-vdda, 62, 200.

PlNGALA, NETRA, 45-6, 86, 88-9.

Pithara-pdka-vdda, 62, 200.

Pleasure, 160 ; defined, 97 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (SeoSukha.)

Posteriority, 151 ; defined, 96 ;
'

classified, 105 f.,1 96 f. (SeeApara.)
Potentiality, 10, 123 ; defined, 100 ;

characteristics, 117 ; discussed,
178 f., 221. (SeeSakti.)

PRABHA-KARA, 31-2, 124-5, 159.

Prakrti of Sathkhya, 49, 55, 143, 145 ;

= pradhdna, 81.

(material cause), 58, 79 ; tva,

194.

Pranuma, 32, 84-7, 125, 152 f.

Pramdir, 207.

Prameya, 86.

Pramili, 207.

Prasdrana (^ ^, 248, etc.), 172.

PRASASTA-PADA, 6,10,13-14,17-18,

70-1, 77, 125.

Pratijiid, 81, 156 f.

Prallti-vyamhdra-kdrana (^ ^ @,
253, etc.), 134.

Pratyaksa (Jg, g, 250, etc.;

fif Kg, 243), 86, 152 f.
; "ti-a,

192; msaya (^ Jj|, 241
; ^,

227),196; nirvikalpaka , 68, 153;

savikalpaka , 67, 153 ; dlhdsa, 67.

Pratyaya (^, 227; |f, 247;

^, 228, etc. ; ;g, 228), 134, 152.

Pravrtti
( fg ff , 249), 168, 212.

Prayatna (jj} jj$, 253, etc.), 75,

161.

Priority, 151
; defined, 96; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See Para.)

Priya ( pj" ^, 249), 16S.

Prlhak-tva (g|J ^, 253, etc.), 29,

50, 128, 149.

Prthin (j^, 254, etc.), 32; tva

(<&, 247, etc.), 35, 182.

PtJRANA KASSAPA, 19,21.

Purusa, 140.

Purvavat, 87-8, 158.

EAJA-SEKHARA, 6.

Rasa, 143 f.

HAVANA, u!

EOHA-GUTTA, 36, "38, 65, 70.

Rupa (, 253, etc.), 143 f. ; tva,

182; vat-tva (ft , 243), 192.

Rfya-Zoka, 27.

SABARA-SVAMIN, 124-5.

Sabda (attribute) (^, 253, etc.),

121, 176.

(pramdna), 86, 152 f.
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Sail-darsana, 91.

Sddharmya, 36-7 ; vaidharmya, 167.

Sddr&ya, 123-5.

SAIVISM, 31, 166.

XaLti (^ gg, 254, etc.), 10, 123-6,

178 ; sa, 179.

&ALIKA-NATHA, 17.

Samdna-jiUi (jjfj |gf, 233, etc.), 203 ;

aneka - dharma (BJp |pj ^,
238), 205.

Sdmdnya ((pj, 254, etc.), 35-7, 123,

1 7(i f.
,
180 ; apara, 37, 68 ; para,

37, 70 ;
mahd

, 35-7, 70 ;
vi$esa

,

((pj |g, 229; fll #, 254, etc.)/

7, 10* 36-7, 69, 123, 126, 180, 222 ;

visesa, 35, 37, 70.

Sdmdnyato drsta, 87-8, 158.

Samavdya^ fa, 254, etc.), 123,

139, 142.

Samnvayi-kiirann, (^] ^ ^ il^i

253, etc.), 137 f., 146; pratyaya

(, 253, etc.), 139.

Samaveta ( 3L 228 ; $f >&,

231 ; 5ft] , 228, etc.), 157, 200.

Sdmayika, 121.

8artighdta-vie$a (5^ ^ ^ ^Jl],

252), 148.

Samgraha (^, 249), 102.

X,;,khyd -(jjfc, 253, etc.), 50, 124,

128, 144.

SAMKHYA, 2-3,8-9,34, 40, 50, 53-4,

65, 81-2, 90, 217; and Hari-

varman, 58 ; logic, 82 ; and Nugar-

juna, 46, 48-9 ; and Vaisesika,

3-4, 140, 143, 145, 149.

Xn,i,&aya (^ flR, 238), 204 f.

^rj, 253, etc.), 75, 7!>,

f.

, 75 ;
antara , lejas , 75-7.

Saihyoga (fe , 253, etc.), 150; ja

(^, 251), 150; uttara , 199;

"m'e.sa, 219.

Satbyogin (fc
156 f.

j- 250, etc.),

Xamyukta (49 ^, 227, etc.), 149,

157 ; aihyoija, 164.

SAN-CAO (so-jo) (ff ^g), 42.

SANJAYA VELATTH!-PUTTA, 19,

22-3, 83.

SAN-JWEI (SO-YEI) (ff ^'jf),

42, 45.

^ANKAKA, 13, 17, 89, 131, 148, 190.

&ANKARA-SYAMIN, 3, 68, 71.

SAN-LUN-TSUNG (H !& ^)>
4,9.

Santdna, 62.

Santosa (^, 248), 168.

SAN-YIU (SO-YU, ff |), 4, n.

Sarva-gata (Jg ff, 251), 81, 140,

148.

SARVASTI-VADA, 1, 27, 43-4, 49, iso.

Sassata-vdda, 20, 23.

tid&vata-vddin, 75.

Sat (fi, 247), 35, 37.

Sat-kdrya-vada, 49, 149.

Sattd
(ffi '|^t, 247, etc.), 7, 30-7,

67 ; "sdmdnya, 35, 37, 70 ;
rnahd ,

36.

Scliism, 29, 34-5.

Self, defined, 94, 139-40 ; and attri-

butes, 105, 190 f. ; discussed, 48-9,

74-8, 137 f. ; of Nyaya, 53, 80 f.
;

activity of, 186-90. (See Atman.)

Self-consciousness, l.'iS, 152.

Sense-organ, 26-7, 39, 58 f., 78,

194 f. (See Indriya. )

Sfisamt, 87-9, 1.">S.

SlIA-CHU (^ $), 45.

SHA-LO (S? If), S4. ...

ShnH-rii(Jfo %, 254), 9.

Shortness, defined, 95.

SlDDHA-SENA, 15!l.

SlVAIUTYA, 72, 124, 17").

Smallncss, 146; defined, 95. (See

Ami.)
'

Smell, 145 ; defined. !)4 ; chissii'n-1.

105 f., 196 f. (See (;>nnlftn.)
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Smrti-hetu (fe gj, 249), 163.

Sneha ( jjj|, 253, etc.), 162.

Sound, 170 ; defined, 98 ; classified,

105 f. ; discussed, 61, 73, 197 f. ;

three meanings, 121. (See Sabda.)

Space, defined, 94 ; and attributes,

105, 190 f. ; discussed, 47, 50,

135 f. (See Dis.)

Sparsa (jgf, 253, etc.), 143 f. ;

vat-tva (iff , 244), 191.

Sphericity, 95, 148, 192 f. (See

Pariinandalya. )

SRI-CABANA, 13.

&RI-DHARA, 13, 17, 123, 130-1,

147-8, 211.

Stealing of food, 63-4.

Sthiti-sthdpaka, 163 f., 172.

Substance, -s, 28-9,178 ; enumerated,
93 ; defined, 122 ; classified, 142,

190 f. ; characteristics, 102, 190 f. ;

-ness, 174 ; defined, 100-1 ;

characteristics, 118 ; meaning,

37, 183 ; explained, 180 f. (See

Dravya. )

Suyati, 76.

Sukha (gg, 253, etc.), 25, 75, 160.

SuNYA-VADA, 3-4, 65, 84, 86, 124.

SfJRYA-SOMA, 45.

Sydd-vdda (saptct-bhaftgl-naya), 83.

Syanda, -na (j$ Qr, 249; "f gff,

231), 162, 217.

Syllogism. (See Inference.
)

Sj'stem, six, 11, 91.

TAKAKUSU, J., i.

TAG-AN (DO-AN, iH 4), 39, n.

Taste, 145 ; defined, 94 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See Rate.)

Tattva-jndna, 76, 167-8.

Tautdtita, 90.

TA-YUAN-KUO (; #& US). 46
>
"

Teachers, six, 19.

THIBAUT, G., 31.

Throwing downwards, 39, 171-2 ;

defined, 99; classified, 114, 214.

Throwing upwards, 39, 171 ; defined,

99; classified,! 14 f., 214: -ness, 174.

Time, defined, 93 ; and attribute,

104-5, 190 f. ; discussed, 46; 51,

134 f. (See Kdla.)

Tiryak-paiuna ($ lj%, 230), 217, n.

Touch, 145 ; defined, 94 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (See Sparsa. )

Trairdsika-mata, 35.

Treatise, The. (See Dasa-paddrthi.)

Tress, circulation in, 116, 217.

Tri-rupa-Knga, 159.

Trustworthy instruction, 86.

Tryanuka (H ^ 5s 25 '2
>

etc-),

52, 129 f., 140.

TsiN (J|) dynasty, 26.

UMiaya-kanna-ju (fji ^
etc.), 150.

Uccheda-vuda, 20-1, 23, 31 ; vadin,15.

Uddharana (drstdnta), 81.

UDAYANA, 15, 72, 90-1, 123, 140.

Udbhuta (?g , 237, 250), cf. 220.

Uddesa, 33.

UDDYOTA-KARA, 13-14, 16-18, 89,

91.

Ultimate particulars, 37, 67, 70 f.,

103, 123, 179 f., 194. (See Visesa.)

ULUKA, 3-5, 6-8, 41, 46, 53, 57,74, 78.

Universality, 35 f., 99; great, 36;

highest, 37, 70 f., 174 ; lower, 37,

68, 70 f., 174 ; discussed, 67 f., 123,

173-5. (See Sdmdnya. )

Universality -
particularity, 7, 36,

69 f., 79, 118, 174, 180, 222.

Upaghuta (jj| '[, 250), 160.

Upamdna, 86, 125, 155.

Upanaya, 81.

Upasarpana (1|| ^, 230), 217, n.

UPAVARSA, 124.

Urdhva-jvalana ( t $%, 230), 217. n.

Utksepana (^ ^, 248), 171 ; tni,

182.

Utsdha (^ ||, 249), 161.

Uttara ( i$ H, 231, etc.), 208, n.
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VACASPATI-MISRA, 90-1.

Vainayika-vdda, 19.

VAISESIKA ( $ g=), 1-3, 5-6, 8-19,

23, 34, 40, 46; and Akriya-vada,

22, 25, 63 - 4 ; Amara-vikkhepa,
32-3 ; Buddhism, 28 ; traditional

founder, 3-5 ; Jainism, 25, 28-9,

35-8 ; Mlmamsa, , 30-2, 124-6 ;

Nyaya, 13, 18, 62-3, 66, 89-91,

153, 155, 158-9,200; Saivism, 31,

166 ; Sarhkhya, 3-4, 140, 143, 145,

149; Vedanta, 140, 145, 149;

origin, 18 f.
; characteristics, 30,

34-5, 63-4, 121-2, 177, 217 ; de-

velopment, 66 f. ; mentioned by

A.sva-ghosa, 40-1 ; by Deva, 50-5,

68-7, 74 ; by Dig-naga, 67-8, 71 ;

by Dharma pala, 69-71, 77-8 ; by
Harivarman, 55-64, 67 ; by Nagar-
juna, 46-50; by Paramartha, 74-7;

by Saiikarasvamin, 68-9, 71 ; by
Vasu-bandhu, 71-3.

VALLABHACARYA, 198.

VASU, 3, 45-54, 73-4, 196,

VASU-BANDHU, 2, 16, 45, 67, 72-4,

129.

VASU-MITRA, 38.

VATSYAYANA, 12-13, 15-18, 65,

83-4, 86-9, 91, 156, 158.

VEDANTA, 34, 90, 217, 221
; and

Vaisesika, 140, 145, 149.

Vega (ffe $, 249, etc.), 163 f.

Vil>ha<jn (|U|, 251, etc.), 166.

Vidya (J %}, 238, etc.), 204 f.

VlJNANA-VADA, 1-2, 65, 84, 124.

Vipdka (f| ^, 230), 218.

Virakta
(fife

*
$, 248), 168.

Virodhin (^B j^, 250, etc.), 156 f.

Viscidity, 162 ; defined, 98 ; classified,

105 f., 196 f. (SeeSntha.)

Visesa (J|, 254, etc.), 35, 57-8, 123,

180 ; antya (^ , 243), 37, 67,

123, 194; vat, 194; eat-tva ( %,
243), 191 ; anantya" (^ ^,
243), 37, 137.

Vi&sato drsta, 160.

Viyoga. See Disjunction.

Volition, 97, 161. (See/cc/t.)
Vrtti-lcdra (a Mimariisaka), 124-5.

(on the V.S.), 14.

Vydpaka, 158-9.

Vydpti, vyatireka , anvaya , 159.

Vydpya, 158-9.

Vydvrtti (jE, 247, etc.), 175, etc.

Water, defined, 93 ; classified, KrJ :\ :

and attributes, 104, 190 f. ; di>

cussed, 57 f.

Wind, defined, 93; classified, 102 3;

and attributes, 104, 190 f. ; dis-

cussed, 57 f.

ir'9-70,

YOGA, 34, 46, 50, 81, 90.

Yoga, (ffl Jg, 230 >' 11 /
188.

Yoni-ja, 132.

YUAN-CH'ANG(GEN-CHO)
43.

YUAN CHWANG (GEN-JO) (^ ^),
1-3, 10, 17, 42-3, 68-9, S4. 121.

198.

Zho-lhi-swei-mo (^ ^ # ^ ,

40, n.

Zho.ya-m-mo (^ %$ '^ }
,

55, n.
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